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Abstract

Development of respective computer code system of BWR and PWR for evaluation of
ECCS has been conducted since 1973 considering the differences of the reactor cooling system,
core structure and ECCS. The first version of the BWR code system, of which developmental
work started earlier than that of the PWR, has been completed. The BWR code system is
designed to provide computational tools to analyze all phases of LOCAs and to evaluate the
performance of the ECCS including an "Evaluation Model (EM)" feature in compliance with
the requirements of the current Japanese Evaluation Guideline of ECCS. The BWR code sys-
tem could be used for licensing purpose, i.e. for ECCS performance evaluation or audit calcula-
tions to cross-examine the methods and results of applicants or vendors.

The BWR code system presented in this report comprises several computer codes, each of
which analyzes a particular phase of a LOCA or a system blowdown depending on a range of
LOCAs, i.e. large and small breaks in a variety of locations in the reactor system. The system
includes ALARM-B1, HYDY-B1 and THYDE-B1 for analysis of the system blowdown for
various break sizes, THYDE-B-REFLOOD for analysis of the refiood phase and SCORCH-B2
for the calculation of the fuel assembl hot plane temperature.

When the multiple codes are used to analyze a broad range of LOCAs as stated above, it is
very important to evaluate the adequacy and consistency between the codes used to cover an
entire break spectrum. The system consistency together with the system performance are dis-
cussed for a large commercal BWR.

Keywords: BWR, ECCS, Code System, Evaluation Model, Japanese Evaluation Guideline,
LOCA, Break Spectrum, Large Break LOCA, Intermediate Break LOCA, Small
Break LOCA, System Consistency, System Performance
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日本原子力研究所では， 1913年以来 BWRとPWRのそれぞれの炉型について，冷却系や炉心構造

および ECCSの方法の相違を考慮した.二つの ECCS性能静価周コードシステムを開発してきた.本

第一次版は開発の先行した BWRコードシステムについて.まとめたものである. c.のコードシステム

は.想定冷却材喪失事故の全過程を妥当な安全余裕を待って， ECCSの性能評価を行うためのものであ

り.日本における ECCS評価基準Ic:従うものである。従ってとれらの計算コードは.原子炉股置申崎者

の僻価解析の方法や結果を検査するためにも使用できる.

本報で述べる BWRコードシステムは，分担の異なるいくつかの計算コードから成る.各自陣成コード

は，事故過程で注目するパラメーターが異なるととから主としてプローダウン.再冠水およびヒートア

ップ解析，さらに破断ロの大きさにより現象が大きく異なるととから，大破断と中小破断解析に分けて

用いられる.種々の破断ロに対するプローダウン解析用IC:， ALARM-B 1， HYDY-B 1. THYDE-

BIがあり.再冠水解析If:は THYDE-;-REFLOOD. ヒート rップ解析には SCORCH-B2が用い

られる.

複数のコードを用いて.全破断スベクトルを解析する場合には.その境界において矛盾なく一貫して

いるととが重要である.己とでは，実規模 BWRプラントについてコードシステムの性能評価とシステ

ム全体の妥当性についても報告する.

'" (財)原子力工学試験センター.原子炉安全解街所
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1. Introduction

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has been conducting a develop-
ment work of a number of computer codas for the analysis and assessment of the safety of
various nuclear facilities. Among various works in this field, the development of computer
codes to evaluate the performance of emergency core cooling system (ECCS) during a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) in the current light water reactors (LWRs) has been deemed as the
most urgent and has received a high priority. These computer codes are to analyze a LOCA
process, and to predict the peak cladding temperature (PCT) and the maximum cladding
oxidation thickness (COT), with a reasonable conservatism and in compliance with the require-
ments of "Safety Evaluation Guideline for the Performance of ECCS of LWRs"l> established
by the Nuclear Safety Commission and being referred to in the licensing process. In order to
meet such needs in the licensing process and to establish technical bases for the LOCA analysis,
the development of ECCS evaluation codes has been conducted since 1973.

Different approaches of development have been adopted in contrast to those for compre-
hensive type codes, such ?s RELAP4 which has been equipped with many features or modelling
options in it for various purposes and which c?me out at an early stage of the code develop-
ment in JAERI in this field. That is, considering the differences in the reactor cooling system,
core structure, and principles of ECCS, two sets of computer codes are being developed
namely for PWR and BWR respectively. Further, since it is not easy to calculate every para-
meters of interest through the whole process of a LOCA by a single computer code even with
recently developed high-speed computers, a conventional approacii has been taken, where
several codes with respective purposes are prepared and linked into a code system for a sys-
tematic analysis. This report deals with such a code system for BWRs.

Before describing the code system and its performance, it should be noted that the objec-
tive of this code system is to evaluate the performance of ECCS with a reasonable conservatism,
or safety margin, and not necessarily to try to predict or reproduce actual phenomena during
the course of an accident as correctly as possible. Such computer codes or analytical models
with the above objective are often called "Evaluation Model (EM)", and distinguished from
those of usual analytical objectives which sometimes are called "Best Estimate Model (BE)".
Since such EM's are used mainly in the licensing review, it is necessary for them to fulfill the
requirements of the above mentioned Guideline. The Guideline was first established in 1975
by the then Atomic Energy Commission, and fully revised by the Nuclear Safety Comission in
July 1981. Though the code system reported in this report was developed in accordance with
the old Guideline, it is also well in compliance with the new Guideline. Thus this code system
could be used for licensing purpose, i.e., for ECCS performance evaluation or audit calculations
to cross-examine the methods and results of applicants or vendors.

The Guideline establishes the Acceptance Criteria of ECCS which, among other things,
requires that the peak cladding temperature shall not exceed 1200°C and the maximum clad-
ding oxidation thickness 15% during any process of postulated LOCAs. LOCAs required to be
considered include those with rupture size of up to 200% of the flow area of the largest piping,
at any location of the primary cooling system pipings and associated components, of the
modes of double ended and split types. Models for the break flow, heat transfer, two phase
flow etc. as well as the physical properties of related materials must be justifiable with appro-
priate experimental data or shown to be conservative. Models and parameters relating to the
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ECCS performance must also be supported with experiments otherwise conservative assump-
tions must be made.

To carry out the required analysis while fulfiling such requirements as above, the code
system consists of five computer codes namely ALARM-B1, HYDY-B1, THYDE-B1, THYDE-
B-REFLOOD and SCORCH-B2. Descriptions of individual codes will appear in the following
chapters as well as the code system structure, role of each code in the system and demonstra-
tion of the system performance. The description for an individual code here is intended to be
of a users manual for that code, that is, it includes mainly the description of physical models,
numerical methods, and input requirements, and does not include the description of the code
performance, because it has already been reported in different open literatures2 J"6>.

On the other hand, the performance of the system will be described in details, as it is one
of the main objectives of this report. It should be noted, however, that the only intended
system performance will be demonstrated, that is, to show capability of evaluation analysis for
LOCAs in compliance with the Guideline.

The contents of this report are as follows. In Chapter 2 are described the system organiza-
tion, data transfer between individual codes and how the system works in large and small break
cases. From Chapter 3 to 7, individual codes are described tor their physical models, numerical
methods, input requirements, and so on. Chapter 8 then introduces the system performance
for a full-scale BWR. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the reports.

The technology embodied within individual codes represents current capability in this
field. In cases where the current understanding of physical phenomena such as during refill and
reflood phas.» may be incomplete, conservative models have been adopted, while many experi-
mental works have been continued to improve our understanding in these areas and to develop
more sophisticated analysis technique. We believe the analysis capability presented in this
report are adequate for pi^pose of evaluation of ECCS performance.

Though the authors share the equal authorship of, and common responsibility to, the
present report, it would be useful to note here the principal contributers to each chapter.
Chapter 1 was drafted by K. Sato, Chapter 2 by A. Kohsaka, Chapter 3 by M. Akimoto,
Chapter 4 by Y. Asahi, Chapter 5 and 6 by K. Muramatsu, Chapter 7 by K. Abe, Chapter 8 by
F. Araya based on the work of Kohsaka, Araya and Muramatsu, and Chapter 9 by M. Akimoto.
The drafts were then cross examined among the authors, and editorial works were done by
M. Akimoto with assistance of A. Kohsaka and K. Sato.
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2. Outline of the Code System

The code system comprises several computer codes, each of which has been developed to
analyze a particular phase of a LOCA. These codes include ALARM-B1, HYDY-B1, and
THYDE-B1 for analysis of the system blowdown, THYDE-B-REFLOOD for analysis of the
reflooding phase, and SCORCH-B2 for the calculation of the fuel assembly hot plane tempera-
ture.

As described above, three codes for analysis of the system blowdown are provided, con-
sidering that phenomena in the blowdown period are significantly different depending on a
range of LOCAs, i.e., large and small breaks in a variety of locations in the reactor system.
ALARM-B1 calculates thermo-hydraulic phenomena in the reactor system during the transient
of a large break of the recirculation line. The present version of ALARM-B1 is not capable of
analysing mechanistic heat transfer in the core region and the heat transfer rates from fuel rods
to coolant during transient need to be evaluated appropriately as code inputs prior to a calcula-
tion. HYDY-B1 is then used to obtain detailed information on the core heat transfer bated on
the boundary conditions given by ALARM-B1. THYDE-B1 is mainly used for analysis of the
blowdown thernio-hydraulic behavior under a small break LOCA, including analysis of the two
phase mixture level in the core region. THYDE-B1 is also used for large break analysis to pro-
vide core uncovery time and the initial conditions for analysis of the reflood phase. Three
codes: ALARM-B1, HYDY-B1 and THYDE-B1 are used so as to meet the requirement to
complete an entire break spectrum of blowdown phase. When the analysis is made over a broad
range of LOCAs using multiple codes, it is very important to evaluate the adequacy and consist-
ency among the codes used to cover an entire spectrum. The discussion on system consistency
together with system performance will be described in Chapter 8.

It should be noted that the second phase in the development of the code system has been
going on z \ Modifications and improvements will be incorporated into the system as a result of
performance studies so as to provide a system capable of analyzing systematically a broad
range of LOCAs and user-oriented system for routine production use.

The remainder of this chapter will outline the system structure, data transfer among the
codes, and procedures of analyses for large and small break LOCAs.

2.1 System Organization and Data Transfer

The configuration of codes for large breaks is different from that for small breaks, as
severity of transients and henceforth the coolant behavior and heat transfer pattern are signifi-
cantly different depending on the break size. Figure 2.1.1 shows the codes to be used and data
to be transferred in the system, depending on break size. Figure 2.1.2 shows the roles of each
code along with chronological sequence, including the time period of calculation by each code
and data transfer between codes. As shown in these figures, the codes other than SCORCH-B2
have the roles of supplying necessary data to SCORCH-B2 for a heatup calculation.

SCORCH-B2 analyzes thermal behavior of fuel rods at a certain axial level of a bundle,
usually at the axially hottest point of the hottest channel, and calculate peak cladding tem-
perature (PCT) and maximum cladding oxidation thickness (COT). These quantities depend
very much on heat transfer between fuel rods and coolant during a LOCA.

During the first phase of blowdown large quantity of coolant of relatively low quality
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flows through the core, and therefore sufficient heat transfer can be expected. The rate of heat
transfer during this period is evaluated by the combination of ALARM-Bl and HYDY-Bl for
large breaks, while nucleate boiling is assumed for small breaks. In the latter phase of blow-
down fuel rods are exposed to high quality mixture or steam and therefore a degraded heat
transfer situation begins and continues until recovery of heat transfer by initiation of core
spray. In order to calculate fuel rod temperature conservatively for the licensing evaluation,
no heat transfer is usually assumed during this period in SCORCH-B2. The starting time of this
adiabatic treatment is called "Core Uncovery Time" which is defined as the time when the
axial level of rods under cosideration starts to be exposed to steam over the mixture level. The
core uncovery time is estimated from mixture level behavior calculated by THYDE-B1 for
large breaks and by THYDE-B-REFLOOD for small breaks.

The time to apply spray cooling heat transfer is determined from both pressure change in
the core shroud and mixture level in the downcomjr calculated by THYDE-B1. The heat trans-
fer rate by spray cooling is given from experimental data. Further, during the spray cooling, it
is known that the radiative heat transfer in the fuel assembly plays an important role, and
therefore a detailed radiation calculation is performed in SCORCH-B2.

The spray cooling continues until the axial level of interest is covered by the mixture level
by continuous injection of ECCS water. This time is called "Reflooding Time" and is deter-
mined from the core mixture level behavior calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD. After reflood-
ing, a heat transfer coefficient which was obtained from reflooding experiments is applied.
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2.2 Large Break LOCA Analysis

The method of analysis .for the large break LOCA is described in the following, which
include the procedure of analysis, role of each member code and data transfer between codes.
The five codes, ALARM-B1, HYDY-B1, THYDE-BI, THYDE-B-REFLOOD and SCORCH-B2,
are used.

1) For the first step, overall hydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling system is ana-
lyzed by ALARM-B1 from the beginning of blowdown to the core uncovery time. Heat
transfer rate to the coolant in the core is to be given by input in this analysis. The analysis by
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ALARM-B1 is terminated at the core uncovery time, because the hydraulic behavior inside
shroud is usually determined with a model based on homogeneous assumption which is valid
for well mixed fluid condition under a violent transient.

2) In the next step the thermo-hydraulic transient in the core region is analyzed in
detail by HYDY-B1, using the core inlet flow conditions as boundary conditions. The applica-
tion of HYDY-B1 should also be limited to the period from the beginning of blowdown to the
cere uncovery time, as this code is based on a homogeneous fluid model. The blowdown heat
transfer coefficients and fluid temperature are determined by this analysis.

3) In parallel with above, transient thermo-hydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling
system is calculated by THYDE-B1 with a core shroud mixture level calculation model from
blowdown to reilood phase as the third step. The core uncovery time mentioned above is
determined from the mixture level behavior obtained by this calculation. The core uncovery
time could also be determined from the calculation by HYDY-B1 as the time when the quality
at the axial node under consideration of the channel takes unity. Howeve.*, the former method
should be used, since it has been shown through case studies that the time is estimated more
conservatively by this method than by the latter.

Important parameters other than core uncovery time such as core spray initiation t-me,
fluid conditions at core spray initiation, flow rates of ECCS, pressure change which are neces-
sary to link to THYDE-B-RFFLOOD are obtained by THYDE-B1 calculation.

4) For the fourth step the thermo-hydraulics inside shroud is analyzed by THYDE-B-
REFLOOD to determine the reflooding time which is one of the key parameters fora heitup
calculation. The analysis by THYDE-B-REFLOOD is from initiation of core spray untill the
end of reflood phase and is limited to inside of shroud. The initial fluid conditions at core
spray initiation, such as mass and enthalpy of the coolant and temperature of the structure, are
given from the transient calculation by THYDE-B1.

5) For the last step the thermal behavior of fuel rods at the axial level under considera-
tion is analyzed by SCORCH-B2 throughout a LOCA, using information from the other codes
and the data given by input such as heat transfer coefficient under spray cooling and reflood
cooling obtained from experiments. As the results of heatup calculations by SCORCH-B2, PCT
and COT are evaluated.

2.3 Small Break LOCA Analysis

Three member codes, THYDE-B1, THYDE-B-REFLOOD and SCORCH-B2, are used for a
small break LOCA analysis. The procedure of analysis and relationship between these codes are
almost same as those for a large break LOCA.

The overall thermo-hydraulic behavior of the reactor cooling system is firstly analyzed by
THYDE-B1. The details of thermo-hydraulic behavior inside shroud is then analyzed by
THYDE-B-REFLOOD under the condition of pressure transient calculated by THYDE-B1. The
thermal behavior of fuel rods at the axial level of interest is finally analyzed by SCORCH-B2
with use of information obtained by other two codes, such as the core uncovery time.Trefiood-
ing time, and fluid temperature.

In case of small break analysis, however, the calculation by THYDE-B-REFLOOD begins
at the time of uncovery of the top of core, while it begins at the core spray initiation time in
case of large break analysis. The reason why these two different models to calculate core
mixture level, one for large breaks and another for small breaks, are provided in THYDE-B-
REFLOOD is as follows. The model for large breaks is equivalent to that of the REFLOOD
code1) developed by the General Electric Company (GE), which is based on the results of
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GE BWR FLECHT experiments. As this GE model was developed for the fluid conditions
under operation of the core spray, it is adequate to use THYDE-B-REFLOOD after the initia-
tion of the core spray for large break analyses. On the other hand the model for small breaks
does not have such a limitation and can calculate mixture level with a finer mesh. It is, there-
fore, better to apply this code for small break analyses as from early time as possible, but not
before the core top uncovery.

References
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3. ALARM-B1 : A Computer Code for Large

Break Blowdown Analysis

3.1 Summary of the Code ALARM-B1

The ALARM-B11* computer code which is one of BWR's code series calculates thermo-
hydraulic and thermodynamic phenomena in the pressure vessel and the primary coolant loop
during transient of a large break of the recirculation line. The ALARM-B1 does not calculate
heat transfer to the coolant from the core during transient and it is given as input data. There-
fere the main outputs of the ALARM-B1 are core inlet flow, enthalpy and pressure transient
which significantly affect the heat transfer in the core during the blowdown. Once the behavior
of these variable is determined, the variables serve as input into the computer code HYDY-B1
which determine heat transfer conditions in the core. Thus in the use of the ALARM-B1 code,
the heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant during transient should be evaluate appropriately
prior to a calculation.

ALARM-B1 solves integral forms of fluid conservation and state equations for user-defined
volumes (nodes) which are treated as one-dimensional homogeneous element interconnecting
flow paths O'unctions). The numbers of nodes and junctions and their initial fluid conditions
are given as input. The program is of a variable dimension so that there are no limits to the
number of nodes and junctions as far as the computer memory allows. The fundamental
features of the ALARM-B1 code are summarized as follows:
(1) Node and Junction model

The primary system is divided into a number of spatial volume elements which are then
represented by a point called "node". The fluid condition for each volume is assumed to be
uniform and the state value of each volume such as thermodynamic pressure is also assumed to
be represented as a point value. Hypothetical ducts, "junctions", connect adjacent volume
according to the problem geometry. The mass and energy balance is solved in each node at
each time step during the transient. A momentum balance is applied to the junction with
appropriate assumptions.
(2) Assumption of Phase equilibrium

The fluid contained in the nodes consists of only liquid in a subcooled state, liquid and/or
vapor in saturated equilibrium, or only vapor in a superheated state as determined by the
energy and mass balances at any given time. It is not permitted that more than one fluid states
exist in a node at the same time.
(3) Homogeneous flow model and two-phase separation model

If the fluid condition contained in a volume is a two phase mixture, two options concern-
ing two phase flow are available. One is the homogeneous flow model in which the steam and
liquid move always in the same direction with the same velocity. The other option is phase
separation model in which the upward relative movement of steam void is taken into account
by giving a gradient factor of the vapor distribution and the relative velocity at the mixture
surface"). Therefore this separation region is assumed to be heterogeneous in enthalpy but is
assumed to have no spatial variation in thermodynamic pressure. For three axially connected
volumes, the following options are also provided. Supposing that the upper, middle and lowest
volumes represent the steam, mixture and liquid regions, respectively, the mixture level track-
ing is calculated by the following way. When the mixture level in the middle volume has
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become below the bottom of the volume, the volume mass and energy are added to the lowest
volume. The mixture level and vapor distribution calculations are extended into the new
combined volume. Further, the quantities of the combined volume can be added to the upper
volume when the mixture level in the combined volume reaches the bottom of the volume.
Though the selection of the above models is quite optional, usually the downcomer region is
represented by this model.
(4) Core heat transfer

The heat transferred from the fuel to the coolant during blowdown is given by input data.
Thus no heat transfer problem is treated in core by ALARM-B1. The detailed thermohydrau-
lics are treated in another code HYDY which determines the heat transfer coefficients during
blowdown according to the boundary conditions given by ALARM-B1.
(5) Recirculation pump model

The behavior of the recirculation pump is calculated by the homologous law using a set of
input characteristic curves. Required characteristic curves are Q-H, n-H, n-T, Q-T relations at
the rating and the reversal flow and rotation conditions. Another option is also provided for
recirculation pump behavior using a suction flow quality and head correlation only for the
normal flow.
(6) Jet pump model

For the jet pump behavior the momentum equation is solved for four cases according to
whether the drive, suction, and throat flow are in normal or reversal flow condition respective-
ly. The jet pump flow path is regarded as a junction in which momentum flux change due to
cross-sectional area change and momentum mixing are incorporated but compressibility of
fluid is ignored. An option is provided for jet pump behavior neglecting the temporal change of
the suction flow momentum.
(7) Subnode model for core region

The nodes with heat input such as the core and core bypass nodes are optionally sub-
divided into a number of common pressure subnodes. This permits calculation of fluid enthalpy
within the core and bypass nodes where the fluid enthalpy varies with distance along the flow
direction.

3.2 Governing Equations and their Numerical Solutions

ALARM-B1 solves volume integral forms of fluid conservation equations by integrating
a set of differential equations subject to certain algebraic relations. A mass and energy balance
is performed -on each volume at each time step during transient with junction conditions and
heat addition rate to the fluid. By using the steam table with pressure and enthalpy as inde-
pendent variables, the pressure and other thermodynamic quantities are obtained for each
node. The volumes with heat generation such as the core region can be subdivided in a number
of common pressure subnodes. This permits calculations of the fluid enthalpy variation with
the distance along the flow direction. If the phase separation model11) is applied to a volume,
fluid conditions for junctions connected to the volume can be determined from axial density
distribution. A one-dimensional momentum equation is obtained for each junction. Especially
three junction flows for a jet pump are obtained simultaneously by solving jet pump momen-
tum balance at each time step. After the pump trip, the pump speed is calculated by integrat-
ing the pump coast down equation using pump characteristic curves.

Time integration for all differential equations used in ALARM-B1 is performed by a
simple forward difference technique based on the sequence of time increments specified by
input. A steady-state initialization is made to define conditions in each node at time zero based
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on the values input by the user.

3.2.1 Node conservation Equations
The fluid condition in each constant volume, illustrated in Fig. 3.2.1, can be specified by

the conservation equations of mass and energy. In the equation of internal and kinetic energy
based on the first law of thermodynamics, the kinetic energy, work done on fluid by viscous
and gravitational forces can be neglected because the contribution of those terms are small in
comparison with others for most of BWR-LOCA conditions. The integrated mass and energy
equations over a constant volume, with some approximations such as constant fluid properties
within a constant volume, are given by

^ (3.2.1)

|££ (3.2.2)
where

M, = total mass in node i,
W,y = flow rate into volume i through junction /,
hi; = enthalpy of flowing fluid,
h, = average enthalpy in node /,
Vi = volume in node i,
P> = thermodynamic pressure in node i,
Q. = heat input to node /.

Since each node has a constant volume,
dVj dUt dv(

where v; is specific volume of fluid in node /. From equation of state, v( is given as a function
of pressure P,- and enthalpy h,-:

v,= v,(P.,h,) . (3.2.4)

A combination of the above equations (3.2.1) through (3.2.4) yields the pressure rate equation:

where, for subcooled fluid and superheated fluid:

\~QT) = fi (P/h) fluid compressibility (3.2.6)

Junction j Junction j+ l

~~" ? X ^
hi-" P l l*hh i . ] , hj h,.H

Volume V|

Fig. 3.2.1 Constant volume node.
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-zr) =fs(p,h) fluid thermal expansion (3.2.7)

and for saturated fluid:

/ d v \ dvft v/g dh/i (dvgi v/^ d\igi dvgi Vfg dhfi \

\8p)b~ dp "hTJ dp X\~dp hfgipT dpi hfg dpt J '
(3.2.8)

v = v / + x v / f , (3.2.10)

" T ^ - «"•»»
where

v/ - specific volume of saturated liquid,
v# = specific volume of saturated vapor,
h/ - enthalpy of saturated liquid,
h, = enthalpy of saturated vapor,
h /^^h^-h/ ,
V/#BVf-V/.

The state values and their derivatives in Eq. (3.2.5) are calculated by linear interpolation
of the values in the steam tables for ALARM-Bl with pressure and enthalpy as independent
variables.

3.2.2 Phase Separation Modal11*

The phase separation model used in ALARM-Bl is almost the same as used in RELAP-
3 U ) . In this model, the upward relative movement of steam voids below the mixture level is
assumed to be expressed in terms of a gradient factor of the vapor distribution and the relative
velocity at the mixture surface. The assumed bubble distribution is

m|^ + b , (3.2.12)

where
er(Z) = void fraction at Z,
m, b = time dependent slope and intercept,
Z = height above the bottom of the volume,
ZM = time-dependent height of mixture surface.

The slope and intercept of Eq. (3.2.12) are expressed in terms of the assumed gradient
factor and the average void fraction within the two-phase mixture. For an average void fraction
less than 0.S, the distribution of the void fraction is given by

tf(Z)=2(Co-l)tf0^-+(2-Co)tfo, 0^tfo^0.5, (3.2.13)

where ao = average void fraction within the mixture,
Co = assumed gradient factor,

and for average void fractions between 0.5 and 1:

o f ( Z ) = 2 ( C o - l ) [ l - o f 0 ] ^ - + l - C o ( l - t f 0 ) . 0 . 5 ^ Q ^ 1 . (3.2.14)

The constant Co, which must be limited between 1.0 and 2.0, determines the maximum
bubble gradient. If the Co is chosen as unity, the mixture is homogeneous; if 2.0, the bubble
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gradient is maximum within the permissible physical constrains. In the present version of
ALARM-B1, Co is an input and kept constant during the transient.

An average void fraction within the mixture and the mixture level during transient is
estimated by applying conservation of mass in the volume. Steam can be added to a volume
either through a junction or by flashing of liquid within the mixture. On the other hand when
condensation due to pressure rise occurs during transient, it is assumed that the steam within
the mixture and steam region are uniformly changed into liquid. The differential equation
describing the bubble mass balance in a volume, is

^ 3 r , l . (3.2.15)
where

Meb; = mass of steam entrained in the mixture,
Mvi = total mass of steam within the node,
C,, = 0.0 if the junction / in the mixture region,

= 1.0 if the junction / above the mixture region,
X,, = quality of junction flow,
W, = bubble mass flow rate at mixture surface,
W<> = flow into or out of the node at junction /.

To calculate QyXjyW// in Eq. (3.2.15) at the separator outlet, separator efficiency, v> may
be used instead of Cy optionally. Since a separator outlet actually consists of two flow paths,
both the upward separated steam flow which leads to the steam dome and the downward
liquid flow must be estimated. These two flow paths are treated as a single junction and the
upward separated steam flow is obtained by using separator efficiency specified as a function
of the mixture level elevation. This steam flow is

W,= ifxo-W(y , (3.2.16)
where

Ws = separated steam flow to the steam region,
7] = separator efficiency as function of the mixture level elevation,
x,7 = quality of separator junction,
Wl;= flow into the separation region.

Since the volume of the mixture region is known at all times during the transient by solv-
ing Eq. <3.2.15), the height of the mixture level can be calculated from the node geometry,
which is given in a form of a data table of height versus node cross-sectional area. The change
in average void fraction during transient is also calculated by use of Mgj, in Eq. (3.2.15) and
the volume above mixture region.

Another option is available for expressing continuous change of the mixture level be
tween axially adjacent two nodes. After the mixture level in upper node arrives at the bottom
of upper node, the volume, mass and energy are added to the lower node and the mixture level
and vapor distribution calculations are performed for the extended node connecting upper and
lower node. In this model, the conservation of momentum for two nodes is ignored but the
conservation of energy is considered. This model can eliminate some unphysical results appear-
ing in other codes like RELAP3, such that the two phase mixture region is floating in the
steam. This option is applicable to axially connected nodes within the system.

3.2.3 Momentum Balance
The one dimensional momentum equation is integrated in the volume element between

the midpoints of two adjacent volumes as shown in Fig. 3.2.2. This integration with some
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Flow Volume ]

Fig. 3.2.2 Flow volume.

approximations such as spatially uniform mass flow rate between integral intervals gives

Pii

(3.2.17)
where

gc = gravitational conversion constant,
g = gravitational acceleration,

-7-1 = junction inertia,

W,-> = average flow for junction/,
P i - PIM = thermodynamic pressure differential across the fluid contained in flow

volume,

J '+'p(z)rfz = gravitational head,

R.y = loss coefficient,
4Pm = momentum convection, area change momentum flux and momentum change due

to compressibility,
dPp = pump head.

The momentum flux term on the right hand of Eq. (3.2.17) is not explicitly treated in
the present version of ALARM-B1 except for the jet pump junctions. This omission of the
momentum flux in the flow paths except for the jet pump does not substantially affect the
final results in most of BWR-LOCA conditions because the flow transient in the jet pump
strongly influences the core flow transient and other flow paths such as the downcomer, in
turn, do not influence.

At the user's option, the junction flow may be limited by Moody's two-phase choked
flow model to be described in Section 4.2.5. In this case, the flow through the junction is
chosen as the smaller or the inertia flow calculated by Eq. (3.2.17) or the choked flow.

3.2.4 Frictional Pressure Drop
Frictional pressure drop is given by the fourth term on the right hand of Eq. (3.2.17).

The loss coefficient R;, for the steady state is calculated from intial balance with input pres-
sure distribution and given by

\ m i i n N i j n i _ i n \

-Pa (3.2.18)

This loss coefficient Rp includes Panning friction factor, and other loss coefficient such
as expansion or contraction loss coefficient for the actual flow path. Thus R/; can be repre-
sented by
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' ( 3 - 2 - 1 9 )

where
A = junction flow area,
f = Fanning friction factor,
02 = two-phase multiplier,
L = equivalent flow path length,
D = equivalent diameter,
K,;,<,/*,r = other loss coefficient than Fanning friction factor.

From the given steady state flow and pressure distribution, Rv is first estimated. Then
with the Fanning friction factor given by

f=0.316Re°" , (3.2.20)

the first term of the right hand side of Eq. (3.2.19) is determined. Ki/iO,),er is defined as the
difference of R,y and the first term of the right-hand side.

If the junction flow is initially two-phase, Fanning friction factor is first calculated for the
saturated liquid. Two-phase multiplier <Z>2 is then calculated from Thorn3' and Martinelli's4>
correlations provided as a built-in data table in the ALARM-B1 program. These correlations are
functions of the junction pressure and quality. The junction pressure is estimated in terms of
algebraic mean for two adjacent node pressures and the gravity head, and the junction quality
is set equal to the quality for the upstream node.

The loss coefficient in transients is obtained in the same manner as in the steady state
except that K;/,orA«- is assumed to be constant during transients.

Usually it is difficult to estimate the equivalent diameter, the equivalent length and the
flow area for complicated flow paths. Accordingly, ALARM-B1 provides another option for
the loss coefficient. This option does not consider Kij-Other but considers two-phase multiplier
for the lumped loss coefficient R//. If the junction flow is initially two-phase, the single-phase
loss coefficient corresponding to total mass flow rate is

Ru.= R.7/©8. (3.2.21)
where

R,,o= initial single phase loss coefficient corresponding to total mass flow rate,
<3>2 = initial two-phase multiplier.

For the calculation of two-phase pressure drop during transient, the single-phase friction*!
pressure drop for total mass flow rate as saturated liquid is first calculated by using the loss
coefficient R,yo for steady state. The two-phase pressure drop is then obtained by multiplying
the single-phase value by the multiplier estimated by the transient junction pressure and
quality.

If the reverse loss coefficient is significantly different from the normal, an input value
may be given for it. For the junction with no initial flow, a value for Rj/ must be specified by
input.

3.2.5 Leak and Fill Systems
The leak and fill systems specify the time dependent boundary conditions for the total

system to be calculated. Water may be injected into any node by means of fill junctions. Leak
junctions also can be set up at any node. Initiation of flow through these junctions may be
controlled by many different trip signals.
(1) The following three options can be selected as input fill data set:

(i) fill flow rate vs. time,
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(ii) fill flow rate vs. pressure of the node injected,
(iii) fill flow rate vs. pressure difference between the node and the sink.

Temperature or enthalpy is also specified as input data to determine injected fluid energy.
(2) The following two options can be selected as input leak data set:

(i) Leak flow limited by choking,
(ii) Leak flow rate given by tabular input,

a) leak flow rate vs. time,
b) leak flow rate vs. pressure of the node.

In (i) above, the mass flow rate is limited by Moody's5)>6) two phase choked flow model

W(.*.*,= A-C,cG(P(,,h.), (3.2.22)

where
Wc»0», = maximum junction flow,
A = time dependent flow area,
G = mas flux as a function of stagnation pressure Po and stagnation enthalpy ho,
Cd = multiplier to Moody's choked flow rate.

The stagnation pressure and enthalpy are assumed to be those in the node to which the
leak junction is connected. The flow rate through the junction is chosen as the smaller of the
inertia flow calculated by orifice equation and the choked flow. Moody's model also gives the
throat pressure as a function of Po and h,,. The sink pressure must be less than the throat pres-
sure for choking to occur in a leak junction.

This Moody's choked flow model is optionally applied to any junctions except for fill
junctions.

3.2.6 Reactor Cora Modal2>
The core is assumed to have a uniform pressure but may be divided into a number of

subnodes to determine the enthalpy change. The flow rate for core inlet and outlet are deter-
mined by Eq. (3.2.17). On the other hand, inter-subnode flows are approximated by the
following manner:

Wj = W, h l < h / , (3.2.23)

W,+1=WH-SW h i > h / , (3.2.24)
where

Wi,W,+i = inter-subnode flow,
5W= (Wo- W,)/(Number of boiling subnodes),
W/ = core inlet flow,
Wo = core outlet flow,
h) = subnode average enthalpy,
h/ = saturated fluid-enthalpy at core pressure.

The conservation of energy for i-th subnodes is

^ ^ V , , (3.2.25)

where
Ri = mass in i-th subnode,
h, = subnode interface enthalpy,
Q, * heat added to subnode,
V, * subnode volume.

The subnode mass fy is normalized by total core mass calculated by Eq. (3.2.1) and
subnode thermodynamic condition. As mentioned previously, no calculation is made for Qj,
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but is given by input as a function of time.
The reactor core model described in this section is essentially the same as the LAMB code

developed by the General Electric Company2*. Since the heat transfer from the fuel to the
coolant is dependent on the hydraulic conditions, and the core hydraulics is in turn affected
by the heat added to the fluid, it is obvious that this model is not fully mechanistic. This draw-
back is being improved in the comming version, ALARM-B2.

3.2.7 J«t Pump MocM
ALARM-B1 provides following three analytical models for jet pump behavior.

(1) Model I 7 )
In this model the momentum equation is solved for each flow path with flow direction

and momentum flux change.
The characteristic magnitude of jet pumps is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. Simplifications are

made based on the assumptions below.
0 p / . P2> P? are constant over the cross section.
ii) Fluid is incompressible.

iii) Mixing of Ws and W# is completed within L / .
Each flow path is treated as a junction. In Fig. 3.2.3, these junctions are defined namely

the suction flow inlet with the flow area As, the drive flow inlet with the flow area A/> and
between the cross section 1 and 3. The pressure P; is calculated from the conservations of
mass and momentum with the above assumptions.

The momentum equations for three junctions are given by

gc\A/jdt gls IZ

and

where

(3.2.26)

(3.2.27)

(3.2.28)

As = suction inlet flow area,
Ao = drive inlet flow area,

Fif. 3.2.3 Characteristic magnitude of jet pump.
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AM = mixing region flow area,
Ato»«r = lower plenum flow area,
Pt = lower plenum pressure,
Ps = downcomer plenum pressure,
PD = drive pipe plenum pressure,
WB = drive mass flow rate,
Ws = suction mass flow rate,
W/ = throat mass flow rate,
JP,m = throat momentum flux,
J P c = drive momentum flux,
JPSm = suction momentum flux,
&?,, = throat gravitation head,
jpDt = drive gravitation head,
APss = suction gravitation head,
jplf = throat factional pressure drop,
dPDf = drive frictional pressure drop,
jpsf = suction frictional pressure drop.

The gravitational head and the frictional pressure drop for three junctions are calculated
in the same manner as described in Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. For the following four cases
according to whether the drive, suction and throat in normal or reversal flow, the momentum
flux is approximately given as follows:

(i) W o > 0 , W s > 0 , W y > 0 ,

(3.2.29)

=_W|_ / _ i 1_\ (3.2.30)

w, "--2^(At . A|)' (3>2'31)

P, = P , ( P I . H , ) , (3.2.32)

H, = (W*HS+ WOHO)/W/ . (3.2.33)

(3.2.34)

where
Apip, = drive pipe flow area,

I Adown - downcomer flow area,
j ps = suction fluid density,
| po = drive fluid density,
I p, = throat fluid density,
! Pi = fluid density at the cross section 1,
f P, = pressure over the cross section 1,

Hi = enthalpy,
(ii) W f l < 0 , W s > 0 , W / < 0 a n d W c > 0 , W s < 0 , W j > 0 ,
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Ws Wo Ws
t—Aj

1 1

<0,W^>0andW/<0,

and for VfD > 0, Ws < 0 and W> > 0 ,

Hi — n<>,

Pl = Po ,

Ps= Pa ,

where
Us = suction flow enthalpy,
Ho = drive flow enthalpy,

(iii) Wo < 0 , W s > 0 , W / > 0 a n d W D > 0 , W s < 0 , W / < 0 )

I 7 I • <3-2-36>
(3.2.37)

(3.2.38)

(3.2.39)

(3.2.40)

(3.2.41)

(3.2.42)

(3.2.43)

w, w,

where
if

IW J

wH '

Oi=/Ji(P,,H,) ,

for Wfl < 0, Ws > 0 and W/> 0,

Hi — H s ,

PD=PS •

>0,Ws <0andWy <0,

\Pl Pol

(iv) WB<0>Ws<0,Wy<0,

(3.2.44)

(3.2.45)

(3.2.46)

(3.2.47)

(3.2.48)
(3.2.49)
(3.2.50)

(3.2.51)

(3.2.52)

(3.2.53)
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A?om=A?», in Eq. (3.2.30) (3.2.54)

JPSm=JPsm in Eq. (3.2.31) (3.2.55)

p,=iO,(P,,H,), (3.2.56)

H, = H / ( (3.2.57)

PS=PJ. (3.2.58)

PD=PJ, (3.2.59)

where
A« = Ao+ As .

The two phase multipliers for these junctions are calculated by the same manner as de-
scribed in Section 3.2.4 with Pj, Pi, ?s and p£> and quality at the cross section 1.

Under the assumption (ii), the conservation of mass at the cross section 1 is given by

Wj+ Wo= W ;, (3.2.60)

and differentiating both sides of Eq. (3 2.60) by time gives
# , + * „ = * , . (3.2.61)

The pressure P; is obtained by solving Eq. (3.2.26), Eq. (3.2.27), Eq. (3.2.28) and Eq.
(3.2.61) with an iterative manner.

The mass flow at the drive junction may be in a choked flow condition sometime after
the occurrence of break, and Eq. (3.2.28) can no longer be applied. To determine the critical
mass flow, the similar method as shown in Section 3.2.5 is applied. The stagnation conditions
for the drive junction in a normal choked flow condition are given by thermodynamic condi-
tions at the upstream node. For reversal drive flow, they are given by

ii) Ws>0,W /,<0,W /<0,

where
Ho - stagnation enthalpy,
Po * stagnation pressure.

The temporal change of the momentum is approximated to be zero when the flow is in a
choked flow condition. For example, if the drive junction is choked, it follows that

( = Wy , (3.2.62)
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W*= W; (3.2.63)

In the above condition, the pressure P; is calculated by substituting Eq. (3.2.62) and Eq.
(3.2.63) for Eq. (3.2.60) and Eq. (3.2.61).
(2) Model 2

This model is similar to that in the LAMB code2'. In this model temporal change of the
suction flow momentum is ignored during transient, therefore the pressure P.- over the cross
section 1 is directly obtained by equating the right hand side of Eq. (3.2.27) to be zero. Equa-
tion (3.2.6) and Equation (3.2.28) are subsequently solved for the drive flow WD and throat
flow Wy respectively, and the suction flow is obtained by using the new drive flow Wo and
throat flow W/ from mass balance in the jet pump.
(3) Model 3

In this model momentum flux terms are ignored, and only the gravitational head and the
factional pressure drop are considered. This model may be applied when the mixture level in
the downcomer region is below the elevation of the jet pump suction nozzle.

3.2.8 Rocirculation Pump Mod*)

Two models are provided to analyse the behavior of the recirculation pump. In one
model, the hydraulic torque and head are calculated for all combinations of flow and speed
using the homologous relationships. In the other model the pump head is calculated from the
suction flow quality only for normal flow conditions.
(1) Pump model using homologous relations for head and torque

The dimensionless homologous relations can be expressed*' by

h/ n2 = const. q / n = const., (3.2.64)

h/q2 = const. n/q = const., (3.2.65)

t/n2 = const. q/n= const, (3.2.66)

t /V = const. n/q = const., (3.2.67)
where

h=H/H0 normalized head,
q = Q/Q, normalized volumetric flow,
n= N/No normalized speed,
t = T/T«, normalized torque.

The head and torque are derived from the following set of pump characteristic curves
specified as tabular input data:

(A) head vs. flow at rated speed.
(B) head vs. flow at nagative rated speed.
(C) head vs. speed at rated flow.
(D) head vs. speed at reversal rated flow.
(E) torque vs. flow at rated speed.
(F) torque vs. flow at negative rated speed.
(G) torque vs. speed at rated flow.
(H) torque vs. speed at reversal rated flow.
The above eight characteristic curves are utilized in the following manner,

(i) | q l < | n | ,
i fn^O, (A) and (E) are used,
i f n < 0 , (B) and (F) are used,

(ii) | q | > | n | ,
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i f q > 0 , (C) and (G) are used,
if q < 0, (D) and (H) are used.

For example, in the case of | q | < | n | and n > 0, the normalized volumetric flow divided
by the normalized speed gives the modified flow corresponding to the rated speed and the
reduced head and hydraulic torque corresponding to the above modified flow is found from
the curves (A) and (E) respectively. To find the true value, the reduced head and torque are
multiplied by the square of the normalized speed according to the equations (3.2.64) and
(3.2.66).

As the hydraulic torque found in the calculations above is for the fluid conditions at
normal operation, it must be modified when the fluid density is changed. The modification
relation is,

Th=T,tp/p0. (3.2.68)

where
T* = hydraulic torque,
To = rated torque,
t = the normalized torque by homologous law,

Pa = rated fluid density,
p = fluid density.

The pressure rise across the pump is determined from the normalized head:

JP ,= Hoh/>, (3.2.69)
where

Ho = rated head,
h = the normalized head by homologous law.

When cavitation is expected, the pump pressure and hydraulic torque are again modified by
the following cavitation model9).

4P; = J P , - o x , . (3.2.70)

T ; = T * - O X . W / < B P , (3.2.71)

where
AV'P - cavitated pump pressure rise,
T* = cavitated hydraulic torque,
a = cavitation constant (input data),
x, = quality at impeller eye,
W = mass flow rate,
a, = angular velocity.

The eye quality is evaluated from the pump suction enthalpy and the eye pressure. The
eye pressure is calculated by

P. , . = P . * - 4 P m s H , (3.2.72)

where
P.jr«= e y e pressure,
P . , = pump suction pressure,
iSPupsH = required suction pressure (tabular input as function of mass flow rate).

The eye quality, x< is evaluated from the saturation enthalpy at the eye pressure ?eye.
The occurrence of cavitation reduces the backpressure on the pump rotor. In a completely
cavitated condition, the pump impeler will be insulated from the liquid phase. The value of
quality to produce complete cavitation is estimated from the maximum head loss which would
be that required to drop the pump head to zero at rated flow and zero speed:
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x,,m« -o= HH«n2. -p, (3.2.73)
where

x.,max = maximum quality,
Umal = maximum head loss,

this value is at rated flow and zero speed in the characteristic curves, or is optional-
ly specified as input,

n = normalized speed ratio.
In ALARM-B1 if the eye quality xe becomes larger than Xc.max defined above the pump

rotor is assumed to be completely stalled thereafter. The pump behaves as a resistance, and the
loss coefficient for the stalled rotor is added to the form loss factor of the flow path.

The pump speed during transient is found by setting the hydraulic pump torque equal to
the rate of change of angular momentum:

" ^ | f = T * o - T , ( t ) , (3.2.74)

where
I = moment of inertia of the rotating member,
ai = angular velocity of the pump,
t = time,
T* = hydraulic torque exerted by the pump impeler,
T*o= steady state hydraulic torque pump impeler.

When the pump is tripped by the pump trip logic provided in the program, the steady
state torque, which is calculated from the volumetric flow rate and angular velocity for the
steady state condition, is set to zero.
(2) Pump model using head and quality correlation1)

Another model is such that the pump head is estimated for only normal suction flow by
using the suction flow quality and head correlation. For other flow conditions, the pump is
assumed to be locked. The form of correlation for rated rotating pump is given by

4P = f(w,x), (3.2.75)

where
JP = normalized pressure difference across the pump,
w = normalized suction mass flow rate,
x = quality at suction inlet.

The value for the correlation is specified as tabular input data. The pump coastdown
equation with an assumption of 100% pump efficiency is given by

where
I = inertia moment,
o> = angular velocity of the pump,
F = constant for the frictional torque,
JPt = pressure difference across the pump,
Ws= suction mass flow rate,
ps = suction fluid density.

The pressure difference across the pump, APp is calculated by using a tabular input corre-
lation and rated conditions with homologous relations. The pump rotor is however assumed to
be completely stalled when the transient condition for the pump exceed beyond the range of
the tabular input correlation.
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The moment of inertia is calculated from the initial conditions and input pump time con-
stant for the coastdown. This is

(3.2.77)

where
Xcotst = input pump time constant,

To=———— steady state hydraulic torque,

subscript; 0 refers to the steady state conditions.

3.2.9 Hypothetical Valvai

Hypothetical valves may be placed, at the user's option, at any junction. Two types of
such valves are available. Type 1 is an initially open valve which instantaneously closes by >
trip control signal provided in the program. Type 2 is reverse to Type 1. These valves are used
to simulate such transients as the onset of the double-ended pipe break.

3.3 ALARM-B1 Codt Organization

ALARM-B1 is written in FORTRAN-IV for FACOM M-200 Computer. This code uses
double precision (64 bits) floating point arithemetic and does not have overlay structure, exe-
cutable in a computer having more than 128 K core storage. The calculation flow in ALARM-

/Read Steam Table/

/Read Input Dota~7
«

Initialize Volume Properties |
X

| Initialize

I Print

| Dump

<

1 Trip
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1- Calculate

Junction Properties |

Present State I

Restort Information I

t - t + At |

4 \ Yes

No
Controle Check I

New volume Properties
*

New Junction Rows !

Plotting

Fig. 3.3.1 Outline of ALARM-B1 calculation flow.
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Bl is shown in Fig. 3.3.1. As shown in the figure, ALARM-B1 has the functions such as restart-
ing and editing for restart and plot. Section 3.4 describes the sets of input cards for normal
and restart problem.

Maximum six standard FORTRAN input or output units may be required. Unit 5 and 6
are used for card input and print out respectively. Unit 1 is used for the input of restarting

I which is obtained from a restart tape previously written on unit 1. Units 2 and 3 are for plot-
j ting. Unit 4 is used to read the steam table generated by the STG-ALARM package.
1
!

j 3.3.1 Problem Dimension
\ Since the ALARM-B1 is programmed by the use of variable dimensioning, the program

permits the optimum use of available storage and there are no particular restrictions on the
numbers of nodes and junctions, etc.

The integer data required for the dimensioning are read immediately following the title
card. After all data are read in, the required core memories are compared with available storage
for the ALARM-B1. If the required core memories exceed available storage the computation

i stops. The required size of the core is calculated in the program by
! IEND = 6 X NTSC + 6 X NTRIP + 9 X NEDIT + 61 X NVOL
! +2XNSUB + 70XNJUN+17XNJET+27XNPUMP

+ 4 X NLK + 4 X NFILL+ 12 X NSUB+ 10 X NTSUB
9XNJEGRP+100
+ Geometry Data for Volume
+ Pump Characteristic Curve Data
+ Leak Data
+ Fill Data
+ Subnode Data
+ Separator Data

where, descriptions for the above variables and data will appear in Section 3.4.

3.3.2 Restart and Dump Option
The restart and dump option is provided. Virtually all informations of the computations

prior to a job termination are dumped on FORTRAN unit 1 with a frequency specified by the
input. If desired, the problem can be continued with a new sequence of time steps. The data
required for the restart are only those included in the Time Step Data Card and the Edit Data
Variable Card (refer to Section 3.4.2).

i 3.3.3 Editting and Plotting
I ALARM-B1 provides two kinds of edits, which are similar to those in RELAP3n>, an edit
i is a fixed format and another allows the user to choose for frequent printout without restric-
| tion on the number of calculated variables. The amount of edited information to be printed

are controlled by two integer data on the Time Step Data Card (refer to Section 3.4.2).
| On the other hand, the variables for plotting are stored on the FORTRAN unit 2 and 3.

This edit also allows the user to chose for frequent store, without restriction on the number of
the variables to be plotted. Plotting can be made at the last stage of a calculation, or separately

j using the plotter data tape.

3.3.4 Control options
Control parameters are usually required to simulate a reactor system. For instance, the

pump trip may be initiated at the time when the electric power is lost. These parameters may
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be described through the Trip Control Data Cards (refer to Section 3.4.2).
Trips can be controlled by elapsed time, node pressure, mixture level, water temperature,

or junction flow. Each controlling variable can control multiple actions such as leak area open-
ing, valve action, fill water injection, and so on. Trip control parameters are compared with
specified set points and if the set point condition is satisfied, the trip. "tion is generated after a
specified delay time.

3.3.5 Structure of steam table for ALARM-B1
(1) Preparation of Steam Table

The STG-ALARM computer program generates tables of water properties and writes
these tables on a data set in the proper format for ALARM-B1. Properties stored in the tables
as functions of pressure and enthalpy include entropy, specific volume, temperature, thermal
expansion, and compressibility. The properties of water calculated by using the 1976 IFC for-
mulation for industrial use of the properties of steam12) as coded in the ASTEM>3> package.

The independent variables of the canonical function in the IFC formulation are pressure
and temperature. On the other hand, the tables for ALARM-B1 requires pressure and enthalpy
as independent variable. Thus the water properties for ALARM-B1 are calculated by using the
STEAMV package and some thermodynamic relations. Temperature of single phase water
corresponding to given pressure and enthalpy is obtained by iterative technique with isopiestic
heat capacity, and other water properties are calculated with given pressure and obtained
temperature. Thermal expansion and compressibility for ALARM-B1 is found by thermo-
dynamic variable transformation. For single phase water, these relations are

C , '

V ,
KS?h~ U» C,

where

P = pressure, C,= ( f | ) ? .

v = specific volume,

h = enthalpy, C, = C*-

« — A

and for saturated liquid and vapor, they are

where, the various quantities on right hand are in the saturated condition.
The pressure, liquid enthalpy and vapor enthalpy as the array data are entered in the

STG-ALARM program and the tables shown in the next section are generated.
(2) Structure of Steam Table

Eleven tables of thermodynamic properties of water are provided. The first one table
contains saturation properties as a function of the pressure. Five tables from the second are
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subcool tables for each property as a function of the enthalpy and the pressure specified in the
first table. Remaining five tables contain superheat properties as a function of the enthalpy
and the pressure in the first table. The array for each table is as follows;
(i) Saturation properties

PS(I,1): P
PS(I,2): S,

PS(I,3) : S,

PS(I,4): T

PS(I,5): h/

PS(I,6): v,

PS(I,7) :
PSO,8) :

PS(I,9) :

PSCI.IO)

PSd . l l )

PS(I,12)

h.

dvf
~dp

dhf

'~dj
dvg

• dp

dh,

where PS(I,J) is an array symbol and index I(=l—30) refers to pressure. The pressure, the range
of which is 103 <. PS(1,1) ^ 2.4 X 106 kg/m2, in increasing order are stored in PS( 1,1) through
PS(30,l).
(ii) Subcooled liquid properties

For each pressure PS(IJ) and given liquid enthalpy, the tables of water temperature,
specific volume, thermal expansion, compressibility are arranged as follows;

PHL(I.K) ; given liquid enthalpy; h
PTL(I,K) ; T
PD(I,K) ; v

PDD(I,K) ; ( | £

PDP(I,K) :(%\

where, index K(=l~20) refers to given liquid enthalpy. The liquid enthalpy, the range of
which is 10. < PHL(I.K) ^ 440. (kcal/kg), in increasing order are stored in PHL(I,1) through
PHL(I,K). If the PHL(I.K) is greater than the saturated liquid enthalpy; PS(1,S) corresponding
to the pressure PS(I,1), PHL(I,K) is set to the saturated liquid enthalpy,
(iii) Superheated steam properties

The tables for superheated steam properties are arranged by the same scheme in the
subcooled liquid tables.

PHG(I.L) ; given vapor enthalpy h
PTG(I,L) ; T
PV(I,L) ; v

PGD(I,L) ; ( f -

where L(=l,30) refers to given steam enthalpy. The range of the steam enthalpy 567. <£PHG
(I,L) <, 933. If the PHG(I,L) is less than the saturated steam enthalpy; PS(I,7) corresponding
to the pressure PS(I,1), PHG(I.L) is set to the saturated steam enthalpy.
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3.4 Input Data Requirements

3.4.1 REAG Input Routine
All input data are read into the ALARM-B1 program in free format via a generalized sub-

routine REAG. Subroutine REAG for FACOM M-200 converts BCD information to integer or
floating point binary information; three conversion types, i.e. type of reading N floating
numbers, type of reading N integer numbers and mixed type of reading 4*Ni characters, N2
integers and N3 floating point numbers, respectively, are allowed by corresponding subroutines.

To explain how to arrange the data, a typical example of the function of this subroutine
is shown below with the following three punched cards:

105, 318, -14, 1.5E-3, 3.12E-3/THIS IS A COMMENT
2(1.0,1.5), 3(0)/
1.0, 5*0.1,2*-0.2/

The subroutine will convert BCD number 105 and 108 to their binary integer equivalents.
In a similar fashion -14 will be converted to a negative binary integer, and 1.5E-3 will be con-
verted 0.0015. Data punched on a card may be delimited by blank colum or comma. The slash
(/) indicates the end of the BCD field to be converted. If no slash is present, 72 coliuns of a
card are scanned and next card is read.

The second card indicates that the data words 1.0 and 1.5 in the first parentheses and 0 in
the second are repeated twice and three iinius, respectively, and therefor it is equivalent with a
card punched as

1.0,1.5,1.0,1.5,0,0,0/ .

The last card indicates that the first word is 1.0, the second word 0.1 is successively
accumulated to the previous word five times and the last word -0.2, twice. Therefore it is
equivalent with a card punched as

1.0,1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.3,1.1/.

JAERI-M-4458 the user's guide of "The subroutine to read the data in free format" is
referred to for more detailed information.

3.4.2 Data Card Summary
In the following descriptions of the data cards, the user must specify the card number,

which indicates the descriptive title of the data contained on the following cards. This card
number, which is 1 to 15, must be punched in the field from the 1st to 72nd column, and
remaining columns may be used for comment. Respective data are punched on cards following
the descriptive title card. Except for the Title Card and the Problem Dimension Card, the order
of the descriptive title cards may be arbitrary, but the data cards next to the descriptive title
card must be in the specified sequence.

The each descriptive title card number is as follows;

Descriptive Title. Card Number
Title Card . No Number
Problem Dimension Card 1
Edit Variable Data Cards 2
Time Step Data Cards 3
Trip Control Data Cards 4
Volume Data Cards 5
Bubble Data Cards 6
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Junction Data Cards 7
Jet Pump Data Cards 8
Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards 9
Recirculation Pump Data Cards 10
Leak Table Data Card 11
Fill Table Data Card 12
Sub-node Data Card 13
Steam Separator Data Card 14
Plot Variable Data Card 15

(1) Title Card (one card)
The information punched in the first colum to 72nd of a card will be printed at the top

o'f page of out put.
(2) Problem Dimension Card

Number of entries are 16 integer data
NREST Restart control

0 = Calculation starts at initial steady state
0> = Calculation restarts at NREST-th time step by using restart informa-

tion on FORTRAN unit 1
-1 =Only plotting is performed by using previous plot information on

FORTRAN unit 2 and unit 3
-2 = Store restart information on FORTRAN unit 1
-3 = Store restart and plot information on FORTRAN unit 1, unit 2 and

unit 3
NEDIT Number of edit variables specified by edit vanable data cards
NTSC Number of time step data cards
NTRIP Number of trip control data cards
NVOL Number of volumes
NBUB Number of bubble-parameter sets
NJUN Number of junctions
NPUMP Number of pump data sets
NLK Number of leak system data sets
NFILL Number of fill system data sets
NSUB Number of sub-node data sets
NTSUB Total number of sub-node
NJETP Number of jet pump geometry data sets
NJEGRP Number of jet pump data sets
NEDITP Number of plot variables
NBUF Number of core memories to be used for one plot variable data

(3) Edit Variable Data Cards
The number of the variables to be edited is NEDIT. The specification is made by using

the following symbols.
Variables with reference to volume

Variable
AP Average Pressure (kg/m2)
TM Total Mass (kg)
AT Average Temperatur s (°C)
AD Average Density (kg/m3)
AE Average Enthalpy (kcal/kg)
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(kg)
(m)
(m3/kg)
(m3/kg)
(kca*./kg)
(kcal/kg)

(kg/m1)
(kg)

(kg/sec)
(kcal/kg)
(kcal/sec)

(kg/sec)
(-)
(kg/m»)
(kg/m»)
(kcal/kg)
(kg/ma)
(kg/m*)

AQ Average Quality
SM Steam Mass
ZM Water Level
LV Specific volume of saturated water
GV Specific volume of saturated gas
LE Specific Enthalpy of saturated water
GE Specific Enthalpy of saturated gas
ST Saturated Temperature
SP Saturated Pressure
LM Liquid Mass

Variables with reference to Sub-node
FW Mass Flow Rate
EN Enthalpy
QF Heat generation rate

Variables with reference to junction
JF Mass Flow Rate
JQ Junction Quality
FPL Function Pressure Drop
PPL Pump
JE Junction Enthalpy
TPL Total Pressure Drop
GPL Gravity Pressure Drop

Variables with reference to the system balance
TEB Energy Balance (kcal)
TMB Mass Balance (kg)
TEN Total Heat added during transient (kcal)
TML Total Mass Leaked (kg)
TEL Total Energy Leaked (kcal)

Symbols of available region number identification are as follows;
Volume Data Nl, N2, etc.
Junction Data J l , J2, etc.
Sub-Node Data Sl,S2,etc.
System Balance Data T
example:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 Column
A P N 1 J Q J 1 0

(4) Time Step Data Cards
NTSC data blocks are required. Each data block consists of 4 integer entries and 2 float-

ing point number entries.
Nl Number of time steps per edit specified by 2.3
N2 Number of edits specified by 2.3 per detailed edit
N3 Number of detailed edits per restart information edit
N4 Number of time steps per plot information edit
X1 Time step size (sec)
X2 End of current time step data (sec)

(5) Trip Control Data Cards
NTRIP data blocks are required. Each data block consists of 4 integer entries and 2 float-

ing point number entries.
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IDACT Action to be taken | IDACT I ̂  20
1 = End of Problem
2 = Open leak
3 = Trip pump
4 = Start fill
5 = Dummy
6 ^ | IDACT | <. 20 Open (or close) valve

I IDACT | * | IVALVE | If IVALVE is a variable contained in j«»cti«,
valve will be closed, and if IDACT > 0, junction valve will be open.

If -5 < IDACT < 0, end of Action 1 to Action 4 e.g. if IDACT = -2, ?J1 leak
will stop.
If user wants to control each system data set such as 1st fill data set, two-
digit-integer number which consists of data set number and IDACT, can be
read in e.g., if IDACT = 28, the leak from junction with 8th leak data set will
start.

IDSIG Signal being compared
1 * elasped time (sec)
2 « Pressure (kg/mJ)
3 • Mixture level (m)
4 - Water Temperature (°C)
5 = Dummy
6 * Inter-node flow (kg/sec)
If IDSIG > 0, the action will start when the signal exceeds the signal set point
during transient.
If IDSIG < 0, the action will start when the signal drops below the signal set
point during transient.

ID VOL Node or junction index
The node or junction number checked as signal.

IDOPT Optional node or junction index
If IDOPT > 0, the adsolute difference value for IDVOL and IDOPT is checked
as signal.

SETPT Signal set point
DELAY Delay time for initiation of action after reaching setpoint.

(6) Volume Data Card
NVOL data sets are required. Each data set consists of 5 integer entries and 7 floating

point number entries and tabular input data are optionally required.
IBUB Bubble data index

If two-phase separation model is not applied to the node, set IBUB x0
IMOV Upper node number

IMOV indicates the upper node number to be connected, when the mixture
level of this node reaches the bottom of this node.
If this option is not required, set IMOV = 0

IMLO Lower volume number
IMLO indicates the lower node number to be connected, when the mixture
level of this node reaches the bottom of this node.
If this option is not required, set IMLO = 0
The program does not permit both IMOV ? 0 and IMLO ? 0 at the same time.
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ISUB Sub-node data index
If the node has no sub-nodes, set ISUB = 0
Number of data points for the table of the node cross-section vs. the node
height from the bottom. If there is no cross-section change, set IZ = 0
Node pressure (kg/m*)
Node temperature, enthalpy or quality
If TEMP > 1. TEMP is average temperature (°C)
If 0 ̂  TEMP ^ 0 TEMP is average quality of mixture
If TEMP < 0 TEMP is average enthalpy (kcal/kg)
Volume (m3
Volume (m3)
Volume (m3)
Volume height from the bottom to the top (m)
Mixture level from the bottom (m)
Elevation at the bottom of the node (m)
Steady state heat addition to the fluid (kcal/sec)
IfISUB^O,setQAV*O.

If IZ > 1, the following data are required. This data block consists of 2 X IZ floating
point number entries for table of the node cross-section vs. node height. Data must be arranged
as follows; volume height Zi , cross-section Si, volume height Z2, cross-section S2
volume height Z1Z, cross-section S/z. Above data block must punch on refreshed cards.
(7) Bubble Data Cards

NBUB data blocks are required. Each data block consists of two floating number entries.
ALPHA Bubble-gradient parameter

IZ

P
TEMP

V
V
V
ZVOL
ZM
ELEV
QAV

VBUB Bubble velocity (m/sec)
0.<VBUB

(8) Junction Data Cards
NJUN data blocks are required. Each data block consists of 4 integer entries and 9 float*

ing point number entries.
IN Volume index at junction inlet
OUT Volume index at junction outlet

If the junction is leak junction, OUT < 0.
If the junction is fill junction, IN < 0.
If the junction is suction, drive of jet pump, OUT = 0.
If the junction is throat of jet pump, IN = 0.

IPUMP For I N ^ O , OUT^O (normal junction), IPUMP is recirculation pump data
set number and if there is no pump, set IPUM = 0.
For IN > 0, OUT < 0 (leak junction), IPUMP is leak data set number.
For IN < 0, OUT > 0 (fill junction), IPUMP is fill data set number.

IVALVE Valveindexl IVALVE | £ 6
If IVALVE ̂ 6 , initial open valve
If IVALVE £ - 6 , initial close valve

WP Initial junction mass flow rate (kg/sec)
AJUNC Minimum flow area for chocked flow calculation (ma)

(a) For IN ̂ 0 , OUT ̂ 0 (normal junction)
if AJUNC <, 0., no chocked flow calculation
if AJUNC > 0., minimum flow area for chocked flow calculation.
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(b) For IN > 0, OUT < 0 (leak junction)
(i) If time dependent leak flow area; A given in the Leak Data Sets is

negative, AJUNC must be zero,
(ii) If time dependent leak flow area; A > 0 and AJUNC<0, AJUNC is

not used,
(iii) If time dependent leak flow area; A > 0 and AJUNC > 0, AJUNC'A is

used for chocked flow calculation.
(c) For IN < 0, OUT > 0 (fill junction)

AJUNC must be zero.
DJUNC Junction equivalent diameter (m)

DJUNC is used only for frictional pressure drop calculation.
If DJUNC = 0, the loss coefficient is RJUNC or calculated from initial balance.
If IN < 0 or OUT < 0, set DJUNC = 0

FJUNC Junction flow area (m2)
FJUNC is used only for Fanning friction factor calculation.
If DJUNC = 0, set FJUNC = 0.

XLJUNC Junction elevation (m)
LJUNC Junction equivalent length (m)

LJUNC is used only for frictional pressure drop calculation.
If DJUNC = 0, set LJUNC = 0.

INERTIA Junction effective L/A (nT1)
If IN < 0, or OUT < 0, set INERTIA - 0

RJUNC Steady state loss coefficient (sec2 kgf/mJ kgm)
If RJUNC = 0, and DJUNC = 0, the loss coefficient is calculated from initial
balance.
If IN < 0, or OUT < 0 set RJUNC = 0

RNJUNC Steady state loss coefficient for reverse flow (sec* kgf/ms kgm)
If RNJUNC = 0, the reversal loss coefficient is the same as for normal flow
condition.

(9) Jet Pump Data Cards
NJEGRP data blocks are required. Each data block consists of 5 integer entries and 1

floating point number entry.
JMOPT Jet pump model option (see section 3.7)

= 1, uses Method 1
= 2, uses Method 2
= 3, uses Method 1 & Method 3
= 4, uses Method 2 & Method 3

IJOPT Jet pump geometry data set number
JETGRP( 1) Suction junction number
JETGRP(2) Drive junction number
JETGRP(3) Jet pump throat junction
PIN Outlet pressure of jet pump suction flow (kgf/m3 )

If the loss coefficients for jet pump junctions are entered, set PIN = 0.
If PIN < 0, I PIN | indicates steady state frictional pressure drop for suction
flow.

(10) Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards
NJETP data blocks are required. Each data block consists of 11 floating point number

entries.
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AS Suction inlet flow area (m2 )
AD Drive nozzle flow area (m2 )

| AT Throat flow area (m2)
ADIF Diffuser outlet flow area (m2)
DL1 Flow path length for mixing section (m)
DL2 Flow path length for diffuser section (m)

| DL3 Flow path length from diffuser outlet to lower plenum inlet (m)
I DL4 Dummy, set, DL4 = 0
; AJS Downcommer flow area (m2)
| AJD Jet pump drive pipe flow area (m2)
• AJJ Lower plenum flow area (m2)

(11) Redrculation Pump Data Cards
i NPUMP data sets are required. Each data set consists of two data blocks and tabular input
j data.

(i) Data set for the pump model using homologous law (see Section 3.2.8).
(A) The first data block consists of 9 integer data entries

Nl Number of data points for (A) characteristic curve
N2 Number of data points for (B) characteristic curve
N3 Number of data points for (C) characteristic curve
N4 Number of data points for (D) characteristic curve
NS Number of data points for (E) characteristic curve
N6 Number of data points for (F) characteristic curve
N7 Number of data points for (G) characteristic curve
N8 Number of data points for (H) characteristic curve
N9 Number of data points for (NPSH(m)) vs. mass flow rate (kg/sec)

(B) The second data blocks consists of 9 floating point number entries.
HLOSX Maximum head loss (see Eq. (3.2.73)) (m)

If HLOSX = 0, calculated in the program.
If HLOSX = -1 . , another pump model is used.

CABC Cavitation constant (kg/m2)
RHO Rated fluid density (kg/m3)
HO Rated pump head (m)
QO Rated volumetric flow rate (m3/sec)
NO Rated pump speed (rad/sec)
TO Rated hydraulic torque (kg^m/rad)
I Inertia moment (kgm-m2/rad2)
KSR Loss coefficient of stalled rotor (kg^-sec2 /kgm m5 )

(C) Each data block from the third to the eleventh is tabular input. Entries for each
block are twice the number of data points. For each pump characteristic curve, normal-
ized values are- used. On the other hand, for NPSH curve tabular data are given by real
value. Data must be arranged as follows;

independent variable. Xi , dependent variable Yx

independent Xn , dependent variable Yn

(ii) Pump model using head and quality correlation (see Section 3.8)
(A) The first data block has 9 integer data entries. Each entry indicates that number of

data points for W-H curve at given quality plus one.
(B) The second data block has 9 floating point data entries.

HOPT SetHOPT = -1.0
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TCONST Time constant for calculating inertia moment (sec)
FHT Frictional torque constant (k^ -m/rad2)
HO Pump head at mass flow rate W = 0 (kg/m2)
QO Mass flow rate at pump head H = 0 (kg/sec)
NO Pump speed at steady state (rad/sec)
TO Set TO = 0.
I Set 1 = 0.
KSR Loss coefficient of stalled rotor (kgy-sec1 /kgffl -m

5)
(C) Each data block from the third to the eleventh has twice the total number of data

points. Data must be arranged as follow;
the third data block is

quality x = 0, 0.0, normalized mass flow Wi , normalized heat Hi normalized
mass flow WAT , normalized head Hjv

the fourth data block is
quality x = x j , 0.0, normalized mass flow Wi, normalized head Hi normalized
mass flow W^, normalized head H^

(12) Leak Table Date Cards
NLK data sets are required. Each data set consists of a data block having 2 integer and 2

floating points data entries and tabular input,
(i) The first data block

NAREA Number of data points for leak table
ICHOKE Leak type

If ICHOKE <, 0, no liquid phase choking.
If ICHOKE > 0, liquid phase choking is allowed.

SINK Sink pressure (kg/m2)
CONCO Multiplier for choked flow calculation

(ii) The second data block has 2*NAREA floating points data entries. Data must be
arranged as follows;

time t i , flow area Ai, time t2, flow area A2,
time XNASEA » flow area PWAREA • •'-•'• ,

If flow area A <[ 0, the value of A is mass flow rate (kg/sec).
If flow area A > 0, see (8) Junct ion Data Cards.

(13) Fill Table Data Cards
NFILL data sets are required. Each data set consists of a data block having 2 integers and

2 floating point entries and tabular input,
(i) The first data block

IFILL Number of data points for fill table
IX Independent variable

If IX - 0 , time (sec)
If IX > 0, node pressure (kg/m2 )
If IX < 0, differential pressure of node and fill reserver (kg/m2)

FILPRS Pressure in fill reserver (kg/m)
FILTEM Temperature in fill reserver

If0<;FILTEM<;i, reserver quality
If 1 < FILTEM, reserver temperature (°C)
If FILTEM < 0, reserver enthalpy (kcal/kg)
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(ii) The second data block has 2*IFILL floating point entries. Data arrangement is the
same as in the Leak Table Data Cards.

(14) Sub-node data Cards
NSUB data sets are required.
(i) The first data block has one integer entry.

NOSUB Number sub-nodes
(ii) The second data block has NOSUB integer entries.
Number of data points for power vs. time table (time, Qj/) is specified to each subnode.
(iii) The third data block has NOSUB floating point entries.
Volume of each sub-node is given.
(iv) For each sub-node, power (kcal/sec) vs. time (sec) table data are given with refreshed
card every sub-node. Therefore NOSUB blocks are required. Data arrangement is the same
as in the Leak Table Data Cards.

(15) Steam Separator Data Cards
Two data blocks are required.
(i) The first block has 2 integer entries.

NSEP Node number feeding the steam separator
If this option is not required, set NSEP - 0

NIITA Number of data points for table of steam separator efficiency vs. mixture
level elevation (m)

(ii) The second block has 2*NIITA floating point number entries. Data arrangement is
the same as in the Leak Table Data Card.

(16) Plot Variable Data Cards
(i) The first block has 2 floating point number

XI Length of x-axis (mm)
X2 Length of y-axis (mm)

(ii) The second blocks has NEDITP*2 alphanumeric entries. Data arrangement is the
same as in the Edit Variable Data Cards.

(17) Data Termination Card
The user must punch a "O" sign in the first column. This card indicates termination of

data sets. After this card is read in, a computation starts and if the computation normally ends,
the program requires the data sets for next job, for which only data sets to modify the pre-
vious data sets may be entered.
(18) Job Termination Card

The user must punch a "END" word in the first three columns. Wherever the program
meets this data cards, the job stops at once.

Nomandatur*

A Area (m1)
b Intercept for two-phase separation model (—)
C Gradient factor for two-phase separation model ( - )
Cd Multiplier to Moody's chocked flow model ( - )
D Equivalent diameter (m)
f Famming friction factor (—)
G Mass flux (kg/mss)
ge Gravitational conversion factor (9.80665 Nweton/kg^)
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h
h
H
K
/
L
M
n
N
P
4?
Q

q
R
Re
t
T
V
V

W
X

Specific enthalpy (kcal/kg)
= H/Ho Normalized pump head (—)
Pump head (kg^/m2)
Loss coefficient except for Fanning friction factor (—)
Flow length for junction (m)
Equivalent flow length (m)
Mass (kg)
= (N/No) Normalized pump speed (—)
Pump speed (rad/s)
Pressure (kg^/m2)
Pressure differential (kg^/m2)
External heat added to fluid or Volumetric flow rate (kcal/s or m3 /s)
= (Q/Qo) Normalized volumetric flow rate ( - )
loss coefficient or mass in sub-node (kg^/kg-m* or kg)
Reynolds number (—)
= (T/To) Normalized pump torque ( - )
Pump torque (kg^-m/rad)
Volume (m3)
Specific volume (m3/kg)
Mass flow rate (kg/s)
Quality (Mass fraction vapor) ( - )

Greek Letters

a Void fraction (Volume fraction vapor) ( - )
i) Steam separator efficiency (—)
02 Two-phase multiplier ( - )
<u Angular velocity (rad/s)
a Cavitation constant (kg^/m2 )

Subscript
D
e
f

8
gb
h
i

j
J
m
s
S

Superscript

Jet pump drive
impeler eye of pump
Saturated liquid
Saturated vapor
Saturated steam bubble
Hydraulic
Node or junction number
Node or junction number
Jet pump throat
Momentum flux or mixture region
Separator steam flow or recirculation pump suction
Jet pump suction

Time derivative
Cavitated value for pump
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4. HYDY-B1 : A Computer Code for Core Thermo-

hydraulic Analysis during (Slowdown

4.1 Summary of the codeHYDY-BI

A digital computer code HYDY-B1 has been developed in compliance with Ref.(l) to
study the thermo-hydraulic response of reactor channel(s) during the decompression phases of
loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA). The use of HYDY-B1 code is not limited to BWR although
it does not have provisions for cross flow.

In this section numerical techniques used to solve the various equations are presented
together with a brief review of the physical models and correlations used in HYDY-B1.

The HYDY-B1 code solves, among other things, the one-dimensional heat conduction
equation for a single fuel rod, the one-dimensional equations of conservation of energy, mass
and momentum for the channel flow and the power dynamics equation. It is characteristic of
the HYDY-B1 code that the equation of continuity is considered for the vapor and the liquid
phases separately2'3*.

The heat conduction equation for a fuel rod and the energy equation for a.channel flow
are coupled by the heat flux at the interface between the clad and the channel flow, which i»
determined by appropriate heat transfer models. In the HYDY-B1 code, four heat transfer
modes and three flow regimes are incorporated. The former is subcooled convective cooling,
nucleate boiling, stable film boiling and superheated steam convective cooling. The latter is
subcooled water, saturated two-phase mixture and superheated steam flows.

In solving the hydraulic equations numerically, an approximation is made that the de-
pendent variables other than the pressure, p, the fluid velocity, u, and the average specific
enthalpy, h, are those which are existing at the start of the time step and space node. The time
step is controlled in the following way. If the maximum of all the relative increments in a time
step is greater than EPS (an input value), the time step is reduced half and the calculation is to
be done over again. If the maximum relative increment is less than EPS/10, then the calcula-
tion proceeds to the next time step which has twice as large a width as the last. If the maxi-
mum relative increment is in between EPS and EPS/10, then the next time step calculation is
to be done with the same time step width as the last.

Main inputs to the HYDY-B1 code are the time variations of the mass flow rate, average
specific enthalpy and pressure at the channel inlet, which should be provided by a primary
loop code.

Experience gained thus far in computation by the HYDY-B1 code has shown very good
numerical stability. Two reasons for such good stability are conceivable, i.e., the time step
control stated above and the incorporation of the two continuity equations for the two-phase
mixture in the calculation.

An option of two-channel calculation is available, but the two channels are completely
independent of each other in that there is no provision in the HYDY-B1 code for cross-flow.

4.2 Governing Physical Equations

4.2.1 Heat Conduction Inside Fuel Rod
Only radial heat conduction is conservatively assumed to occur inside a fuel red. Heat
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generation due to fission, fission product decay and actinide decay is assumed to be space-time
separable. Moreover, neutron flux depression inside a fuel rod is neglected and is assumed
radially uniform.

Thus we have,

jft p ^ ( | ) (4.2.1)
where

Q(0)=l

f(r) = [

I 0
[ -*

I 0
j and <t>R (z,0) is the initial heat flux at the interface between the fuel rod surface and the

coolant.
Two options are available to describe the time variation of the normalized power Q(t).

They are (a) an input table of power -vs- time, and (b) program solution of the space-independ-
ent reactor kinetics equation with radioactive decay.

In the latter, Q(t) is partitioned into fission power, n(t), fusion product decay heat
, U"» decay heat RM (t) and Np" decay heat RJ9 (t),

Q(t)=n(t)+Rw(t)+Ri,(O+R«(t) . (4.2.2)

Time variation of fission power n(t) is described by the point reactor dynamics equation,

(i ,6) (4.2.3)

and
n ( 0 ) = l .

The quantities 7, y^, »j and 8a,v mean total reactivity, external reactivity, void coeffi-
cient and increment of the average void fraction from its steady state, respectively. In the
present version of the HYDY code, only void feedback effect is conservatively taken into
account.

The heat contribution from fission product decay is calculated by the method of Shure*>
as recommended in ANS standard 5.1s),

RH .(t)=l.2 i ^ i i . (4.2.4)

where the function M(», t) is given in Ref.(4) and factor 1.2 is required in Ref.(l).
The contribution from actinide decay is calculated, based on the method described in

ANS standard 5.15>.

R2t=2.28X10-3C,-|1exp(-il,t)D,

R,,=2.17X10-3Cr—i[7.0xl0-3D1(exp(-^st)-exp(-A1t))+exp(-ilit)D,]
• * /

where
D, = 1.0-exp(-^,t0) A,=4.91X10"4(sec)
D,=1.0-exp(-;2t0) -I2=3.4ixio-'(sec)
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and C,, 2fl and 2 / are the conversion ratio and the effective neutron absorption and fission
cross sections of U2 3 S , respectively. And to is the reactor operating time before the hypo-
thetical Loss-of-Coolant Accident.

I 4.2.2 Hydraulics of Channel Flow
I The laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy are numerically solved in
| HYDY-Bl for channel flow(s) under the following assumptions;
| (1) one-dimensional,
! (2) homogeneous flow,

(3) thermal equilibrium, and
(4) three flow regimes, i.e., saturated two-phase mixture, superheated steam and sub-

cooled liquid.
: Then the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy can be described2-3' as;

\ ^ (4-2.6)

r , . (4.2.7)

r /+r ,=o. (4.2.9)
and

where

and -jp- stands for the factional pressure drop.

It is characteristic of the HYDY-Bl code that the equation of continuity is considered for
the vapor and the liquid, separately. Eqs. (4.2.6H4.2.10) may be applicable not only to
saturated two-phase flow, but also to single phase flow. In the former, the frictional pressure

drop -22- may be expressed as
02.

*2.= f *tr*
dz

where

f=0-316VaG;
(see Ref.(6)).

The hydraulic equations for subcooled liquid flow and superheated steam flow can be
obtained by putting in Eqs.(4.2.6) - (4.2.10)

«=0

do 1/ .
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and
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I,

respectively, where6*:

f, = 0.

(i=f,g)

Thus we obtain,

and

(4.2.12)

Hi

<«•»*)

(4.2.15)

4.2.3 Heat Transfer Modal
In HYDY-B1, five heat transfer modes are allowed, i.e., subcooled convective cooling,

nucleate boiling, stable film boiling, superheated steam convective cooling and an intermediate
process between subcooled convective cooling and nucleate boiling. Radiative heat transfer7*
may be superposed on each of the above four modes and is significant in our problem only in
the stable film boiling and superheated steam convective cooling.

The following correlations are used in HYDY-B1:
(1) Subcooled Convective Cooling

Pr/a 4 (Dittus & Boelter«>)

(2) Nucleate Boiling

(Jens&Lottes»>)

(3) Stable Film Boiling

and

( \
— - l )
Pi J

(Groeneveld10>)
(4) Superheated Steam Convective Cooling11)

h«-0.02^DJ ^ + 2 7 3 ,

In compliance with Reference (1), it is assumed that after the critical heat flux is first
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predicted at an axial fuel rod location during blowdown, nucleate boiling does not occur sub-
sequently during blowdown, even if the calculated local fluid and surface conditions would
apparently justify the reestablishment of nucleate boiling. The shift of the heat transfer mode
from nucleate boiling to stable film boiling is determined by the GE transient CHF correla-
tion12),

f7.54X10a(0.84-x), G^D.678X10J

7.54X10*(0.80-x), O.678X1O'<G<1.O2X1O3

An intermediate process between subcooled convective cooling and nucleate boiling is
assumed to exist. When the clad surface temperature is calculated to be greater than the satu-
rated temperature, the intermediate process (subcooled boiling) is assumed to arise and to be
described by a weighted mean of the Dittus-Boelter's and Jens-Lottes' correlations such that

[ T.--T. H"°~'-M

and

where \\D-B stands for the heat transfer coefficient by Dittus and Boelter and Qi and Qj are
weights. In HYDY-B1, Ch and Q2 are chosen such that

Q2=exp[-(T*-T»)/Ts .l

and

Q. = l - Q *

to ensure smooth transition in the correlation as the bulk temperature approaches the corre-
sponding saturated temperature.

Additive heat transfer7) due to thermal radiation between fuel and coolant is accounted
for in the cases of stable film boiling and superheated steam convective cooling.

4.2.4 Fuel Rod Material Properties built in HYDY-B1
(1) Properties of Uranium Dioxide (UO2)

Thermal Conductivity13)

Specific Heat

25<T<1277

C,=7.27 X1O-'X5.994X1O-T- Q8T+492)'

1227<T<2800

C=-0.172+6.8945X10-4XTX-2.0447X10-»U.8T+32)1!

+4.6457X10-"(1.8T+32)3-3.6289X10-15(1.8T+32)4

(2) Properties of Zircaloy-4~
Thermal Conductivity14)

K=0.4133xl0-3{4.474+1.1879X10-2T-5.276X10-f(1.8T+32)a

+ 1.536X10-'(1.8T+32)s}

Specific Heat15)
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c=6.84xi0-l+2.394xl0"5T
0<T<746.7

C=8.6X1O"1!

T>746.7

4.3 Numerical Calculation Scheme of Fuel Rod Temperature

4.3.1 Fuel Rod Control Volume Description
A fuel rod is composed of fuel and clad and is surrounded by an equivalent coolant

channel. A small annular gap exists between the fuel and the clad. The fuel and the clad are
subdivided into an individually assigned number of annular nodes of equal thickness, the
schematic drawing of which is shown in Fig. 4.3.1.

The fuel rod is also divided into an assigned number of axial nodes. Since heat generation
is assumed (axially) space-time separable and only radial heat conduction is assumed, the
numerical calculation scheme for fuel rod temperature does not depend on the axial location
of the fuel rod. Hence the schematic drawing of the axial nodes are not given in this chapter,
but in section 4.4.

NODE RADII r1 r2

Flj. 4.3.1 Riditlnodinf cffuelrod.

4.3.2 Derivation of Difference Equations

Integration of Eq.(4.2.1) over some node n with unit thickness gives for l<n<N> and

(4.3.1)

where

f.=

, NF t l<n<N«

(4.3.2)
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and

S»=T(r.2-r.2-,)

In the derivation of Eq.(4.3.1) the heat capacity of node n, (pcp )n, is assumed to depend
only on its temperature Tn , which is also assumed spatially uniform within the node. Eq.
(4.3.2) is approximated to give

where

Z'^Zf+r?-^ (4-3-4)
Substitution of Eq.(4.3.3) into (4.3.1) gives

D>—rr1=E»(T»+,-T»)-E,-i( T»-T,-,)+2«r;i0jr(z,O)f»Q(t) (4.3.5)
at

where

Care must be taken for nodes 1 (fuel center), Nj? (fuel surface), Njr+1 (clad inner surface)
and ty} (clad outer surface). We can see that Eq.(4.3.5) also applies for n»l, Njr and N/r+1 if
we set

ro=O

f,,=0,NF+l

and

f.=r?/r? ,

where hl<jp is the gap conductance and, in the present version of the HYDY code, is an input
value.
For node NR , we obtain

z, t) .

Summarizing the above results, w : state:

" rft "
(4.3.6)

where

rr+rCltP+
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E,=-

l 0

Looking over Eq.(4.3.6), we may see that our numerical calculation scheme requires the
quantity To(t) to be defined. Hence, we put

Te(t)=Ti(t),

which may be interpreted as the symmetric boundary condition for the temperature distribu-
tion at the fuel center.

4.3.3 Steady State Calculation

At the steady state prior to an introduction of a disturbance, we ' ive from Eq.(4.3.6)

and for ]

E»-,(T,-I-T,)-E,(T.-T.*1)+2»r»<»j,(z)f»=0
which reduce to

We here note that the steady state heat flux distribution fo (z) is one of the main inputs to
HYDY-Bi. In order to obtain the steady temperature distribution, first we note that Eq.
(4.3.7) has the form

TB-,=T,+G(z,T,,T.-,). (4.3.8)

Therefore, once TNJJ and fo (z) are given, Eq.(4.3.8) gives the equation for TNJJ -1 and can be
solved by an iterative use of the Newton's Method. Next, TNX-2 can be obtained by solving
Eq.(4.3.11) for n=N/{-l since T N ^ - I has already been determined. We can continue this
procedure up to n=2 and thus finally obtain the steady state temperature distribution TAR (Z),
TNU -1(2), T2(z), Tx (z), T0(z)« Ti (z) for each z.

4.4 Numerical Calculation Schanw of Channel Flow Hydraulics

4.4.1 Flow Channel Math Description

A fuel rod is surrounded by an equivalent coolant channel which is axially divided by a
certain number of meshes. The fuel axial nodes and the channel meshes correspond to each
other (see Fig. 4.4.1) such that thickness of fuel node n, designated as Az, is equivalent to the
distance between mesh n and mesh n+1 of the channel.
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MAXMS+2

MAXMS+1

MAXMS

JAERI1283

AzMAXMS+ l\

Az3

MAXMS
+1

MAXMS

4

3

2

fuel node
number

coolant mesh
number

node thickness

Fig. 4.4.1 Axial noding of fuel rod and coolant channel.

4.4.2 Derivation of Difference Equations
An approximation is made that the dependent variables other than p, u and h are those

which are existing at the start of each time step and space node.
When the flow is single phase at the start of a time step and a space node, then through-

out the time step and the space node the flow is assumed to remain single phase and Eqs.
(4.2.13) - (4.2.15) are assumed applicable. Suppose that the solution has been obtained for all
the meshes up to time t. And suppose that at time t + At, the solution has been obtained for
node I. Then the solution at node I + 1 or I -1 and at time t + At can be obtained for either
subcooled water (i=f) or superheated steam (i=g) as follows,

Pi. I
(4.4.1)

J t *

-Pij( Ju
\Pi.l-H Pi. I I

(4.4.2)

where At* is the last time step width.
Since Eq.(4.2.14) is of form of propagation equation, its difference representation may depend
on the direction of the flow. Thus if the flow is positive, then

(4.4.3)
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If the flow is negative, then

h,. ,-i(t+Jt)=h,-, ,- ,(t)+^y Jt+!u,(t)|-^{h,.,(t)-h,.,- l(t)}. (4.4.4)

When the flow is two-phase at the start of a time step and a space node, throughout the
time step and the space node the flow is assumed to remain two-phase and Eqs.(4.2.6) -
(4.2.10) applicable. Under these assumptions Eqs.(4.2.6)- (4.2.10) can be transformed as
follows. First, substituting Eqs.(4.2.7) - (4.2.9) into (4.2.6), we obtain

r,= "- (4.4.5)

From Eqs.(4.2.7), (4.2.8), (4.2.9) and (4.4.5), we obtain

Substituting Eqs.(4.2.11) and (4.4.6) into (4.2.10), we obtain

Given the solution for all the meshes up to time t and for node I at time t + At, let us
obtain the difference equation to give the solution at node I + 1 or I -1 and at time t + At.
First from Eq.(4.4.7) we obtain

( 4 A 8 )

If u(t+At) i> 0, then from Eq.(4.4.6) we obtain,

and otherwise,

We consider Eq.(4.2.6) depending on u7 % 0. If u7(t) > 0, then

andifuj(t)<0, then

In the above,

tf;2=tf2(x,.p,) ,
and

f;=f(p/,h/,U,) .

Physical implications involved in Eq.(4.4.6) may be considered as follows.
For single-phase flow, it may be said in view of Eq.(4.2.13) that source of velocity vector field
does not vanish only when density change occurs due to temperature or pressure change. If
temporal variation of pressure or enthalpy is sufficiently slow, then source of velocity vector
field can practically be made to vanish. But the situation is quite different in the case of two-
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phase flow. Even if temporal variation of pressure or enthalpy is made slow, source of velocity
vector field does not vanish. Indeed Eq.(4.4.6) indicates that source of velocity vector field
arises due to phase change in the presence of heat source.

The following points may be worth noticing.
(1) The form of Eq.(4.4.6) allows existence of stagnation points. Therefore it cannot be

concluded that if flow at the inlet is positive, so it is at the outlet.
(2) Equations (4.1.2) and (4.4.8) together with Eqs.(4.4.1) and (4.4.9) show that pressure

throughout the channel contains a term which is proportional to the rate of change of
inlet flow velocity. When the transients are fast, this term predominantly accounts for the
time varying part of the pressure profile.

(3) One of the approximated equations for the two-phase flow i.e., Eq.(4.4.6) does not con-
tain the partial derivative with respect to time, but only with respect to space z. This fact
considerably simplifies mathematical treatment of the problem.

4.5 Cotte Organization

The HYDY-81 was written to calculate the thermo-hydraulic responset of light water-
cooled-nuclear reactor channel(s) (one or two channels) during the decompreuion phaies of
LOCA. The overall program flow chart is shown in Fig. 4.5.1.

The first page of the output is a print of the inputs. If there are any grammatical errors on

( START )

*
Declaration of maximum
allowable total dimension

Read input data

I
Calculate the address of
each adjustable variable

C STOP j

Fiej. 4.5.1 Program flow chart.
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these cards, the appropriate error message will be printed out here and the computer run will
be terminated.

The information on the title card is printed out on the top of each page. The following
quantities for MAXMS+2 nodes or meshes are printed out with frequency 1PM: .

pressure |
enthalpy ' I
heat transfer coefficient |
velocity j;
heat flux
void fraction
clad surface temperature
steam quality
bulk temperature
density
time
relative power
number of time step
heat transfer modes

0 nucleate boiling or subcooled convective cooling
1 stable film boiling ;
2 .superheated steam convective heating

The process of time step control is monitored by printing out the maximum relative
increment DDMM, time step width DT, and the number of time step KSTEP.

4.6 Input Requirements

The main inputs to the HYDY-Bl are the temporal variations of mass flow rate, pressure
and enthalpy at the channel inlet, which may be provided by an appropriate loop code.

All the input data cards except the first one are read in using a free-format input subrou-
tine REAM available on the FACOM M 200 system at JAERI. The input data should be
punched in the order shown below. A slash is required everytime one of the fourteen groups of
data is all punched. In the two channel calculations a slash is required in between the data of
channel 1 and 2 for data groups 9 and 10.

1 (Title Card)
Any alpha-numeric information up to 48 characters. The 73rd column should be 3.
MAXMS
ICH
IPWR

AO
A
XLW
DT
TMAX
DH
NR

Number of axial fuel nodes (see Fig. 4.1)
Number of channels (1 or 2)
= 1. if Q(t) is read in.
= 2 if 7 ^ (t) is read in.
Cross-sectional area of channel (m2)
Cross-sectional area of channel (=AO) (m2)
Wetted perimeter (m)
Initial time step width (sec)
Maximum Physical calculation time (sec)
Hydraulic diameter (m)
Number of radial fuel nodes
(NR = NC+NF) (See Fia. 3.1)
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MZ Number of axial fuel nodes (=MAXMS)
NF Number of radial pellet nodes
NC Number of radial clad nodes
IPIN Arbitrary integer
ALOW Arbitrary real number
AUPR Arbitrary real number

6 IPM Print frequency (an integer)
PMT Arbitrary real number

7 Z(l, 1) Thickness of node 1 (m)
Z(2, 1) Tliickr.es' of node 2 (m)

Z(MAXMS+1,1) Thickness of node MAXMS+1 (m)
(If ICH=2, then the following for the second channel should also be added.)
Z(MAXMS+2, 1) Arbitrary real number
Z( 1, 2) Thickness of node 1 (m)
Z(2, 2) Thickness of node 2 (m)

Z(MAXMS+1, 2) Thickness of node MAXMS+1 (m)
8 (Five table inputs)

Time (sec)
Inlet pressure (kgw/m2 )
Inlet enthalpy (kcal/kg)
Relative inlet mass flow rate (—)
Relative power Q(t) (when IPWR=1) or external reactivity
7«(t)(whenIPWR=2)

< Each table of the above quantities has 50 entries which are in
V one-to-one correspondence with the 50 entries of the time table.

9 H Initial inlet enthalpy (kcal/kg)
P Initial inlet pressure (kgw/m)
G Initial inlet mass flow rate (kg/m s)
If ICH=2, then the above three quantities for the second channel should also be punched
with a slash preceeding.

10 FI(1) 0.0
FI(2) Initial heat flux at clad surface of node 2 (kcal/m2 s)

J

FI(MAXMS+1) Initial heat flux at clad surface of node MAXMS+1 (kcal/m2 s)
11 HGAP(1) Gas conductivity of the first channel (kcal/m2 s °C)

HGAP(2) Gas conductivity of the second channel (kcal/m2 s °C)
RHOU(l) Pellet density of the first channel (kg/m3)
RHOU(2) Pellet density of the second channel (kg/m3)
RHOZ(l) Clad density of the first channel (kg/m3)
RHOZ(2) Clad density of the second channel (kg/m3)
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/ rf ICH=1, then arbitrary numbers should be punched for HGAP(2), \
V RH0U(2) and RHOZ(2). /

12 (Dummy data in case of IPWR=1)
L Neutron lifetime (s)
BETA(1) Delayed neutron fraction of the first group ( - )

BETA(6) Delayed neutron fraction of the sixth group ( - )
LAMDA(l) Decay constant of the first group (s"1)

LAMDA(6) Decay constant of the sixth group (s"')
13 EPS Maximum allowable relative increment in a time step ( - )

COEFV Void coefficient (1.0/($)) (when IPWR-2) or dummy datum (when
IPWR-1)

14 R(NF) Pellet ndiui (m)
R(NR) Fuel rod outer radius (m)

15 RGAP Pellet-cladding gap with (m)
16 (Dummy data in case of IPWR-1)

TBOUT Reactor operating time before LOCA (s)
CR Conversion ratio (—)

Nomanclaturt

A
c,

c*

c.
D*
f
G
g
h

i w
h»
k

e
n

P
Pr

q
Q(t)
r
R
Re

Cross-sectional area of the coolant channel (m2)
Density of the delayed neutron precursor of the <-th group ( - )
Specific density under constant pressure (kcal/kg °C)
Conversion ratio ( - )
Hydraulic diameter (m)
Friction factor ( - )
Mass flux (kg/m3 s)
Gravitational acceleration (9.80665 m/s2)
Specific enthalpy (kcal/kg)
Gap conductance (kcal/m2 s °C)
Heat transfer coefficient at cladding - coolant boundary (kcal/m2 s °C)
Thermal conductivity (kcal/s m °C)
Neutron life time (s)
Relative fission power ( - )
Pressure (kg/ms!)_
Prandtl number (—)
Power density (cal/m3 s)
Relative power ( - )
Radius (m)
Relative decay heat ( - )
Reynolds number (—)
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S Cross-sectional area (m 2 )

to Reactor operating time before LOCA (s)

T Temperature (°C)

v Specific volume (m 3 /kg)

x Quantity quality (~)

Greek Letters

a

fii

fi
r
r
X

M

<t>
p

2,

2f

<f
Jt

V

Subscripts

b

c

CHF

f

F

g

fg

in

R

s

Void fraction ( - )

j'-th delayed neutron fraction (—)

Total delayed neutron fraction (—)

Reactivity (—)

Mass generation rate (kg/m3 s)

Decay constant (1/s)

Dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)

Heat flux (kcal/m3 s)

Density (kg/m3)

Effective neutron absorption cross section of U 2 i S (barn]

Effective neutron fission cross section of U 2 3 S (bam)

Two-phase friction multiplier ( - )

Time step width (s)

Void coefficient (—)

Bulk of coolant

Cladding

Critical heat flux

Liquid

Fuel pellet or its outer surface

Vapor

Phase change

Channel inlet

Rod or its outer surface

Saturated quantities
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5. THYDE-B1 : A Computer Code for Small Break

Slowdown Analysis

5.1 Summary of the Code THYDE-B1

5.1.1 Purpose and Function of THYDE-B1
THYDE-B1 is to simulate the hydraulic response of a BWR mainly during blcwdown of a

small break LOCA with a special enphasis on the behavior of pressure and mixture level in the
pressure vessel. It solves the fluid conservation and state equations of integral forms as well as
the heat transfer between fluid and fuel rods or other structures under various modes of ECCS
operation.

The hydraulics model of THYDE-B1 is based on lumped-parameter approximations which
are suitable for small break LOCAs where the fluid state in the reactor vessel can be deemed to
be nearly stagnant. The applicability of this model to small break LOCAs, especially in respect
of the prediction of the response of the pressure and the mixture level, has been partially con-
firmed with the good agreement of the calculated results with experimental data provided by
the ROSA-HI experiment' K However, there are some phenomena which can be expected to
occur in the course of a LOCA transient but are not considered in THYDE-B1. The CCFL
(counter current flow limiting) that may occur at the core tie plate during the core spray cool-
ing period is an example of such phenomena. The cosideration of CCFL occuring at this point
is important from the view point of conservatism, because the neglection of the CCFL may
yield unconservatively earlier calculated core reflooding time. In order to assure the conserva-
tism in the calculated reflooding time with the consideration of CCFL and other phenomena,
THYDE-B-REFLOOD was developed.

The calculated results of THYDE-B1 such as coolant 'inventory, void fraction, and Leat
slab temperature will be used to determine the initial conditions for the analysis of the refill/
reflood phase by THYDE-B-REFLOOD. The calculated transient of the pressure in the reactor
vessel and the flow rate of the safety injection systems will also be used in the calculations by
THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

5.1.2 Language and Computer Requirements
(1) Language:

THYDE-B1 is programmed in FORTRAN-IV.
(2) Computer:

THYDc-Bl is operational on both FACOMM-200 and IBM 3033 computer systems.
(3) Core Memory:

Required core memory size is about 2S0 kwords.
(4) Running time:

The running time depends on the number of tune steps and the complexity of the nodali-
zation of the system to be analyzed. A rough estimate of CPU time requirement is about 6
msec/node, step on FACOM M-200. As a BWR is usually modelled by 4 to 6 nodes with time
step size of 3 to 10 msec, the total CPU time for a transient of 500 sec is about 0.5 to 2 hours.
(5) Auxiliary Program:

The results of THYDE-B1 calculation can be plotted by SPLPLOT-1 program as described
in appendix A.
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(6) Other Requirements:
As THYDE-B1 uses the steam table subroutines of RELAP42>, a steam table data set

which is the same as that used by RELAP4 must be supplied.

5.2 Analytical Modal

5.2.1 Gwwral Dwcfiptkm of Analytical Modal and Its Characteristic Faaturac
The hydraulic models of THYDE-B1 are based on a node-and-junction model similar to

thatofALARM-Bl.
The interior of the primary system is divided into control volumes, which are called nodes

or volumes, to give integral forms of the conservation laws of mass and energy and of the
thermodynamic state equations. Fluid flow rate is determined from momentum balance along
a one-dimensional flow path called junction, which connects the two adjacent nodes. Heat
transfer to fluid from fuel and other metals is calculated with use of a one-dimensional heat
conductor model.

A typical nodalization example is shown in Fig. 6.2.1. The characteristic features of
THYDE-B1 are summarised in the following.
(1) Homogeneous Node Model and Three-Region Node Model

A characteristic feature of THYDE-B1 is its node model. The subnode model with moving
boundaries which was originaly used in the SAFE code3) has been incorporated in the node-
and-junction scheme of THYDE-B1. The inside of the pressure vessel is divided into two nodes
corresponding to inside and outside of the core shroud. And each node is divided into three
subnodes which are called the vapor region, the saturated mixture region, and the subcooled
liquid region, according to the thermodynamic state of the fluid. The three regions are parti-
tioned by two horizontal moving boundaries. The elevations of the boundaries are traced by
the mass and energy conservation for each region. This model has, in addition to the merit of
simplicity, a remarkable advantage of making it possible to take into account the effect of
incomplete mixing of the subcooled liquid injected by ECCS and the vapor in the pressure
vessel. This effect strongly affects the pressure response in the vessel. In THYDE-B1 the sub-
cooled liquid injected into the vapor region or the mixture region of a three-region node will
be mixed with the fluid in the regions according to the mixing efficiency parameters given by
the user. This effect is difficult to analyze by conventional homogeneous equilibrium codes.

The three-region node model of THYDE-B1 is similar to that of SAFE. The only differ-
ence between two codes in respect of the nodalization in the pressure vessel is that the pressure
can be different between inside and outside of shroud in THYDE-B1, while only one pressure
is allowed in SAFE.

Recirculation pipes are represented by ordinary homogeneous nodes in which fluid is
assumed to be homogeneous and in thermal equilibrium.

In Fig. 5.2.1, the interior of the pressure vessel is represented by two three-region nodes
Nl and N2, while the recirculation pipes are represented by two normal (homogeneous) nodes
N3 and N4.
(2) Junction Model Options .

THYDE-B1 has several junction model options to represent the functions of various
hydraulic components of a BWR. These options are. listed below,

(i) normal junction (homogeneous junction)
The flow rate between two adjacent nodes is given by solving a momentum balance equa-
tion with the neglection of momentum flux terms and the effect of relative velocity of
vapor and liquid phases.
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J16 J17

JAERI12S3

J11

S12

Fig. 5.2.1 An example of THYDE-B1 nadalization for a BWR.

S-hMtslabt
SI . . . S5 - fual rod
56...S12-veieel& shroud
N-nodes
N1-inside shroud
N2 « outside shroud
N3 »intact loop
N4 « broken loop
J - junctions
J l . . . J6 " jttpump junctions
J7.J8 - recirculation pump

suction lint
(Valve at J7 was kept open.)

J9 * steam separator
J10 - feed water line
J 1 1 - main stsam line
J12» core spray
J13-LPCI
J14- break
Jl 5 - break (This was kept closed.)
J16 -safety relief valve
J17-ADS

(ii) steam separator junction (slip junction)
The normal junction model was modified to allow slip between vapor and liquid which
may largely influence the flow quality through steam separators in a slow transient.
Separation efficiency that determines the vapor carry under is specified by the user as a
function of mixture level in the downcomer.
(iii) jet pump junction
A jet pump is modelled as a set of three special junctions for which momentum flux dif-
ferences due to flow area change and momentum mixing are taken into account,
(iv) leak junction
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The flow rate through breaks or relief valves can be calculated with use of flow rate table
specified by the user or with use of a choked flow model.
(v) fill junction
Flow rate of an injection system is specified by the user as a function of time or pressure
of the connected node.
(vi) main steam line junction
The steam flow rate through the main steam lines can be calculated either by the leak
junction model or by a model similar to SAFE. The functions of turbine flow control
valves, isolation valves, and flow restrictors are taken into account in the latter model.
The head of the recirculation pump can be included in the momentum balance equation

for the normal junctions or the drive flow junctions of the jet pumps. The head is calculated
with use of a normalized head-flow table as a function of suction quality. But this model is
used only when flow direction is normal and the pump is treated as a flow resistance in re-
versed flow conditions. In Fig. 5.2.1, this option is used in the junctions J7 and J8.
(3) Heat Transfer Model

Fuel rods and other structures are modelled as one dimensional heat conductors in cylin-
drical or rectangular geometry. Each unit of the conductor is called a heat slab. A heat tlab
may have one or two heat transfer surfaces, and each surface is allowed to face one hydraulics
node. Examples of heat slab model applications are included in Fig. 6.2.1. In this figure, the
fuel rods are axially divided into five heat slabs, SI to SS, while the pressure vessel and vessel
internals are represented by heat slabs S6 to SI2.

The heat generation rate in the fuel rods may be specified by the user as a function of
time or calculated by the code by solving a one-point kinetics equation with radioactive decay
heat by a method similar to that of RELAP4. The heat transfer coefficients between fluid and
solid surfaces are determined by the correlations used in THETA1-B4'.
(4) Numerical Method

The numerical method utilized in THYDE-B1 is very simple. Time integration for all dif-
ferential equations are performed by a forward explicit difference technique with use of the
time step size given by the user.

The initial condition of nodes and junctions are specified by the user, while the initial
temperature of heat slabs are calculated by the code on the assumption of steady state condi-
tion.
(5) Nodalization

As THYDE-B1 is programmed with use of a variable dimension technique, no restriction
is imposed on number of nodes, junctions, or heat slabs. However the nodalization of the
interior of the pressure vessel is fixed as described before.

5.2.2 Homogeneous Node Model and Three-Region Node Model
Two types of models are provided in THYDE-B1 for describing the fluid state in a control

volume. One is the "homogeneous node model" ususlly for the representation of the recircula-
tion lines and the other is the "three-region node model" for inside the reactor pressure vessel.
(1) Homogeneous Node Model

This model assumes homogeneity and thermal equilibrium in a node. Neglecting the
kinetic energy terms, mass and energy balance equtions can be written as

rft
(5.2.1)

(5-2.2)
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where
Mi = total mass in node i,
C£W),- = sum of mass flow rates of junctions connected to node i (treated as positive

value when the flow enters node 0.
(^hW), a energy input due to convection,
h, = specific enthalpy of fluid in node f,
V, = volume of node i,
P. = pressure in node i,
(2Q)t * heat input to node i from solid walls,
J - Joule constant (4186 J/kcal),
Sc * Gravitational conversion factor (9.80665 N/kty).

Since the volume of each node is unchanged with time,

0 , (5.2.3)

where
v, = specific volume of fluid.

From the equation of state, the specific volume is a function of pressure and specific
enthalpy of the fluid and it can be written as

v, =V(P,,h,) , (5.2.4)

Equations (5.2.1) to (5.2.3) give necessary conditions for obtaining P, M, and h of the
node assuming that the mass and energy input through junctions and heat input from the (olid
walls are known. The calculation models for junction flows are described in subsections 5.2.5
to 5.2.13, while the heat input to a node from solid walls is determined by the models in sub-
sections 5.2.14 to 5.2.16. The thermodynamic properties of water used in this code are all
calculated with use of the steam table subroutines cited from RELAP4.
(2) Three-Region Node Model

The interior of the pressure vessel is divided into two special nodes. One node corre-
sponds to the inside of the core shroud and the other to the outside. These two nodes are
further divided into three subnodes (or they can be called regions), according to the thermo-
dynamic state of the fluid as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.2. These three regions are the subcooled
liquid, the mixture, and the vapor regions. To derive the mass and energy equations for each
region, following assumptions are made.

(i) The fluid properties of all regions can be calculated from one pressure Pf.
(ii) The vapor region are kept at saturated state, that is, thermodynamic equilibrium is

assumed between the vapor region and the saturated mixture region.
(iii) The fluid state is uniform and in equilibrium within each region.

vapor region

saturated mixture region

subcooled liquid region

Flf. 5.2.2 Three-rejion node.
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From above assumptions, the mass and energy equations for the three regions can be
written as

(5.2.5)

(5.2.6)

(5.2.7)

(5.2.8)hf=h,(P,) ,

(5.2.9)

. i i v f - ^ , (5.2.10)

where
(£VJ)f (x=I,m,g) " rate of mass input to a subnode,
(i'hW)f (x-l,m,g) ' rate of energy input to a subnode due to convection,
(£Q)f (x-i,m,g) = heat addition from solid structures to a subnode,
h, - specific enthalpy of saturated vapor,
h/ = specific enthalpy of saturated liquid,
hf/ = hg - h / (latent heat of vaporization),

and superscripts 1, m, and g represent the subcooled liquid, the mixture, and the vapor region,
respectively. Figure 5.2.3 shows an illustration of the variables representing the mass and
energy inputs to a node.

The term (ZQ)f/h^ in Eq.(5.2.5) and (5.2.6) is the rate of vapor generation due to heat
input to the vapor region. Since superheating of vapor in the vapor region is not allowed in this
model (assumption (ii)), the heat transferred to the vapor region is assumed to be consumed in
vapor generation at the mixture surface (boundary between the mixture and the vapor regions).

-(SO),

•<2W),

steam

Mf

saturated
mixture

subcooled
liquid

(SQ)f
(2W)f
(ShWJf

{ShW)?

(a) a homogeneous nod* (b) athrae-regionnoda

Of. 6.2.3 M^jor quintitist for description of m m ind energy balance.
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The rate of vapor separation from the mixture region WKp ( i s calculated by a bubble rise
model described in subsection 5.2.3. The term W;^,^ is a correction term to account for the
effect of local temperature rise in the subcooled region, which will be explained in subsection
5.2.4. Equations (5.2.5) through (5.2.10), together with the state equation and the volume
equation:

- ^ = ̂ f(Mfvf+Mrvr+M<vO=0 , (5.2.11)

give necessary conditions to get solution for the unknown variables P,, Mj, MJ", Mf, hj, hf and
hf.

Once mass and enthalpy of each subnode are determined, the elevation of the region
boundaries are calculated by linear interpolation of a volume vs. elevation table which is given
as input.

ZM,.,=f,(VD , (5.2.12)

Z*..«=f*CVi+vr) (5.2.13)
where

Zm/,, = elevation of top of subcooled liquid region,
Ztm.i = elevation of top of mixture region,
f,(V) = elevation above bottom of a node as a function of fluid volume V.

5.2.3 Bubble Separation Model
Two optional models are provided for the calculation of bubble separation rate from the

two phase mixture region in a three-region node.
Model 1. (Method of bubble separation calculation with void fraction correction factor)

The rate of bubble separation from a mixture surface can be written as

WM>=AJtf,u»pg , (5.2.14)
where

A, = flow area at mixture surface,
a, -' void fraction just under the mixture level,
u» = bubble rise velocity,
pt = density of saturated vapor.

The void fraction at the top of the mixture region a, is assumed to be proportional to the
average void fraction in the mixture region a and is calculated as

fCa« <?<1/O.
*' ll (52 I /O. (5-2-1S>

where the coefficient Ca is a constant given by the user.
The bubble rise velocity is calculated by the Wilson's correlation*), which is a function of

pressure, void fraction, and hydraulic diameter. The correlation is:
iftf/{f,(P)f2(P)}<2.85 ,

and
if «/{f,(P)f,(P)}S2.85 ,

where fi(P) and f2(P) are dimensionless functions of pressure defined as follows:
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(5.2.17)

(5.2.18)

where
a = surface tension of water,
D* = hydraulic diameter,
g - gravitational acceleration,
pf - density of saturated liquid.

Model 2. (Bubble separation calculation with a sweep-out length)
In this model a parameter is introduced to represent the average length through which

bubbles in the mixture region travel before they leave the mixture. Using this average length
Xx and assuming that the void fraction in the mixture region is uniformly distributed, the
bubble separation rate is calculated as

w , , ,= M f , .J^>, (5.2.19)

where

Mf» = mass of bubbles in mixture region.
The term u/,(cr) is the bubble rise velocity calculated by the Wilson's correlation with use

of the average void fraction of the mixture region a.
The sweep-out length Xx is given by the user or, optionally, calculated by the code at the

beginning of the calculation from the steady state heat balance. The latter option can be used
only for the node for the inside of the shroud. This option is further described in subsection
5.2.6.

The given value of Xx is kept constant until the mixture level drops and the height of the
mixture region becomes smaller than this Xx, then the given Xx is replaced by the height of
the mixture region.

AL—nUnlAtoA^m—£iml/I * V * . * . A U J

where Xx o is the initial value of Xx.

5.2.4 Local Tamparatura Risa Modal for Subcooled Liquid Region
in a Thraa-Ragion Nodt

When the three-region node model is used to represent the inside of the core shroud as in
Fig. 5.2.1, the subcooled liquid region may expand beyond the bottom of the core. In such a
case, the assumption of thermal equilibrium within a region causes unrealistic heat diffusion
from the core to the lower plenum. To avoid this difficulty, a local temperature rise model was
adopted.

In this model it is assumed that a certain fraction of the heat added to the subcooled
liquid region from solid walls will not diffuse homogeneously but raise locally fluid tempera-
ture and bring this local part to saturation. The mass of liquid that is locally heated and
becomes saturated per unit time is given as

(5.2.21)W<.»,= h _ h f

where the term C;<m is a constant coefficient that defines the fraction of heat consumed for
this local heating, and is given as input by the user. The mass flow rate W/^ is subtracted from
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the subcooled liquid region and added to the mixture region. At the same time, the energy rate
converted by this flow

Vfl-mtH-m=Wi,mhf . (5.2.22)

j is also moved from the subcooled liquid region to the mixture region.
The coefficient Q^, must be given by the user for each three-region node. The value*

recommended by the authors are 1.0 for the node representing the inside of the core shroud
| and 0 for the node outside the shroud.
j
{ 5.2.5 Momentum Balance Equation and Normal Junction Modal
• This subsection presents the basic model for the calculation of fluid flow between two

adjacent nodes. This model is called the normal junction model as opposed to other derivative
. model options.
;' In this mode], the fluid flow rate is calculated with use of a lumped-parameter momen-
1 turn balance equation in which the momentum flux term is neglected and the homogeneous

flow condition is assumed. Since THYDE-B1 is intended to be used with relatively coarse
nodalization, the momentum flux term is usually much smaller than other terms in the lumped
equation except for jet pumps for which a special model is provided (see subsection 5.2.8).
This equation is written as

| i fe") / / 5F = P i - - p - - J P "« +**>-&r« . (S.2.23)
where

(L/A),// = effective inertia (given as input),
W = flow rate of junction,
R», Pox = pressure of inlet node and outlet node,
JP, = pump head,
AP/ric = factional pressure drop,
AVr,, — gravitational pressure drop.

The loss term AP/>*. and pump head APp are described in subsection 5.2.6 and 5.2.9,
respectively.

The gravitational head AP^y is calculated by

p.m,dz\ , (5.2.24)

where
Pin, Pcm = fluid density in inlet and outlet node,
Z,. ,„, Z,-, „„, = junction elevation above bottom of inlet node and outlet node

(given as input),
Z p, •„, ZP,.», = elevations of terminal points above bottom of inlet and outlet nodes.

The fluid density p h and pout are obtained with the assumption of homogeneous density
distribution within a homogeneous node and within a subnode of a three-region node. The
elevations of the two terminal points of the integration, Zp,*, and Zp>0Hr, are specified by the
user. These points are called "representative points" and pressure at these points, P* and P w t ,
are assumed to be the pressure of the nodes determined from the heat and mass balance
described in subsection 5.2.2. The elevation of these points are usually specified to be the
bottom of the nodes.

At the user's option, the junction flow can be limited by Moody's two-phase choked flow
model'* described in subsection 5.2.12. If this option is selected, the flow is calculated with
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both Eq.(5.2.23) and the choked flow model, and the smaller one is selected as the junction
flow.

The properties of the flowing fluid are determined from the upstream condition as

where the terms Pj and fy are the density and specific enthalpy of the fluid flowing at the junc-
tion. When the upstream node is a three-region node, the upstream condition is that of the
subnode at which the junction is connected.

5.2.6 Frictional Pncturt Drop
The frictional loss term A P ^ in Eq.(5.2.23) is calculated by the same method ai the

simplified option of ALARM-B1 (subsection 3.2,4).

^ (5.2.27)
where

Ro = loss coefficient for single phase liquid,
PI = density of flowing liquid,
<p* = two phase multiplier.

The loss coefficient Ro for single phase liquid can be given by the user or calculated by
the code from initial steady state pressure distribution given by the user as

_ ( P . . P . . . + i P » 4 P < r . . ) w
K.- | w | \ V j (5.2.28)

This is derived from Eq.(S.2.23).
The two phase multiplier^* is calculated from the correlations of Thorn7* and Martinelli*).

These correlations are provided as a built-in table in the code.
In transient conditions, the direction of the flow may be different from the steady state

and the pressure loss coefficient may not be equal to the value derived from the initial state.
The user can give reverse loss coefficient for each junction. If not given, the loss coefficient for
normal flow is used also for the reverse flow.

5.2.7 Slip Junction Modal for Stum Separators
The liquid and vapor flow rates through steam separators are important in the calculation

of the liquid inventory and mixture level inside and outside the core shroud. The accuracy of
the calculation of these flows are strongly affected by the velocity difference between two
phases flowing through upper plenum and stand pipes. The normal junction model, described
in the subsection 5.2.5, is modified to take this slip effect into account. In addition to this,
a model of the separation efficiency of steam separators is also provided.

This option is used when a junction is specified as the steam separator junction. The man
flow rate W of this junction Is calculated by the same method as a normal junction but the
vapor quality of the flow is modified with the consideration of the slip effect. The vapor and
liquid components of the flow are calculated by solving next equations.

W,+W/=W, (5.2.29)
p,. (5.2.30)

/ A w W . (5.2.31)
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ut-u/=vt, (5.2.32)

where the subscripts t and / indicate saturated vapor and liquid, and the subscript top stands
for the fluid condition at the top of upstream node (node representing the inside of the
shroud). The slip velocity ub is calculated by the Wilson's correlation. Above equations yield

X - (5"2-33)
W,=W-\ty, (5.2.34)

where

Wuit^ptatotutkt.t. (5.2.35)
The void fraction at top of the upstream node is determined according to the bubble

separation model specified for the inside node. When the Model 1 of the subsection 5.2.3 is
chosen,

f Caa(a <1/C 8 ) ,

l . (5-2'36)
where C« and tf are the same as those in Eq.(5.2.15). When the method 2 is selected, crWj, is
determined from

= a,,P tit/>fA,<» = - ^ - p (5.2.37)
At

where the terms M,j, and Xi are the same as those in Eq.(5.2.19). This slip model is not used
i when the flow direction is negative or flow condition is one phase; the homogeneous flow
1 model is used for these cases.
i The steam separator actually has two flow path, that is, the upward separated steam flow
! and the downward liquid flow. Since the rate of vapor carry under may influence the mixture
! level calculation for the downcomer node, the separated steam flow is obtained using a separa-
| tion efficiency specified by the user as

| W{=)?W,, (5.2.38)

where
: Wr = steam flow rate through junction,
j W/ = separated steam flow that will be added to the vapor region of downcomer node,
I 1 = steam separation efficiency.
: The steam separator efficiency 7) is specified by the user as a function of the mixture level

in the downcomer.
The liquid component of the junction flow and the rest of the steam flow will be added

to the mixture region of the downcomer node.

5.2.8 J«t Pump Modal
Two of the optional jet pump models of ALARM-B1 are incorporated in THYDE-B1.

(1) Model I
The first model is the same as the model 2 of ALARM-B1 (subsection 3.2.7). The charac-

teristic magnitude of a jet pump is again shown in Fifl. 5.2.4. A jet pump is treated as a com-
bination of three junctions that correspond, respectively, to the flow path from downcomer to
point 1, from recirculation pipe to point 1, and from point 1 to lower plenum. Through the
assumptions listed in subsection 3.2.7, the momentum equations for the three junctions are
given by:
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Fig, 6.2.4 Chutcteristic mttnitude of jet pump,

dt

(5.2.39)

(5.2.40)

(5.2.41)

where the subscripts J, D, and S refer to the throat, the drive, and the suction flow, respective-
ly, and

P, = pressure at top of jet pump (point 1 in Fig. 5.2.4),
Ps = pressure of the node representing outside of core shroud,
Po = pressure of the node representing jet pump drive line,
Pi = pressure of the node representing inside of the core shroud,
JPm- pressure drop due to change in momentum flux.
The momentum flux terms are determined with the consideration of the effect of flow

directions of three junctions. Then definitions are given by Eqs.(3.2.29) through (3.2.59) in
chapter 3. The frictional pressure drop APy% is calculated by the method given in subsection
5.2.6. The gravitational pressure drop AP^,, for the suction and the drive flows are obtained
from Eq.(5.2.24). As for the throat flow, the head of the fluid in the jet pump diffusers must
be considered. Equation (5.2.24) is replaced by

(5.2.42)

for the throat flow, where p{ is the density of fluid flowing through the throat junction.
(2) Model 2

The second model is the same as the Model 1 except that the momentum flux terms are
ignored when the mixture level of downcomer is below the jet pump suction nozzle.

5.2.9 Racirculition Pump Modrt
One of the two optional pump models of ALARM-Bl (subsection 3.2.8 (2)) is used in
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THYDE-B1. In this model the pump head is calculated with use of the head-venuf-flow table
as a function of quality. This model is applied for flow conditions of normal flow direction;
the pump is treated as a flow resistance in other conditions.

The equation for the pump head is
4P,=i(W,x), (5.2.43)

where x is quality. The definitions of the normalized head APP' and the normalized flow W
are

ffi.

where
« = angular velocity of pump,

and the subscript R indicates the rated values.
The head - flow table as a function of quality is given as input by the user. The pump

head is set 0 when the flow rate or quality exceeds the range of this tabular input. The pump
coast down is calculated by

i-ff=-F-T (5-2.46)
where

I = moment of inertia (input constant),
F = coefficient of ffictional torque (input constant),

and the term T is the effective torque obtained from

where
Pi = fluid density given by Eq.(5.2.25).

The pump head is obtained from the simultaneous solution of Eqs.(5.2.42) to (5.2.47).
The moment of inertia I is calculated at the begining of the calculation by next equations

with use of the reated values given by the user.

T^r1-- (5-2-48)

^Sr • ( 5-2-4 9>
where

tc, p = time constant of pump coast down (input constant),
p» = rated fluid density.

The user should note that, in the present version of THYDE-B1, the initial conditions of
the pump head, the angular velocity, the flow rate, and the fluid density are assumed to be the
same as those of the rated condition.

5.2.10 Main Sttwn Lint Modal
The steam flow rate through the main steam lines can be calculated by the use of the leak

junction model described in subsection 5.2.12 or by use of a model similar to SAFE3*. This
subsection describes the latter model.

The functions of the turbine flow control valves, the main steam line isolation valves, and
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the flow restrictors are taken into account in this model. The steam line flow is determined as
the smaller of the flow allowed by the turbine control valves and the flow allowed by the isola-
tion valves. The turbine control valves are controled by the pressure just upstream the valves
Pp to give a flow rate of

(^) (5.2.50)
where

WST = flow allowed by the turbine control valves,
WJ» = rated flow rate (junction flow rate at initial state),
Pus - pressure set point,
Gs = controler regulation band (input constant).

The upstream pressure is expressed as

ferJ <5-2-5I>
where

d P(, = pressure drop for rated flow (input constant),
P = steam dome pressure (pressure of the node representing the outside of core

shroud).
The controler set point is determined as

Pm=P,-4P«-Gs, (5.2.52)

where
P, = rated steam dome pressure (initial value of P).

The flow rate through the turbine control valve is obtained from Eqs.(5.2.49), (5.2.51),
and (5.2.52) as

(5.2.53)

Considering the function of the flow restrictors, W$T is bounded by

0^WC T^W j r w , (5.2.54)

where WSTM is the maximum flow rate specified by the user.
The flow rate allowed by the isolation valve Wg/ is calculated with the consideration of

the transitional flow area change as

(5.2.55)

where t ^ is the time at which the valve closure signal is actuated, and rc is the time constant
of the closing action. The actuation of the valve closure signal can be specified with use of the
trip control options described in subsection 5.2.13.

5.2.11 Fill Systems and Mixing Efficiency Model
The ECC water injection systems and the feed water system can be modelled in THYDE-

Bl by a fill junction model. In this model the mass flow rate and the specific enthalpy of the
injected liquid are specified by the user as functions of time or as functions of the pressure of
the node at the outlet side of the junction. The trip control option for the actuation of fill
systems is described in subsection 5.2.13.

Since the coolant injected by the ECCS is usually highly subcooled and the system pres-
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sure response is strongly influenced by the degree of the mixing of injected liquid and steam
inside the pressure vessel, a special model is provided to take the mixing efficiency into con-
sideration. This model can be used only for junctions connected to a three-region node;
complete mixing is assumed for injections to homogeneous nodes.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.2.5, the incompleteness of the mixing can be taken into account
by adjusting the distribution of the injected mass and energy into three regions. This distribu-
tion is determined as a function of the elevations of the subnode boundaries with use of a set
of mixing efficiency parameters given by the user.

Figure 5.2.3 shows an illustration of possible three cases. The first case is the injection of
subcooled liquid into the steam region. In this case, the vapor condensation rate is calculated
by the same model as SAFE. This is expressed as

Qf=F,-min|l, —

h,-ly

P , V

(5.2.56)

(5.2.5»
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subcooled
liquid
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Fig. 5.2.5 Distribution of injected flow within a three-region node.
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Fig. 6.2.6 Mixing conditions of a fill junction.
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where
Qj = heat transfer rate from vapor to injected liquid,
^ccnd = rate of vapor condensation,
h/ni = specific enthalpy of injected liquid,
W/,7/ = mass flow rate of injected liquid,
h/ = specific enthalpy of saturated liquid,
hf = specific enthalpy of saturated vapor.

The parameters Fg and Lj are the mixing efficiency and the length which is required for
mixing, respectively, and they must be given by the user. The values of F,=0.95 and 1^=1.0
feet are recommended in reference /9/ for a high pressure injection system (HPCI), which
supplies water into the downcomer through the feed water spargers. As for the core sprays,
the values of F£=l. and Lr =0.1 m are recommended by the authors.

The condensed vapor Wcond and its energy hfW^n^ will be subtracted from the vapor
region and added to the injected liquid.

The second case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the mixture region. As shown in
Fig. 5.2.6, this case is encountered when the elevation of a fill junction is located within the
range of the mixture region. And this case also occurs when the subcooled liquid injected to
the vapor region is not fully mixed with vapor in that region.

In the mixture region, the mixing of the injected liquid with the two-phase mixture is
assumed to occur in a limited part in the region. The amount of the two-phase mixture that is
mixed with the injected liquid is assumed to be proportional to the injection rate. It ii calcu-
lated as

Wm = Fw- Zfi"~Zm'-V//ilt (5.2.58)

where Ww is the amount of mixture mixed with the injected liquid per unit time. Fm and LR,
are a mixing efficiency and a length factor of the mixing, respectively, and they must be given
by the user. If this amount of saturated mixture is mixed with the injected liquid, the amount
and the specific enthalpy of the resultant fluid become

WmiI=WB+W/;/, , (5.2.59)

. _ WMh+W/.,,h/.,,
"mix S7 , (5.2.60)

"mix

where
h™ = average enthalpy of the saturated mixture region,
Wmi-, = flow rate of mixed flow,
hmii = specific enthalpy of mixed fluid.

If this fluid is saturated (hmix>hf), it will be added to the mixture region, ind if not, it
will be added to the subcooled liquid region.

The authors recommend the values of Fm=l. and Lm=0., which correspond to 100%
efficiency, for the core sprays because a good mixing can be expected in the upper plenum and
in the core channel. And the values of Fm=0.0 and Ly=l.m which correspond to 0% mixing
efficiency, could be recommended for other safety injections from the conservative point of
view. The use of lower mixing efficiency yields higher calculated pressure and, consequently,
lower flow rates of safety injections. However, it is best to use experimentally supported data
as far as possible.

The last case is the injection of subcooled liquid into the subcooled liquid region. In this
case, all the injected liquid will be added to the subcooled region.
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5.2.12 Lade Flow Modal

The breaks and the relief or safety valves can be represented by a leak junction model. In
this model the mass flow rate is calculated as a function of time or as a function of the pres-
sure and the specific enthalpy of the upstream node.

There are six options in this model, i.e.,
(i) to calculate mass flux by an orifice equation and the Moody's model') with smooth

transition between two models,
(ii) to calculate mass flux by an orifice equation and the Moody's model without

smoothing of transition between two models,
(iii) to calculate mass flux only by Moody's model,
(iv) to use pressure vs. mass flow table given by the user,
(v) to use pressure vs. mass flux table given by the user, and
(vi) to use time vs. flow rate table given by the user.
Since the options (ii) to (vi) are obvious, only the first option is explained in the follow-

ing.
The mass flow rate at the leak is calculated as a function of the upstream pressure PQ and

the upstream specific enthalpy ho by the use of the equation for uncompressible liquid flowing
through an orifice10) and the Moody's critical flow model. The former is applied to lubcooled
liquid and the latter to saturated mixture. To avoid the numerical difficulty caused by the dis-
continuous transition between the two models, the user is allowed to specify the fluid quality
range in which the flow rate is determined by the interpolation between the two models. The
range is specified by giving a upper limit, x^n > to it. Using this value, the flow rate is calcu-
lated as follows.

If

Po-P ( ) , (5.2.61)

if X>X,ran,

W=C0AG«(Po,ho), (5.2.62)

and if <)<*<*„«,.

W= l(xlrm-x) Gtfij2pj8c(.Po-Pi)+JTCACCPo, h0 ) } /* / , „ , (5.2.63)

where
Co = discharge coefficient for Moody's model (input constant), .
d = Contraction coefficient for orifice model (input constant),
A - junction flow area (input),
G«(P0, h0) = critical mass flux for (Po, ho) determined with the Moody's model,
pb = back pressure (input constant),
Pj = density of fluid at (Po, ho),
X = quality of fluid at (Po, ho ),

and Eq.(5.2.61) was derived assuming that the break area is much smaller than the flow area of
the upstream node.

If Eq.(5.2.61) gives smaller flow rate than Eq.(5.2.62), Eq.(5.2.61) will be used even if
the flow quality is greater than 0.

When the pressure of the inlet node drops below the pressure outside the break Pj, the
flow direction will be reversed. In this case, the junction flow rate is calculated by the orifice

! equation and the fluid enthalpy fy, is assumed to be that of saturated steam.

h ; = h / P j ) . (6.2.64)
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Fig. 5.2.7 Inlet property smoothing method for letk junctions.

For the user's convenience, the flow area is allowed to be a function of time after the leak
initiation.

The upstream property is determined from the pressure and specific enthalpy of the inlet
node of the junction (node from which break flow goes out). If this inlet node is a three-region
node, they are determined from the fluid properties of the subnode to which the junction is
facing. In this case, the upstream specific enthalpy can be discontinuously changed due to the
moving subnode boundaries. To avoid this discontinuous enthalpy change, the upstream
enthalpy is determined by averaging the subnode enthalpy in a certain range L ^ * (input con-
stant), as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.7.

5.2.13 Hypothetical Valmt and Trip Control Options
Each junction may have a hypothetical valve attached to it. These valves control the junc-

tion flow by opening or closing actions. The transitional area change is not considered but the
valves are allowed only to be fully open or fully closed.

A trip control logic is provided to initiate valve actions and other trips.
The trip actions provided in THYDE-B1 are:

(1) termination of the calculation,
(2) opening or closing of the valves,
(3) pump trip,
(4) initiation of a leak,
(5) actuation of a fill system.

The system variables that can be monitored are:
(1) time,
(2) node pressure,
(3) liquid level of a three-region node,
(4) flow rate at a junction,
(5) difference between pressures of two nodes,
(6) difference between flow rate of two junctions.

Since liquid levels in BWRs are usually obtained from the measurement of differential
pressure between two points, the liquid level used for the trip control is the collapsed level
determined by next equation.

Z,,,=(l-a)min{Z JM,Z,}+a max{Z,/,Z,}, (5.2.65)
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where
Isit - liquid level in a three-region node,
Zp, = elevation at upper boundary of mixture region,
2mi = elevation at upper boundary of subcooled liquid region,
a = void fraction of mixture region,
Zi, Z2 = elevations of level sensors, lowc one and upper one, respectively

(input constants).

5.2.14 Heat Slab Modal for Fual Rods and Intamal Structural
A one-dimentional heat slab model is provided for the representation of the fuel rods and

other structures in the primary system. The models for the calculation of heat generation rate
in the heat slabs is explained in subsection 5.2.15 while the heat transfer model that gives the
boundary conditions for the slabs is described in subsection 5.2.16.

The geometry of a heat slab is assumed to be rectangular or cylindrical as shown in Fig.
5.2.8. The number of the heat slabs is arbitrary. An application example is shown in Fig. 5.2.1.
As can be seen in this figure, the fuel rods are, usually, axially divided into several heat slabs.
The axial conduction between heat slabs is not considered in this code. A ixat slab is allowed
to have one or two (only for rectangular type) heat transfer surfaces and each of the surface is
allowed to face only one fluid node.

By nodalizing the heat slab, the heat conduction is represented by a heat transfer circuit
illustrated in Fig. 5.2.9. In this model, the node temperature is obtained by

Region 3 Region 2 (gap)

(a) cylindrical type (b) rectangular typ«

Fig. 5.2.8 Examples of heat slab nodalization.

'an

|CW v-1 M*w-2 |Ca

Fig. 5.2.9 Heat transfer circuit model.
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-5r=^-(-q,.-.+q»+I..+Q-,). (5.2.66)

q...-^-1— (T.-T.-,), (5.2.67)
r B , H-l

where
n = node number ( 1 , 2 . . . , N),
N = number of nodes,
C = heat capacity of node «,
q», »-i = heat transfer rate from node n to node («-l),
Q« = heat generation rate in node n,
r», a-! = thermal resistance between node n and node (w-1).

The heat capacity and thermal resistance are obtained by

Cn=\nPncn, (5.2.68)

(for cylindrical type) (5.2.69)
and

r - — = i ( i ^ r I l H iSr)'(for rectan«ular ««»> (5.2.70)
where

Pn = density of heat slab node n,
VB = volume of heat slab node «,
Z = axial length of heat slab,
A = heat transfer area,
x = radii or thickness.

The thermal conductivity k and the specific heat capacity c must be specified by the user
as a function of temperature. Density of a material is assumed to be constant and given as
input. For the specification of material properties, the heat slabs can be divided into regions
according to the difference in composing materials. Each of the material region can be divided
into several nodes of equal thickness.

The gap between the fuel pellet and the cladding is treated as a gap region as illustrated in
Fig. 5.2.8(a). The gap region is allowed to have heat resistance but not to have heat capacity.
For each gap region, the user must specify a temperature-dependent gap conductance table.
The temperature of the gap is determined by simple averaging of the temperatures of two
adjacent nodes.

5.2.15 Heat Generation in Fuel Rods
The heat slab model for fuel rods and other metal structures has been described in subsec-

tion 5.2.14. This subsection describes the heat generation model that determines the heat
generation rate in the heat slabs representing the fuel rods.

The spacial power distribution in the core is assumed to be fixed and the heat generation
rate in each heat slab node is calculated as the product of total power and the power distribu-
tion factor specified by the user. The transient of the power generation can be calculated in
the code by solving a one-point kinetics equation or can be specified by the user as a function
of time.
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Using: the initial reactor power, Qrol nonnalized power at time t, (Qr/QroXt); and
power distribution factor for node n, En, the heat generation rate for a slab node n a calcu-
lated as

- E , . (5.2.71)

The distribution factor Eff is determined from four input parameters as

E»=-57-E.»-EJj/.-EJ>, (5.2.72)
IN Si

where
E» = power distribution factor for a node » of slab /,
N.s,- = number of fuel rods that are represented by slab i,
Esi = ratio of the total heat generation rate of fuel rods represented by slab / relative

to the total reactor power, (2E<j/=l),
E«j = ratio of the heat generation rate in region / to the heat generation in slab /,

ratio of the heat generation rate in node n to the heat generation in region /,

The power distribution factor in a material region Ej^ is calculated with tlie assumption
of uniform heat generation rate in a material region as

E i . = ^ . (5.2.73)

where
V,> = total volume of region /,
V, = volume of node ».

Two options are provided for the calculation of the total reactor power at time t normal-
ized to the initial power, (Qr/Qro Kt). The options are:

(1) specification by the user as a table of time vs. normalized power,
(2) program solution of one-point kinetics equations with radioactive decay heat.
The reactor kinetics equations and the solution method for the equations are similar to

those used in RELAP42) and IREKIN1 •>. The kinetics equations used are

J j ' ' (5.2.74)

Jt,C,+4n,G 1...6), (5-2.75)

fi=tfii. (5-2.76)

where
n = reactor fission power,
0 = effective delayed neutron fraction,
A = neutron generation time,
R = total reactivity nonnalized to the delayed neutron fraction,
X = decay constant of delayed neutron group i,
d = concentration of delayed neutron group i,
fft = effective fraction for. delayed neutron group i.

The delayed neutron constants used in the code are shown in Table 5.2.1. The value of
the ratio 0/ A must be given by the user. The reactivity is obtained by next equation.
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R(t)= R,(t) +R,(fr (5.2.77)

where
R>(t) * scram reactivity given by the user as a function of time t,
Rr(T,)s fuel rod temperature feedback specified by the user as a function of average

fuel rod temperature Tp,
Sja) = void feedback specified by the user as a function of average void fraction of the

node that represent the inside of the core shroud, ~5,
The subscript 0 refers to the initial condition. The average fuel rod temperature T^ is the

weighted arithmetic mean of the all heat slab nodes that represent the fuel rods. For this
averaging, the user must specify the weighting factors in a manner similar to that for the power
distribution factors.

The radioactive decay heat is calculated as the sum of decay heat of fission products and
actinides. Since the half lives of actinides are long enough, the actinide decay heat is assumed
to be constant during the transient. The fission product decay heat is approximated by eleven
decay heat groups as is done in RELAP4. Through these assumptions the normalized power is
calculated by

(5.2.78)

where
Ei> = yield fraction of decay heat group /,
E* =sumofErf/(/=l . . . 1 1 ) ,
E«/ = contribution of actinide decay heat,
X<<; = concentration of decay heat group / normalized to the initial steady state value.

The concentration X<// is obtained by

X * + n ( 0 ) J '
(5.2.79)

where X*j = decay constant of decay heat group/.
Table 5.2.2 contains the constants used in above equations. The contribution of actinides

is assumed to be 0.0032 at present.

Tabto 5.2.1 Delayed neutron constants3'

Group Msec"1)

1
2
3
4
5 ,
6

0.038
0.213
0.188
0.407
0.128
0.026

0.0127
0.0317
O.llS
0.311
1.40
3.87

T»Wt 5.2.2 Radioactive decay constants^

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1!

0.00299
0.OO82S
0.01S50
0.0193S
0.01165
0.0064S
0.00231
0.00164
0.00035
0.00043
0.00057

1.772
0.5774
6.743 X 10-*
6.214 X 10"*
4.739 X 10"*
4.810 X 10-*
5.344 X 10^*
5.726 X10"7

1.036X10"7

2.959 X 10"1

7.585 X 10MO
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5.2.16 Haat Transfer bttwMn Coolant and HtatSlabt

This subsection describes the heat transfer model that provide the boundary condition for

the heat slab model described in the subsection 5.2.14.

The heat transfer rates between the coolant and the metal surfaces are calculated with use

of the heat transfer coefficient correlations similar to those used in THETA1-B4'. Table 5.2.3

and Fig. 5.2.10 shows the correlations and their selection logic. The critical heat flux is calcu-

lated by the correlations shown in Tabto 5.2.4.

TaW» 5.2.3 Heat transfer correlation!

Mode 1 (Forced Convection in Subcooled Liquid)
Dittus and Boelter12)

Mode 2 (Nucleate Boiling)
Thoml3)

A=0.(

li

»33gfK)"l

0.072 /

—'-) , evaluated at T»

Mode 3 (Forced Convection Vaporization)
Schrock and Grossman14)

evaluated at TB, where

x,, Vi—ar/ W W

Mode 4 (Transition Boiling)
Mcdonough, MUicb, and Kingls>

where C(F) it dependent on pressure ta follow*

P C(P)

2000
1200
800

979.2
1180.8
1501.2

Mode S (Stable Film Boiling)
Groeneveld l 6 )

where

Y=1.0-0.1(l-/)*{— -lY* or 0.1

whichever is greater and
A-0.052, B-0.688, C-1.26, D--1.06
(Groeneveld's equation S.7)
Both kf and (if are evaluated at TB, and Pf is
evaluated at Tw.

Mode 6 (Pool Film Boiling)
Berenson17) A=0.425

where
*' J[ 8'° T"
2» Lg(()/-p,)J

above equation is approximated in the coding by

q=FCP)UT,.,)s"

where F(P) is dependent on pressure as follows:
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T«Mt&2.3 continued

Mode 6 continued
p

IS
100
500

1000
1500
2000

F(P)(Btu/ftahr<>F0-'M)

128
236
412
510
615
705

If q<20000 Btu/ft2hr in the Mode 6 equation, then
the Mode 7 equation is evaluated and larger value of
q will be adopted.

Mode 7 (Tramition Pool Boiling)

where

If ATMI<20, then q for Mode 7 it tet to 90000
Btu/ft'hr in the program.

Mode 8 (Forced Convection in Vapor)
Dittui and BodterI5)

evaluated at T j .

Mode 9 (Low Pressure Flow Film Boiling)
DougaUand Rohsenow18'

The equation is approximated in the coding by

Quantities and their units
h
k
D,
Pr

R.
G
G'
IX

c.
T,
T,.,

D
q

p
X

p

« heat transfer coefficient, Btu/ft3hr F
= thermal conductivity, Btu/ft hr °F
« equivalent diameter, ft
* Prandle number, Cpfi/k
» Reynolds number, GDf/ju
* mass flux, lbm /ft2hr
-G/10 6

s viscosity, lbm/ft hr
« specific heat, Btu/Ibm°F
= bulk coolant temperature, °F
» saturation temperature, CF
= wall temperature, °F

= diameter, ft
= heat flux, Btu/ft* hr
« pressure, psia
« quality
= density, lbm /ft3

evaluated at T ut-

H/
H/,
Hi.

L
D,,c

D,,,

g
Ec

a
Q
A/;,,

' saturated liquid enthalpy, Bfu/lb
« heat of vaporization, Btu/lb
' inlet enthalpy, Btu/lb
• channel length, in
- heated equivalent diameter

(» 4(flow area)/(heated perimeter)), in.
«y/Dr(tyr+DHE) - D,

where Dr « rod diameter, in.
« gravitational acceleration, ft/sa

"gnvitarjonal conversion factor, ft lbm/lbft7

« surface tension, lb//ft
- volumetric flow rate, ft3/s

• » flow area, ft*

subscripts
y
t
V

w

« uturated liquid conditions
* uturated vapor conditions
- superheated vapor conditions
-wall.
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Tcblt 5.2.4 Criticilheit flux correlitioni (lee Tible 5.2.3 for nomenclature.)

Critical Heat Flux Correlations

P>1500 Bibcock and Wilcox
Company, BftW-2l9>

-0.15206H,fil

where A=0.71186+(2.072SX10-')(P-2000)
B=0.834+«.8479X2<r')(P-2000)

1SOO>P>1300 Interpolation between
BtW-2 and Barnet

1300 > P > 1000 Barnet20) TA+B(H/-H,.)]
1«"=10 |—C+L J

where A=67.45 D(,t"G'*"l(1.0-0.744t**C-6.512DmG'))

B=0.2587 D/A^G'**"

C= 185.0 D^'G'""

1000>P>72S Interpolation between
Barnett and Modified
Barnett

725 > P Modified Barnet2l>
<fc»r=

A+B(H/-H
C+L J

where A=73.71 D»J"uG''-<tl(L0-

0:315 »xp(-11.34 D»,G'))88a6/H / f

B=0.104 D^G'*" 1

C=45.55 Drf""G'*-""

It has been stated in subsection 5.2.14 that one heal slab is allowed to have left and right
surfaces and each surface is allowed to face only one fluid node. The fluid condition para-
meters necessary for the use of the correlations, such as the fluid bulk temperature and pres-
sure, are determined from the state variables of the fluid node to which the slab is facing.

In case of a homogeneous node, the mass velocity G is calculated in terms of the node
flow area and the node averaged flow rate defined by

W»=^Wi , (5.2.80)

where 2W,- is the sum of the flow rates of the junctions connected to the node.
In case of a three-region node, the heat transfer area of a slab may be divided into three

parts by the elevation of the subnode boundaries in the fluid node and the heat transfer calcu-
lation is performed separately for each subnode as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.11.

The average flow rate in a subnode is defined with the consideration of the motion of the
subnode boundaries as

(5.2.81)

where
= subnode average flow rate,
: mass flow entering the subnode including the inter-subnode flows, W/-m

described in subsections 5.2.3 and 5.2,4,
and
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of

V

•«— • —

P/W.W-1

(heat slab)

[three-region node)

q/ -A»-H»-lTw-1
(x-g,m,t)

Fig. 5,2.11 Boundary condition for a heat slab
facing a three-region node.

), A(Zt0,) = flow area at top and bottom of subnode,
iZtop, AZtct = increment of boundary elevation within a time step,
p = fluid density of a subnode.

The coefficient F z ( is -1 if W( is entering the node through the upper boundary and +1 if
Wj is entering the node through the lower boundary. If W( is entering through a junction at a
intermediate elevation between the two boundaries, F; is calculated by the interpolation
between +1 and -1 in terms of the elevations of the junction between the two subnode bound-
aries.

5.3 Calculation Flow and Numerical Method

The calculation sequence of THYDE-B1 is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.1. As shown in the
figure, the whole calculation is divided into two parts, the establishment of steady state condi-
tion and the transient calculation. Outlines of each part are as follows.

The initialization stage includes following processes.
1) Input of steam table data
2) Input of problem specification data
3) Initialization of state variables of nodes and junctions

Node variables such as fluid density, void fraction, quality, etc., are determined from
prer-iire .uid enthalpy (or temperature) given by the user.

4) Initi a of temperatures of heat slabs
The u^ temperatures of the heat slab nodes are calculated by the code assuming
the steady state temperature distribution in slabs.

Tht transient calculation is performed by applying a simple forward explicit integration
method to the ordinary differential equations described in section 5.2. The time step size must
be specified by the user.
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c Start

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

x/ Read steam table /

/ Read problem

| Initialize volume properties

| Initialize junction properties

Calculate steady state heat generation rate, heat transfer rate and
temperature distribution in heat slabs

Steady state
calculation

_L
v-dlcu,. « inter-subnode flows

Print present state

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

I f t + At

X
I Calculate new volume properties

| Calculate new junction flows |

Calculate generation and transfer rate of heat and calculate
new temperature of slabs

Transient
calculation

Fig. 5.3.1 Outline of THYDE-B1 calculation flow.

5.4 Code Organization

5.4.1 Program Control
The program execution can be controlled by the following ways.

(1) Termination of Calculation
There are three ways of specification for the program termination.
i) Specification of available CPU time
The available CPU time in second can be given with use of the CPU limit card which is
read from FORTRAN Unit 3 (see subsection 5.5.1). The program is terminated before
this time is exceeded.
ii) Specification of end time with trip control card
The calculation is terminated when the calculated state variables of the system reach a
given condition specified with the trip control cards (see subsection 5.2.13 and 5.5.2).
iii) Specification of end time in time step control card
The calculation will be terminated when the physical time exceeds the end time of the
last time step control card (see subsection 5.5.2).
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(2) Trip Control Options
The trips related to the junctions such as valve actions, pump trips, leak initiations, and

fill initiations, can be controlled with use of trip control cards (see subsections 5.2.12 and
5.2.2).

The reactor scram should be considered if the user specifies the reactor power to be calcu-
lated by the code. The time dependent reactivity cards (see subsection 5.2.15 and 5.2.2) can
be used to simulate the scram action.

5.4.2 Restart and Dump Options
The restart and dump options are provided for the user's convenience. The dump option

is to store all the variables necessary for the continuation of the calculation on an external data
storage. Data dump is executed with the time interval specified by the user with the time step
control cards. This function is also executed when the program is terminated due to the CPU
limit given by the jser (see subsection 5.4.1(1)).

The restart option is to initiate the calculation using the dumped results. The required
data storage is described in subsection 5.5.1 and the required input cards for restart calculation
are described hi paragraph (2) of subsection 5.5.2.

5.4.3 Editing and Plotting

The variables calculated by the code can be plotted by the use of SPLPLOT-1 program
described in Appendix A. The data editing for this purpose is done at the usi r's option. The
user can request this data editing by the use of Restart Control Card and Time Step Control
Card described in subsection 5.5.2. The edited variables are fixed but, if necessary, the user can
easily add any variable by a small modification of the subroutine SPLEDT in the FORTRAN
source of THYDE-B1.

The identification names of the variables and their short descriptions (used as graph cap-
tions) will be written at the top of the plot data tape and can be listed by the SPLPLOT-1
program.

5.5 Input Data Requirements

5.5.1 Required Resources and Auxiliary Program

The THYDE-B1 code is written in FORTRAN-IV to be used on the FACOM M-200 com-
puter system. The required core memory is aboui 980 kilo-bytes. The CPU time requirement
depends proportionally on the number of time steps. An approximate value of the CPU re-
quirement is about 6 msec/volume.step.

The calculated results can be plotted by a X-Y plotter, COM or other graphics terminal
with use of the SPLPLOT-1 program, which is described in Appendix A.

THYDE-B1 uses several units of external memcry devices such as magnetic tapes or disks.
Requirements for these data storage is summarised in Table 5.5.1.

In this table the FORTRAN Unit 1 and 2 are temporary data storages. The Unit 2 is
needed only w) :.i he plot data editing is required and this unit must be of direct-access type.

The CPU limit card (FORTRAN Unit 3) is used for restart data dump (see subsection
5.4.1). By this card, the code recognizes the CPU time available for the job ana executes the
restart data dump before the calculation is terminated by the operating system of the comput-
er due to excess time. The data to be punched in this card is only the CPU time limit in second
and the card format is E10.0.

The FORTRAN Unit 5 is the card reader, for which the data requirements are specified in
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Tab)* 5.S.1 Required data files for a THYDE-B1 calculation

SSwt
1
2
3
5
6
8

30

31
40

41

Description

temporary data storage
temporary data storage
CPU limit card
input card deck
line printer
steam table data set
input data set for restart
(result of preceding run)
output data set for restart
input data set for plot
(result of preceding run)
output data for plot

Required space

S kwords (*)
200 kwords

1 card
300 cards (•)
300 lines/edit (*)

17 kwords
25 kwords/dump (*)

25 kwords/dump (*)
0.7 kwords/edit (•)

0.7 kwords/edit (*)

(*) indicates approximate values.

subsection 5.5.2.
The FORTRAN Unit 8 must be assigned to the steam table data set. This table is the

same as that for RELAP42>,
The FORTRAN Unit 31 and 41 are the data storage for restart data and plot data, respec-

tively. The Units 30 and 40 are necessary only for a restart calculation. These units must be
assigned to the data sets that have been generated in the preceding run as Units 31 or 41. The
contents of Unit 40 will be copied in the head of Unit 41 before the extended results are
added. Therefore only one data set must be kept for plotting.

5.5.2 Data Card Summary
All input data are read into THYDE-B1 via a generalized subroutine REAG which is

briefly described in Subsection 3.4.1. Subroutine REAG for FACOMM-200 converts BCD
information to integer or floating point binary information; three convergion types, i.e. types
of reading 4*Ni characters, N2 integers, and N3 floating point numbers, respectively, are
allowed by corresponding subroutines.

A data deck for a run consists of following card blocks and each block has a block num-
ber for identification in the program.

Block Title

Title Card
Restart Control Card
Problem Dimension Card
Time Step and Edit Control Card
Volume Data Cards
Junction Data Cards
Jet Pump Data Cards
Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards
Recirculation Pump Data Cards
Main Steam Line Data Cards
Leak Data Cards
Fill System Data Cards
HPCI Data Cards

Block Number

(does not have a number)
000
001
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
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LPCI Data Cards 013
Core Spray Data Cards 014
Steam Separator Data Cards 015
Trip Control Data Cards 016
Heat Slab Dimension Cards 017
Heat Slab Data Cards 018
Core Heat Generation Data Cards 019
Slab Geometry Data Cards 020
Material Property Data Cards 021
Other Heat Slab Data Cards 022
End-of-Data Sign 099

In the following description of each block, the descriptive title is given at first. Then the
description of composing cards will follow. In each card description, order of the data entry in
the card (W1.W2 ), the format (I,R, or A), the variable name, and the input data require-
ment are given where applicable. The format of the variable, integer, real or floating, or
alphanumeric, is indicated by I, R, or A respectively. The variable names are, in principle, the
same as those used in the program.

Each card block must begin with a number card, in which the block identification num-
ber must be punched. The respective data cards must be punched from the second card.

The order of the cards and blocks must be in accord with following description. But any
block may be omitted if not necessary.
(1) Title Card

The character string punched in the first column through 72nd of the first card is used as
a calculation title. This title will be printed in each page of the output list. It can, also, be used
as the calculation title in the data plotting by the SPLPLOT-1 program (Appendix A). Number
card for this block is not required.

As for a restart calculation, the title must be the same as the preceding calculation.
(2) Restart Control Card (000)
Cardl
Wl-I NREST = Restart control

= 0, not restart
> 0, restart with the NREST'th restart information on FORTRAN
Unit 30.

W2-I IDUMP = Restart data dump control.
= 0, generate no data set for restart
= 1, store restart information on FORTRAN Unit 31.

W3-I X = Dummy variable. Set X= 1.
W4-I ISPL = Plot data edit control

= 0, generate no plot information data set
= 1, store plot information on FORTRAN Unit 41
= 2, for a restart calculation, make a copy of the results of preceding

run from FORTRAN Unit 40 to Unit 41, and extend Unit 41 with
new results.

As for a restart calculation, the required card blocks are only the title card, restart control card
(000), problem dimension card (001), time step control card (003), and end-of-data sign (999).
Other cards are not allowed to be entered.
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(3)
Card
Wl-I

W2-I

W3-I

W4-I

W5-I

W6-I
W7-I

W8-I

W9-I

Problem Din
1

NVOL

NJUN
NPUMP

NJETGP

NJETP
NSTRM

NLEAK

NFILL

NHPCI
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= Number of nodes
= Number of junctions of all types
= Number of pump data sets
= Number of jet pump geometry data sets
= Number of jet pump junctions
= Number of main steam line junctions
= Number of leak junctions
= Number of fill junctions
= Number of HPCI junctions

Model for HPCI, LPCI and core spray are completely the same as
that for the fill junctions at present. Therefore the fill junction
model should be used. Set NHPCI=NLPCI=NCSP=O.

W10-I NLPCI = Number of LPCI junctions
Wl 1-1 NCSP = Number of core spray junctions
Wl 2-1 NTRIP = Number of trip control cards
Wl 3-1 NSEP = Number of steam separator junctions (slip junctions)

NSEP must be less than or equal to 1.
W14-I NTMAX = Number of time step control cards.
(4) Time Step Control Data Cards (003)

NTMAX data sets are required. Each set consists of one card containing following data.
Cardl

= Number of time steps per restart data dump.
= Number of time steps per printer output.
= Number of time steps per plot data edit.
= Time step size.
= End of current time step data. The calculation will be terminated

when TMAX of the last time step card is exceeded.
(5) Volume Data Cards (004)

NVOL data sets are required. The sequence number of data entry will be used as a node
index (identification number).
Cardl
Wl-I IHOMO = Type of the node.

1 = homogeneous node
2 = three region node

Card 2
Wl-R PRESS = Initial pressure (kg^/m2).
W2-R ZMAX = Hight of the node measured from node bottom (m).
W3-R ZELEV = Elevation of the node bottom above a reference level (m).
W4-R ZPRES = Elevation of the representative point of node pressure above node

bottom (m).
W5-R VM AX = Volume of node (m3).
Card 3 (for homogeneous nodes only)

This card is required only for homogeneous nodes (IHOMO=1).
Wl-R X = Void fraction or specific enthalpy.

If 0 % X ^ 1, void fraction ALPHA will be set X and enthalpy will
be calculated from ALPHA and PRESS. If X ^ 1, enthalpy ENTH

Wl-I
W2-I
W3-I
W4-R
W5-R

NTIM1
NTIM2
NTIM3
DELT
TMAX
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(kcal/kg) will be set X and void fraction will be calculated.
W2-R AREA = Flow area for calculation of the average mass flux in a node (m2).
Card 4 (for three-region nodes)
Wl-R ENTN(l) = Specific enthalpy of the subcooled liquid region (kcal/kg).

If ENTN(l) ^ 0, -ENTN(l) will be regarded as temperature (°C)
and specific enthalpy will be calculated from this input.

W2-R ALPHA(2) = Void fraction of the saturated mixture region.
Card 5 (for three-region nodes)
Wl-R ZLEV(l) = Elevation of the top of subcooled liquid region (Zmj) measured from

the bottom of the node (m).
W2-R ZLEV(2) = Elevation of the top of mixture region (Zfm ) measured from the

bottom of the node (m).
Card 6 (for three region nodes)
Wl-R CAS = Coefficient for bubble separation model.

If CAS > 0, Model 1 described in subsection 5.2.3 will be used. CAS
will be used as Cs in Eq.(5.2.15). C« is dimensionless.
If CAS < 0, Model 2 will be applied and X i 0 (m) in Eq.(S.2.20) will
be set to I CAS |.
If the node is representing the inside of the shroud, X^o can be cal-
culated by the code assuming steady state energy balance for the
node. This option can be used by setting CAS«0.

W2-R CLM = Coefficient Ĉ m used in the local temperature rize model. The
model and recommended values are given in subsection 5.2.4.

W3-R HP1 - Elevation of lower sensor location for liquid level signal calculation
(m).

W4-R HP2 = Elevation of upper sensor location (m).
HP1 and HP2 are used as Z\ and Z2 in Eq.(5.2.65). They are eleva-
tions measured from the bottom of the node.

Volume geometry data cards for a three-region node
Card 7
Wl-I NTBV = Number of data points in the elevation versus volume table.
Card 8

Elevation versus volume table.
Wl-R TABVOL(J) = Elevation above bottom of the node for First point (m).
W2-R TABVOL(2) = Volume integrated from bottom of the node to TABVOLd) (m3).
W3-R TABVOL(3) = Elevation for second point.

, until NTBV points are e-tered.
Card 9
Wl-I NTBA = Number of data points in the elevation versus flow area table.
Card 10

Elevation versus area table.
Wl-R TABA(l) -Elevation above bottom of the node for first point (m).
W2-R TABA(2) = Flow area for first point (m8).
W3-R TABA(3) = Elevation for second point.

, until NTBA points are entered.
Card 11
Wl-I NTBHD = Number of data points in the elevation versus hydraulic diameter

table.
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Card 12
Elevation versus hydraulic diameter table

Wl-R TABHD(l) = Elevation above bottom of the node (m) for first point.
W2-R TABHEK2) * Hydraulic diameter for first point (m).
W3-R TABHD(3) = Elevation for second point.

, until NTBHD points are entered.
(6) Junction Data Cards (006)

NJUN sets of data ate required. Junctions will be numbered according to the sequence of
data entry.
Cardl
Wl-I NIN = Inlet node index (node identification number) or junction type

index for those which have no inlet node.
NIN > 0 , Node index.

= 0, Jet pump throat flow.
= - 1 , Fill junction.
* - 2 , HPCI junction.
* - 3 , LPCI junction.
• - 4 , Core spray junction.

W2-I NOUT * Outlet node index (node identification number) or junction type
index for those which have no outlet node.
NIN > 0 , Node index.

- 0, Drive or suction flow of a jet pump.
* - 1 , Leak junction.
= - 2 , Main steam line junction.

W3-I IPUMP = Pump index (IPUMP ^ NPUMP)
If this junction is a steam separator junction, set IPUMP*-1, when
NIN < 0 or NOUT < 0, the junction concerned has no pump and
this index is used as a data identification index of following types.
(NIN=-1) FILL index (IPUMP ^ NFILL)
(NIN=-2) HPCI index (IPUMP ^ NHPCI)
(NIN—3) LPCI index (IPUMP ^ NLPCI)
(NIN=-4) Core spray index (IPUMP ̂  NCSP)
(NOUT=-1) Leak index (IPUMP ^ NLEAK)
(NOUT=-2) Main steam line index (IPUMP ̂  SNTRM)
|IVALVE| = Valveindex
If valve is initially closed, I VALVE < 0.
If valve is initially open, IVALVE > 0.
If the junction has no valve, IVALVE=0.
Closing or opening of valves can be controlled by Trip Control
Cards. The valve index given here will be used for identification of
valves.

WIJ * Initial flow rate (kg/s).
ZIN * Elevation ot the junction above the bottom of node NIN (m).

(If NIN > 0,0 ^ ZIN ^ ZM AX)
W7-R Z0U7 = Elevation of the junction above the bottom of node NOUT (m).

(If NOUT > 0,0 < ZOUT ^ ZM AX)
W8-R AJUNC * Minimum flow area for choked flow calculation (m2).

If AJUNOO., choking will be ignored.

W4-I IVALVE

W5-R
W6-R



W2-I
W3-I
W4-I
W5-I
W6-R

IJPUMP
JETGRP(l)
JETGRP(2)
JETGRP(3)
PIN
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W9-R INERTA = Moment of inertia (1/m).
W10-R RJUNC = Loss coefficient for normal flow direction (s2kgf/ms kg).

This value will be used as Ro in Eq.(5.2.27). If RJUNOO, Ro will
be calculated using Eq.(S.2.28).

Wll-R RNJUNC = Loss Coefficient for reverse flow (,s2kgf/mskg).
If RNJUNC=0, RJUNC will be used for reverse flow conditions.

(7) Jet Pump Data Cards
NJETP sets of data are required.

Cardl
Wl-I JMOPT = Jet pump model option (see subsection 5.2.8).

1 = Model 1 (Momentum flux terms are considered through out the
transient.)
2 •- Model 2 (Momentum flux terms will be considered until water
level in the downcomer falls to the level O.lm above t'ie top of a jet
pump.

= Jet pump geometry data set index.
= Suction flow junction index.
= Drive flow junction index.
= Discharge flow junction index.
= Outlet pressure of the suction flow (kg/m2).

This value will be used as the initial value of Pi in Eq.(5.2.39) to
Eq,(5.2.41).

(8) Jet Pump Geometry Data Cards (007)
NJETP sets of data are required.

Cardl
Wl-R AS = Suction inlet flow area (m*).
W2-R AD = Drive nozzle flow area (m* ).
W3-R AJ = Throat flow area (m1).

AJ should be determined so that AJ=AS+AD
W4-R ADIF =Diffuser outlet flow area (m2).

ADIF is not used in the present version. Set ADIF=1.
= Flow path length of mixing section (m).
= Flow path length of diffuser section (m).
= Flow path length of diffuser outlet to lower plenum (m).

DL1, DL2, and DL3 are used as Li, L2 and L3 for the gravitational
head calculation (Eq.(5.2.42)).

= Downcomer flow area (m* ).
= Jet pump drive line flow area (m2).
= Lower plenum flow area (m2).

Since THYDE-B1 ignores the momentum flux terms for junctions
other than jet pump junctions, the authors recommend that AJS,
AJD, and AJJ be set sufficiently large numbers (for instance, 1018

m* ) in order to keep the APm terms reversible. The use of the luge
values is equivalent to the neglection of the momentum flux temu
for downcomer, recirculation lines, and lower plenum.

(9) Pump Data Cuds (008)
NPUMP data sets are required.

Cardl

W5-R
W6-R
W7-R

W8-R
W9-R
W10-R

DL1
DL2
DL3

AJS
AJD
AJJ
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Wl-R

W2-R

W3-R
W4-R
W5-R
W6-R
Card 2
Wl-I
Card 3
Wl-I
W2-R
Card 4
Wl-R
W2-R
W3-R

TPCON

HO

QC>
XNO
FN
XKSP

NQTB

NPTB(l)
QTB(l)

PTB(1,1)
PTB(2,1)
PTB(3,1)
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= Time constant of pump coastdown (s).
TFCON will be used to obtain the moment of inertia.

= Rated pump head (kgy/m2).
Initial condition must be equal to the rated condition.

= Rated flow rate (kg/s).
= Rated pump speed (rad/s).
= Frictional torque constant (kg^ms/rad2).
= Loss coefficient of stalled rotor (kgj«2 /kg ms ).

= Number of normalized head flow tables for constant quality.

= Number of data points of first head-flow table.
= Quality for first table.

= Normalized flow.
= Normalized head corresponding PTB(1,1).
= Normalized flow.

Wn-R PTB(n,l) = Normalized head ( n » 2 X NPTB(1))
Card 5 through Card (NQTB X 2 + 2)

Remaining cards are for the second to NQTB'th table. They must be punched in the same
format as Cards 3 and 4.
(10) Main Steam Line Data Cards (009)

NSTRM data sets are required.
Cardl
Wl-R TAU = Time constant of isolation valve closure (s).
W2-R TIMTR = Delay time for initiation of isolation valve closure (s).

Delay time can also be considered by the trip control model. In such
cases TIMTR can be 0.

W3-R WSTRM = Maximum steam flow rate (kg/s).
W4-R GS = Controller regulation band (kg^/m2).
W5-R WSR = Rated steam flow rate (kg/s).
W6-R DPR = Rated pressure drop between reactor vessel and turbin admission

valves (kgf/m2 ).
W7-R PR = Rated pressure in reactor vessel (kgy/ma).
(11) Leak Data Cards (010)

NLEAK data sets are required.
Cardl
Wl-I ICHOKE = Leak type.

—3 = use time versus flow rate table.
—2 = use pressure versus mass flux table.
—1 =-use pressure versus flow rate table.
0 = use Moody's model for saturated flow and use incompressible

liquid flow model for subcooled liquid flow. Contraction coeffi-
cient for subcooled liquid is assumed to be unity.

1 = use' Moody's model for both saturated and subcooled flow.
2 = calculate flow rate by Eqs.(5.2.61) to (5.2.63) using transition

quality TRNQL.
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W2-R SINKPR = Sink pressure (kg/m2).
W3-R CONCO = Discharge coefficient for Moody's model.
W4-R ZLEAK = Elevation of bottom of mixing area above bottom of node (m).
W5-R HLEAK = Mixing length Lmix for stagnation property smoothing (m).
CardlA

This card is required only when ICH0KE=2.
Wl-R CONC1 = Contraction coefficient for noncompressible liquid flow model.
W2-R TRNQL = Transition quality.
Card 2
Wl -I NFAT = Number of data points in leak data table.
Card 3

Leak data table.
W1 -R TABFA( 1) = Independent variable or for first point.

If ICHOKE=-3 or > 0, elapsed time after leak initiation (s).
If ICHOKE—2 or - 1 , pressure (kg^/m2).

W2-R TABFA(2) = Dependent variable for first point.
If ICHOKE=-3, flow rate (kg/s).
If ICHOKE=-3, flow rate (kg/s).
If ICHOKE=-2, mass flux (kg/mJs).
If ICHOKE=-1, flow rate (kg/s).
If ICHOKE > 0, leak area normalized to AJUNC given in Junction
Data Cards.

W3-R TABFA(3) = Independent variable for second point.
, until NFAT points are entered.

(12) FU1 Systems Data Card (Oil)
NFILL data sets are required.

Cardl
= Mixing length for steam region (m).
= Mixing length for mixture region (m).
= Mixing coefficient for steam region (m).
= Mixing coefficient for mixture region (m).

= Number of data points in the table of reservoir temperature or
enthalpy.
If NT = 0, temperature or enthalpy is constant.
If NT < 0, temperature or enthalpy is dependent on elapsed time
after fill system actuation.
If NT > 0, temperature or enthalpy is dependent on the pressure of
outlet node.

Card 3
Table of enthalpy or temperature

Wl-R TABLT(1) = Time(s) or pressureOcgf/m2 ) for first point.
In cue of NT-0, temperature or enthalpy must be entered.

W2-R TABLT(2) * temperature (°C) (TABLT(j)--(temper«ture)) or enthalpy (kcal/kj)
(TABLT(j)-enthaipy) for first point.

W3-R TABLE(3) = Time or pressure for second point.
, until NT points are entered, where the independent variable must be

in ascending order.

Wl-R
W2-R
W3-R
W4-R
Card 2
Wl-I

CGL
CML
FEG
FEM

NT
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Card 4
Wl-I NW = Number of data points in flow rate table.

If NW = 0, flow rate is constant.
If NW > 0, flow rate depends on pressure of outlet node.
If NW < 0, flow rate depends on elapsed time after fill system initia-
tion.

Card 5
Table of flow rate

Wl-R TABLW(1) = time (s) or pressure (kfy/m2) for first point.
In case of NW=0, flow rate (kg/s) must be entered.

W2-R TABLW(2) = flow rate (kg/s) for first point.
W3-R TABLW(3) = time or pressure for second point.

, until | NW | pairs are entered, where the independent variable must be
in ascending order.

(13) HPCI, LPCI and Core Spray Data Cards
For HPCI, LPCI, and Core Spray Systems, the calculation models are the same as that for

fill systems, and required input data are also the same. Data block numbers are 012,013, and
014, respectively. Each block must contain NHPCI, NLPCI or NCSP data set.
(14) Steam Separator Data Cards

This card block is required when NSEP=1.
Card 1
Wl -I NTABF = Number of data points for separation efficiency data table.
Card 2

Separation efficiency as a function of mixture level in the downcomer node must be
given.
Wl-R TABEF(l) = Mixture level for first, point (m).
W2-R TABEF(2) = Separation efficiency for first point.
W3-R TABEF(3) = Mixture level for second point.

, until NTABF points are entered.
(15) Trip Control Data Cards (016)

NTRIP data sets are required.
Cardl
Wl-I IDACT = Index of action to be taken. IDACT is composed of two parts as

below.
IDACT = XYiY2 (-1 ^ X ^ 1,0 < Y ^ ^ 99)
If X = — 1, action is to close a valve. YxY2 is valve index. The valve
index is given in Junction Data Card.
If X = 1, action is to open a valve. Y1Y2 is valve index.
If X = 0, following actions are taken.

Yj = 1: Termination of calculation.
Yx =2: Open aleak
.Yi = 3: Pump trip
Y j - 4 : Start a fill
Y i - 5 : (not defined)
Y j - 6 : Actuate a HPCI
Y x - 7 : Actuate a LPCI
Yi = 8: Actuate a core spray
Y2 is used as index of leak, pump, or fill system.
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For an example, IDACT=102 means X=l, YiY2=2 and, therefore,
the valve of index, number 2 will be opened by this trip. If IDACT=
42, the fill system of index number 2 will be actuated. Index num-
ber for leaks, pumps, or fills are given as IPUMP in Junction Data
Cards.

W2-I KSIG = Signal to be compared.
1 = Elapsed time after problem initiation.
2 = Pressure of node IDVOL
3 = Collapsed liquid level of node IDVOL as defined in subsection

5.2.13.
4,5 = Not defined
6 = Flow rate of junction IDVOL.
If the sign of KSIG is minus, the trip will occur when the compared
value drops below the set point. If KSIG is greater than 0, the trip
will occur when the set point is exceeded.

W3-I IDVOL = Node or junction index.
W4-I IPVOL = Index of optional node or junction.

If IPVOL > 0, the difference between the values of nodes (junc-
tions) IDVOL and IPVOL will be used.

W5-R SETP = Signal set point. Units are s for time, m for liquid level, kg/s for flow
rate, and kg^/m2 for pressure.

W6-R DELAY = Delay time for initiation of action after reaching setpoint (s).
(16) Dimension Card for Heat Slabs (017)

= Number of heat slabs.
= Number of heat slabs with heat generation in them.
= Number of heat slab geometry data sets.
= Number of material property data sets.

= Number of gap conductance data sets.
= Maximum number of regions in a heat slab.
= Number of data points in normalized heat generation table. If

NTVSNP > 0, the heat generation in the core will be calculated by
table interpolation. If NTVSNP = 0, the one-point reactor kinetics
model will be used. Following three variables NTROD, NTALP, and
NTFUT must be 0, if NTVSNP > 0.

W8-I NTROD = Number of data points for scram reactivity table.
W9-I NTALP = Number of data points for void reactivity table.
Wl 0-1 NTFUT = Number of data points for fuel temperature reactivity table.
(17) Heat Slab Data Cards (018)

NSLAB data sets are required.
Cardl

= Index number of volume at left (or peripheral) surface. 0 <NVSL.
= Index number of volume at right (or center) surface. If NVSR = 0,

adiabatic condition is applied for the right hand side. As for cylin-
drical geometry, NVSR must be 0.

= Ciometry index.
= Elevation above the reference level (m).

The reference level must be the same as that for the node elevations.
W5-R RHSLB = Slab length (m).

Wl-I
W2-I
W3-I
W4-I
W5-I
W6-I
W7-I

NSLAB
NOCOR
NGEOM
NMAT

NMATG
MAXRG
NTVSNP

Wl-I
W2-I

W3-I
W4-R

NVSL
NVSR

IGEOM
ZSLB
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W6-R VOLS = Total volume of slab (m3).
If this slab is a part of the core section, the geometry data must be of one fuel rod (or

part of a rod) as opposed to a lumped value for the whole core. The number of fuel rods will
be input as IXSN in Core Section Data Cards.
Card 2

= Heat transfer area at left, hand side (m"1).
= Left side hydraulic diameter (m)
= Left side heated equivalent diameter (m).

AHTL
HMDL
DHEL

Wl-R
W2-R
W3-R
Card 3

This card is not required if NVSR=0.
Wl -R AHTR = Heat transfer area at right hand side (m2).
W2-R HMDR = Right side hydraulic diameter (m).
W3-R DHER = Right side heated equivalent diameter (m).
(18) Core Section Data Card (019)

NMCOR sets of data are required.
Cardl

= Slab index.
= Number of rods represented by this slab.
= Power fraction defined as Es in Eq.(5.2.72).
= A dummy variable. Set X t j 1.
= Weighting factor for calculation of average fuel temperature.

(19) Slab Geometry Data Cards (020)
NGEOM sets of data are required.

Cardl
Wl-I JGOM = Geometry type.

1 = Rectangular type.
2 = Cylindrical type.

= Number of regions

Wl-I
W2-I
W3-R
W4-R
W5-R

ISLB
IXSN
PSLB
X
TFCT

W2-I
Card 2
Wl-I

JREG

JGAP(l)

W2-I JGAP(2)

Card 3
Wl-I
W2-I

Card 4
Wl-I
W2-I

CardS
Wl-R
W2-R

JMAT(1)
JMAT(2)

JPNT(l)
JPNT(2)

WREG(l)
WREG(2)

= Gap index for first region.
= 0, not gap.
> 0, index of temperature versus gap conductance table.

= Gap index for second region.
until JREG data are entered. The sequence of the regions is from
right to left for the rectangular type and center to peripheral for the
cylindrical type.

= Material index for first region.
= Material index for second region,

until JREG data are eniered.

= Number of space mesh in first region.
= Number of space mesh in second region,

until JREG data are entered.

= Width of first region (m).
= Width of second region (m).

until JREG data are entered.
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Card 6
W1 -R DREG( 1) = Density of first region (kg/m3).
W2-R DREG(2) = Density of second region (kg/m3).

until JREG data are entered.
Card 7
Wl-R PREG(1) = Power distribution factor ER in Eq.(5.2.72) for first region.
W2-R PREG(2) = Power distribution factor for second region.

until JREG data are entered.
Card 8
Wl-R TREG(1) = Weighting factor for average temperature calculation for first region.
W2-R TREG(2) = Weighting factor for second region.

until JREG data are entered.
The authors recommend that TREG(i) be set to PREG(i) unless there is any special

reason for different values.
(20) Material Property Data Cards (021)
(i) Thermal conductivity tables
Cardl
Wl-I NTPK = Number of points in thermal conductivity table (NTPK^l).
Card 2
Wl-R TPK(1) = Temperature for first point (CC).
W2-R TPK(2) = Thermal conductivity for first point (kcal/rn °C s).
W3-R TPK(3) = Temperature for second point.

, until NTPK points are entered.
(ii) Specific heat tables

NMAT sets cf data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged in accordance
with the material indeces.
Cardl
Wl-I NTPC = Number of data points in :he heat capacity table.
Card 2
Wl-R TPC(1) = Temperature for first point (°C).
W2-R TPC(2) = Heat capacity for first point (kcal/kg °C).
W3-R TPC(3) = Temperature for second point.

, until NTPC points are entered.
(iii) Gap conductance tables

NMATG sets of data must be entered. The order of data must be arranged in accordance
with the gap indeces.
Cardl
Wl-I NTPG = Number of data points in the gap conductance table.
Card 2
Wl-R TPG(1) = Temperature for first point (°C).
W2-R TPG(2) = Gap conductance for first point (kcal/m2 °C s).
W3-R TPG(3) = Temperature for second point.

, until NTPG points are entered.
(21) Other Heat Slab Data Cards
Cardl
Wi -I IVOLC = Index number of the node in which the core is located.
W2-R QINIT = Total reactoi power at initial state (kcal/s).
W3-R BETABL = 0/AinEq.(5.2.74). If kinetics calculation option is not used
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(NTVSNP=O), set BETABL=0.
Card 2 Time dependent power table

Card 2 is necessary only when NTVSNP>0, and Card 3, 4, and 5 are necessary only
when NTVSNP=O.
Wl-R PTABL(1) = Time for first point (s).
W2-R PTABL(2) = Power normalized to QINIT for first point.
W3-R PTABL(3) = Time for second point.

, until NTVSNP points are entered.
Card 3 Scram reactivity table
Wl -R RROD( 1) = Time for first point (s).
W2-R RR0D(2) = Scram reactivity for first point (dollar).
W3-R RR0D(3) = Time for the second point.

, until NTROD points are entered.
Card 4 Void reactivity table
Wl-R RALP(1) = Void fraction for first point (s).
W2-R RALP(2) = Reactivity feedback for first point (dollar).
W3-R RALP(3) = Void fraction for the second point.

, until NTALP points are entered.
Card 5 Fuel temperature reactivity table
Wl-R RFUT( 1) = Fuel temperature for first point (°C).
W2-R RFUT(2) = Reactivity feedback for first point (dollar).
W3-R RFUT(3) = Time for second point.

, until NTFUT points are entered.
(22) End-of-Data Sign

The end of data deck must be indicated by a card with an integer 999.

Nomenclature

A Flow area or heat transfer area (m2)
c Specific heat (kcal/kg°C)
C Heat capacity (kcal/°C)
Q Concentration of delayed neutron precurser of group i (1/m3)
Ci-m Constant used in local temperature rise model for a three-region node
C a Constant used in bubble separation model for a three-region node
D* Hydraulic diameter (m)
Euct Fraction o f actinide decay heat in initial reactor power
E,f, Fraction of decay heat group / in initial reactor power
EM Constant used for description o f power distribution in core
E , Constant used for description o f power distribution in core
EE Constant used for description o f power distribution in core
Es Constant used for description o f power distribution in core
f Function
F Fraction or factor
Fm Mixing efficiency for mixture region (—)
F t Mixing efficiency for vapor region ( - )
Fz Flow direction factor used for determination of volume averaged flow rate in heat

transfer rate calculation (—)
g Gravitational acceleration (9.80665 m/s2 )
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g c Gravitational conversion factor ( 9 . 8 0 6 6 5
G Mass flux ( k g / m 2 s )
CM Critical mass flux calculated with Moody's model ( k g / m 1 s )
Cs Steam flow controller regulation band (kg^/rn3 )
h Specific enthalpy (kcal/kg)
h;-m Specific enthalpy o f fluid moved from subcooled liquid region to saturated mixture

region (kcal/kg)
h Heat transfer coefficient ( k c a l / m 2 s ° C )
I Moment o f inertia, ( m 2 kg)
J Joule constant (4186J/kcal )
k Thermal conductivity (kcal/s m °C)
L Length (m)
Lg Mixing length for vapor region used in fill junction model (m)
Lm Mixing length for mixture region used in fill junct ion model (m)
Lmix Mixing length for leakage flow smoothing (m)
(L / A ) Junction inertia ( m " 1 )
M Mass o f fluid (kg)
n Neutron concentration
N 5 Number o f heat slabs
P Pressure (kg^/m 2 )
Pv Upstream pressure o f steam flow controller ( k f y / m 2 )
Pus Pressure set point for steam flow controller (kg^/m 2 )
q Heat transfer rate (kcal/s)
Q Heat generation rate or heat transfer rate (kcal/s)
Q7 Total heat generation in the core (kcal/s)
QTU Q r at initial state (kcal/s)
Q<i Heat generation due to fission product decay (kcal/s)
r Resistance o f heat transfer (s °C/kcal)
R Reactivity normalized t o the delayed neutron fraction (—)
RF Fuel temperature feedback reactivity (—)
R« Reactivity inserted by scram action (—)
R<r Void feedback reactivity ( - )
Ro Loss coefficient for single-phase liquid flow ( s 1 kgf /m 5 kg)
t Time (s)
4t Time step size (s)
tc, j> t ime constant o f pump coast down (—)
T« Rated torque o f a pump (kg^m)
u Velocity (m/s)
u s Velocity o f bubbles relative to liquid (m/s )
v Specific volume (m 3 /kg)
V Volume ( m 3 )
W R o w rate (kg/s)
W j , f Rate o f bubble separation from mixture region (kg/s)
Wtiij Slip flow rate o f vapor (kg/s)
x Quality (-)
X{. Bubble sweep-out length (m)
Xrf/ Concentration o f decay heat group / normalized t o steady state value (—)
z Elevation ( m )
Zmi Elevation o f boundary between subcooled liquid and mixture regions (m)
Zp, Elevation o f boundary between mixture and vapor regions ( m )
Z) Junction elevation (elevation o f the boundary between t w o n >des connected b y a
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junction) (m)

Greek symbols
a Void fraction ( - )
P Effective delayed neutron fraction (—)
/9i Effective fraction of delayed neutron group i (—)
<*P Pressure dif ference ( k g ^ / m 2 )
1 Separation efficiency o f steam separator (—)
•*; Decay constant o f delayed neutron grovp i (1 /s)
A dj Decay constant o f decay heat group / (1 /s)
A Prompt neutron life time (s)
P Density (kg /m 3 )
a Surface tension (kgy/m)
C£Q), Total heat transfer rate to fluid in node i from heat slabs (kcal/s)
(i'W), Total flow rate of fluid entering node i (kg/s)
C£hW), Total convection rate of energy entering node i (kcal/s)
TC Time constant of isolation valve clomre (s)
<pz Two-phase multiplier for ffictional pressure drop (—)
a> Angle velocity (rad/s)

Subscripts

b
bot
B
cond
D
down
eff
f
fill
frjc
F
g
grav
in
J
leak
L
m
M
n
out
P
ps
Pipe
R
s
S
top
w

Bubble
Bottom
Bulk fluid
Condensation of vapor
Jetpump drive flow
Downcomer
Effective quantity
Saturated liquid
Injection system
Factional loss
Fuel
Saturated vapor
Gravitation
Node at inlet side of a junction
Jet pump flow or junction
Leak junction
Lower Plenum
Momentum flux
Mixing section of jet pump
Node
Node at outlet side of a junction
Recirculation pump
Recirculation pump suction
Jet pump drive pipe _
Rated condition
Mixture surface
Jet pump suction flow
Top of node or subnode
Wall
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Superscripts

g
I
m
new
old

Quantity of vapor region
Quantity of subcooled liquid region
Quantity of mixture region
New time
Old time
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6. THYDE-B-REFLOOD : A Computer Code for

Reflooding Analysis

6.1 Summary of the Code THYDE-B-REFLOOD

6.1.1 Function and Features of THYDE-B-REFLOOD
THYDE-B-REFLOOD is intended to perform a more detailed analysis of the thermo-

hydraulics within the core shroud than THYDE-B1 for the purpose of assuring a conservatism
of the calculated reflooding time. To meet this purpose THYDE-B-REFLOOD •= provided with
following capabilities that are not implemented in THYDE-B1.

i) consideration of the CCFL phenomenon, which may prevent core spray water from
falling through the core and may delay the core reflooding,

ii) consideration of the entrainment of spray water by vapor flow in the upper plenum,
which may delay the core reflooding,

iii) detailed noding for hydraulics in the core shroud,
iv) detailed thermohydraulics modeling for the core with the consideration of down-

ward rewetting of channel box and fuel cladding.
The purpose and function of the THYDE-B-REFLOOD code is similar to that oi the

REFLOOD code in the ECCS evaluation model1'-2* of the General Electric Company (GE).
Also, during the development of the analytical model of THYDE-B-REFLOOD, reference was
made to the published document of GE's REFLOOD to a substantial extent. The differences
between THYDE-B-REFLOOD and REFLOOD are discussed in die latter part of this subsec-
tion.

The modeling scheme of THYDE-B-REFLOOD is characterized by the following.
(1) Nodalization

The hydraulics in the shroud is represented by 6 control volumes and 9 junctions. Tht 6
volumes are: core, lower plenum, upper plenum, control brade guide tube, central bypass, and
peripheral bypass; and calculated for each volume are: water inventory, mixture level, void
fraction under the mixture level, heat transfer from fuel and other metals, injection of ECC
water, etc.
(2) Usage of Time-Dependent Pressure History Given as Input

This code does not calculate the transient of pressure but it is given by the user as a table
of time versus pressure. This table can be obtained from the results of THYDE-B1 calculation.
(3) Bubble Rise Model for Mixture Level Calculation

The mixture level in each control volume is calculated by a lumped-parameter bubble
separation model with Wilson's bubble rise velocity correlation3'.
(4) Simplified Momentum Balance Equation

Since THYDE-B-REFLOOD is for the analysis of only refill/reilood phase, it assumes a
relatively slow transient. Therefore this code does not solve detailed momentum balance equa-
tions, but the fluid flow is determined by the consideration of the balance of staic head and
head loss at relatively narrow flow path such as bypass leakage paths.
(5) Neglecting of Pool Formation in Upper Plenum

During a spray cooling period, if the steam generation in the core and the bypass is large
enough, the liquid penetration through the core and the bypass is restricted by the CCFL
phenomenon and a pool of two-phase mixture is formed in the upper plenum4'. This accumu-
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lation of two-phase mixture in the upper plenum is not considered in this code. The liquid
calculated to remain in the upper plenum is assumed to be lost from the system as is done in
REFLOOD. This assumption is conservative because it results in slower core reflooding1).

Because of this assumption, THYDE-B-REFLOOD is not applicable for the earlier stage
of a LOCA in which the mixture level inside the core shroud is higher than the bottom of the
upper plenum. The calculation of this code is started at or after the time of initiation of core
uncoverly. The initial state is given by a THYDE-B1 calculation.

The modeling scheme of THYDE-B-REFLOOD described above is similar to that of
REFLOOD. The important differences between THYDE-B-REFLOOD and REFLOOD exist
in the modeling of thermohydraulics in the channel box. Followings are the major differences
between two codes.
(1) Model of Hydraulics in Core Channels

REFLOOD calculates the mixture level in the core with use of a quasi-steady state
assumption on void fraction distribution, while THYDE-B-REFLOOD determines the mixture
level by solving a transient mass and energy conservation equation by a finite difference
method with axial noding of the flow channel.
(2) Model of Spray Cooling Heat Transfer in Core Channels

Since the vapor generation rate in the core under »pray cooling governs the magnitude of
CCFL at the top of the core, itt modeling is a key point of a refril/reflood calculation.

REFLOOD calculates vapor generation rate with use of an experimental correlation
which is not published at present. THYDE-B-REFLOOD adopted a model which is featured
by:

i) Convective heat transfer coefficients at surface of cladding and channel box are
given by the user as a set of constant values. These values may be estimated from
published experimental datas) l6) l7)>8).

ii) Top to bottom quenching of channel box and fuel rods is calculated with use of
Sun and Dix9) equation.

iii) Radiative heat transfer between fuel rod and channel box is calculated with the
assumption of uniform temperature distribution among fuel rods.

6.1.2 Language and Computer Raquirtmnto
(1) Language:

THYDE-B-REFLOOD is programmed mostly in FORTRAN-IV.
(2) Computer:

THYDE-B-REFLOOD is operational on FACOM-M200 and IBM 3033 computer systems.
(3) Core Memory:

Required core memory size is about 200 kwords.
(4) Running Time

The required CPU time depends on time step size and on the selection of core hydraulics
models. A calculation with the detailed core hydraulics model (option 2) requires two to three
times as much as the simple one (option 1). A sample run with the simple core hydraulics
model and with a time step size of 0.01 second required 4 minutes on FACOM M-200 to
analyze the transient of 100 seconds.
(5) Auxiliary Program for Data Plotting

The results of this code can be plotted by the SPLPLOT program, which is described in
Appendix A.
(6) Other Requirements

Since this code uses the STH20 steam table subroutines of the RELAP4 code10>, the
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steam table data set must be provided.

6.2 Analytical Modal and Solution Process

6.2.1 Outline of Analytical Model and Solution Process
The hydraulics within the shroud is represented by six control volumes and nine junc-

tions. The volumes and junctions are fixed as shown in Table 6.2.1 and Fig. 6.2.1. Figure 6.2.2
shows an illustration of the bypass leakage flow paths represented by Junction 5 and 6.

Table 6.2.2 contains the concerning phenomena and their models. A lumped-parameter
model is applied to the volumes other than the core volume to calculate mass inventory,
mixture level, void fraction under the mixture level, rate of phase change, etc. Since the CCFL
phenomenon at the upper tie plate, which is the main concern of this code, strongly depends
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Fif. >-2.1 Definition of control volumes and junctions in THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
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Tabla 6.2.1 Description of volumes and junctions

Symbol

CR
LP
UP
GT
BC
BP

Volumes

Description

core
lower plenum
upper plenum
guide tube
central bypass
peripheral bypass

Number

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

Junctions

Description

jet pump
core inlet
core outlet
steam separator
leakage flow path(#)
leakage flow path(#)
top of guide tube
top of central bypass
top of peripheral bypass

Note: Junction S and 6 are illustrated in Fig. 6.2.2

channel

-control rod
drive housing

Fig. 6.2.2 Schematic of reactor assembly showing leakage flow paths.

flow path 6

flow path 5 :

(p fu«l support - lowartiaplata
(§) control rod guidt gubt • fuat support and

control rod guida tuba - cora support plate
(D cora support plata - incoraguidatuba
(J) support piata holas
(§) cora support plata - shrouda
® control rod guida tuba - driva housing
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Table 6.2.2 Considered phenomena and models of THYDE-B-REFLOOD

Region Phenomenon Model

Upper Plenum

1. vapor condensation by
core spray

2. droplet entrainment by
upward vapor flow

3. spray flow distribution

4. CCFL and core and bypass
outlets

S. spray flow accumulation and
pool formation in upper

6. heat transfer from metals

assume complete mixing

J/=C,(P) j ,+C, (P)

it.}/"volumetric flux of vapor and entrained
liquid in upper plenum

Ci, Cj • input function of pressure

Spray flow are distributed to core, central bypass
and peripheral bypass assuming constant distribu-
tion ratio.

modified Wallis correlation15

Ki.Kt • input constant
Dh « hydraulic diameter

This phenomenon is neglected.
The portion of spray flow that Is prevented from
entering core or bypass is assumed to be "lost"
from the system.

(same ai bypass)

Core
(model 1)

1. heat transfer and vapor
generation

2. mixture level swell by vapor
generation

Vapor generation is calculated assuming constant
heat transfer rate (input value) to the coolant
during the transient.

Mixture level is traced by mass balance, assuming
constant void fraction. Liquid aubcooling and
heat transfer rate has no effect on thii void frac-
tion.

1. mass and energy balance

2. vapor-liquid slip velocity

One-dimensional mass and energy conservation
equations in partial differential form are solved
by difference method.

under mixture level:
Wilson correlation3)

above mixture level (spary flow region):
assume sufficiently large slip velocity and
neglect liquid accumulation above mixture
level

Core
(model 2)

3. heat transfer from fuel and
canisters

4. radiation between canister
and cladding

5. rewetting of canister and
cladding

Core is axitially derided into meshes and in each
mesh, temperature of pellet, cladding and canis-
ter and heat transfer between fluid and walls are
calculated.

Angle factors of radiation is calculated assuming
cladding temperature is uniform.

Quench velocity is calculated by the correlation
ofSunetal.')
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Table 6.2.2 continued

Region Phenomenon Model

6. heat transfer coefficients Constant heat transfer coefficients must be input
for followint five heat transfer conditions:
(1) convection to single phase vapor
(2) spray cooling before .rewetting
(3) spray cooling after rewetting
(4) convection to subcooled liquid
(5) convection to saturated mixture
These are given for cladding and canister respec-
tively.

1. mass and energy balance

2. bubble separation from
mixture surface

Lower Plenum 3, LPCI injection

4. vapor condensation by
LPCI

5. heat transfer from metals

a lumped parameter model which assume thermal
equilibrium under mixture level

a bubble separation model based on Wilson's
correlation3'

LPCI flow injected to reclrculation loop it as-
sumed to go directly into iow»r plenum.

No vapor condensation above mixture Uvel it
assumed.

(same u bypass)

Bypass and
Guide Tube

1. mass and energy conservation

2. bubble separation from
mixture surface

3. in-shioud LPCI and CCFL
in peripheral bypass

4. heat transfer from metals

Control blade guide tubes, central bypass and
peripheral bypass are treated u three control
volumes but central and peripheral bypass are
assumed to have same void fraction and mixture
level.

same as lower plenum

In case of in-shroud LPCI, CCFL at injection
elevation is considered by the use of CCFL cor-
relation.

A lumped parameter heat slab model gives heat
transfer rates above and under mixture level in
each volume. Heat transfer coefficients must be
given by the user.

on heat transfer rate in the core, two models, a lumped-parameter model and a more detailed
one, are available for thermohydraulics in the core.

The behavior of the core spray liquid injected in upper plenum is treated as follows. At
first the vapor condensation is calculated and the condensed liquid is added to spray liquid.
Then liquid calculated to be entrained by upword vapor flow is subtracted from the spray
flow. Then distribution to core channels and bypass regions are CElculated. A check of CCFL
condition is done at tops of the core and bypass. The liquid flow calculated to enter the core
volume is added to the inventory of the lower plenum or, if the mixture level is higher than
bottom of the core, to the inventory of the core. The liquid that enters the bypass fills the
guide tubes at first and then accumulates in the central and peripheral bypasses. The liquid in
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the guide tube flows into the lower plenum through leakage path with the flow rate deter-
mined by static head and frictional loss.

Figure 6.2.1 contains the major variables calculated in this code. The notations used in
this figure are frequently used in this chapter. Volumes and junctions are referred to by
symbols or numbers shown in Table 6.2.1. The symbols W, M, a, h, and q refer to flow rate,
mass, void fraction, specific enthalpy and heat transfer rate, respectively. The capital letters L
and U as subscripts to these variables indicate the part of the volume under or above the
mixture level. The vapor phase and liquid phase are discriminated by subscripts 1 and g. The
terms W and M without subscripts 1 or g refer to the total amount of the two phases.

Figure 6.2.3 shows the sequence of solution process. Process 1 is input of the problem
specification. The input requirements is given in section 6.3.3. Process 2 is the initialization of
all the variables describing the state of the system. Process 3 to 10 are transient calculations,
which are performed under a forward explicit scheme with time step size specified by the user.
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End

Fig. 6.2.3 How diagram of THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculation.
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6.2.2 Model of Hydraulics in a Volunw
This subsection describes the model of hydraulics in a control volume. This model is

applied to the lower plenum, guide tube, central bypass, and peripheral bypass volumes. In this
model the coolant inventory, the specific enthalpy, the mixture level, and the void fraction
under the mixture level are calculated with a lumped-parameter model. The mixture level is
traced by the mass and energy balance for the mixture.

Since the thermohydraulics in the core is too complicated to be treated by the simple
model described here because of the high heat transfer rate from the fuel rods to the coolant,
special models described in subsections 6.2.8 to 10 are available for the core volume. Further-
more, since the hydraulic behavior of the spray water must bt considered in the upper plenum,
a special model is provided for the upper plenum volume. This model is described in subsection
6.2.6.
(1) Mass and Energy Equations

Each control volume is assumed to be a vertical flow path with uniform flow area. Follow-
ing approximations are made on the fluid state in the volume.

i) Superheating of vapor above the mixture level is neglected.
ii) Liquid existing above mixture level is neglected.
iii) Fluid under mixture level is in thermal equilibrium.
iv) One system pressure is used for calculation of thermodynamic propertiet of all

volumes.
v) The specific volume of subcooled liquid is approximated by that of saturated liquid.
From above assumptions, the conservation equations for total mass and total energy in a

volume can be written as

| (6.2.1)

^ q o + q 1 + j V - ^ , (6.2.2)

where
gc = gravitational conversion factor (9.80665 N/kgy),
J = Joule constant (4186 J/kcal),
M = mass of fluid,
h = specific enthalpy of fluid,

mass input to the volume,
= energy input by convection to the volume,

q = heat transfer from pressure vessel and internals,
V = volume of the control volume.

and the subscripts U and L refer to the variables defined for the fluid above and under the
mixture level, respectively. The mass equation for the fluid above the mixture level is written
as

^ (6.2.3)

where
WK, </ = net vapor generation above mixture level,
W,,; = bubble separation from mixture.

From the assumption i), the specific enthalpy of the fluid above the mixture level is that of the
saturated steam.

hi;=h, (6.2.4)
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where h, = specific enthalpy of saturated vapor.

From the requirement of energy conservation in the vapor region and from eq.(6.2.4), Wj^.u

is determined as

M» rfhf qu (Ki K\WK. (,= r -TT+ T Wccni, V , (6.2.5)hfg dt h / t

where VfCond,u is the rate of vapor condensation above mixture level due to injection of sub-

cooled liquid which will be discussed later (at subsection 6.2.6 for upper plenum, at 6.2.7 for

peripheral bypass, and at 6.2.5 for lower plenum volume, respectively).

(2) Bubble Separation model

The bubble separation rate from the mixture surface WJfp is calculated by a sweep-out

length model. Wwp is given as

w < ^ M,,,,ut(gt,P)

where

Mf, L = mass of bubbles in mixture,

Zi,, - elevation of mixture level,

Z»»/ • elevation of bottom of volume,

U»((*L,P) "Wilson's bubble rise velocity given by Eq.(S.2.16) as a function of average

void fraction of the mixture and system pressure,

Cj,, = an input constant.

The factor CKp corresponds to the ratio of effective bubble sweep-out length relative to

the length of mixture region. The term "bubble sweep-out length" in this chapter means the

distance between the mixture surface and the point of bubble formation. The term CKp is

assumed to be constant and given by the user. The void fraction aL and the bubble mass Mtii

can be calculated from the specific enthalpy of the mixture h t , the mixture mass Mi, and the

system pressure P by the. use of the steam table.

(3) Mixture Level Calculation

The mixture level is calculated by

^ (6.2.7)

where

A = flow area of the volume,

vL = average specific volume of mixture.

Vj can be obtained from the pressure and the specific enthalpy of the mixture.

(4) Solution Procedure for Volume Model

Equations given in this subsection are solved by the following procedure.

i) Calculate WMp and V/EC,U by Eqs.(6.2.5) and (6.2.7) assuming that the terms in the

right hand sides are constant during a time step,

ii) Solve Eqs.(6.2.1) to (6.2.4) by a forward explicit integral method to get new values

of My, Mx,, h£, and hv.

iii) Calculate mixture level by Eq.(6.2.7).

iv) Calculate new M,_i, tti, etc.

6.2.3 Calculation of Fluid Flow at Junctions

The flow rates of steam and liquid through junctions are determined with use of a set of
volume balance equations and simplified pressure balance equations. In this subsection the
concept of these two kinds of balance equations are described first and then the models for the
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the same method as W2

End

Fig. 6.2.4 Sequence of junction flow calculation.

calculation of fluid flow at each junction will be described. Since the modeling structure and
the solution procedure are closely dependent on each other, the description of junction flow
models are arranged in the order of the calculation sequence in the code.

The whole sequence of the junction flow calculation is summarized in Fig, 6.2.4. The
model description will proceed along this sequence.
(1) Volumetric Flow Balance

The concept of volumetric flow balance is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.5(a). If we define the
divergence of volumetric flow integrated in a control volume V as

(6.2.8)

(62.9)
(6.2.10)

where v = specific volume of fluid,
we get following five equations.

-Q, +Qi+Qs+Q,=4QlP+Qr.ii.
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Fig. 6.2.5 Definition of quantities used in volumetric flow and pressure drop balance equations.

- Q 6 - Q . + Q « = J Q « . + Q / , H . O J > . (6.2.11)

-Q 5 +Q 7 =4Q c r , (6.2.12)

- Q 6 - Q 7 + Q B + Q 9 = ^ Q K + 4 Q I U > + Q / , « . a,. (6.2.13)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate that can be expressed as

Q=W,v,+W,v,, (6.2.14)

and Q/ffl is the volumetric flow rate of fill systems.
Equation (6.2.13) has been derived by coupling two bypass volumes. The flow between

two bypass volumes is not explicitly considered in this code, but the fluid in the two bypass
volumes are assumed to be flowing so that the mixture level and the void fraction in the two
volumes will be the same.

Through the assumptions i) to iv) stated in subsection 6.2.2, the volumetric flow diver-
gence term AQ for each of the control volumes can be calculated as

X v v ) (6.2.15)

where WEC,U and WECJ. are the net vapor generation above and under the mixture level de-
fined in the preceding subsection and x is fluid quality under the mixture level.
(2) Pressure Balance

In THYDE-B-REFLOOD, the transient of the system pressure is given by the user and is
used for the calculation of fluid properties, but local pressure distribution has to be considered
for the determination of flow within the system.

Definitions of pressure differences for the nine junctions are shown in Fij. 6.2.5(b).
Following four balance equations can be derived from this figure.

0, (6.2.16)

0, (6.2.17)

4P,=O, (6.2.18)
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JPB-JP, = 0. (6.2.19)

Neglecting inertia of the fluid, AP can be expressed as the sum of gravitational head &?gnV and
frictional loss A P ^ as

,<e,.-J(» = l 9) (6.2.20)

The gravitational terms are calculated by

4Pj,op=AJz ] {aPg+a-cc)P/}dZ (6.2.21)

where Zi and Z2 are the end points of the flow paths and

(6.2.22)
cc=aL(Z<Z,,v)

The loss terms for junctions 2, 4, 7, 8, and 9 are neglected since they are smaller than that of
junctions 1,3, 5, and 6 in the situation of interest.

4P/r.e,,-0(i=2,4,7,8,9) (6.2.23)

Loss terms of other junctions are given later in this subsection.
(3) Flow through Bypass Leakage Paths

The flow rate at the leakage paths, junctions 5 and 6, are calculated by an equation simi-
lar to reference 1.

W, =C,, (dPfric, i )"B+C2, (4P/r,c,, )+Q>, (JP/wc, t Y, («'=5,6), (6.2.24)

where C\, C2, and C3 are loss constants given by the user. The enthalpy of the fluid is deter-
nv.ied by upstream condition neglecting the slip velocity between two phases. The term
tiPfricj is obtained from the pressure balance equations Eq.(6.2.20) and (6.2.23) as

3. (6.2.25)

(6.2.26)

where &Pfric,3 's the loss term for the core, which is discussed in next paragraph.
When the mixture levels of lower plenum and guide tube are lower than the junction

elevations (elevations of the boundaries of connected volumes), flows through junctions 5 and
6 are neglected.
(4) Head Loss Term for Core Volume

The neglection of the head loss term for the core part in Eq.(6.2.2S) and (6.2.26) yields
larger calculated liquid flow from the bypass side to the lower plenum side and it may result in
an earlier reflooding of the core. It is, therefore, unconservative to neglect this term. Due to
the complexity of the thermohydraulic phenomena occuring in the core channel during the
spray cooling period, any mechanistic model for this term is not provided at present but the
user is allowed to give a constant value for the term &Pfric,3 as input.

(5) Flow through Jet Pumps
When the bottoms of the jet pumps are uncovered, some part of the steam generated in

the lower plenum may go out through the jet pumps. The calculation of this flow affects the
calculated upward vapor flow through the core, which governs the degree of CCFL at the core
tie plate. Therefore this flow rate should be conservatively estimated. In THYDE-B-REFLOOD,
this flow rate is calculated by the use of a partition factor for the flow through the jet pumps
and the flow through the core. The definition of this factor Fjp is
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The mass flow rate is obtained from Eq.(6.2.27) and the volumetric balance equations. The
value of Fjp must be given the user. If the user does not have any value for this parameter on
a reliable basis, the author recomends the value of Fj?=O, which corresponds to no steam flow
through the jet pumps, from the conservative point of view, because it results in the largest
steam flow at the top of the core channel and, consequently, in the lowest liquid flow penetra-
tion through the core.

When the mixture level in the lower plenum is higher than the bottom of the jet pumps,
the fluid flow rate is obtained by a head loss coefficient for the jet pumps as

c ,/K,p (6.2.28)
where AjP and KJP are flow area and loss coefficient given by the user and the loss term is
obtained from the pressure balance as

4P/r,c.1 = -4P / , . , ,2-4P i r . , , ,-4Pr r ( I 1 , , ! ,-4P fr.. .4-4P/,,c.3 , (6.2.29)

The fluid density pJP is that of the mixture in the lower plenum. The gravitational head
of the jet pumps APfnv.i is determined from this density. The velocity difference between two
phases is neglected for this junction.
(6) Calculation of Volumetric Flow Rates at Junctions 2 , 3 , 4 , and 7

Since the flow rates at junctions 1,5, and 6 have been determined, the volumetric flow
rates of junctions 2, 3, 4, and 7 can be obtained from the volumetric flow balance equations.
(7) Calculation of Volumetric Flow Rate at Bypass Outlets

The upward vapor flow rate at the tops of the central and peripheral bypasses, junctions 8
and 9, must be calculated for the evaluation of CCFL effect at these points. Two partition
factors have been introduced for the determination of these two parallel flow paths at the top
of the bypass. These factors, written as FQT+BC

 an^ FLP+BC, are defined by

(6.2.30)

. (6.2.31)
These two factors must be given by the user. The author do not expect these two parameters
will strongly affect the calculated results because the volumetric flow rate at the tops of the
bypass volumes are mostly determined by the volumetric flow divergence in the bypasses,
AQac and AQo>. Using these factors, Qg and Qo can be obtained from known variables.
(8) Calculation of Entrained Liquid Flow through Steam Separators

The entrainment of spray liquid by upward steam flow may occur in the upper plenum.
Since there has not been published any suitable model on experimental basis, the next form is
assumed for the correlation of entrainment rate.

W^AwCCnjf+CB), (6.2.32)
where

j j = volumetric flux of steam in upper plenum,
kUP - flow area of upper plenum.

The coefficients CEI and CE2 are allowed to be a function of system pressure and are
given by the user.

Equating the liquid flow rate through the steam separators WM to this entrainment rate
Wf, the vapor and liquid flow rates through the steam separators Wr,4 and Wj4 can be ob-
tained from Eq.(6.2.32) and the volumetric balance equations.
(9) Flow at Core Outlet and Bypass Outlet

As for the junctions at the tops of the core and the bypasses, the effect of the CCFL
phenomenon on the spray flow penetration through the core is considered. The vapor and
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liquid flow rates at junctions 3, 8, and 9 are determined from following three conditions,
(i) Downward liquid flew does not exceed the spray flow supplied to the upper plenum,
(ii) Downward liquid flow is restricted by CCFL condition,
(iii) If the mixture level is as high as the junction elevation (top of core or bypass), the

downward liquid flow does not exceed the value derived from the bubble rise model
applied to the lower volume.

Defining the positive flow direction to be upward, the condition (i) is expressed by

W,.,SWSp.,, ( i=3,8,9) (6.2.33)

where Wg> is the spray flow supplied on the core or the bypasses. This term Wg> is determined
with the consideration of spray flow distribution in the upper plenum as explained in subsec-
tion 6.2.6.

The CCFL condition, (ii), is expressed by the modified Waltis equation!) as

(6.2.34)

where

(6.2.35)

(6.2.36)

and

(6.2.37)

(6.2.38)

The hydraulic diameter DA, flow area A, and constants Ki and K2 must be specified by
the user for each of the three junctions. The values for the top of the core should be specified
from the geometry of the upper tie plate where the flow area is the smallest. The values of 1.0
(nondimentional) and 0.46(m''4) for Ki and K2 reported in reference 11 can be recommend-
ed for the upper tie plates. As for the top of the bypass volumes, junctions 8 and 9, the values
of 0.7(nondimentional) and 0.47(ft l /4) are recommended in reference 1.

The condition (iii) is applied only after the mixture level in the core or the bypass has
reached the top of the volume. The expression for this condition can be derived as follows.
Applying the bubble separation model which is represented by Eq.(6.2.6) and considering that
the bubble separation rate is equivalent to the flow rate of the vapor relative to the liquid, the
next equation can be obtained.

where the variables in the left hand side are defined for the junction (top of the volume), while
those in the right hand side are of the lower volume. Approximating the void fraction at the
top of the volume by the average void fraction in the lower volume, ie.,

«.=<*t • (6.2.40)

and using the definition of volumetric flow rate,

Q,- = A,-{uJa l-+u,(l-«,)}, (6.2.41)

Eq.(6.2.39) yields

MlU»(tflP)«4(l-«l) ,c~A*^

(6.2.42)=—r-
M~~ £ hit )&lfii
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The liquid flow rate of junctions 3, 8, and 9 are determined as the minimum value in the
range of Eqs.(6.2.33), (6.2.34), and (6.2.42).

As for the core volume, the bubble separation model is different from the other volumes.
As described in subsection 6.2.9, the axial distribution of void fraction is calculated for the
core. Therefore the average void fraction aL in Eq.(6.2.42) is replaced by the void fraction at
the top of the core and the coefficient Cup is removed from this equation when it is applied
for the junction at the top of the core.
(10) Flow at Core Inlet

The flow rate at the core inlet (junction 2) is calculated by a method similar to that for
core outlet, but the CCFL condition is neglected at this junction as has been done in reference
1.
(11) Flow at Top of Guide Tubes

Flow rate at the top of guide tubes, junction 7, is calculated by the same method M the
core inlet.

6.2.4 HMt Slab Modal for Vast*! and Intarnalt
A lumped-parameter heat conductor model is available for the representation of the pres-

sure vessel and vessel internals. This model determines the heat transfer rate from the pressure
vessel and vessel internals to the coolant in each volume, qv and q^ in the energy equations
given in subsection 6.2.2. This model is not applied for the channel boxes and the fuel rods.
Since the heat transfer rate from the fuel rods and the channel boxes are much higher than
that from the others and requires more detailed modeling, another model is provided for the
calculation of heat transfer within the core volume (see subsection 6.2.10).

In this model the pressure vessel and vessel internals are represented by up to 10 "heat
slabs". A "heat slab" is a vertical rectangular slab having only one heat transfer surface facing
only one fluid volume. Each slab is allowed to be divided into axial nodes of the same geome-
try to take into account the change of fluid condition due to mixtun level motion. Heat
conduction between axial nodes is not considered. The number of axial nodes in a heat slab is
limited by 10.

Representing the temperature of an axial node by one point, the heat transfer rate to the
fluid from this node can be obtained as

= J (6.2.43)qs-1 = (As../fcJ)+AI,,--(0.5dJ)/k, •

where
hs = convective heat transfer coefficient,
Ai = heat transfer area,
T« = coolant bulk temperature,
ks = thermal conductivity of heat slab,
T, = temperature of heat slab,
ds = thickness of heat slab,

subscript i - axial node number.
The heat transfer rate to the coolant in a control volume is calculated by summing up the

heat transfer rates of all nodes of all the heat slabs facing the volume. As described in subsec-
tion 6.2.2, the heat transfer rates for the coolant are calculated respectively for the mixture
part and for the Vapor part. The heat transfer rate for the mixture part of a fluid volume is the
sum of the heat transfer rates from the heat slab nodes under the mixture level; the heat trans-
fer rate to the vapor part is that of nodes above the mixture level.
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The heat transfer area of a node A,,/ and the effective thickness d(>; is obtained by

AS , ,=AS/NS , (6.2.44)
and

d,,,-=V,/A, , (6.2.45)
where

N, = number of axial nodes (input),
Aj = heat transfer area (input),
V, = volume of heat slab (input).

The temperature T,,f is calculated by integrating

The properties of heat slabs, thermal conductivity k,, specific heat c,, and density p,, are
given by the user as constant values.

The initial temperatures of the heat slab nodes must be given by the user. They can be
obtained by a THYDE-B1 calculation.

The heat transfer coefficient(h.t.c.) htj is selected from following four constant values
specified by the user.

hs,, : h.t.c. for fluid above mixture level before spray actuation,
hi, i, sprcy • h.t.c. for fluid above mixture level after spray actuation,
hs,n : h.t.c. for fluid under mixture level to be used when fluid condition is satu-

rated,
hs, i '• h.t.c. for fluid under mixture level to be used when fluid condition is sub-

cooled

6.2.5 Model of ECC Injoction Systems
Injection systems considered in THYDE-B-REFLOOD are core spray, in-shroud injection,

and injection to the recirculation line. These systems are represented by "fill junctions"
attached to upper plenum, peripheral bypass, or lower plenum, respectively. The flow rate and
specific enthalpy of a fill junction are given by the user as functions of time.

Since this code does not solve hydraulics outside core shroud, the injection to the recircu-
lation line is assumed to be directly connected to the lower plenum.

The special hydraulic models for core spray and in-shroud injection are described in sub-
sections 6.2.6 and 6.2.7, respectively.

No sophisticated treatment is done for the injection to the recirculation line. liquid
injected by this system is added to the fluid accumulating in the lower plenum. Condensation
of vapor by this injection above the mixture level in lower plenum is neglected.

6.2.6 Hydraulics Model for Cora Spray
The hydraulic behavior of the liquid injected by core spray system into upper plenum is

modeled as follows.
(1) Condensation of Vapor

When the spray liquid is subcooled, the rate of vapor condensation is calculated with the
assumption of 100% efficiency as

where

r i p . z . 1 1 )
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h// = 'atent heat of vaporization,
%proy = spray flow rate,
h,pn, = specific enthalpy of spray liquid.

(2) Net Vapor Generation in Upper Plenum
As has been stated in subsection 6.2.2, the net vapor generation above mixture level

WEC,U is obtained by substituting Vfcond.U into Eq.(6.2.5).
(3) Consideration of Entrainment Phenomenon

The entrainment phenomenon is taken into account with the model described in subsec-
tion 6.2.3.
(4) Distribution of Spray Liquid in Upper Plenum

The flow rate of spray liquid supplied to the fuel bundle and the bypass W'tpny is ob-
tained by subtracting the net vapor generation Vi£C,u and the entrainment rate Wg torn the
injection rate.

The spray flow is assumed to be distributed to the core and bypasses in a fixed pattern
and the flow rate for the core w>, for the central bypass WJC, and for the peripheral bypass
Wap are calculated by:

W^Fc-F^-WV., (6.2.48)

WK=Fc • (1 - F«) • W,,,., (6.2.49)

W,p=ri-Fc)'WJ#p«, (6.2.50)

where Fc and FAR are constants given by the user.
(5) CCFL Phenomenon

The effect of the CCFL phenomenon which may occur at the top of the core and bypass
is taken into account with use of a modified Wallis type correlation in the way described in
subsection 6.2.3.

The CCFL check is performed as follows.
The flow rate at the top of the core (junction 3) is checked at first with use of the spray

flow rate w> determined by Eq.(6.2.48). If the CCFL model predicts that some part of spray
liquid remains in upper plenum, the remainder is added to Vigc &s

W ^ W K + W W - W / . , ) . (6.2.51)

Then the penetration rate through the top of central bypass is calculated in the same way
with use of W#>" as spray flow rate. Finally, the penetration rate through the top of the pe-
ripheral bypass is calculated using spray flow rate Wjp' obtained by

wV = w,,+ w « ' - ( - w , . . ) . (6.2.52)

When Wjp' is larger than the limit determined from the CCFL condition, the liquid that
remains in upper plenum is assumed to be lost from the system as is done in reference 1.

6.2.7 Hydraulic* Modal for In-Shroud Injection
The in-shroud injection is a system that supplies ECC water through a nozzle located near

the top of peripheral bypass. As for this system, the effect of CCFL on the liquid flow penetra-
tion through the peripheral bypass and the CCFL breakdown due to vapor condensation are
considered.
(1) Consideration of CCFL Phenomenon

If the upward vapor flow is large enough, CCFL may prevent the injected liquid from
flowing down to the lower plenum.

Since CCFL is most likely to occur at the injection point1', it is examined whether CCFL
would take place at this point. The CCFL correlation Eq.(6.2.34) is also used here. The geome-
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try data and constant parameters Kj and K2 of the CCFL correlation must be given by the
user for this point.

The vapor flow rate at this place, W,#>, is determined from the vaporization above and
under the mixture level in peripheral bypass and guide tubes as

WJ i P=(l-F0 P-«:) •

( 6 2 < 5 3 )

where the underlined parts correspond to the vapor generation under the mixture level r\nd are
set zero if the fluid state is subcooled.

If some part of the injected liquid is calculated to remain above the CCFL plane, it is
assumed to be lost from the system.

The examination of the possibility of CCFL occurrence is omitted when the mixture level
is higher than the injection point.
(2) Condensation of Vapor above Mixture Level

As has been stated in subsection 6.2.3, the vapor condensation rate above the mixture
level must be determined for the calculation of fluid flow rate at the top of the peripheral
bypass. The vapor condensation by injected liquid is calculated with the auumption of com-
plete mixing of the liquid with the vapor upflow W,w determined by above equation.

c,,, = min W/,,, ] (6.2.54)

where h/a and W/B are the specific enthalpy and flow rate of the injected liquid.
(3) Breakdown of CCFL due to Vapor Condensation

When the subcooling of the injected liquid is large enough to condense the total amount
of vapor flow W ĝp, the CCFL check is omitted.

6.2.8 Modal of Hydraulics in Cort, Option 1
This subsection describes a lumped-parameter model for thermohydraulics in the core.

This is similar to the mixture level calculation model used for a large break LOCA in
REFLOOD0.
(1) Heat Transfer and Vapor Generation in Core

The heat transfer rate from the fuel rods and channel box to coolant is assumed to be
constant in this model and the value must be given by the user as input. The vapor generation
rate is calculated from this heat transfer rate by

q " (6.2.55)

where
qcn = heat transfer rate to coolant in core,
WK. C* = net vapor generation rate in core.

According to reference 1, the General Electric Co. has conducted a series of separate
effect experiment on core cooling by a core spray with use of a full-length electiica&y-heated
bundle and has obtained a correlation which predicts the maximum vapor generation rate in
a bundle in a transient after the actuation of a core spray as a function of initial cladding tem-
perature and bundle power. The use of the maximum value predicted in that way gives a con-
servative estimation of CCFL at the upper tie plate.
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(2) Mass Balance
The mass of liquid phase existing in the core is calculated from mass balance as

^•M,,c«= W/,-Wrt-W«. a. (6.2.56)

(3) Level Swell Model
Mixture level in the core is calculated with the assumtion that the void fraction under

mixture level is constant. Representing the effective void fraction in the two-phase mixture in
the core by <*L.CR > *ne mixture level can be calculated as

ft-.«=a-<{l CK)Pfhc* +ZM'C" • (6.2.57)
where

<*L, en* void fraction under mixture level in core (input),
hot" flow area of core.

According to reference 1, the value of 0.5 for aLCR yields conservative predictions of the
mixture level when this model is applied to the reflooding experiments conducted by the
General Electric Co.

6.2.9 MocM of Hydraulics in Cor*, Option 2
In place of the simple model described in the preceding subsection, the user can optional-

ly select a more detailed hydraulics model presented in this subsection.
In this model, hydraulics in the core channel is represented by one-dimentional partial-

differential equations, which are solved by a forward explicit finite difference method. To
simplify the solution process, the flow path is divided, with respect to the fluid condition, into
three regions: subcooled liquid region, mixture region (or bubbly region), and vapor region (or
droplet region); and different sets of equations are applied for respective regions. The three
regions are separated by two moving boundaries, Z^, and Zmt. The latter corresponds to what
is called the mixture level. Figure 6.2.6 shows noding scheme. The flow path is, at first, divided
into equally sized nodes of number N specified by the user (N<21). Then the nodes at which
the moving boundaries are staying are divided into two nodes, therefore the total number of
nodes becomes less than or equal to N+2. This subsection describes equations for motion of
region boundaries as well as the field equations of the three regions.

Fuel rods and the channel box is also axially nodalized for the calculation of heat transfer
to the fluid. The models for the heat transfer calculation are described in the next subsection.
(1) Fluid Equation for Subcooled liquid Region

The mass and energy conservation equations for a one-dimentional flow in a channel with
a uniform flow area can be expressed as

J^+^(pu)=0, (6.2.58)
and

——(ph )~T"zrzi.pun )—tf — T ~ a — = = 0 f * xp.z.jyj

where
p = density,
u * velocity,
h = specific enthalpy,
q'" • heat transfer from solid wall per unit volume,
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P = pressure.
Neglecting the spatial gradient of pressure and neglecting the temperature dependency of

liquid density, the liquid density can be expressed as

p = M P ) - (6.2.60)

where pf is the density of saturated liquid at the system pressure P which is given by the user
as a function of time. Equation (6.2.58) and (6.2.59) give enough conditions for unkown
variables u and h. These equations are expressed in a finite difference form with use of a stag-
gered scheme as

(6.2.61)

Fig. 6.2.6 Nodilization system for core thermohydraulic model option 2.

• - hMtstabnodt
0 - fluid node

- w - * Mth of htrt transfer
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t° I -
I ' (mesh /)

At u,"+1h,n+1

(a) jubcooled liquid region (b) saturated mixture ragion

Fig. 6.2.7 Quantitiet involved in difference equttiom.

and

> ( 6 < 2 - 6 2 )

when n and i are the time step number and spatial node number, respectively. The average
enthalpy h is deflned at the center of node while the velocity u is defined at the node bound-
ary. The notation is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.7. Using a donor-cell averaging, the enthalpy at the
boundaries are determined by

(6.2.63)h , + l _ I h? (u,=£0)
{ h?+, (u,<0)

Since p!!*1, can be determined from P"+1, and the boundary conditions uj*-' and hj*1 can
be obtained from the core inlet flow, W42 and Wf,2, which are given in subsection 6.2.3, Eqs.
(6.2.61) and (6.2.62) can be easily solved. This solution is performed from the bottom node to
top node.
(2) Position of Boundary between Mixture region and Subcool Region

The position of the boundary between the mixture region and the subcooled liquid region
is obtained by a forward explicit integration of

9h
dZ

(6.2.64)
rft ~^\dt Pf J Pfdt,

where the variables in the right hand side are evaluated from conditions of old time step.
(3) Fluid Equation for the Saturated Mixture Region

As for the saturated mixture region, the conservation equations of mass and energy are
expressed in terms of void fraction of, velocity ug and u/, and vapor generation rate per unit
volume F on the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium as

(6.2.65)
at

(6.2.66)

and

- q ' " - ^ ^ = 0 . (6.2.67)
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where the difinitions of volumetric fluxes are

j = j , + j / , (6.2.68)

j,= u^r, (6.2.69)
and

j / = U / ( l - t f ) . (6.2.70)

The relative velocity between two phases is determined by the Wilson's correlation as a
function of void fraction and pressure:

Uf-u/^UiGr.P), (6.2.71)

where the form of uj is given by Eq.(5.2.16) of chapter S.
Since pf, pt, hf, hg are functions of pressure, above equations give enough conditions for

determining unknown variables u f , uy, a and P. The difference forms of Eqs.(6.2.65) to
(6.2.67) are:

i\.

Pt tf. P/O? i,,i*tPt
Jt + i

= -n+' , (6.2.72)

BeCP"+l-P")
JO L

=0 (6.2.74)

where the volumetric fluxes at the mesh boundary are obtained by solving Eqs.(6.2.68) to
(6.2.71) with use of the boundary void fraction determined by

(6.2.75)

(S) Calculation of Mixture Level
The mixture level, the elevation of the upper boundary of the mixture region, is calcu-

lated from the mass and energy conservation for the top node of the mixture region. The
conservation equations (6.2.72) and (6.2.73) are modified for the top node of mixture region
into following form:

(6.2.76)

jIl-M _ft+l_l_ JH+l-H+1 — r*n*lAn

where N2 refers to the top node. The terms j w and j / ^ are the volumetric fluxes of two phases
relative to the moving boundary Zmf, which are obtained by:

") , (6.2.78)

• W,,3

J*mt

where the phase change rate F is that in the vapor flow region and is obtained from the mass
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and energy conservation for the vapor region. New void fraction tfjj^1 and mesh length AZJ^1

are calculated from above 4 equations. Z%g
l is obtained by adding (AZJ&1—AZJ2) to Z%,f.

(6) Fluid Equation for the Vapor Region
As for the region above the mixture level following simplifications are made on the fluid

state.
The flow regime that appears in this region before the actuation of core spray may be a

single-phase superheated vapor flow. However, the superheating of vapor is ignored in this
code. The effect of superheating on the heat transfer between the coolant and the fuel rod or
the channel box can be taken into account by appropriately adjusting the heat transfer coeffi-
cients which are specified by the user as explained in the next subsection.

After the actuation of core spray the flow regime h this region is assumed to be a
counter-current droplet flow. Since the CCFL condition is checked at the upper tie plate,
flooding and flow reversal in the core channel are ignored. The void fraction in this region is
assumed to be almost unity and the mass accumulation terms in Eq.(6.2.65) and (6.2.66) is
omitted for this region.

Therefore the fluid equations become

(6.2.80)

(6.2.81)

and

—9t~L + 9 Z ( j * " * h » + j / " / h / ) - q " ' ~ T " 5 r = 0 ' (6-2.82)

Finite-difference forms are

ipyly=-rri, (6.2.83)

prly=+rri. (6.2.84)

=0 • (6-2.85)

The solution of above equations is carried out from the top mesh to the lower mesh
because the liquid flow rate depends on the rate of spray liquid penetration through the upper
tie plate. The boundary condition at the top is given by

( 6-2-8 6 )

C6.2.87)

where N3 refers to the top node.

6.2.10 Modal of Hart Transfer in Cora for Hydraulic Modal Option 2
(1) Nodalization Scheme

The fuel rod and the channel box are axially nodalized for the calculation of heat transfer
to the fluid. To deal with the moving mixture level, the number of heat transfer nodes is
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allowed to be an integer times larger than that of fluid nodes. The heat transfer rate to a fluid
node, the term q'" in Eqs.(6.2.62), (6.2.74) and (6.2.85), is obtained by summing up the heat
transfer from fuel nodes and channel box nodes facing the fluid node. The relation of the fluid
nodes with the heat transfer nodes is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.6 and 6.2.8.

A heat transfer circuit model illustrated in Fig. 6.2.9 can be obtained by neglecting the
axial heat conduction in the fuel rods and the channel box and applying a one point approxi-
mation to the temperature of the cladding, the fuel pellet and the channel box. Phenomena
considered in this model are the radiative heat transfer from rod to channel box and the con-
vective heat transfer from rod or channel box to fluid. The top-to-bottom quenching of the
cladding and channel box is considered in the determination of heat transfer coefficients. The
heat generation due to the metal/water reaction which becomes significant when the cladding
temperature exceeds about 1000°C is not included in this model.
(2) Basic Equations to be Solved

The heat transfer rates among the fuel pellet, the cladding, the channel box, and the
coolant inside and outside of the channel box are calculated by the following equations.

wall surface

fluid meth (i+1)

fluid mesh (i2)

• *— +— q/+1 slab mesh (j+1)

^ T - — ^ q; I slab mesh (j)

i

slab mesh (j-1)

fluid mesh (i-1)

Fig. 6.2.8 Relation between fluid mesh and heat slab equations.

"eft

'BO TBI

Fig. 6.2.9 Hett transfer circuit of core theimohydraulic model option 2.
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and the temperature of each node is given by

j .

at

(6.2.88)

(6.2.89)

(6.2.90)

(6.2.91)

(6.2.92)

(6.2.93)

(6.2.94)

(6.2.95)

where
Tx = temperature of x,
Cx = heat capacity of x,
r* = thermal resistance of x,
<lx-y = heat transfer rate from x to y,
Tx., = thermal resistance between x and y,
q» = heat generation rate in x,

subscripts
p = pellet,
d - cladding,
ch = channel box,
gap =gap,
Bl = coolant inside the channel box,
BO = coolant outside the channel box.

The heat transfer from the channel box to the coolant outside the channel box is neglect-
ed in the present version of THYDE-B-REFLOOD in order to calculate the vapor generation
rate within the channel box conservatively (see Eq.6.2.92).
(3) Heat Generation in Fuel Pellets

The total heat generation rate in the core is given by the user as a table of time versus
power. The heat generation rate in a pellet node is calculated with use of a fixed axial distribu-
tion specified by the user.
(4) Heat Capacity and Thermal Resistance

The capacity and the thermal resistance of the heat conductors are given by

(6.2.96)

(6.2.97)
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(6.2.98)

( 6 - 2 9 9 )

r -

(6.2.101)
Z , « , Z 4 , , AkckOch N*O T*. v '

where
Dd = fuel rod diameter,
DA = fuel pellet diameter,
Dc* = length of a side of channel box,
dc; = cladding thickness,
dei, = channel box thickness,
tut = elevation at the bottom of core,
Z,cp = elevation at the top of core,
Nf,* = number of fuel rods in a bundle,
Nb*ndf - number of fusl bundles in core,
p = material density,
c = specific heat,
k = thermal conductivity.

The material properties must be given by the user. The density is assumed to be constant
while the thermal conductivity and the specific heat are given as functions of temperature.
(5) Gap Conductance

The thermal resistance across the gap between the pellet and the cladding is obtained
from the gap conductance given by the user. The gap conductance, hvp, is assumed to be a
constant value. Using this input, the resistance of the gap is calculated as

r« .>=7-^7 I T - T T — M l
 N • (6.2.102)

(6) Convective Heat Transfer
The resistance of convective heat transfer is determined by the use of t.he heat transfer

coefficients given by the user as

(6.2.103)

(6.2.104)

where
hei = heat transfer coefficient at the surface of cladding,
hch = heat transfer coefficient at the surface of channel box.

The heat transfer coefficients, hcl and hch, are determined using a set of constants given
by the user. The user must specify following five constants for the cladding and for the chan-
nel box respectively.

i) h.t.c for subcooled liquid region
ii) h.t.c for saturated mixture region
iii) h.t.c for single phase vapor region
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iv) h.t.c for vapor region with spray liquid
v) h.t.c for vapor region above quench front (quenched part)

(7) Quench Front Propagation
The top-to-bottom quenching of the cladding and the channel box due to spray cooling is

modeled with use of the equation of Sun and Dix9) for the quench front velocity:

< 6 2 1 0 5 >

P = density of wall (cladding or channel box),
c = specific heat of wall,
* = heat transfer coefficient behind the quench front,
k = thermal conductivity of wall,
d = thickness of wall,
To = Leidenfrost temperature,
T» = temperature of wall,
Tsai = saturation temperature.

The value of 260 °C and 4.05 kcal/mVC (3000 BTU/ft*hr) are used for To and h. As
for the channel box, which has two sides of heat transfer surface, core side and bypass side,
one half of the real thickness is used for the wall thickness d in this equation.

As can be seen from the form of the equation, Eqs.(6.2.105) becomes meaningless when
the saturation temperature TM, approaches or exceeds To • The maximum velocity value of 1
m/s is used for such cases.

Above model is applied only for the part of the wall above mixture level. Since this code
does: not consider the bottom-up quenching, the calculation of the quench front propagation is
terminated when the elevation at the quench front is reflooded.
(8) Radiative Heat Transfer

The radiative heat transfer between fuel rod and channel box is calculated with the
assumption of uniform temperature distribution among fuel rods and the neglection of the
radiation from the channel box to itselfl2) as

q = ( T j T k ) °S'A<\ • , . . . , (6.2.106)
A s ) ( A / A )

where aSB is the Stefan-Boltzsman constant and

A c t =4D,»-N t . n , , . - Z ' ° ' N
Z t " , (6.2.107)

(6.2.108)

The resistance Tnd in Eq.(6.2.90) is determined so that Eq.(6.2.106) may yield Eq.(6.2.90).

6.3 Input Data Requirements

6.3.1 Required Resources

THYDE-B-REFLOOD is written in FORTRAN-IV to be used on FACOM M-200 comput-
er system. The required core memory is about 800 kilo-bytes.

THYDE-B-REFLOOD uses several units of external memory devices such as magnetic
tapes or disks. Requirements for these data storage is summarized in Table 6.3.1.

In this table the FORTRAN Unit 1 is a temporary data storage.
The FORTRAN Unit 2 must be assigned to the steam table data set. This table is the
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Tabto 6.3.1 Required Dati Storage for THYDE-B-REFLOOD

FORTRAN _ „ . ,. _ Approximate
Logics Unit De^nption ™ ^

1
2
S
6

11

temporary data storage
•team table data let
input data cards
line printer
output data for plotting

5 kwordi
17 kwordi

100-200 cards
300 lines/edit
0.6 kwords/edit

Note: 1 word is 32 bits in the FACOM M-200 computer system.

same as that for the RELAP4 code10>.
The FORTRAN Unit 5 is the card reader, by which the problem specification data are

read in. The data card requirements are described in subsection 6.3.3.
The FORTRAN Unit 11 is the data storage for plot data.

6.3.2 Data Plotting

The variables calculated by the code can be plotted by the use of SPLPLOT-1 program
described in Appendix A. The calculated variables are edited and dumped on an external data
storage (FORTRAN Unit 11) with a fixed time interval. The user can obtain the plots of
edited variables by executing the program SPLPLOT-1. The time interval of the data editing it
fixed to be O.S second in the present version of THYDE-B-REFLOOD. The edited variables are
fixed but, if necessary, the user can easily add any variable by a small modification of the
subroutine PLEDIT in the FORTRAN source of THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

The key names of the edited variables that are necessary for providing the input data for
the SPLPLOT-1 program can be listed by the program itself.

6.3.3 Input Card Summary

All input data are read into the THYDE-B-REFLOOD program in free format via a
generalized subroutine REAG, a description of which is given in Subsection 3.4.1.

In the following description of required data, descriptive titles are given at first. Then
the descriptions of data cards will follow. In each card description, order of the data in the
card (Wl, W2, . . . . ) , the format (I, R, or A), the variable name, and the input data require-
ments are given where applicable. The format of the variable, integer, real or floating, or
alphanumeric is indicated by I, R, or A respectively. The variable names are, in principle, the
same as those used in the program.
(1) Title Card
Card 1 The information punched in the first column to 72nd will be printed at the top of each

page of output prints.
(2) Model Option Data
(2.1) Problem Dimension data
Cardl
W i-I-NRGM AX Number of control volumes.

SetNRGMAX-6
W2-I-NFWMAX Number of flow path.

SetNFWMAX=9
W3-MSMAX Number of heat slabs.
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ISMAX^IO
W4-I-NFILL Number of fill systems.

NFILL^IO
(2.2) Volume Model Selection Data
Cardl
W1 -MCR ID number of core region. Set ICR » 1.
W2-HOPTRG Core model option index.

0 = model 1 (see section 6.2.8)
1 = model 2 (see section 6.2.9)

Card 2
W-MLP ID number of lower plenum region. SetILP = 2
W2-I-IOPTRG Model option index. Set IOPTRG = 0
Card 3
WM-IUP ID number of upper plenum region. SetIUP»3
W2-H0PTRG Model option index. Set IOPTUG - 0
Card 4
Wl-I-IGT ID number of guide tube region. SetIGT»4
W2-I-IOPTRG Model option index. SetIOPTRG-0
Card 5
Wl-I-IBC ID number of central bypass region. SetIBC«5
W2-MOPTRG Model option index, Set IOPTRG - 0
Card 6
Wl-I-IBP ID number of peripheral bypass region. Set IBP - 6
W2-I-I0PTRG Model option index. SetIOPTRG-0
(3) Heat Transfer Data
(3.1) Heat Slabs Except Fuel and Channel Boxes

ISMAX sets of data are required. Each sets are conformed by following cards.
Cardl
Wl-I-IREG ID number of region to which this slab is facing.
W2-I-NS Number of slab vertical mesh
Card 2
Wl-R-ZEL Bottom elevation (m)
W2-R-ZL Axial length (m)
W3-R-VS Volume (ms)
W4-R-AS Heat transfer area (m*)

Thickness of slab will be calculated as (VS/AS)
W5-R-TCONS Thermal conductivity (kcal/m*Cs)
W6-R-RH0 Density (kg/m3)
W7-R-C Specific heat capacity (kcal/kg°C)
Card 3
Wl-R-TSU) Initial temperature («C)
W2-R-TS(2), Until NS mesh points are entered, where the order is from bottom to

top
(3.2) Heat Transfer Coefficients Data Card

Heat transfer coefficients for heat slabs except fuel and channels are required. See sub-
section 6.2.4 for further description.
Cardl
Wl-R-HTCG Heat transfer coefficient between slabs and single phase vapor
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(kcal/ma°Cs)
W2-R-HTCM Heat transfer coefficient of nucleate boiling
W3-R-HTCL Heat transfer coefficient of subcooled free convection
W4-R-HTCSP Heat transfer coefficient of spray cooling
(3.3) Core Heat Transfer Data Card for Model 1

Following card is required when core model option 1 is selected.
Card 1
Wl-R-QCR Constant heat transfer rate from fuel and channels to coolant (kcal/s)
(3.4) Core Heat Transfer Data Cards for Model 2

Following cards are required when core model option 2 is selected.
Card 1

Number of slab mesh (NCRF = 20)
Number of fuel bundles in core
Number of fuel rods in a bundle

Wl-I-NCRF
W2-I-NBUNDL
W3-I-NPIN
Card 2
Wl-R-ZLCR

W2-R-XLCR

W3-R-DP
W4-R-DC
W5-R-THC
W6-R-DCH
W7-R-THCH
Card 3
Wl-R-HDCR
W2-R-HGAP
W3-R-EPSCD
W4-R-EPSCW
W5-R-EPSCHD
W6-R-EPSCHW
Card 4
Wl-I-NTPK

W2-I-NTPC

W3-R-RHOM
CardS
Wl-R-TPK(l)
W2-R-TPK(2)
W3-R-TPK(3),

Card 6
Wl-R-TPCU)
W2-R-TPC(2)
W3-R-TPC(3)

Card 7, 8 and 9

Bottom elevation of core region (m)
Set ZLCR = ZB of core region.
Length of core region (m)
Set XLCR = ((ZT-ZB) of core region)
Diameter of fuel pellet (m)
Outer diameter of fuel cladding (m)
Thickness of cladding (m)
y* x (canister inside perimeter) (m)
Thickness of canister (m)

Equivalent hydraulic diameter of core (m)
Gap conductance between pellet and cladding (kcal/m* °Cs)
Emissivity of cladding (dry surface) (—)
Emissivity of cladding (wetted surface) (-)
Emissivity of channel (dry surface) (—)
Emissivity of channel (wetted surface) (—)

Number of data points in temperature dependent thermal conduct-
ivity table for pellet material
Number of data points in temperature dependent specific heat table
for pellet material
Density of pellet (kg/m3 )

Temperature (*C)
Thermal conductivity of pellet material
Until NTPK pairs are entred, where the temperature values must be
in ascending order.

Temperature (*C)
Specific heat of pellet material (kcal/kg°C)
Until NTPC pairs are entered, where the temperature values must be
in ascending order.
Thermal conductivity and specific heat data of cladding material,
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which must be arranged in the same format as card 4, 5 and 6 for
pellet material.

Card 10,11 and 12 Thermal conductivity and specific heat data of canister material,
which must be arranged in the same format as card 3, 5 and 6 for
pellet material.

Card 13 (Heat transfer coefficients for canister)
W1-R-HTCG Heat transfer coefficient for vapor flow region without ipray

(kcal/m**Cs)
W2-R-HTCM Heat transfer coefficient for saturated mixture region

(kcal/m**Cs)
W3-R-HTCL Heat transfer coefficient for subcooled liquid region

(kcal/m^Cs) .
W4-R-HTCSP Heat transfer coefficient for vapor region with spray flow

(kcal/m"Cs)
W5-R-HTCSPW Heat transfer coefficient after quench (kcal/m* "Cs)
Card 14 (Heat transfer coefficien ts for cladding)

Five heat transfer coefficients for cladding surface are required. These data should be
arranged in the same order as card 13.
Card 15 (Pellet initial temperature)
W1 -R-TP( 1) Initial temperature of the first mesh (°C)
W2-R-TP(2), Until NCRF temperature values are entered, where the order of data

is from bottom to top of core. NCRF is the axial mesh number of
core heat transfer model.

Card 16 and 17
Card 16 is for cladding initial temperature (TC(1), . . . . , TC(NCRF)) and card 17 for

canister (TCH(l) , TCH(NCRF)). The mesh temperature values must be arranged in
the same order as card 15.
Card 18
Wl -I-NPT Number of data pairs in time dependnet heat generation rate table.
Card 19 (Heat generation rate table)
W1-R-PT(1) Elapsed time (s)
W2-R-PT(2) Total heat generation rate (kcal/s)
W3-R-PT(3), Until NPT pairs are entered.

Card 20 (Axial power distribution)
Wl-R-PF(l) Heat generation rate in pellet mesh normalized by total heat genera-

tion rate.
W2-R-PF(2), Until NCRF values are entred

HCXF

2 PF(I)=1
J - l

The order of values is from bottom to top of core.
(4) Time Step Control Data ~
Card 1
W l-I-NTIMX Number of time step control data cards
W2-R-TIME0 Initial time (s)
Card2-(NTIMX+1)

NTIMX cards are required
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W1-I-NOUT Number of time steps per edit
W2-R-DELT Time step size (s)
W3-R-TIMEX End of current time step control data (s)
(5) System Pressure Data
Cardl
W1-I-NPRES Number of data pairs in time dependent pressure table
Card 2 (Pressure table)
Wl-R-PRESIN(l) Time (s)
W2-R-PRESIN(2) System pressure
W-R-PRESIN(3), UntU NPRES pairs are entered.

(6) Fill System Data
(6.1) Fill system data

NFILL sets of data are required. Each sets consists of following 3 cards.
Card 1
W1-I-IRFILL ID number of connected region

IRFILL must be IUP, IBP or ILP.
W2-I-NF Number of data pairs in time dependent flow rate table

W3-I-NH Number of data pairs in time dependent specific enthalpy table
Card 2 (Flow rate table)
W1-R-FILLW(1) Time
W2-R-FILLW(2) Flow rate (kg/s)
W3-R-FILLW(3), until NF pairs are entred.

Card 3 (Specific enthalpy table)
W1-R-FILLH(1) Time (s)
W2-R-FILLH(2) Specific enthalpy (kcal/kg)
W3-R-FILLH(3), until NH pairs are entred.

(6.2) Peripheral Bypass CCFL Data
This set of data is required when considering reactor has an in-shroud LPCI injection

system.
Card 1
W1 -R-AFBP Flo w area at elevation of bypass CCFL calculation (m1)

W2-R-ZFBP
W3-RDHFBP
W4-R-CK1BP
W5-R-CK2BP

Elevation for bypass CCFL calculation
Hydraulic diameter for bypass CCFL calculation
CCFL parameter K,
CCFL parameter K,
K, and K, are defined by next equation.

(m)
(m)
(no dimension)
(m1")

where D* is hydraulic diameter and j , * , j / * are dimensionlest veloci-
ties.

(7) Volume Geometry and Initial State Data
(7.1) Volume data
Card 1 (Core Region)
Wl-R-ZB Bottom elevation of core (m)
W2-R-ZD Top elevation of core (m)
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W3-R-VOL
W4-R-A

W5-R-DH
W6-R-WLEV

W7-R-V0ID

Card 2
Wl-R-ZB
W2-R-ZT
W3-R-V0L
W4-R-A
W5-R-DH
W6-R-WLV
W7-R-X

W8-R-CSEP

Volume of core region (ma)
Flow area of core (ma)
A must be equal to VOL/(ZB-ZT).
Hydraulic diameter (m)
Water level at initial state (m)
When core model 2 is selected, this value defines top elevation of
saturated mixture region at initial state.
Void fraction under mixture level
When core model 2 is selected, this value will be ignored as a dummy
input.
(Lower Plenum Region)
Bottom elevation of lower plenum (m)
Top elevation of lower plenum (m)
Volume of lower plenum (m s)
Flow area of lower plenum (ma)
Hydraulic diameter (m)
Initial water level (m)
Initial void fraction or specific enthalpy under water level

(m)
X < 1.0: void fraction
X £ 1.0 : specific enthalpy
Bubble separation coefficient (m)
CSEP is defined by next equation.

where WM>

CSEPo(WLEV-ZB)

(m)
(m)
(m3)
(m*)
(m)
(m)

bubble separation rate
u» = bubble velocity
WLEV = water level
Mtb = bubble mass

Card 3 (Upper Plenum Region)
Wl-R-ZB Bottom elevation of upper plenum
W2-R-ZT Top elevation of upper plenum
W3-R-VOL Volume of upper plenum
W4-R-A Flow area of upper plenum
WS-R-DH Hydraulic diameter
W6-R-WLEV Initial water level

WLEV must be equal to ZB
Card 4 ,5 and 6

Card 4, 5 and 6 is for description of guide tube region, central bypass region and periph-
eral bypass region respectively. Required data and the order in which they should be arranged
are the same as card 2 for lower plenum.
Card 7 (Jet Pump Geometry Data)
W1-R-ZJPB Elevation at bottom of jet pump (m)
W2-R-ZJPT Elevation at top of jet pump (m)
W3-R-AJ Total flow area at jet pump throat ( M 2 )
W4-R-KJ Jet pump reversed flow loss coefficient

KJ is defined by next equation.
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|W|W
^V(AJ) 2 '

where JP/ , W,p are head loss, flow rate and density respectively.
(7.2) Core Model Option 2 Initial Value Data

Following data are required when core model 2 is selected.
Cardl
W1 -I-NMCR Number of coolant mesh

(NCRF/NMCR) must be an integer, and NMCR^ 60.
W2-R-HWLEV Top elevation of subcooled liquid region, (m)

If there is no subcooled liquid set HWLEV £ ZB.
Card
Card 2
Wl-R-HCA(l) Initial specific enthalpy of subcooled liquid (kcal/kg)
W2-R-HCA(2), until NMCR values are entered.

For node points above HWLEV, input values will be ignored. The
order is from bottom mesh to top.

Card 3
Wl-R-VCA(l)
W2-R-VCA(2),

Initial void fraction of saturated mixture region
until NMCR values are entered
For node points under HWLEV or above VWLEV, void fraction
values will be ignored.

(8) Flow Path Data
Cardl
Wl-R-ZJ

W2-R-AUTP
W3-R-DUTP
W4-R-KIUTP
W5-R-K2UTP
W6-R-DPF3

Card 2
Wl-R-ZJ

Card 3
Wl-R-ZJ

W2-R-QC6(1)
W3-R-QC6(2)
W4-R-QC6(3)

Card 4
Wl-R-ZJ

(Flow Path from Core to Upper Plenum)
Elevation
Set ZJ = ZT of core region
Flow area at upper tie plate
Hydraulic diameter at upper tie plate
CCFL parameter K( at upper tie plate
CCFL parameter K2 at upper tie plate " '
Core region pressure difference correction term
See subsection 6.2.3 of the text.
(Flow Path from Lower Plenum to Core)
Elevation
SetZJ = ZB(lCR)

(Flow Path from Lower Plenum to Bypass)
Elevation
Set ZJ = ZB(IBC)
Leakage flow modej parameter C,
Leakage flow model parameter Cj
Leakage flow model parameter C,
Parameter C,, d and C» are defined by following equation.

W=C1(JP / r l c)" '+C.WP/ r i e)+C s( iP / r ,c)1 ,

where W and (APf) is flow rate and pressure difference due to fric-
tion and form loss, respectively.
(Flow Path from Lower Plenum to Guide Tube Region)
Elevation (m)
See Fig. 6.2.2 of the text. This is the elevation at the connecting

(m)

(m)

(m"*)

(kg//m*)

(m)

(m)
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W2-R-QC5(1)
W3-R-QC5(2)
W4-R-QC5(3)

Card 5
Wl-R-ZJ

W2-R-ACBT
W3-R-DCBT
W4-R-K1CBT
W5-R-K2CBT
Card 6
Wl-R-ZJ

W2-R-ABPT
W3-R-DBPT
W4-R-K1BPT
W5-R-K2BPT
Card 7
Wl-R-ZJ

Card 8
Wl-R-ZJ

Card 9
Wl-I-NTCE

Card 10
Wl-R-TCE(l)
W2-R-TCE(2)
W3-R-TCE(3)
W4-R-TCE(4)

Card 11
Wl-R-ZJ

Card 10
Wl-R-X
W2-R-FW12

point of control rod guide tube and control rod drive housing.
Leakage flow parameterd (kg/s/tfegj/m* )"*)
Leakage flow parameter C2 (kg/sAkfy/m1))
Leakage flow parameter C3 (kg/s/(kgj/m2 )*)
Definition of C,, C,, Cj is the same as that in the description of card
3.
(Flow Path from Central Bypass to Upper Plenum)
Elevation
Set ZJ - ZT of core region
Flow area at top of central bypass
Hydraulic diameter at top of central bypass
CCFL parameter Ki
CCFL parameter Ka

(m)

(m1)
(m)

(m"4)

(m1)
(m)

(m)

(Flow Path from Peripheral Bypass to Upper Plenum)
Elevation (m)
Set ZJ = (ZT of core region)
Flow area at top of peripheral bypass
Hydraulic diameter at top of peripheral bypass
CCFL parameter Ki
CCFL parameter Ka

(Flor Path from Downcomer to Lower Plenum)
Elevation
Set ZJ - ZJPB, where ZJPB is the elevation at bottom of jet pump.
(Flow Path from Upper Plenum to Steam Dome)
Elevation (m)
Set ZJ * ZT of upper plenum region
(Entrainment Model Data)
Number of data sets of pressure dependent entrainment correlation
table (NTCE £30) .
(Entrainment Correlation Data)
Pressure (kg^/m2)
CEi defined by Eq. (6.2.32) (kg/m3)
CE2 defined by Eq. (6.2.32) (kg/m*s)
Pressure
until NTC sets are entered.
(Flow Path from Guide Tube to Bypass)
Elevation (m)
Set ZJ = ZB of bypass region.
(Other Constants)
A dummy input. Set X = 1.0.
Ratio of volumetric flow, which is defined by next equation

Q.
FW12=

( - Q . H Q , '

where Qi and Qs is, respectively, volumetric flow from downcomer
to lower plenum and from lower plenum to core. This value is used
while mixture level in lower plenum is under jet pump bottom eleva-
tion.
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W3-R-FWSCIN Ratio of spray flow over central bypass and core ( )
W4-R-AR Ratio of core flow area to the sum of central bypass flow area and

core flow area ( )
W5-R-QF Ratio of heat from canister outer surface to coolant in central by-

pass ( )
This value is not used in the present model. Set QF = 0.0.

W6-R-FQGTBC Ratio of flow into central bypass to the total flow rate from guide
tube to bypass regions ( )

W7-R-FQLPBC Ratio of flow into central bypass to the total flow rate from lower
plenum to bypass regions ( )

Nommclaturt

A Flow area or heat transfer area (m J )
c Specific heat (kcal/kg8 C)
C Heat capacity (kcal/°C)
Ci Constant used in bypass leakage flow model (kg/s)/(kgy/m2)'")
C2 Constant used in bypass leakage flow model (kg/s)/kg//m>))
C3 Constant used in bypass leakage flow model (kg/s)/(kg//m* )*)
Cm Constant used in entrapment model (kg/m3)
Cn Constant used in entrainment model (kg/m*s)
C,,> Constant used in bubble separation model ( - )
d Thickness (m)
D Diameter (m)
D* Hydraulic diameter (m)
FAK Constant used in model o f spray flow distribution in upper plenum ( - )
F c Constant used in model of spray flow distribution in upper plenum (—)
FCT-K Constant used for determination of vapor flow in bypass (—)
F / P Constant used for determination o f vapor flow through jet pumps ( - )
FLP-K Constant used for determination of vapor flow in bypass ( - )
g Gravational acceleration (9.80665 m/s*)
gc Gravitational conversion factor (9.8066S N/kgy)
h Specific enthalpy (kcal/kg)
h Specific enthalpy at mesh center (kcal/kg)
h Heat transfer coefficient (kcal/m2 s°C)
h,.p Gap conductance between pellet and cladding (kcal/m3 s°C)
j Volumetric flux (jt + }j) (m/s)
j / Volumetric flux of liquid (m/s)
j i Volumetric flux of vapor (m/s)
I* Dimensionless volumetric flux of liquid (—)
j / Dimensionless volumetric flux of vapor (—)
J Joule constant (4186 J/kgf)
k Thermal conductivity (kcal/sm°C)
K, Constant used in CCFL correlation
Kj Constant used in CCFL correlation
M Mass of fluid (kg)
N Number
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N« Number of axial slab nodes for heat slabs other than fuel rod or channel box
N? Number of axial slab nodes for fuel rod and channel box
p Pressure (kgy/ma)
4P Pressure difference (kg^/m* )
JP/ric Pressure difference due to friction (kgf/m2)
4P«r« Pressure differnce due to gravitation (kgj/m2)
q Heat transfer ate or heat generation rate (kcal/s)
qe* Heat transfer rate to fluid in the core during spray cooling (kcal/s)
q' Heat transfer rate per unit length (kcal/sm)
q'" Heat transfer rate per unit volume (kcal/sm')
Q Volumetric flow rate (m3 /s)
JQ Divergence of volumetric flow integrated in a volume (m3 /s)
r Resistance of heat transfer (°Cs/kcal)
t Time (s)
it Time step size (s)
T Temperature (°C)
To Leiden Frost temperature (°C)
T« Fluid bulk temperature (°C)
TS; Fluid bulk temperature in channel box (°C)
T» Fluid bulk temperature outside channel box (°C)
T,,f Saturation temperature (°C)
T» Wall temperature (°C)
u Velocity (m/s)
u» Velocity of bubbles relative to liquid (m/s)

u, Quench front velocity (m/s)

v Specific volume (m3 /kg)

V Volume ( m 3 )

W Flow rate (kg/s)

W,,p Rate of bubble separation from mixture region (kg/s)

Wf»p Steam flow rate at the elevation of in-shroud injection (kg/s)

W£ Liquid flow rate through steam separators due to entrainment (kg/s)

Wf Spray flow rate distributed t o core region (kg/s)

Wac Spray flow rate distributed to central bypass region (kg/s)

W B P Spray flow rate distributed to peripheral bypass region (kg/s)

z Elevation (m)
4z Mesh width (m)
Z;,K Mixture level (m)
Zim Elevation at top of subcooled liquid region (m)
1m, Elevation at top of mixture region (mixture level) (m)
Z,.tot Elevation at top of heat slab (m)
Z,.ior Elevation at bottom of heat slab (m)
Zt,i Elevation at bottom of control volume (m)
Z,,f Elevation at top of control volume (m)

Graak Symbols
or Void fraction ( - )
aL Average void fraction under mixture level ( - )
"5 Void fraction at mesh center
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F Vapor generation rate per unit volume (kg/sm3)
e Emissivity (—)
9 Density
a Surface tension (kgf/m)
OSB Stefan-Boltzmann constant (1.355 x 10" ' l kcal/sm2 K*)
-TW Sum of flow rate into a control volume (kg/s)
£h W Sum of energy convection rate into a volume (kcal/s)

Subscripts
bot
ch
cl
CR
f

fg
g
fill
gap
GT

JP
I
L
LP

p
rad
sep
spray
U
UP
w

Superscript
«

Bottom
Channel box
Cladding
Core
Saturated liquid
Difference between saturated liquid and saturated vapor
Saturated steam
Fill system flow
Gap between fuel pellet and cladding
Guide tube
Jet pump
Liquid
Under mixture level
Lower plenum
Pellet
Radiative heat transfer
Bubble separation
Spray flow
Above mixture level
Upper plenum
Wall

Time step number
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7. SCORCH-B2 : A Computer Code for Core

Heatup Analysis

7.1 Summary of the Coda SCORCH-B2

SCORCH-B21) is for analysis of core heatup during a !oss-of-coolant accident of BWR's.
The purpose of the code is to examine whether the BWR core maintains its coolable geometry
throughout the postulated accident. Specifically, it is to evaluate the peak cladding tempera-
ture and the maximum oxide thickness of the cladding. The code contains neither program to
analyze hydraulic behavior of coolant nor nuclear behaivor of the core. These informations
should be supplied from coolant behavior codes and some experimental results such as BWR-
FLECHT.*>

For the analysis of LOCA transient, it is necessary to have following three informations;
nuclear reaction in the core, coolant hydraulics and thermal behavior of fuel element.
SCORCH-B2 deals only with the fuel thermal behavior and requests the informations about
nuclear and hydraulic behaviors as input.

The code contains the following items:
• Heat generation within pellets and claddings
• Radial heat conduction within fuel rods
• Heat transfer from rods to coolant
• Radiation between fuel rods and channelbox
• Cladding deformation
The basic assumptions adopted in the code are as follows:
• Heat generation by nuclear reactions depending only on time
• Coolant hydraulic conditions depending only on time
• No heat transfer between assemblies
• No axial heat transmission within fuel rods and channelbox
• No azimuthality in each fuel rod
Figure 7.1.1 shows a typical BWR fuel assembly. The code treats all fuel rods and the

channelbox on a horizontal plane of interest in a single fuel assembly. For the ECCS evalua-
tion, usually the hottest elevation of the hottest assembly is selected. Fuel rods can be arbitra-
rily grouped by input. The pellet of each rod is radially divided into several annuli of equal
thickness. The number of annuli is common to all groups, which is given by input.

When 8 x 8 fuel assembly is analyzed, a special version, SCORCH-WR, is used, in which
group 1 rod is considered to be a water rod by assuming no heat transfer between pellet and
cladding.

The principal features of the code are as follows:
• Fission heat given by time-dependent input
• Fission product decay heat by the Shure's correlation,4' multiplied by a factor

given by input
• Actinide decay heat assuming infinite irradiation
• Metal-Water reaction rates by the Baker-Just correlation *> for inner and outer

surfaces of claddings
• Coolant temperature given by time-dependent input
• Convective heat transfer coefficients at rod surfaces given by time-dependent input
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Fig. 7.1.1 BWR fuel assembly.

• Instantaneous swelling and rupture when the rod temperature reaches a certain
input value

• Only two gap conductances, that are common to all rod groups, allowed to be given
by input corresponding before and after the deformation

• Forward-explicit method to solve radial heat conduction within the fuel rod
• Radiation gray body factors re-calculated every time when a deformation occurs
• C.G.S unit system
The outlines of the logical flow are illustrated in Fig. 7.1.2. In this code, as shown in the

figure, whole trasient time is divided into several periods named "Stages". After a certain stage
calculation is over, the next stage input and calculation are performed. For each stage, the
following variables are read.

time increment size
output time interval size
relative fission heat
coolant temperature
heat transfer coefficients from rods to coolant
option parameter of radiation
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12 Analytical Models

7.2.1 Thermal Properties and Gap Conductance

Thermal properties used in SCORCH-B2 are heat capacities, thermal conductivities,
densities and emissivities of pellet, cladding and channelbox. Heat capacity and thermal
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TaUt 7.2.1 Built-in material properties

141

property unit correlation reference

heat capacity of
pellet cal/gr°C

heat capacity of
cladding and cal/gr °C
channelbox

thermal conduc-
tivity of pellet cal/cm s °C

C=0.0657-0.9556XK)->T+0.8123X10-<T'

f&84Xl(rl+2.39X10->T(T<7475

+1-«3X10-"(T+273.0)'

thermal conduc-
tivity of cladding cal/cm s °C JC=JICII=3.010X 10"lT+0.02633
and channelbox

density of cladding
and channelbox gr/cm3

density of cladding
and channelbox gr/cm3

emissivity of
pellet

emissivity of clad-
ding and channel-
box

/>,= 10.65

«,=0.6

MERI-1235,
EUREKA*)

Braafield,3>
GEMP-482

GE*67 BWR*

WAPD-TM-652*

95%ofT.D.

assumed

assumed

•) From the data book by Morishima and others,2*

conductivity are treated as functions of temperature and density and emissivity are assumed
to be constant. These properties can be given by input data or by built-in correlations or values
according to the user's choice. All the built-in correlations and values are described in Table
7.2.1.

In SCORCH-B2, fuel-to-cladding gap conductance is assumed to be common for all fuel
rods and to be constant in the respective periods before and after the cladding deformation,
which is assumed to occur instantaneously when the cladding temperature reaches a certain
elevation given by input.

7.2.2 Grouping and Nodaliration of F IMI Rods

SCORCH-B2 treats a single horizontal plane of a single fuel assembly, in which fuel rods
are arrayed in a square lattice. Heat generations and transmissions are considered on this plane,
but all the values in this code represents the values per a certain axial increment given by
input. (See Nomenclature for this chapter.)

(1) Fuel Rod Grouping.
In SCORCH-B2, the fuel rods can be arbitrarily classified into several groups according

to the input data, by considering symmetry of the heat generation and radiation heat transfer.
All rods in a group are assumed to have the same heat generation rate, the same radiation gray
body factors, and the same convective heat transfer coefficient, thus they show the same
temperature response. The heat conduction calculation in the fuel assembly is repeated as
many times as the number of groups. By appropriately utilizing this features, the user may
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significantly save the computer time.
The number of fuel rod groups is hereafter denoted as M. When we consider the radiation

heat transfer, the channelbox is treated as an additional group and its group number is denoted
as M, = M + 1. The number of fuel rods belonging to the rod group m is represented as vm,
which satisfies the following obvious relation

where

£ V„= N«w= (

: number of fuel rods in assembly
: number of fuel rod rows and columns

a.2.i)

(2) Fuel Rod Radial Nodalization
The fuel rod cross sectional view considered by SCORCH-B2 is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.1.

As shown in this figure, the pellet is divided into several annuli of equal thicknen. The number
of division, N, is assumed to be common to all rod groups and given by input. The cladding it
treated as a single region. Each region is represented by the "node" which is placed on the
midpoint of the inner and outer boundary. These nodet are numbered from center to outside.
The outermost pellet node is the N-th node and the cladding node it the Nl («N+1 )th node.

(3) Values Calculated by Subroutine RSYSTM
Subroutine RSYSTM calculates the following geometrical values for the later use:
(i) Thicknesses of one radial region of pellet and cladding (cm)

(7.2.2)
\4re== T cos—T as

where r^, ias and r ^ are respective radii of pellet surface, cladding inner surface
and cladding outer surface, which are given as input,

(ii) Radii at outer boundary of nodes (cm)

Nod*
Numbtr

Fit. 7.2.1
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f (for n= 1,2, ,N)

(for»=Nl)
(iii) Radii of nodes (cm)

(for»=l,2, ,1

(for«=Nl)

(7.2.3)

(7.2.4)

(iv) Areas per AZ of pellet surface, cladding inner surface, cladding outer surface and
chennelbox(cm*)

(7.2.5)

where POT is one side perimeter of channelbox which is given as input,
(v) Volumes of pellet, cladding and channelbox (cm1)

(7.2.6)

where eOT is channelbox thickness given as input,
(vi) Volumes of annuli (cm3)

(forn=l)
(for»=2,3,...,N)

Vc (for»=Nl)

(vii) Masses of pellet, cladding, fuel rod, channelbox and fuel assembly (g)

W,=PrV,

W«,D=W,+ We

(7.2.7)

(7.2.8)

(viii) Masses of radial regions (g)

(forn=l,2,...,N)
(7.2.9)

(for»=Nl)

Subroutine RSYSTM furthermore calculates the radiation view factors and the
radiation response matrix. The calculation methods are described in Subsections
7.2.7 and 7.2.8.

7.2.3 H«ft Generation by NuclMrRMctiom
SCORCH-B2 considers two kinds of heat sources; one is from nuclear reactions which

continue still after the shutdown and the other is from metal-water chemical reaction (oxida-
tion). In this section only the former is described and the latter is described in Subsection
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7.2.4.
In SC0RCH-B2, heat generation rate at each radial node in each fuel rod is obtained from

the following equation:

q^(O=QASST(t)-s»,,(t>=QASSY(0)-s™A'((t)-si,.,,(t) (7.2.10)

where
q£°SE(t) : heat generation rate per AZ of n-th node in m-th rod (cal/sec)
QASSV(t) : heat generation rate per AZ of fuel assembly (cal/sec)
s™. »(t) : fraction of QASSY (t) that is generated at n-th node in «j-th rod ( - )
sTRAN(t) : transient power relative to operation power (—)

In this equation sraAN(t) represents the power transient and SmK(t) represents the heat
distribution in the assembly. The ways of calculation these two parameters are described
below.

(1) Power Transient
Transient heat source is made up of the three contributions: (1) the fission power gene-

ration, (2) the decay energy from the fission products, and (3) the decay energy from the
heavy elements (actinides). Thus it is written as:

sT«AH(t)=s"(t)+sACI(t)+sl"'(t) (7.2.11)

where
s"(t) : fission product decay heat relative to operation power ( - )
sACT(t): actinide decay heat relative to operation power ( - )
spis(t) : fission heat relative to operation power ( - )
The relative fission product decay heat is calculated by the Shure's equation4) on the

assumption that irradiation is infinite and the shutdown occurs simultaneously to the initia-
tion of the accident.

s"(t)=tf"Af (7.2.12)

where
a?? : Multiplier for Shure's equation, given as input
A,a: Coefficients in Shure's equation, the values of which are shown in TiMt 7.2.2.

Time ranges are modified in SCORCH-B2 considering discontinuity in original
equation.

The relative actinide decay heat is calculated for 23'U and w*Np. Assuming the con-
stant neutron flux irradiation illustrated in Fig. 7.2.2, the relative actinide decay heat curve

Table 7.2.2 Coefficients in Shure's equation

[Original]

[Modification]

timennfe

lO-'^KlO1

10'^t^l.SX 10*
l.SX10a<t<4X10*
4 X 10' % t Is 2 X 10*

O^KO.l

7.76^t< 153.7

153.7£t<~

A

0.O6O3

O.0766

0.1301

0.26S9

0.0699

0.0603

0.0766

0.1301

*

0.0639

0.1807

0.2834

0.3350

0

0.O639

0.1807

0.2834
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Tim after Shutdown

Fig. 7.Z2 Neutron flux history utumed for
•ctinide deciy heit cdculttion.

after the shutdown can be derived as:

where
t, : irradiation time (sec)
t, : time after shutdown (sec)
^ : decay constant of2" U = 4.91 x 10"4 sec"lS)

X' : decay constant of23' Np = 3.41 x 10"6 sec"1 s )

y : disin tegration energy of i3t U = 0.456 MeV s )

y' : disintegration energy of239 Np = 0.434 MeVs)

Y : total energy release per fission (MeV)
2. •. total absorption cross section (cm2)
Sf : total fission cross section (cm1)
C : conversion factor

Assuming the infinite irradiation, the above equation becomes as:

From this equation, the steady-state relative actinide decay heat is:

Eliminating CZa/Y£. between Eqs. (7.2.14) and (7.2.15) results in:

(7.2.13)

(7.2.14)

(7.2.15)

This equation can be simplified within an accuracy of 10~} for shutdown times less than
103 seconds into the following equation:

sACT(O=s*CT(0){0.512e-4-tIXI<1"''+0.488} (7.2.17)
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SCORCH-B2 reads the value of sACI(O) as input and calculates sACT(t,) for each time step
using Eq. (7.2.17).

As for the fission heat, it is given as time-dependent input.
(2) Heat Distribution
SCORCH-B2 calculates the heat distribution by the following equation:

s«,.,,(t)=s!>
0D(t)sX0M(t) (7.2.18)

where
sSfCt) • fraction of assembly power that is generated in m-th group rod.
s2°°E(t) : fraction of rod power that is generated at n-th radial node. Assumed to be

common to all groups.
These two parameters, s*0D(t) and s^°DE(t), are calculated considering the gamma heating
effect.

f siO

U r l ( t ) = r ( t ) s K o o t - r + { l - r ( t ) } s S ^ ( 7 > 2 > 1 9 )

where
r (t) : fraction of heat generation rate due to gamma ray absorption.
sj00'r : fraction of assembly power due to 7-ray absorption in m -th fuel rod.
s«<».r ; fraction of assembly power due to other contributions in m -th fuel rod.

SNOM, • fraction of rod power due to 7-ray absorption in n-th radial node.

S«K>*. : fraction of rod power due to other contributions in n-th radial node.
In Eq. (7.2.19), the gamma heating fraction, ?(t), is calcualted as:

(t)_s"(t)rFP+s*CT(t)rACT+s"'(t)r"s (7.2.20)
s™*ll(t)

where y^, y*^1 and T " 8 are the fractions of fission product decay heat, actinide decay heat
and delayed fission heat that are caused from gamma ray absorption respectively. The heat
distributions s*0D», s*0D", sj*0™" and sj*°DE>5 and the gamma heating factions ?**, y"?
and 7 n s are given as input on the assumption that these values are time-independent.

7.2.4 Mttal-Water Raaction

The zirconium-water chemical reaction rate is calculated by the Baker-Just equation*1:

de _ 33.3 f -22900
i r - ^ S ^ e x p V T + 2 7 3 . 1

where
gum . thickness of reacted zirconium (cm)
fie : density of cladding (g/cm3)
T : temperature of reaction surface (°C)

As for the oxidation at the cladding outer surface, its reacted thickness is calculated as

(7-2.22)

where subscript cos represents the cladding outer surface and subscript i and i*i denote
the time step numbers. <**£££ is a correction factor for the reaction rate and given as input.
The value of tf^f is set to zero at the beginning of the accident and at each time step it
is replaced by the new value calculated by the above equation.

Where a cladding is calculated to deform at a certain time (See Subsection 7.2.9), the
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outer surface oxide (jiicknest is changed as

(7.2.23)

where subscripts OID and NEW refer to the respective values before and after the deformation
and a81*61-1- and a

R E M A I N are the input parameters specificed as follows:

aswEii . nonnaiized post-swelling radius ( - )

aREMAiN. M a s s conservation rate of oxide throughout deformation.
h aREMAiN _ j ̂  0 X j j e m a s s is completely conser/ed on the rod surface.
I f aREMAIN = Q> ft m e a n s 3 j | o x W e f a j , s Q f f

The oxidized" thickness at the cladding inner surface is given as follows, similarly to
Equation f 7.2.22}

where subscript a s represents the cladding inner surface and a^J* " a correction factor for
the reaction rate given as input. The value of 6j§g* is set zero before the cladding deformation
and claculated for etch time step after the deformation.

Metal-water reaction is exothermic and the heat generation rate at the cladding outer and
inner surfaces are given as follows:

( 7 2 - 2 5 )

where A W 1 ^ and AWJJj1 are the mass of the metal zirconium which has reacted with
oxygen during time interval At and QKEACT is the reaction heat per unit mass (*1.54 x 10*
cal/g). Using the values 0 ro£ and 0*^f> which can be calculated by Equations (7.2.22) and
(7.2.24), AW***? and AW"Sf are obtained as follows:

(7.2.26)

where a ™ and a ™ are the cladding outer and inner surface areas.

72.5 H«at Conduction within Fut4 Rods

The model for the heat conduction calculation within fuel rods is illustrated in Fig.
72 .3 . As shown in the figure, each fuel rod consists of Nl ("N + 1) radial nodes. Adopting the
forward-explicit method, the temperature of each node at each time step is:

T»'=THH—q" qA q" (7.2.27)

where
T. : n -th node temperature (°C)
q. : heat generation rate of n -th node (cal/s)
q«N : heat inflow rate from inside boundary of n -th node (cal/s)
q?" : heat outflow rate from outside boundary of «-th node (cal/s)
C : heat capacity of n -th node (cal/°C)

From now on, the values at the new time step are represented with shoulder mark '.
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Fu«l Clodding

JAEM1H3

I
Fig. 7.2.3 Fuel rod nditl conduction model.

The heat generation rate, qH, is calculated in the manner described in Subsection 7.2.3,
where qn was denoted as q^°B

DE- The heat capacity, CB, is calculated as follows:

_ f CpCTj-Wr^for »=1,2....,N)
C" iccCTj-W, (for»=Nl) (7-2.28)

The heat inflow rate, qj^, and the heat outflow rate, <J°UT. are calculated by

0 (for»=l)

— =qS^(for»=2,3,...,N) (7.2.29).

(for »=N1)
RB-1 ,«

where

Rfl, K+l
-GAP (for«=N) (7.2.30)

Rx. j : thermal resistance between x and y (°Cs/cal)
q™' : heat generation rate from metal-water reaction at cladding inside surface (cal/s)
qcos" : heat generation rate from metal-water reaction at cladding outside surface

(cal/s)
qGAP : heat flow rate through pellet-cladding gap (ctl/s)
qC0NV : heat removal rate by convection from rod surface (cal/s)

. n e t fe^ r e m o v a ] r a t e by radiation from rod surface, or emitted heat rate minus
absorbed heat rate (cal/s)
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The thermal resistance R, „ in the above quation is calculated as follows:

= a n r l n r

(7.2.31)

*- ln rm)/-lc(Tm)

Tr.os

where
r, : radius at point x (cm)
h 0" : gap conductance (cal/cmIs°C)
hC0NV: convective heat transfer coefficient (cal/cm2s°C)

The heat flow rates qGAP and qC0NV are calculated from the following simultaneous equa-
tions:

(7.2.32)

rp
CIJ 1 M

m,cos
(7.2.33)

Rcos.wuf

Solving the above for qGAP and q001™ gives:

qGAP=r

q = "

(7.2.34)

R«T,«T, COS

The temperatures at the pellet surface and cladding inner and outer surfaces, Tpy, TCIS and
^cos'can ^ e calculated as follows using the calculated heat flow rates:
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Tc,s= (7.2.35)

RcOS.B

The temperature distribution within each fuel rod in steady state can be calculated from
the following equations, which are obtained from Eqs. (7.2.30), (7.2.32) and (7.2.33) on the
assumption that q

NETRAD ; qMWR ̂ d q^R are zero:

q«r Rps.crs

(7.2.36)

T^T^+qS"^

where q®VT is given by the following equation:

(7.2.37)

where q(. is the heat generation rate at each node in steady state. The thermal resistance Kxy

is obtained from Eq. (7.2.31). Since R̂ ,̂ depends on temperature, temperature-resistance
interative calculation is needed. At first arbitrary temperature distribution is assumed and the
corresponding resistances are calculated by Eq. (7.2.31). Using these resistances, the tempera-
ture distribution is calculated from Eq. (7.2.36) and compared with the assumed distribution.
This process is repeated until the temperature distribution converges.

7.2.6 Channelbox Temperature
In SCORCH-B2, the channelbox is treated as a lamped mass. The chpnnelbox tempera-

ture is calculated by

(7.2.38)

where
T C H : channelbox temperature ("C)

qc» : heat generation rate per AZ of channelbox. qwf in Subsection 7.2.3 (cal/s)
qjg1" : convective heat flew rate from channelbox to coolant (cal/s)
qNETRAD . n e j ra{iiatjon from channelbox to fuel rods (cal/s)
^t : time interval (s)
CCn : heat capacity of channelbox (cal/°C)

Convective heat transfer rate q ^ v in the above equation is calculated as follows:

qc
cr'=2acHhcg0NV(Tc«-TK,«) (7.2.39)

where
a en : one-side surface area of channelbox (cm2)
TBBLK '• coolant temperature (°C)

hcSNV : convective heat transfer coefficient at channelbox surface (cal/cm2 s°C)
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The convective heat transfer coefficient h ^ ^ is given by input as a function of time.
If the channelbox surface is wetted after the core spray initiation, however, it is replaced by
a nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient given by input. The channelbox wetting is decided
by the wetting front elevation of the water film falling down on the channelbox surface.

The wetting front elevation of the channelbox ZW E r is calculated by the following equa-
tion:

ZWET=ZCORE-JTSPRAY uWETdt (7.2.40)

where

ZCORE : elevation of the top of the heated section (cm)

when the top of the heated section is wetted by the core spray. Given by
input (s)

u"ET : channelbox wetting velocity (cm/s)
This equation is solved by the following differential equation:

( z w E T ) r = z w E T _ u w E T , t ^

(ZWET=ZC0RE when t £ t 5 m v )

The wetting front velocity uWET can be calculated based on the Yamanouchi's equa-
tion7):

u = t f JTt-^T, (7.2.42)
PCH CcH Tcff~ TtUlK

where
icH : thermal conductivity of channelbox (cal/cm s°C)
pen : density of channelbox (g/cm3)
CCH : specific heat capacity of channelbox (cal/g°C)
OCH : thickness of channelbox (cm)
4T t : difference between Leidenfrost temperature and saturation temperature, given

by input (°C)
ATs = qc«/ (2 hcFacH) • difference between wetted wall temperature and saturation

temperature (°C)
qc« : heat generation rate within channelbox per AZ (cal/s)
acH : channelbox one side surface area per AZ (cm3 )
tf"ET : correction factor for wetting velocity (—)

7.2.7 Radiation View Factors between Fuel Rods

For the analysis of the radiational heat exchange between the fuel rods and the channel-
box after the core uncovery, the geometrical view factors between the rods and channelbox
must be calculated, where a view factor can be defined as the fraction of the total radiation
emitted from a source surface that strikes a target surface. SCORCH-B2 calculates the view
factors at the beginning of the accident for the rods without deformation and re-calculates
them whenever a rod deformation is calculated to occur.

The view factor calculation model is based on the following assumptions:
(1) Two-dimensional radiation is assumed by neglecting axial heat transmission.
(2) Temperature, emissivity and therefore emitted heat flux are uniform at each fuel

rod surface.
(3) Figure of cladding is kept to be concentric circle after its deformation.
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Fig. 7.2.4 "Shadow area method" for calculating radiation view factor
in three-dimensional problem.

View factor is calculated as f | - | = ~ 7 ~ / S M d (a

As for the cladding diametral expansion, SCORCH-B2 assumes that all the rods have a com-

mon strain and the normalized post-swelling radius is given as input. The view factor calcula-

tion subprograms, however, allow an arbitrary strain for each rod unless the rod-to-rod contact

occurs.

The view factors can be calculated by the Shadow Area Method,91 which was introduced

in the course of SCORCH-B2 development. In this method the view factor is given as a func-

tion of the shadow areas of the radiating and the irradiated bodies by parallel rays. The general

form of the equation is as follows (See Fig. 7.2.4):

~U<» (7.2.43)

where
f, _2 : view factor from body " 1 " to body "2" (—)

Ai : surface area of body " 1 " (cm1)

do : s-nall solid angle arround direction u ( - )
fi : whole directions (= 4JT)

S,,2 : intersection area of Si(u>) and Sfu), which are shadow areas of body " 1 " and

body "2" by parallel rays in w-direction (cm 2 )

For two-dimensional radiation, the above equation becomes much simpler (See Fig. 7.2.5):

*2 de» (7.2.44)

where
Pi : perimeter of body " 1 " (cm)
d<t> : small angle arround direction 0 (—)

SJta : intersection line length of Si<*> and S j w which are shadow line lengthes of
body " 1 " and body "2" by parallel rays in ^-direction (cm)

For the later use, it is more convenient to define another type of "view factor", which is

the fraction of the total radiation emitted from a source surface that does not arrive to a target

surface. In this report, such a view factor is named a "bypass rate". The equations for the by-

pass rates for three-dimensional and two dimensional problems are written as follows, res-

pectively:
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Fig. 7.2.5 "Shadow area method" for calculating radiation view fictor
in two-dimensional problem.

View factor is calculated at f ,- .=—^

(7.2.45)

2 ? f (7-2>46)

where
(\ -i '• bypass rate above defined ( - )
Si'"; : shadow area of body "1" by parallel rays in co-direction that is not intersected

by body "2" (cm2)
S[*| : shadow line length of body "1" by parallel rays in ^-direction that is not inter-

sected by body "2" (cm)
Fig. 72.6 shows an example of the fuel bundle with ballooning rods. We assume one

rod "R" as a raditing body and consider the radiation from "R" to other rods. We first know
that no radiant ray from "R" reaches the hatched rod surfaces because the fuel rod radius-to-
pitch ratio of the current BWR's are sufficiently large. Thus we must consider the following
two types of radiation in Fig. 7.2.7, which are parts of the fuel bundle shown in Fig. 7.2.6:

(1) Radiation to the fuel rods "11", which are in the same row or column of the radia-
ting body "R". The view factor to "V" is denoted as u, (< = 1,2,3,...).

(2) Radiation to the fuel rods "V.", which are in the adjacent row or column to the
radiating body "R". The view factor to "V " is denoted as v̂  {] = 1,2,3,...).

For i ^ 2, the view factor u, is given as the summation of two view factors w( and w/, which
are the fractions of the total radiation leaving "R" that reaches "Uf" through the upper and
the lower passes of U,, U2, . . , U?_ i, respectively. We further define a bypass rate e y for the
later use, which is the fraction of the total radiation that passes through the slit between
U 1 , U , , . . . , U , a n d V x , V 1 V,.

Piror to the view factor calculation, we must discuss the relation among the view factors.
We first consider the case ;=/="! using Fig. 7.2.8, which can be obtained by supposing minors
on the R - U, and R - U,' lines in Fig. 7.2.7. As readily known, the value of the view factor
v, in this figure is not changed from that in Figure 72.7. Since the total of the view factors
(including bypass rates) from a certain body is unity, the euqation for v, is:

2u1+2u, t+4v l+4£,,,+4£,, l
l=l (7.2.47)
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ooo

[RJ Fuel Rod from which Radiation Is Considered

Fuel Rods In Some Row or Column as R

f y Fuel Rods In Adjacent Rows or Columns to R

# p Fuel Rods at which No Radiant Roy Arrives

Fig. 7.2.6 Example of BWR fuel rod bundle with ballooned rods.

Fig. 7.2.7 Part of fuel bundle shown in Fig.7.2.6 with notation of view factors.

Vl="4"~"f
(7.2.48)

If we can calculate u, and E,%, (It means we can calculate u t ' and £,,, '), we can calculate

v, from the Equation (7.2.48).

We next consider the general case using Fig. 7.2.7. As for the radiant rays which have
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Fig. 7.2.8 Ratittion view fictort to icUacent rodi.

passed the gap between U^, and V,_,, these rays either pass the gap between U,_, and
V, or arrive at \{. Thus the view factor v( can be written as follows using &if'.

v, = £1_l,,_1-£,_,., (.=2,3,4, ) ' (7.2.49)

Similarly, considering the radiant rays which has passed the Uy_, - V, gap, the view factor
w, can be represented as follows:

w<=£,-_,,.•-€,-,,• 0=2,3,4, ) (7.2.50)

We further know the following relation

u,=w, + w ; (7.2.51)

Therefore, if we can calculate e ( / (< = 1,2,3,. . . ;/ = i,i+l), (It means we can calculates', A
we can calculate the view factors'u^ and v, (< * 2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ).

From the above discussion, only the following two types of the view factor calculations
are required for the radiating body "R",

(1) Calculation of u,
(2) Calculation of it, (f = 1,2,3 , . . . ; / = i, /+1)

The view factor calculation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 72.9.
As easily known from Fig. 72.10, the view factor u, for the case $R ^ $ r / ] can be

calculated by the following equation.

, ) J (7.2.52)

where £ is the relative radius to the pitch (The view factors are same for the similar systems)
and the angles <l/, and î  j are calculated by the following equations.

Similarly, for the case $R ^ f v

u, = — • {2fu,

(7.2.53)

(7.2.54)

where
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I Compute u. \\(U.r.2.SZ\
UZJJU7.2.M/
Computt ut

Compute /,.,

[Cwnputt if,.

I El. A. 531

lEc.7.2.601

IEt.7.2.60)

(Ei.7.2.48)

Fig. 7,2.9 Logical flow for calculating view facton,

Fig. 7.2.10 Calculation of view factor Up

Utint S(*) abore ihown, v,=
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f ^,=siiT l

\
L ^2=sin-'

(7.2.55)

As described before, the bypass rate, which is the fraction of the total radiation that does
not arrive at a target surface, is calculated by the following equation for two-dimensional
problems:

e.:,=TT- f ! l S ( * ) d * (7.2.56)

where Sfo) is the width of the radiant rays that pass through between the rod group U,, U2,
. . . , Uf and the rod group V,, V a , . . . , V.. (These rod groups are from now on called simply
as "obstacle U" and "obstacle V.")

As known from Fig. 7.2.11, the calculation of S(<A) is considered for the following three
cases:
(1) For a certain direction *, some rays pass through between the obstacle V and the obfttcle

V but the obstacle V does not work as an actual obstacle. In this case, S(«» is denoted
as Sytt).

(2) For a certain direction <t>, some rays pass through the obstacle U and the obstacle V tnd
both obstacle work as real obstacles. In this case, S($) is denoted as S y K(*).

Obstacl* V

(1) A Part of ^-direction Beam is Cut by Obstacle U.

Obstacle V

(2) A Pirt of 0-direction Beam is Cut by Obstacle U and V.

Obstaclt V

(3) No Bum in a Direction 4> Passes bttwatn U and V.

Fig. 7.2.11 Calculation of bypass ate ty.

Using «•) above shown, (i.i=J^-J"^
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(3) For a certain direction #, no rays pass through the obstacles U and V. In this case, of
course S(0) = 0.
By using the above definition, Eq. (7.2.56) can be written in the following form:

(7.2.57)

where, as shown in Fig. 7.2.12,
irKU: inclination of outer common tangent of radiating body R and obstacle U
irsv : inclination of inner common tangent of radiating body R and obstacle V
irUtY : inclination of inner common tangent of obstacle U and obstacle V.

According to the variation of • , the fuel rod which works as an actual obstacle is changed.
In reality, the procedure to find the actual obstacles U, and V, is a little more complicated.
When the numbers of the actual obstacles, IO) and Jfo), are obtained for each value of 0,
SU(.<P) and Sv y(Q) are calculated by the following equations as shown in Fig. 7.2.13.

Suit) =e*-Sut+1 (*) sin0 (7.2.58)

R.V

R,U

Fig. 7.2.12 Definition of ^ R , U , V's.

OQQ
a : In the case that ^ ^ S

b: In the case that

Fij. 7.2.13
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Substituting Eqs. (7.2.58) and (7.2.59) into Eq. (7.2.57) finally yields the equation for it f:

(7.2.60)- K W ) sintf+costf }d«M

Reader can fined a more detailed explanation in Ref. 10).

7.2.8 Radiation Heat Transfer between Fuel Rods and Channelbox
During the course of blowdown, the water level in the reactor vessel continues to fall

down. After the water level comes down lower than the elevation of interest, the fuel rods
at that height are exposed to the steam and the radiational heat transfer becomes significant.
The analytical models used to calculate radiational heat transfer are based on the following
assumptions:
(1) Fuel rods are arrayed in a square lattice and the sectional profile of the rod is of a circle

before and after its deformation.
(2) Only the radiation in the x-y two-dimensional plane is considered, neglecting the axial

radiation.
(3) All the fuel rods which belong to a group are in the same geometrical conditions.
(4) Radiant flux is uniform and isotropic over the whole surface of all fuel rods which

belong to the same group.
(5) Reflected flux is uniform and isotropic over the whole surface of all fuel rods which

belong to the same group.
(6) Each surface is a gray body.
(7) Radiational heat transfer from the time t( to the time t, + At can be calculated only from

the thermal conditions at the time t(..
We consider the system of M radiating bodies and denote vectors and matrices as follows:

{T4}=(T,4.T8
4, ,T«4) : fourth power of surface temperature (°K«)

{Q/}= ((Q/) , , (Q/)2 , (Q/)H ) : heat flow rate (cal/s),

where meanings of superscript and subscript are:

EMIT: heat emission rate
APPEAR : apparant radiation rate (emission plus reflection, or radiosity)
ARRIVE : heat arrival rate
REFLECT : heat reflection rate
ABSORB : heat absorption rate
NETRAD : net radiation rate (emission minus absorption)

B : black body surface
G : gray body surface

1

CO=

0
: unit matrix ( - )
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[A)=

A,

(«]=

[0=

\0

' '\ 0
o \

fl -I fl -J fl -M

U-\ U-i U'M

: surface area (cm2 )

emissivity ( - )

f«-l f«-2 lu-U

view factor (-)

where parentheses ( } , ( ) and [ ] mean vector, diagonal matrix and ful! matrix, res-
pectively.
Using the above definition, the interchange of the thermal radiation among gray body surface
is calculated as follows based on the Sparrow and Cess method.
Emission from each surface is given by the Stefan-Boltzman's law:

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (=1.355 x 10"" cal/scma°K*).
Since radiosity (apparent radiation) is the summation of emission and reflection,

{Qc«.pE*l.}= { Q c l l«TJ+ {Qc.EfLECT} (7.2.62)

Heat arrival rate at each surface can be given as:

{Q0*«"IVE} = {Qc
A?"A»}[f] (7.2.63)

A part of the arrival heat is reflected and the rest is absorbed at the surfaces. Since absorp-
tivity is equal to emissivity in the case of gray body, reflection and absorption at each surface
are:

:{QGAIIRIVAL)(1_£3 (7.2.64)

(Q^BVALJk-, (7.2.65)

From definition, net radiation rate is:

{Q0™™*D}= { Q G
E M I T } - {Qo"*01"}

Solving Eqs. (7.2.62) ~ (7.2.66) for % ABS0RB and QG
 NETRAD results in:

where [g] is the gray body factor matrix given by the following equation

(7.2.66)

(7.2.67)

(7.2.68)

(7.2.69)
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SCORCH-B2 modifies the above equation into the relationship among the representa-
tive surfaces of M bodies. We consider the representative surface area a,,, on each surface A^
and intend to obtain the heat flow rates per the representative surface areas. We first define
vectors and matrices as follows:

{qY*} = {(qYX)i,(qYX)2, .(qv

representative surface area (cal/s)

•" heat flow rate per

Ca)=

O)=

X 0
o \
V 0
0 \

representative surface area (cm3)

"H

number of representative surface areas
on each surface ( - )

Substituting Eqs. (7.2.70) and (7.2.71) into Eqs. (7.2.61) ~ (7.2.66) yields:

From the above definitions, we directly gain the following relations:

CA)=Cav)=(aX«') (7.2.70)

(7.2.71)

(7.2.72)

(7.2.73)

(7.2.74)

(7.2.75)

(7.2.76)

(7.2.77)

(7.2.78)

Considering the similarity between Eqs. (7.2.61) ~ (7.2.66) and Eqs. (7.2.72) ~ (7.2.77),
q ABSORB andq^ETRAD c a n D e d e r ived as:

(7.2.29)

where [fEQ ] is the "equivalent view factor" matrix defined as:

(7.2.80)

where [gEQ ] is the "equivalent gray body factor" matrix given by the following equation:

[g«»]= Ce )[f "»](n)-11 -eJtf*])-1 U D (7.2.81)

We further define the equivalent radiation response matrix tfEQ ] as:
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(7.2.82)
Using [0^ ], q NETRAD c a n b e w r i t t e n as-

{qo
NEra*D} = {T4}[19K1] (7.2.83)

Once we can obtain the equivalent view factors [ f 6 0 ) , we can calculate [ g ^ ] and

using Eq. (7.2.81) and (7.2.82), respectively. Then we can calculate the radiational heat ex-

change rate qg™**0 from Eq. (7.2.80) or (7.2.83).

If we consider each fuel rod group as one body and each fuel rod as the representative

surface area on it, the radiation between the representative fuel rods can be described directly

from the above discussion. In this case, the meanings of the variables are:

M : number of groups including channelbox

[a) : surface area of representative fuel rod (cm*)

0 ) : number of fuel rods which belong to each group

{qY
x} : heat flow rate per one fuel rod of each group (cal/s)

(QYX) : heat flow rate per group (cal/s)

[f ] : view factor between groups ( - )

[f™1] : view factor between representative rods ( - )

[g ] : gray body factor between groups ( - )

Eg"0] : gray body factor between representative rods ( - )

The view factor between groups is defined by the following equation:

In this case,

fm-n : v i e w f a c t o r f r o m m - th g r o u p t o n - t h g r o u p (—)

QME*"T : heat emission rate from m -th group (cal/s)
Q^STBIKE . h e a t ai-rjva] rate flom m .fl, group t o n-th group (cal /s)

Thus

2 Sqf-T
KE Z £q.E>"Tf-T

• g / g i s m j e ( 7 . 2 . 8 5 )
I q,EMlT £ q,EMIT

iEo iS«i

where; and / are the numbers given to all rods and the channelbox in the assembly and

q,EM1T : heat emission rate from /-th fuel rod (cal/s)

q,5J*1KE : heat arrival rate from /-th fuel rod to/-th fuel rod (cal/s)

itSf : view factor from i-th rod to /-th rod ( - )

Since the heat emission rates from the rods belonging to each group are same, Eq. (7.2.85)

can simply be written as:

f-. = — S S U-T <7-2-86)

If we write this equation in a matrix formulation,

[ f ] = [ i j [ | 1 ] ' (7.2.87)

where [it] is the "view factor summation matrix" defined as follows:
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/*1,2

#2,2

I (7.2.88)

Substituting Eq. (7.2.87) into Eq. (7.2.68) given an equation for the equivalent view factor

( 7 - 2 - 8 9 )

(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)

Summarizing the above discussion, we can calculate radiational heat exchange rates
between the representative fuel rods by the following procedure:
(1) Calculate rod-to-rod view factor f y 0 D in the manner described in Subsection 7.2.7.
(2) Calculate view factor summation matrix [it], using Eq. (7.2.88).

Calculate equivalent view factor matrix [f*°- ] , using Eq. (7.2.89).
Calculate equivalent gray body factor matrix [gEQ ] , using Eq. (7.2.81).
Calculate equivalent radiation response matrix [0EQ J, using Eq. (7.2.82).
Calculate net radiation vector q(NE™A» using Eq. (7.2.83).

Steps (1) ~ (5) are executed at the beginning of this code and whenever the cladding defor-
mation is calculated to occur. Step (6) is executed at every time step if the radiation is con-
sidered in the stage.

7.2.9 Cladding Deformation
The cladding deformation model in SCORCH-B2 is very simple. The cladding is assumed

to balloon and rupture instantaneously when its temperature reaches a certain deformation
temperature. The deformation temperature is assumed to be common to all fuel rod groups
and given as input.

If a certain rod is decided to be deformed, the geometry of the rod is changed as des-
cribed by the following equations:

, NEW— _ NEW a NEW (7.2.90)

where r, 6 and a are radius, thickness and surface area per Az, subscript c, as anc cos mean
cladding, cladding inner surface and cladding outer surface, and superscript OLD and NEW mean
the value before and after the deformation, respectively. The parameter aSWELL (= 1 + J 5 * ^ )
is the normalized cladding outer radius after deformation. It is assumed to be common to all
rod groups and given as input.

The oxide thicknesses at the cladding outer surfaces are changed as described in Sub-
section 7.2.4. For the deformed rod, oxidation is considered at the inner cladding surface of
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the rod and the gap conductance after deformation is used.
If at least one cladding is calculated to be deformed during a certain time step, all radia-

tion view factors are recalculated and using them the radiation responce matrix is recalculated
as described in Subsection 7.2.8.

7.3 Input Requirements

7.3.1 Flow Chart for Data Input
In SCORCH-B2, input data are classified into following five groups, each of which is read

in by a different input subroutines of the code.
(1) Material properties such as density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity of assembly

components, read by Subroutine RPROPM.
(2) Geometrical information such as dimensions of components, read by Subroutine

RSYSTM.
(3) Steady state conditions such as assembly linear heat rate and heat distribution, read by

Subroutine RSTEDY.
(4) Some important parameters such as spray initiation time, deformation temperature and

multipliers for the Baker-Just correlation, read by the main program.
(5) Transient conditions such as relative fission power, coolant temperature and rod surface

heat transfer coefficients, read by Subroutine RTRANS. These data are read stage by
stage as described in Section 7.1.

The flow chart for data input is illustrated below. The meaning of each variable is explained
in Subsection 7.3.2.
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Subrout ine RPROPM : Input o f Mater ia l p r o p e r t i e s

' CARD 1 . 1 : FORMAT (2413)

INPCP, INPCC, INPCB,
INPLP, INPLC, INPLB,
IHPRO, IHPBF, INPGP

yes

/CARD 1 .2 : FOBHAT (5A«, 5F10.0) /

/ (HOIECP(N), N « l , 5 ) , TMINCP, THAXCP/

• I ,
/ CARD 1.3 : FORMAT (7F10.0) /

/ (TKM), N-l, IHPCP) /

/CARD 1.4 : FORMAT (7FlO.Oy

/ (CP(N), N-l, IHPCP) /

yes
IINPCC-O;

no

/CARD 1.5 ; FORMAT (5AA, SF1O.O) /

/(NOTECC(N), N-l .5) , TMINCCTMAXCC/

3 Z - 7
CARS 1.6 : FORMAT (7F1O.O)/
(TT(N), N - l , IWPCC) /

/CARD 1.7 : FORMAT (7F1O.O)

/ (CC(N), M- l , INPCC)~ 1

/CARD 1 .8 : FORMAT (5A4. 5FIO.O) /

/(MOTBCB(N). W - 1 , 5 ) , IWINCB, IMAXCB/

/CARD 1.9 : FORMAT (7F1O.J

) , N - l , INPCB)

J,
CARD 1.10 : FORMAT (7F10 .

(CB(N). M- l , INPCB)

Control parameters for
reading material propertie

Coment for pellet heat
capacity data

Teoperaturft-depenient
pellet heat capacity

Comment for cladding
heat capacity data

Temperature-dependent
cladding heat capacity

Content for chsr.nelbox
heat capacity data

Teaperature-dependent
channelbox heat capacity
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y e s

/ CARD 1 .11 :

/(NOTELP(N), H"

/CARD 1 .12 :

/ (TT(N), N - 1 ,

/CARD 1.13 :

/ (LP(N), N - 1 ,

FORMAT (5A4, 5F10.O) /

• 1 , 5 ) , THINLP, TMAXLP/

FORMAT

INPLP

FORMAT

INPLP)

(7F10.0)/

I
(7F10.0)/

I

yes

/CARD 1.14 : FORMAT (5A4,

/(NOTELC(N), N - 1 , 5 ) , TMINLC,

1
/CARD 1.15 :

/ (TT(N), N - 1 ,

•L
/CARD 1.16 :

/ (LC(N), N - 1 ,

FORMAT

INPLC

FORMAT

INPLC)

(7F10

(7F1O.

5F10.0) /
, TMAXLC/

.0)1

17
O)/

J

/CARD I . 17 : FORMAT

/(NOTELB(N), N - 1 , 5 ) ,

/CARD l .

/ (TT(N),

/CARD I .

/ (LB(N).

J-
18 : FORMAT

N - 1 , IHPLB)

i
19 : FORMAT

N - i , INPLB)

(5A4, 3F10.0) /

TMINLE, TMAXLB /

(7F1O.O) /

I
(7F1O.O)/

/

y e s

/CARD 1.20 : FORMAT (7F10Vd)7

/ RHOP, RHOC, RWCB /

@

Coanent for pellet Cher
conduclivity data

Temperature-dependent
pellet thermal conductivity

Coamcnt for cladding th«r»a
conductivity data

Temperature-dependent
cladding thermal
conductivity

Comment for chennelbox
thermal conductivity data

Temperature-dependent
channelbox thermal
conductivity

Dentlties of pellet,
cladding and channelbox
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yes

/CARD 1 .21 ; FORMAT ( 7 F 1 0 . 0 ) /

/BLACKP, BIACKC, BLACKS /

yes

CARD 1 .22 : FORMAT ( 7 F 1 0 . 0 ) /

HTCGAP(l), HTCGAP(2) /

Eaissivities of pellet
cladding and channelbox

Gap condactances before
and .after deformation

yes

|HTCCAP(2)»HTCGAP(1)

Subroutine RSYSTM : Input of geometrical informations

/CARD 2.1 : FORMAT (2flI3) /

/ NARRAY, MMAX, NMAX /

MMAXl-MMAX+1
HMAX1-NMAX+1

Number of fuel rod rows,
number of fuel rod groups
and number of radial nodes
in pellet

DO
J-l, NARRAY

/CARD 2.2 : FORMAT (2413)

/ (NC(I,J), 1-1, HARRAY)

-6
'CARD 2.3 : FORMAT (2413) ,

RPELET, RCLADI, RCLADO /
PITCH, PERIMB, THICKB /

/CARD 2.3 i FORMAT (7F10.0) /

/ ZCORE, ZCALC, DZ /

Group nuabers of fuel rods

Horizontal dimensions

Axial dimensions

Subroutine RSTEDT : Input of steady-*tate condition*

/ CARD 3.1 ; FORMAT (2413)

/ IHPSMR, INPSMG, INPSNR,
I IHPSNG

Control paraoeters for
reading heat distributions
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/CARD 3 . 2 ; FORMAT ( 7 ? l 0 . 0 ) /

/ (SMR(M), M-l , HMAX1)~ /

yes
IHPS1

/CARD 3 . 3 : FORMAT ( 7 F 1 0 . 0 ) /

/ (SMG(M), M-l , M1AX1) /

yea

/CARD 3 . 4 : FORMAT (7F10 .0 ) /

/ (SNR(N), N - l , HMAX1) /

yes

/CARD 3 . 5 : FORMAT ( 7 F 1 0 . 0 ) /

/ (SNG(N), N - l , NMAX1) /

/CARD 3.6 : FORMAT (7F1Q.O) /

/ SACTO, SFPMLT, SFISG, 7
/ SFPG, SACTG I

I
/CARD 3 . 7 : FORMAT ( 7 F 1 O . Q ) /

/ QLINEA, TTBLKO /

M-l , MMAX1

/CARD 3 . 8 : FORMAT ( 7 F 1 0 . 0 ) /

/ (HOUTO(M), M-l , MMAX1) /

Non-y originated nest
distribution within a
fuel assembly

Y originated heat distribu-
tion within a fuel assembly

Non-Y originated heat
diatrlbution within fuel
rods

Y originated heat distribu-
tion within fuel rods

Itenizatlon of heat sources

Assembly linear heat rate and
coolant temperature

Convective heat transfer
coefficients at rod suifaces
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Main program : Input of some parameters

T

/
/CARD 4 . 1 : FORMAT (7F10.0

DTTL, HTCWET, TOPWET
TTFAIL, EXSWEL, REMAIN 7

/CARD 4.2 ; FORMAT (7F1O.O) /

/ FMffRI, FMWRO, FOWET /

Parameters about channelbox
wetting and cladding
deformation

Multiplier* for metal-water
reaction rates and channelbox
wetting velocity

ITSTART - o.o

\ NSTAGE - 1,20

Subroutine RTRANS : Input of transient condition*

/CARD 5.1 : FORMAT (7E10.0)

/ TEND, DT, DTPRHT

Stage end tine and ti«e
aeihes for calculation
and printing

yes
[ stop

(CARD 5.2 ; FORMAT (2413)

MAXTTB, LOGTTB, INTTTB,
MAXHTC, LOGHTC, INTHTC,
MAXFIS, LOGFIS, INTFIS,
JRAD

yes

Control parameters for
input and interpolation of
transient condition and
option parameter for radia-
tion calculation

/ CARD 5.3 ; FORMAT (7E10.0)/

/ (TINP(I), 1-1, MAXTTB) /

CARD 5.4 : FORMAT (7E1O.C

(TISP(I), 1-1, MAXHTB)

Time-dependent coolant
temperature
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yes

I CARD 5.« :

/ (TIHP(I),

\M«1,

/CARD 5.5 :

/ (HTCINP(I)

FORMAT (7E1O.O) /

I-l, MAXHTC) /

DO \

MMAX1 /

FORMAT (7EXO.O) /

, I-l, MAXHTC) /

A

/CARD 5.6 : FORMAT ( 7 E I 0 . 0 ) /

/ (TINP(I), ! • ! , MAXFIS) /

/CARD 5.7 : FORMAT ( 7 E 1 0 . 0 ) /

/ FISINP(I), 1 -1 , MAXFIS) /

Ti«e-d*pendent heat
transfer coefficient*

Tine-dependent r e U t l v e
f ic t ion power

TSTART - TEND

7.3.2 Descriptions of Input Variabte

The meanings of the input variables which has appeared in the Flow Chart for Data Input
are described below.

Card Field Variable
Number Number Name

1.1 1 INPCP
2 INPCC
3 INPCB

4 INPLP

5 1NPLC

6 INPLB

Description

Control parameter for reading pellet heat capacity
Control parameter for reading cladding heat capacity
Control parameter for reading channelbox heat capa-
city
Control parameter for reading pellet thermal conduc-
tivity
Control parameter for reading cladding thermaf con-
ductivity
Control parameter for reading channelbox thermal
conductivity
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For each of 1-6 variables:
If INP** = 0, a built-in correlation is used. (See Table
7.2.1)
l'f INP • • £ 1, the respective property mutt be read by
cards as a function of temperature. At first wine com-
ments are read byCard 1.2,1.5,1.8,1.11,1.14 or 1.17.
INP** temperature data are next read from lower
value to upper value by Card 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 1.12, 1.15
or 1.18, then the corresponding property data are
read by Card 1.4, 1.7, 1.10, 1.13, 1.16 or 1.19. A
maximum ot 100 pairs is allowed.

7 INPRO Control parameter for reading densities of pellet, clad-
ding and channelbox.

8 INPBF Control parameter for reading emissivities of pellet,
cladding and channelbox.
For each of 7 and 8 variables:
If INP** « 0, built-in data are used, (see Table 7.2.1)
If INP**- 1, the data must be read by the card (Card
1.20 or 1.21, respectively)

9 1NPGP Control parameter for reading gap conductances before
and after the cladding deformation. If INPGP « 0, no
card is requested and the two values of conductances
are set to be 0.1356 ctl/cmJ e°C (1000 Btu/ft» hr °F).
If INPGP * 1, one value is read by Card 16 and uted
for the both situations. If INPGP « 2, two values cor-
responding to the respective conditions are read by
Card 1.22.

Cards 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10, 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13, 1.14, 1.15
and 1.16, and 1.17, 1.18 and 1.19 are required only if INPCP, INPCC, INPCB, INPLP.INPLC,
INPLB^ 1, respectively

1.2 1-5 (NOTECP(N), Note of pellet heat capacity data

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
ofCP(N)data(°C)

1.3 1-7 (TT(N), Temperature for CP(N) tabulation C O
N=l, INPCP)

1.4 1-7 (CP(N), Pellet heat capacity corresponding to the temperature
given by Card 1.3. (cal/gr °C)

1.5 1-5 (NOTECC(N), Note of cladding heat capacity data

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
ofCC(N)dataCC)

1.6 1-7 (TT(N), Temperature for CC (N) tabulation f C )

1-5

6
7

1-7

1-7

1-5

6
7

1-7

1-7

1-5

6
7

1-7

1-7

1-5

(NOTECP(N),
N - 1 , 5 )

TMINCP 1
TMAXCP J
(TT(N),
N=l, INPCP)
(CP(N),
N=l, INPCP)
(NOTECC(N),
N-1,5)

TMINCC 1
TMAXCC J
(TT(N),
N=l, INPCC)
(CC(N),
N- l , INPCC)
(NOTECB (N),
N=l,5)
TMINCB 1
TMAXCBJ
(TT(N),
N*l, INPCB)
(CB(N),
N=l, INPCB)
(NOTELP(N),
N = l , 5 )

1.7 1-7 (CC(N), Cladding heat capacity corresponding to temperature
given by Card .1.6. (cal/gr °C)

1.8 1-5 (NOTECB (N), Note of channelbox heat capacity data

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
ofCB(N)data(°C)

1.9 1-7 (TT(N), Temperature for CB (N) tabulation (°C)
N*l, INPCB)

1.10 1-7 (CB(N), Channelbox heat capacity corresponding to tempera-
ture given by Card 1.9. (cal/gr °C)

1.11 1-5 (NOTELP(N), Note of pellet thermal conductivity data
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6 TMINLP 1
7 TMAXLP J

1.12 1-7 (TT(N),
N=1,INPLP)

1.13 1-7 (LB(N),*>
N=1,INPLP)

1.14 1-5 (NOTELC(N)
N = l , 5

6 TMINLC 1
7 TMAXLC J

1.15 1-7 (TT(N),
N=1,INPLC)

1.16 1-7 (LC(N), *>
N=1,INPLCP

1.17 1-5 (NOTELB(N),
N = l , 5 )

6 TMINLB \
7 TMAXLBI

1.18 1-7 (TT(N),
N=1,INPLB)

1.19 1-7 (LB(N),*>
N=1,INPLB)

Card 1.20 is requested only if INPRO
1.20 1 RHOP Pellst density (gr/cms)

2 RHOC Cladding density (gr/cms)
3 RHOB Channelbox density (gr/cm3)

Card 1.21 is requested only if INPBF =1
1.21 1 BLACKP Emissivity of pellet ( - )

2 BLACKC Emissivity of cladding ( - )
3 BLACKB Emissivity of channelbox ( - )

Card 1.22 is requested only if INPGP > 1

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
ofLP(N)dataCC)

Temperature for LP (N) tabulation (°C)

Pellet thennal conductivity corresponding to tempera-
ture given by Card 1.12. (cal/cm s C)
Note of cladding thennal conductivity data

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
ofLC(N)data(°C)

Temperature for LC (N) tabulation (°C)

Cladding thennal conductivity corresponding to tem-
perature given by Card 1.15. (cal/cm s C)
Note of channelbox thermal conductivity data

Lower and upper limit temperatures for available range
of LB (N) data

Temperature for LB (N) tabulation (°C)

Channelbox thermal conductivity corresponding to
temperature given by Card 12. (cal/cm s°C)

=1

1.22

2.1

ird 2.2
2.2-1

2.2-J

1
2

1

2
3

is requested
1:8

1-8

2.2- 1-8
NARRAY

2.3 1
2

HTCGAP(l)
HTCGAP (2)

NARRAY

MMAX
NMAX
by NARRAY cai
(NC(1,1),
(1=1, NARRAY)
(NC(LJ),
1=1, NARRAY)
(NC(1,

NARRAY),
1=1, NARRAY)

RPELET
RCLADI

Gap conductance before deformation (cal/cm3 s°C)
Gap conductance after deformation (cal/cmVC).
If INPGP = 1, this value is set equal to HTCGAP (1).
Number of columns (=the number of rows) of fuel
rods in fuel assembly. (NARRY > 8)
Number of fuel rod groups. (MMAX < 64)
Number of radial nodes in fuel pellet. (NMAX < 10)

is.
Group number of fuel rod positioned at (1,1)

Group number of fuel rod positioned at (I, J)

Group number of fuel rod positioned at (I, NARRAY)

Maximum of NC (I, J) must be equal to MMAX and
no miss number is allowed from 1 to MMAX. Group
number of channelbox is set to be (MMAX+1)
Pellet radius (cm)
Cladding inner radius (cm)

*) LP(N),LC(N) and LB(N) are reil type arrays.
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2.4

3.1

3
4
5
6
1
2

3
1

7. SCORi

RCLADO

PITCH

PERIMB

THICKB
ZCORE
ZCALC

DZ
INPSMR
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Cladding outer radius (cm)
Rod-to-rod pitch (cm)
Channelbox one-side perimeter (cm)
Channelbox-thickness (cm)
Heated section length (cm)
Elevation of interest measured from lower end of
heated section (cm)
Axial increment (cm)
Control parameter for reading non-7 originated heat
distribution within fuel assembly

2 INFSMG Control parameter for reading 7 originated heat dis-
tribution within fuel assembly

3 INPSNR Control parameter for reading non-7 originated neat
distribution within fuel rods

4 INPSNG Control parameter for reading 7 originated heat dis-
tribution within fuel rods
For each of 1-4 variables:
If INPS *• = 0, built-in distribution (flat distribution) is
used.
If INPS** « 1, fraction of heat generation within etch
rod or node is read by Card 3.2,3.3,3.4 or 3.5, respec-
tively.

Card 3.2 is required only if INPSMR = 1
3.2 1-7 (SMR (M), Fraction of heat generation not caused by 7-rty »b-

M=l, MMAX1) sorption in fuel rod belonging to the M-th group. SMR
(MMAX1) represents the fraction of heat generation
rate in channelbox. These values are normalized to at
to satisfy following equation.

MMAX

S SMR(M)-OCPY(M)+SMR(MMAX1)=1
U - l

where OCPY(M) is number of fuel rods belonging to
M-th group.

Card 3.3 is required only if INPSMG = 1
3.3 1-7 (SMG(M), Fraction of heat generation caused by 7-ray absorption

M=l, MMAX1) in fuel rod belonging to M-th group. SMG (MMAXl)
corresponds to the channelbox. These values are
normalized as such

MMAX

S SMG(M)-OCPY(M)+SMG(MMAX1)=1
M-l

Card 3.4 is required only if INPSNR = 1
3.4 1-7 (SNR (N), Fraction of heat generation not caused by 7-ray ab-

N=l, NMAX1) sorption in N-th radial node. For all groups, same heal
distribution among radial nodes is assumed.
SNR (NMAX1) represents fraction of heat generation
in cladding. These values are normalized as such

N1UX

2 SNR(N)+SNR(NMAX1)=1
H-l

Card 3.5 is requested only if INPSNG - i
3.5 1-7 (SNG (N), Fraction of heat generation caused by 7-ray absorption

N=l, NMAX1) in N-th radial node. For all groups, same distribution is
assumed. SNG (NMAX1) corresponds to cladding.
These values are normalized as such

NMAX

S SNG(N)+SNG(NMAX1)=1
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3.6

3.7

3.8

4.1

1

2

3

4

5

1

2
1-7

1

SACTO

SFPMLT

SFISG

SFPG

SACTG

QLINER

TTBLKO
(HOUTO(M),
M=1,MMAX1)
DTTL

4.2

HTCWET

3

4

5

6

TOPWET

TTFAIL

EXSWEL

REMAIN

5.1

5.2

1 TEND

DT

DTPRNT
MAXTTB

LOGTTB

INTTTB

MAXHTC

LOGHTC

INTHTC

Fraction of actinide decay heat to total reactor power
in steady-state. Left blank or zero, 0.0038 is applied.
Multiplier to fission product decay heat calculated by
Shure's correlation. Left blank or zero, 1.2 is applied.
Fraction of fission heat due to 7-ray absorption. Left
blank, 0 is applied.
Fraction of fission product decay heat due to 7-ray
absorption. Left blank or zero, 0.5 is applied.
Fraction of actinide decay heat due to 7-ray absorp-
tion. Left blank or zero, 0.S is applied.
Linear heat rate at interested elevation of interested
assembly in steady-state (cal/cm s)
Coolant temperature in steady state (°C)
Corrective heat transfer coefficient at surface of M-th
group rod in steady-state (cal/cm3 s°C)
Difference between Leidenfrost temperature and
saturation temperature. (°C)
Let blank or zero, 50.00 is applied.
Convective heat transfer coefficient at channelbox
surface (one side) after wetting by core spray, (cal/
cm' s°C)
Time when water film is formed at top of heated
section, (s)
Temperature level where cladding deformation occurs.
°C)

FMWRI

FMWRO

FUWET

Following cards are read for each stage

Post-swelling radius normalized to original radius. (—)
A maximum of PITCH/RCLADO is allowed.
Fraction of remaining oxide thickness to theoretical
thickness after swelling assuming conservation of oxide
mass. ( - )
Multiplier for zirconium-water reaction rate given by
Baker-Just correlation at cladding inner surface. Left
blank or zero, 1.0 is applied.
Multiplier for reaction rate at cladding outer surface.
Left blank or zero, 1.0 is applied.
Multiplier for wetted front velocity given by Yama-
nouchi correlation.

Stage ending time (s)
If TEND < TEND of the previous stage (or 0.0 for the
first stage), all computation is ended.
Time increment for transient calculation in this stage
(s).
Output time interval size in this stage (s).
Number of data pairs of time and coolant temperature
in this stage.
Control parameter for interpolating coolant tempera-
ture.
Control parameter for interpolating coolant tempera-
ture.
Number of data pairs of time and heat transfer coeffi-
cient in this stage.
Control parameter for interpolating heat transfer co-
efficient.
Control parameter for interpolating heat transfer co-
efficient.
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7 MAXFIS Number of data pairs of time and relative fission power
in this stage.

8 LOGFIS Control parameter for interpolating fission power.
9 INTFIS Control parameter for interpolating fission power.

For each of variable 1,4 and 7:
If MAX*** = 0, corresponding parameter is kept to be
final value at previous stage (for first stage, steady state
value) during this stage.
If MAX*** 1 1 , MAX*** data pairs are read by Card
5.3 and 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 or 5.7 and 5.8, respectively,
then parameter during this stage is given by interpola-
tion from them.
If MAX*** = 1, interpolation result is same value as
input parameter.
For each of valiable 2, 5 and 8:
If LOG***= 0, direct interpolation is performed.
If LOG***= 1, logarithmic interpolation is performed.
For each of variable 3.6 and 9:
If INT*** = 0 or 1, linear interpolation is performed.
If INT*** = 2 or 3, combined quadratic interpolation
is performed.

10 JARD Option parameter for radiation heat transfer calcula-
tion in this stage.
If JRAD * 1, radiation between fuel rods and chtnnel-
box is considered.
If JRAD * 0, it is not considered during this stage.

Cards 5.3 and 5.4 are required only if MAXTTB Sfe 1
5.3 1-7 (TINP (I), Time for TTBINP (I) tabulation (s)

1=1, MAXTTB)
5.4 1-7 (TTBINP (I), Coolant temperature corresponding to time given by

1=1, MAXTTB) Card 5.3 (°C)
Cards 5.5 and 5.6 are required only if MAXHTC > 1. Card 5.6 is required for MMAX1 fuel rod
groups in this case.

5.5 1-7 (TINP(I), Time for HTCINP (I) tabulation (s)

5.6-1 1-7
i
i
i

(TINP (I),
1=1, MAXHTC)
(HTCINP (I),
1=1, MAXHTC)

Convective heat transfer coefficient of i'irst fuel rod
group corresponding to time given by Card 5.4 (cal/
cmVC)

5.6-M 1-7 (HTCINP (I), Convective heat transfer coefficient of M-th fuel rod
I 1=1, MAXHTC) group (cal/cmJs°C)

5.6- 1-7 (HTCINP (I), Convective heat transfer coefficient of channelbox
MMAX1 1=1, MAXHTC) (cal/cmVC)

Cards 5.7 and 5.8 are required only if MAXFIS > 1
5.7 1-7 (TINP (I), Time for FISINP (I) tabulation (s)

1=1, MAXFIS)
5.8 1-7 (FISINP (I), Fission power relative to steady-state fission power

1=1, MAXFIS) corresponding to time given by Card 5.7 ( - ) .

7.3.3 Output Description
The principal output data of SCORCH-B2 are:

(1) Material properties of pellet, cladding and channelbox, which are given as input or calcu-
lated using built-in correlations in Subroutine RPROPM. These data are printed by Sub-
routine WPROPM.

(2) Geometrical informations such as dimensions of components. Some are given as input
and others are calculated from them in Subroutine RSYSTM. These data are printed by
Subroutine WSYSTM.
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(3) Transient conditions during each "Stage" given as input in Subroutine RTRANS. These
data are printed by Subroutine WTRANS.

(4) Thermohydraulic conditions within fuel assembly at each time such as relative heat
generation rate, power profiles and temperature profiles, which are calculated by Sub-
routine STEADY or TRNSNT. These data are printed by Subroutine WRESLT at the end
of each stage (including the end of steady-state calculation) and every time interval
AtPRiNT w n i c n jg g j v e n 35 m p u t b y Subroutine PTRANS.

(5) Informations about cladding deformation calculated by Subroutine FAILUR. These data
are printed by this subroutine whenever deformations occur.
The user can control the amount of the output data by selecting a suitable size of the

output time interval AtPRINT for each stage.

Nomenclature

A, a Coefficients in Shure's equation given by TaWi 1.22 ( - )
Am Surface area o f m -th body ( c m 2 )
a™ Representat ive surface area o f m-th b o d y ( c m 9 )
am Surface area o f m -th group rod ( cm J ) *
aps, &cis, acos Areas o f pellet surface, c ladding inner surface and cladding outer surface

( c m a ) *
acw Channelbox surface area (one side) (cm* )*
Cn Heat capacity of n -th node (cal/°C)*
Cca Heat capacity o f channelbox (cal/°C)*
C Conversion factor (—)
c n cc, CCH Specific heat capacities of pellet, cladding and channelbox (cal /g°C)t
im-n View factor from m -th body to n -th body ( - )
im-n View vactor from m -th rod group to n -th rod group ( - )
fm-n Equivalent view factor from m -th group representative rod to n-th group

representative rod (—)
f; *?D Rod-io-rod view factor ( - )
gm-n Gray body factor from m -th body to n -th body ( - )
gn-« Gray body factor from m -th rod group ton n -th rod group (—)
gm-S Equivalent gray body factor from m th group representative rod to «-th

group representative rod (—)
h G A P Gap conductance (cal/cm1 °C)t
h C 0 N V Convective heat transfer coefficient at rod surface (cal/cm3 s"C)t
hcS 0 N V Convect ive heat transfer coeff ic ient at channe lbox surface ( c a l / c m 1 s"C)'''
hcHET Convective heat transfer coefficient at channel box surface after its wetting

by jore spray (cal/cm2 s°C)^
Fue> rod number which works as actual obstacle for ^-direction radiant rays.
Used in view factor calculation
Fuel rod number which works as actual obstacle for ^-direction radiant rays.
Used in view factor calculation

£•, j Fraction of total radiation from radiating rod R that passes through slit
between obstacles U, , U , , . . . , U; and V, , V a , . . . , V; ( - )

^m-n Fraction of total radiation from body "m " that does not arrive at body "n "
M Number of fuel rod groupŝ "
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N
N,=N + 1

P.,

Pc«

Q

QASSY

QASSY

q
_ _ NODE
<ln. Qm, n

qc«

qc/s »<icos

q»O

sffff

Group number of channelbox
Number of radial nodes in fuel pelletf
Node number of cladding
Number of rows or columns of fuel rods in assembly^
Number of fuel rods in assembly
Perimeter of body "m" (for 2-dimensional problems] (cm or dimensionless)
One-side perimeter of cliannelbox (cm)^
Heat generation or transfer rate per rod group (cal/s)
Heat generation rate within fuel assembly, or assembly power (cal/s)*
Linear heat generation rate of assembly ̂  (cal/cm s)
Heat generation or transfer rate per one rod (cal/s)*
Heat generation rate at n-th node of m -th group rod (cal/s)*
Heat generation rate within channelbox (cal/s)*
Heat generation rates by metal-water reaction at cladding inner and outer
surfaces (M/s)*
Heat generate when unit mass of zirconium reacts with water (cal/g)
Convective heat removal rate from rod surface to coolant (cal/s)*
Convective heat removal rate from channelbox surface to coolant (cal/s)*
Heat flow rate through pellet-cladding gap (cal/s)*
Net radiation from rod surface, or heat emission rate minus heat absorp-
tion rate (cal/s)*
Heat inflow rate to r. -th node from its inside boundary (cal/s)*
Heat outflow rate from R -th node to its outside boundary (cal/s)*
Thermal resistance between (n-i)th and n-th nodes (s°C/cal)*
Radii at pellet surface, cladding inner surface and cladding outer surface
(cm)t
Radius at outer boundary of R-th node (cm)
Radius of n-th node (cm)
Radial increment of pellet node (cm)
Radial increment of cladding node (cm)
Shadow area of body "m " by parallel rays in w-direction [for 3-dimen-
sional problems] (cm2 or dimensionless)
Shadow line length of body "m" by parallel rays in ^-direction [for 2-
dimensional problems] (cm or dimensionless)
Intersection of shadow area by radiating body "m " and shadow area by
irradiated body "n" [for 3-dimensional problems] (cm3 or dimensionless)
Intersection of shadow line length by radiating body "m " and shadow line
length by irradiated body "R ' [for 2-dimensional problems] (cm2 or
dimensionless)
Shadow area of radiating body "m " by parallel rays in co-direction that is
not intersected by irradiated body "»" [for 3-dimensional problems]
(cm2 or dimensionless)
Shadow area of radiating body "m " by parallel rays in ^-direction that is
not intersected by irradiated body "»" [for 2-dimensional problems]
(cm2 or dimensionless)
Width of radiant rays in ^-direction that pass through slit between obsta-
cles U,, U , , . . . , Vi and V,, V a , . . . , V). Normalized to rod pitch ( - )
Normalized widths of radiant rays, defined in Subsection 7.2.7 ( - )
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sF P Fission p r o d u c t decay hea t relative t o ope ra t ion p o w e r , o r relative F .P .

decay heat (—)
s*011 Relative actinide decay heat (—)
sPIS Relative fission heat ( - ) +
S TIMN = S FP + S A CT + S FIS R e i a t i v e transient power ( - )

s« R 0 D F r a c t i o n o f assembly p o w e r genera ted in m - th g roup r o d (—)'

s w
R 0 D p T Fraction of assembly power due to 7-ray absorption in m -th group rod

<->t
S|)BOD,r Fraction of assembly power due to other contributions in m-th group rod

(-)t
S ) J NODE Fract ion of rod power generated in n -th node (—)

S|]KODE, r Fract ion of rod power due to 7-ray absorpt ion in n -th node (—)t

SIJNODE, r Fract ion of rod power due t o o ther contr ibut ions in n -th node (—)t
s», n—sm

80D • sB
N0DE Fract ion of assembly power generated in «-th node of m -th group node

(-)
T Temperature (" C or ° K)
Tn Temperature a t«- th node (°C>
TCM, TCOT Temperatures at cladding inner and outer surfaces (°C)
Tctf Channelbox temperature (°C)
TWLX Coolant temperature (°C)"f
JTS Superheat of wet ted wall of channelbox, or wall temperature minus satu-

ration temperature (°C)

<*Tt Leidenfrost superheat, or Leidenfrost temperature minus Saturation
temperature (°C)+

t Time (s)
U Time after shutdown (s)
to Irradiation t ime (s)
t S P R A Y Time when top of heated section is wetted by core sprcy (s)"^
t S T A R T Starting time of each "stage" (s)t
t E N D Ending time of each "stage" (sft
&\ Time increment size (s)^"
• ^ t P R I N T Output time interval size (s)t
u,=w, + w,' View factor from R to U,. Defined in Subsection 7.2.7 ( - )
u W E T Channelbox wetting velocity (cm/s)
Vft Vc, Vca Volumes of pellet, cladding and channelbox (cm3 )*
V n

N 0 D E Volume of K-th node (cm3 )*
vj View factor from R to Vy. Defined in Subsection 7.2.7 ( - )
W ^ y = N «oD • WKU,+WC« Mass of fuel assembly (g)*
WS0fl=WF+Wc Mass of fuel rod (g)*
Wft Wc, Wcw Masses of pellet, cladding and channelbox (g)*
W n

N 0 D E Mass of «-th node (g)*
^WC"*R, J Wcos* Masses of metal zirconium reacted with oxigen during certain time incre-

ment at cladding inner and outer surfaces (g)*
w<, w,' Fractions of total radiation from R that arrives l̂ - through both sides of

U, ,U, U M r o w ( - )
Y Total energy release per fission (MeV)
y, y' Disintegration energies of339 U and " 9 Np (MeV)
z Elevation from bottom of heated section (cm)
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ZWBT

iz

Greek Letters

Mm,»

Vm

I PC, PCH

0
00

Subscripts

Elevation of top of heated section, or length of heated section
Elevation of interest (cm)'
Elevation of wetting front on channelbox surface (cm)
Axial increment (cm)'

Multiplier for Shore's equation (—)'
Multipliers for Baker-Just equation at cladding inner and outer surfaces
( - ) f

Multiplier for Yamanouchi's equation (—)'
Post-swelling fuel rod radius normalized to original radius, or unity plus
post-swelling strain (—)'
mass conservation rate through deformation. Defined in Subsection 7.2.9
( - ^
Element of equivalent radiation reponse matrix (cal/s°K4)
Fraction of heat generation rate due to 7-ray absorption (—)
Fractions of F.P. decay heat, actinide decay heat and fission heat due to
7-ray absorption ( - ) t
Emissivities of pellet, cladding and channelbox ( - ) t
Emissivity at w-th group rod surface ( - )
Thickness of cladding (cm)
Thickness of channelbox (cm)^
Thicknesses of zirconium reacted at cladding inner and outer surfaces (cm)
Thermal conductivities of pellet, cladding and channelbox (cal/cms°C)^
Decay constants of "» U and " ' Np ( f 1 )
Summation of view factors. Defined in Subsection 7.2.8 ( - )
Number of fuel rods which belong to m-th group
Radii of radiating rod R and irradiated rod U, and V̂ , normalized to rod
pitch ( - )
densities of pellet, cladding and channelbox (g/cm3)'
total absorption and total fission cross sections (cm1)
Stefan-Boltzman constant = 1.355 x 1CT12 (cal/cmJs°C)
Angle ( - )
Neutron flux ( cm~V)
Neutron flux during irradiation (enfJ s"1)
Inclinations of outer common tangent of R and U, inner common tangent
of R and V, and inner common tangent of U and V. Defined in Subsec-
tion 7.2.2 ( - )
Inclinations defined in Subsection 7.2.7 ( - )
Whole solid angle ( - )
Direction, or solid angle (—)

c
CIS, COS

CH

i

i,i

Cladding
Cladding inner and outer surfaces
Channelbox
Time step number
Fuel rod identification numbers
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» *

Ml

m, n

N

m

n

NEW

OLD

P

PS

*

"i . "i

Stage number
Channelbox group number
Fuel rod group numbers
Outermost pellet node number
Cladding node number
Node number
After deformation
Before deformation
Pellet
Pellet surface
Radiating Fuel Rod
Irradiated fuel Rods

Vectors and Matrices

X = (X, , X , , . . . , Xm )

' . 0
diagonal matrix

[x]=

>

Xs,i

Xi.l -

X2.2 -

i\
\

Xm, n

full matrix

Notice
In this nomenclature,.

(1) Variables with * represent the values per an axial increment AZ, and
(2) Variables with t are the input variables for SCORCH-B2.
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8. System Performance

When the individual codes were programmed and became ready for execution, they were
examined for their respective validity both from numerical and physical points of view, using
various experimental data or results of other preceding codes. Some of such individual verifi-
cation studies have already been reported elsewhere '•2-3-4-12).

Having in mind the above individual verification studies, we will not duplicate them in
this chapter. Rather we will concentrate on the system performance, i.e. the workability of
the system as a whole, starting from a given break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary
of a full scale BWR to the peak cladding temperature (PCT) and the cladding oxidation thick-
ness (COT), so as to be able to evaluate the ECCS performance with a logic and a reasonable
conservatism required and intended in the Guideline.

In such studies as above, it is important first to determine the combination of the member
codes and the data transfer at their interfaces, as well as to identify any sensitive parameters
which may significantly affect the PCT and COT, thus to establish how to use the system for
given LOCA cases. To this end, the system performance studies described in this chapter were
performed with the following specific objectives,
(i) To confirm the capability of the system in analyzing the whole necessary process of

typical LOCAs.
(ii) To determine when and what kind of calculated data to be transferred among codes

along with various phases of a LOCA.
(in) To examine the adequacy of the parallel use of ALARM-B1 and THYDE-B1 for a large

break blowdown analysis,
(iv) To examine the adequacy of the use of ALARM-B1 for a large break analysis without

feed back from the core analysis by HYDY-B1.
(v) To examine the adequacy and consistency of the use of the system to cover the entire

spectrum and thereby to demonstrate the performance of the code system for a broad
range of LOCA analysis. '

To meet above objectives, the following series of analyses was performed.
(1) Large Break LOCA Analysis
According to the calculation procedure as described in Chapter 2, a through analysis of

a typical large break LOCA was performed to meet the objective (i), (ii) and (v). To begin
with, however, it was necessary to examine the parallel use of ALARM-B1 for a large break
blowdown analysis as stated in the objective (iii). Details of this examination are described
in Section 8.1. Confirming the validity of the parallel use, a large break LOCA analysis was
performed, which shows that results calculated by each member code are adequate and data
transfer between codes is determined so as to ensure a conservative evaluation of PCT and
COT. Details are described in Section 8.2.

(2) Small Break LOCA Analysis and Break Spectrum
These analyses were also to meet the objectives (i), (ii), and (v). A typical small break

LOCA was selected and analyzed as the base case. Data transfer for small breaks was also
examined. In addition, a broad range LOCA analyses from 100% recirculation line break to
0.4% were performed to give a break spectrum. The results are shown in Section 8.3.
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(3) Iterative Calculation between ALARM-B1 and HYDV-B1
This study was to meet the objective (iv) above. As pointed out in the precending

chapters, one of the drawbacks of the present code system is that ALARM-B1 has no
mechanistic heat transfer capability in the core during blowdown. The heat transfer from the
core to the coolant is assumed appropriate and input to ALARM-B1, then re-calculated once
by HYDY-B1 using ALARM-B1 results. To examine the adequacy and consistency of this
method, an iterative calculation was made between ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1. The results
of this study are shown in Subsection 8.2.2, indicating that the present method is adequate
when the initial input to ALARM-B1 are appropriately arranged.

(4) Sensitivity Study on Some Input Parameters
Sensitivity studies were performed for most of the member codes and have been reported

in companion references.1>2i3>4) In addition to these individual studies, sensitivities of the
system performance to some parameter, such as the bubble separation parameter Ca used in
THYDE-Bl and the core heat transfer rate for THYDB-B-REFLOOD, were examined. Details
are described in subsection 8.2.2.

8.1 Companion of Results by ALARM-B1 and THYDE-Bl for • large Break Blowdown

In a large break LOCA the most important parameters to the PCT and COT are the time
when DNB takes place and the time when the core is uncovered. On the other hand, in a small
break LOCA, a good heat removal from the core is expected before the sore uncovery, there-
fore only the core uncovery time is of interest to the PCT and COT.

In the present version of the code system, DNB is predicted in HYDY-B1 using the
information provided by ALARM-B1, and the core uncovery time by THYDE-Bl. Hence,
THYDE-Bl is used for all break sizes while ALARM-B1 is used in parallel with THYDE-Bl
where the break is so large that DNB plays an important role to the PCT and COT.

The problem indicated in the objective (iii) is whether there are any contradictions
between the results of the two codes when used in parallel. To clarify this problem, a 200%
double ended break in a recirculation line was selected for comparison because of the following
reason. From the individual verification experience it has been, considered that the region
where DNB is important is-well within the range of the capability of ALARM-B1. On the
other hand THYDE-Bl was originally developed with mostly small breaks in mind and was not
fully confirmed of its capability to a large break case. Therefore, if there exists any contra-
diction, it would most clearly appear at the largest break size i.e. a 200% break in a recirculation
line.

8.1.1 Problem Description and Input Arrangements

With a typical 1100 MWe power plant with 8 x 8 fuel assemblies, the instantaneous double
ended break of one of the recirculation pipes was selected for this comparison study. The
calculation^ conditions and input arrangements for both codes were as follows.

(1) Cakulational Conditions
(i) The size and location of the postulated system break are a double-ended offset shear

break at the recirculation pump suction line,
(ii) The initial reactor power is 8.215 X 10s Kcal/s (3440 MWt). The power fraction in

the bypass region is the value of 0.02 of total. The change of power generation after
break is based on the reference 5).

(iii) The flow resistance of recirculation pump in the broken loop is neglected. The trip
of intact recixculation pump is assumed to occur at 0.01 seconds after break
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initiation. When the steam quality of the suction fluid becomes greater than 0.01,
the pump head is assumed to vanish.

(iv) The steam flow to turbine is assumed unchanged until 4.5 seconds after break
initiation, then to decrease linearly from the initial rating to zero within 0.5 seconds.

(v) The flow rate of the feed water is linearly decreased from the full flow rate at the
initial state to zero within 0.5 seconds after break initiation.

(vi) The efficiency of the steam separator is assumed to be 0.98 and unchanged during
the whole transient.

(2) Input Models for ALARM-B1 and THYDE-B1
(i) Nodalization

The ALARM-B1 and THYDB-B1 models describing the 1100 MWe class BWR
are shown in Figs. 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, respectively. The nodalization of each cal-
culation is determined with the consideration of the roles and features of each code.

In the ALARM-B1 model, the inside of the shroud is divided into four control
volumes; the lower plenum (Volume 1), the core (Volume 2), the core bypass
(Volume 8) and the upper plenum (Volume 3) to provide data of core inlet con-
ditions during blowdown for the HYDY-B1 code to calculate the heat transfer
coefficient. On the other hand considering the role of the THYDE-B1 in a large
break LOCA analysis as to determine the time of core uncovery inside the ihroud is
modeled as one control volume with three subregions; subcooled, two phase and
saturated steam regions. The respective region volume is variable during the
transient.

The fluid region outside the shroud is described by three control volumes in
tiie ALARM-B1 model; the volume 9 is the steam dome and contains all the steam

a.

Recirculation
Pump

) — Volume

J 1 . — Junction
Recirculation

Pump

Fig. 8.1.1 BWR fluid system model for ALARM-B1 calculation.
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Fig. 8.1.2 BWR fluid system model for THYDE-B1 calculation.

above the steam dryer, the volume 4 is the saturated upper downcoiuer region and
extends from the feedwater entry location upward to the bottom of the steam dryer,
and the volume 5 is the lower downcomer region and contains the subcooled water
between the feedwater entry location and the bottom of the downcomer.

In the ALARM-B1 model the mixture level outside the shroud is calculated by
the following manner to avoid the vapor-mixture layering in a vertical stack of
volumes. The fluid regions outside the shroud are described by three control
volumes as mentioned above so long as the mixture level is above the feedwater
sparger. When the mixture level is below the feedwater sparger but above the
recirculation pump suction line, the lower downcomer volume, mass, and energy
are added to the upper downcomer. The mixture level and quality distribution
calculation are now extended into the lower downcomer. Namely the upper and
lower downcomer are combined to form one volume with a bubble separation
model. Finally when the mixture level is below the reticulation pump suction line
the fluid regions outside the shroud are combined to form one homogeneous volume.
In the THYDE-B1 calculation, the outside of the shroud is presented by one control
volume including three regions; subcooled, saturated mixture and saturated steam
regions.

The nordalization differences between both calculations are due to the differ-
ences in the analytical models provided in each code. The two recirculation loops
are described by two volumes in both codes.
Fluid volume Data
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The bubble separation at the mixture surface in THYDE-B 1 calculation was
calculated using an option of the average void fraction below the mixture surface.
The bubble velocities relative to the mixture surface in both codes are different;
in ALARM-B1 the constant input value 0.3048 m/sec was used and in THYDE-B 1
the Wilson's correlation was used.

The volumes inside the shroud in ALARM-B1 are assumed to be homogeneous.
The parameter for bubble separation in the volume inside the shroud of the
THYDE-B 1 model was detennined on the basis of the energy balance in the core at
the steady state.

The recirculation line volumes are assumed to be homogeneous in both codes,
(iii) Junction Model Data

The differences of the junction model between both calculations are the break
flow model and the steam separator flow model. In ALARM-B1 the mass flow rate
through the steam separator is calculated using homogeneous two phase model
during whole transient. THYDE-B 1 uses the slip flow model so long as the mixture
level in the volume inside the shroud is top of th? volume. The THYDE-B 1 break
model considers smooth change of the stagnant enthalpy when the mixture level
in the downcomer passes through the recirculation pump suction line. Since the
THYDE-B 1 fluid volume model does not allow the two phase mixture region to
disappear, the recirculation pump suction line is assumed to be-located at the
elevation of 0.1 m from the bottom of the downcomer to avoid the mixture level
to diminish. In the ALARM-B1 model the fluid region outside the shroud becomes
one homogeneous volume when the mixture level drops to the bottom of the
downcomer as described earlier. The break in both calculation is assumed to be
located near the vessel outlet nozzle in the suction pipe of a recirculation line.
The two break flow paths in each calculation are opened for 0.01 seconds from
0 to 200%. The Moody critical flow model is used to calculate the break flows
from both ends of the break with the contraction coefficient of 1.0. However, due
to the differences of the fluid volume model in each code which influence the
stagnant properties, calculated break flows may not agree with each other,

(iv) Heat Transfer Data for ALARM-B 1
ALARM-B 1 does not calculate heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant

5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Time (sec)

Fig. 8.1.3 Heat transfer input for ALARM-B1.
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during transient but it is given as input data. In this study, first THYDE-Bl was
run with the input core heat generation rate as stated in (IMii) of this subsection,
and the obtained heat transfer as shown in Fig. 8.1.3 was then input to ALARM-B1.

8.1.2 Results and Discussion
(1) Lower plenum pressure
The lower plenum pressure history shown in Fig. 8.1.4 is representative of all the pressure

histories in the reactor vessel. The calculated two histories look nearly identical for the first
25 seconds. Since the ALARM-B1 input of the heat transfer to the coolant was adjusted to
be the same as that of THYDE-Bl, it suggests that the calculated break mass flow are almost
same between both calculations.

From 25 seconds the pressure by ALARM-B1 is larger than that by THYDE-Bl. The
cause of this overprediction is smaller energy discharge from the system which is due to the
different fluid volume model between both calculations. Namely, during this time period,
the fluid volume outside the shroud is treated by one homogeneous volume in the ALARM-B1
calculations, while it is treated by one non-homogeneous volume including two regions,
saturated steam and two phase mixture in the THYDE-Bl calculations. This difference causes
the different stagnant properties to calculate the break flow rates.
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Fig. 8.1.4 Lower plenum pressure, THYDE-Bl and ALARM-B1 calculations.

(2) Mixture level in the downcomer
A comparison of mixture level in the downcomer is shown in Fig. 8.1.5. The ALARM-B1

calculation overpredicts in comparison with the THYDE-Bl calculation during whole transient.
The jet pump suction uncovery and recirculation line uncovery times are important parameters
to describe the BWR blowdown behavior..

The parameters which strongly influence the mixture level in the downcomer are the
break flow, the jet pump flows, the steam separator flows and the quality entrained below the
mixture level. As shown in Figs. 8.1.6 and 8.1.7, until 10 seconds after rupture initiation,
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Fig. 8.1.5 Downcomer water level, THYDE-B1 and ALARM-BI calculation*.

the break flows in both calculations are identical and as shown in Figs. B.I .9 through 8.1.14,
the jet pump flows are in good agreement between both calculations. The quality in the two
phase mixture is also in good agreement. The overprediction of ALARM-BI is possibly due to
the difference of the steam separator flow as shown in Fig. 8.1.8.

(3) Break flow from the recirculation pump side
The break flow from the recirculation pump side is shown in Fig. 8.1.6. Both ALARM-BI

and THYDE-B1 calculated results agree well for the first 8 seconds. After the mixture level
in the downcomer has dropped to the level of the jet pump suction at about 9 seconds after
rupture initiation, ALARM-BI calculates the rapid decrease in flow rate until the recovery
resulted from the rapid increase in flow due to the lower plenum flashing at about 13 seconds
after rupture initiation. In this time period the break flow from pump side is limited by the
choked flow which occurs at the jet pump nozzles in the broken side. On the other hand,
THYDE-B1 is less sensitive to the jet pump uncovery and the lower plenum flashing. Among
the possible causes of this discrepancy are the difference in flow direction of broken jet pump
suction between the ALARM-BI and THYDE-B1 calculations as presented in Fig. 8.1.13.
Namely, over this time period the jet pump suction flow in ALARM-BI in normal, but that
in THYDE-B1 is reverse. The rapid increase in stagnant enthalpy due to mixing of steam from
the downcomer and water from the lower plenum occurs just after uncovery of the jet pump
suction. The increase in stagnant enthlpy results in the decrease in choked flow in the jet
pump drive nozzle. In THYDE-B 1 both the jet pump suction and throat flows over this time
period are reverse, therefore no rapid change in stagnant enthalpy occurs. The difference in
flow of the jet pump between both calculations is mainly due to the difference of gravity
head between the volume inside the shroud and the jet pump nozzle which results from the
difference of two phase model in the volume inside the shroud; three region model in
THYDE-B 1 and homogeneous mixture model in ALARM-BI.

After the lower plenum flashing has occured, both the THYDE-B 1 and ALARM-BI
break flows decrease monotonously, but the calculated trend is a little different each other.
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Fig. 8.1.6 Break now from pump side, THYDE-B1 and ALARM-B1 calculations.
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As mentioned earlier this is also possibly due to the difference of the two phase models used
in the volume inside the shroud in each calculation.

(4) Break flow from the reactor vessel side
Figure 8.1.7 presents the break flow from the reactor vessel side. Overall trends in both

calculations agree quite well. The calculated break flow by ALARM-B1 is lower than that by
THYDE-B1 for the first 5 seconds after rupture initiation. This is due to the difference of
the degree of subcooling in the downcomer. Since in the earlier blowdown portion of
ALARM-B 1 the lower downcomer is assumed to be homogeneous, the degree of subcooling
in the lower downcomer is relatively lower because of higher enthalpy fluid flow from the
upper downcomer. In the THYDE-B1 calculation, one control volume outside the shroud
is assumed to have three fluid regions.

At about 5 seconds after rupture initiation, the rapid drop in the THYDE-B1 calculation
is due to the change of the subcooled region into the two phase mixture region.

At about 12 seconds after rupture initiation the break flows in both calculations decrease
suddenly due to the uncovery of the recirculation suction line. At this time the steam
blowdown from the downcomer begins and the depressurization rate significantly increase.
The rapid formation of voids in the lower plenum caused by flashing of saturated water
forcefully expels water from the 1O"'T plenum into the core and downcomer. As voids
continue to form, the reverse flow through the inoperative jet pump suctions reaches a max-
mum and then demlnishes, which in turn causes the recovery of the break flow from the
vessel side as observed in both calculations. However there are the differences between both
results which may result from different models used. Namely, after the uncovery of the
recirculation pipe, in the ALARM-B 1 calculation, the volume outside the shroud is assumed to
be one homogeneous volume as described in the previous section, in turn the THYDE-B1
one pressure volume outside the shroud consists of three fluid regions. Therefore the over-
prediction of flow recovery in the THYDE-B1 calculation until 18 seconds and the underpre-
diction of flow after 18 seconds can be reasonably understood in comparison with the
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Fig. 8.1.7 Break flow from vessel side, THYDE-BI and ALARM-Bl calculation!.

ALARM-Bl calculation.
(5) Steam separator flow
Figure 8.1.8 shows the comparison of steam separator flows calculated by ALARM-Bl

and THYDE-BI. The homogeneous flow model in the ALARM-Bl calculation is used to
calculate mass flow through the steam separator. The THYDE-BI calculation uses two models;
(i) the slip flow model until the mixture level in the shroud inside begins to drop, (ii) the
homogeneous flow model thereafter. A homogeneous fluid model is used in all volumes
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Fig. 8.1.8 Steam separator flow, THYDE-BI and ALARM-Bl calculations.
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inside the shroud in the ALARM-B1 model and in turn in the THYDE-BI model the volume
inside the shroud is simulated using one control volume with three fluid regions.

The ALARM-B1 calculation overpredicts in comparison with the THYDE-BI calculation
during whole transient. At about 2.5 seconds after rupture initiation, the flow peak in the
ALARM-B1 calculation is due to the flashing in the core bypass volume but no peak in the
THYDE-BI calculation because of one pressure volume inside the shroud. At about 5 seconds
after rupture initiation, both calculated flows begin to decrease faster, which results from
decrease in the depressurization rate due to closure of the isolation valve. The flow peaks
at about 12 seconds after rupture initiation in both calculations are caused by lower plenum
flashing. The significant flow difference between both calculations can be understood on the
basis of the model difference. Namely, THYDE-BI calculates only steam flow in this time
period because the mixture level in the shroud inside has dropped below enough the level
of the steam separator outlet. ALARM-B 1 in turn calculates two phase flow with relatively
low quality because of the homogeneous fluid model used in the shroud inside.

(6) Jet pump flow
Figures 8.1.9 through 8.1.11 show the flows in intact jet pump and Figs. 8.1.12 through

8.1.14 show the flows in broken jet pump. The jet pump model used in both calculations
is identical (JMOPT = 1 see section 3.2). As observed, calculated trends agree quite well until
5 seconds after rupture initiation.

Figures 8.1.9 through 8.1.11 present throat, suction, and drive nozzle flows in intact jet
pump respectively. Overall trends agree well until S seconds after rupture initiation but after
that time the rate of decrease by THYDE-BI is faster than by ALARM-B 1. In both calcu-
lations, the pump trip is assumed to occur coincident with the postulated rupture. Further
pump rotor is assumed to be locked if the steam quality of the suction fluid is greater than
the input value of 0.01. In the THYDE-BI calculation, the locked rotor is calculated to occur
at 5 seconds after rupture intiation. On the oiher hand the recirculation pump in the
ALARM-B 1 calculation continues to coast down until 12.8 seconds at which the recirculation
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Fig. 8.1.9 Jet pump throit flow in intact side, THYDE-BI and
ALARM-B 1 calculations.
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line uncovers.
At about 7 seconds after rupture initiation the water level in the ALARM-B 1 calculation

reaches the bottom of the upper downcomer volume. As described in Section 8.1.1, the lower
downcomer volume, mass, and energy are added to the upper downcomer volume at this time.
The mixture level and quality distribution calculations are extended into the lower downcomer.
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Fig. 8.1.10 Jet pump suction flow in intact side, THYDE-B1 and
ALARM-B 1 calculations.
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ALARM-B 1 calculations.
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This combination of two volumes causes the discontinuous increase in the gravity head
between the downcomer and lower plenum, which in turn results in the increase in the suction
and throat flows.

At about 9 seconds after rupture initiation each jet pump flow in the ALARM-B1 calcu-
lation decreases rapidly, which results from the uncovery of the jet pump suction. Since the
recirculation pump still continues to coast down, the drive flow is maintained.

At about 13 seconds after rupture initiation, each jet pump flow in both calcuations
increase reversely, which is caused by the lover plenum flashing. At this time the recirculation
pump in ALARM-B1 is calculated to be locked.

The difference of the time at which the recirculation pumps are locked in both calcu-
lations strongly influences overall jet pump behavior.

Figures 8.1.12 through 8.1.14 present throat, suction, and drive flows in inoperative jet
pump, respectively. Overall trends also agree well until 5 seconds after rupture initiation.
After that time, the decrease in the suction and throat flows calculated by THYDE-B1 is also
due to the locked pump rotor in the intact recirculation line. At about 7 seconds, decrease
in reverse throat flow and increase in normal suction flow calculated by ALARM-B1 are
caused from the combination of the upper and lower downcomer volumes, which also result
in the shift of the center of respective fluid volume. The reverse drive flow calculated by
ALARM-B1 decreases rapidly when the jet pump suction uncovers at about 9 seconds after
rupture initiation, which also result in decrease in the choked drive flow due to the pressure
decrease and steam quality increase. The decrease in the reverse drive flow due to the un-
covery of the jet pump suction is not calculated in THYDE-B1. The possible cause is; re-
latively higher gravity head is calculated between the inside of the shroud and jet pump suction
which results from THYDE-B1 three region model in a fluid volume as describe. At about 12
seconds after rupture initiation, small decrease in the reverse drive flow by THYDE-B] due to
the quality increase followed by the lower plenum flashing can be seen, but ALARM-B1
oppositely calculates significant increase in the reverse drive flow due to the expelled mixture
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Fig. 8.1.12 Jet pump throat flow in broken side, THYDE-B 1 and
ALARM-BI calculations.
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from the lower plenum.
After the lower plenum flashing, the rate of the drive flow change calculated by

THYDE-Bl corresponds to the quality change at the jet pump drive nozzle.
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Fig. 8.1.13 Jet pump suction flow in broken side, THYDE-Bl and
ALARM-E1 calculations.
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8.1.3 Conclusions of the Comparisons between the ALARM-B1 and THYDE-B1
Calculations

A few conclusions can be drawn from calculations presented. Overall calculated results
by ALARM-B1 and THYDE-B1 agreed well, especially the pressure histories and the mixture
level in the downcomer were quite well. Comparisons presented are considered to have met
the objective (iii) directly.

It has been shown that there is no contradiction between the results of two codes, in
terms of intended purpose, for the largest break size as an extreme case where such contra-
dictions, if exist, should most clearly appear. This implies that no significant contradiction
would be foreseen in smaller break cases where the two codes are to be used in parallel. Thus,
the basis of the code system for large break analysis are well justified, and together with
Section 8.2, this comparison study constitutes an answer for a part of the objectives (i) and
(v).

8.2 Application of the Code System to a Large Break LOCA

A through analysis using the code system was performed for a large break LOCA of the
typical 1100 MWe BWR. The major objective of this calculation was to demonstrate the
applicability of the code system as described earlier in this chapter. In Subsection 8.2.1, the
problem selected as the base case is described. In Subsection 8.2.2, in order to obtain the
information for usage of the code system, some important parameters used in the code system
arc discussed.

8.2.1 Base Case Calculation

This Subsection describes the outlines of the base case problem which is for the analysis
of 200% double ended large break LOCA of a typical 1100 MWe BWR. In Subsection 8.2.1.1,
major plant data and assumed accident conditions are described. In Subsection 8.2.1.2, the
data transfer between member codes is described. In Subsection 8.2.1.3 through 8.2.1.7, some
important parameters calculated by member codes are briefly discussed.

8.2.1.1 Description of the problem

The major characteristics of the nuclear power plant selected as the object of the bate
case calculation are listed in the fallowings:
(1) Reactor

Reactor type : BWR/5
Thermal power : 3293 MW (100%)
Electric power : 1100MW

(2) Core and fuel assembly
Number of fuel assembly : 764
Number of fuel rods in an assembly : 63 (8x8)
Fuel rod outer diameter : 12.5 mm
Effective fuel rod length : 3.71 m
Pellet diameter : 10.6 mm
Peaking factor : axial = 1.4, radial = 1.4, local = 1.24

(3) Cooling system
Number of loops : 2
Number of jet pumps : lO/loo?
Steam dome pressure : 71.2 kgf/cm3, a
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Core inlet flow ratt : 48.3 x 103 ton/hr
(4) Emergency core cooling system (ECCS)

The high pressure core spray (HPCS), the low pressure core spray (LPCS), and the low
pressure coolant injection system (LPCI) are provided.

The accident conditions are assumed as follows :
1) Break configuration

Break type : double-ended offset shear
Break size : 0.2462 m2 x 2
Break location : recirculation pump suction pipe
Discharge coefficient for Moody's critical flow model : 1.0

2) ECCS availability
HPCS : failed
LPCS : available
LPCI : available

8.2.1.2 Data transfer between member codes

In this subsection, the data transfered from code to code or from experimental results
to code in the code system are described. In the code system, there are following six data
flow paths (see Fig. 2.1.1):

A) ALARM-B1 - HYDY- B1,
B) HYDY-B 1-SCORCH-B2,
C) THYDE-B1 -THYDE-B-REFLOOD,
D) THYPE-B1 -SCORCH-B2,
E) THYDE-B-REFLOOD - SCORCH-B2,
F) Experimental Results - SCORCH-B2.
The data transfered along each data flow path are described in the followings.
A) Data transfer between ALARM-B 1 and HYDY-B1
The lower plenum pressure, the fluid enthalpy ai core inlet, and the core inlet flow rate

calculated by ALARM-B 1 are given for the HYDY-B 1 calculation. These parameters are used
in the core region as boundary conditions at core inlet.

B) Date transfer between HYDY-B 1 and SCORCH-B2
HYDY-B 1 calculates the thermo-hydraulics in the core region from the break initiation

until the core uncovery. On the other hand, SCORCH-B2 requires the heat transfer coefficient
and the fluid temperature at the elevation of interest. Therefore, the fluid temperature and
the heat transfer coefficient from the beginning of blowdown until the core uncovery are
given by HYDY-B 1 usually at the elevation of interest. However in the base case calculation,
in order to assure the conservatism, the most conservative heat transfer coefficient and fluid
temperature through transient were selected among all axial nodes independently of the eleva-
tion of interest.

C) Data transfer between THYDE-B1 and THYDE-B-REFLOOD
THYDE-B1 calculates the thermo-hydraulic behavior in main recirculation line during

whole LOCA. On the other hand, THYDE-B-REFLOOD requires the initial conditions and the
boundary conditions to calculate the thermo-hydraulic behavior inside the shroud at the
reflood phase. Therefore, the fluid conditions (temperature, mixture level, void fraction, and
pressure), ECC flow (LPCS and LPCI flows), and structure temperature of the THYDE-Bl
are given for THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculation.

D) Date transfer between THYDE-Bl and SCORCH-B2
THYDE-Bl calculates the thermo-hydraulics in the main recirculation line with a core
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mixture level calculation model. SCORCH-B2 requires the core uncovery time and fluid
temperature. Therefore, the core uncovery time and fluid temperature after core spray initi-
ation are given from the THYDE-B1 results.

In the base case calculation, the core uncovery time was conservatively defined as the
time when the top of core came above the mixture level.

E) Data transfer between THYDE-B-REFLOOD and SCORCH-B2
THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculates the mixture level inside the shroud and determines the

reflooding time which is then given to SCORCH-B2.
In the base case calculation, the reflooding time was defined as the time when the

mixture level in the core region reached to the top of the core.
F) Data transfer from experimental results to SCORCH-B2
In the base case calculation, heat transfer coefficients during spray cooling period and

reflood phase were given from the data of BWR-FLECHT.7)

8.2.1.3 ALARM-Bl bast cat* results

The ALARM-Bl calculation was perfonned to analyse the thermo-hydraulic phenomena
in the early portion of the blowdown before core uncovery. In addition, ALARM-Bl provided
the core inlet conditions for the HYDY-B1 calculation. This subsection describes the
ALARM-Bl base case results. The input models were similar to those as described in Section
8.1 except the heat transfer rate from the fuel to the coolant.

Among the results of ALARM-Bl calculation, only the following three variables are
discussed here, which are to be transfered to HYDY-B1 :

Fig. 8.2.1 Lower plenum pressure,
Fig. 8.2.2 Core inlet flow,
Fig. 8.2.3 Lower plenum enthalpy.
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FJf. 8.2.1 Lower plenum pressure calculated by ALARM-Bl.
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Fig. 8.2.2 Core inlet flow calculated by ALARM-Bl.
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Fig. 8.2.3 Lower plenum fluid enthalpy calculated by ALARM-Bl.
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The fallowings describe briefly the behaviors of these variables. The lower plenum
pressure decreases until 4.5 seconds after break initiation, because the energy discharged from
the system becomes greater than the energy added to the system. Since the system flow
through the main steam line is reduced to zero from 4.5 to 5.0 seconds after break initiation,
the pressure is recovered. Afterwards, the pressure continuously decreases due to the recircu-
lation line uncovery at about 13 seconds after break initiation.

The core inlet flow strongly depends on the characteristics of the jet pumps and the
recirculation pump coast down, especially in early period of the blowdown. The behavior of
the core inlet flow shown in Fig. 8.2.2 at the early portion of blowdown. results from the
interaction of these effects. The rapid decrease in core inlet flow at the break initiation occurs
due to the pump coast down of the intact loop and the reversed flow through the jet pump
throat of the broken loop. The decrease in core inlet flow at 9 seconds is caused by the
uncovery of the jet pump suction. The instantaneous recovery of core inlet flow at 13 seconds
results from the lower plenum flashing.

The lower plenum enthalpy moderately changes until 40 seconds. The enthalpy rise
after 40 seconds is caused by the reversed flow from the core region.

8.2.1.4 HYDY-BibaMcatamuItt
HYDY-B1 was used for the calculation of thermo-hydraulic response of the reactor core

channels using the results calculated by ALARM-B1. The calculated heat transfer coefficients
and fluid temperatures were provided for the heatup calculation by SCORCH-B2.

The major input models of the base case are listed in the fallowings. The average rod in
the hottest bundle was selected as the object of the base case calculation.

1) Noding for fuel rod
The fuel rod is axially divided into 12 nodes (see Fig. 8.2.4). The fuel pellet and the
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Fifl. 8.2.5 Radial noding for HYDY-B1 base case.

Fit. S-2.' Axial noding for HYOY-B1 base case.
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cladding are radially divided into 5 and 3 nodes, respectively (see Fig. 8.2.5).
2) Power transient
The heat generation transient is input based on the 'Total Decay Power Generation"

curve shown in Fig. 6-1 of NEDO-10625 (see Fig. 8.2.6).
3) Axial power distribution
The axial power distribution in fuel rod is given by the lower skewed distribution

presented in Table 8.2.1, assuming the reactor has been operated at 105% of rated power.
Since the fuel rod under consideration is the average rod in the hottest bundle, the following
peaking factors are used :

Axial : 1.416, Radial : 1.4, Local : 1.0.
4) Gap conductance
The gap conductance is assumed to be 1.356 kcal/m2s °C (= 1000 Btu/ft2 hr °F).
5) Initial mass flux

Time offer Accident (sec)
Fig. 8.2.6 Power generation used in HYDY-B1 base cue.

Tabk 8.2.1 Axial power distribution used in
HYDY-B1 base case

Node No. Peeking Factor

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

0.407
0.737
0.970
1.106
1.154
1.125
1.261
1.319
1.416
1.222
0.815
0.466

Initial Heat Flux
(kcal/m'sec)

66.81
120.97
159.22
181.54
189.42
184.66
206.99
216.51
232.43
200.58
133.78
76.50

TaU* 8.2.2

Node
Number

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Onset time of boiling
transition in HYDY-
Bl basecase

DNBtime
(sec)

1.3
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.3

Not Occur
Not Occur
Not Occur
Not Occur
Not Occur
Not Occur
Not Occur
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The initial core inlet mass flux is determined as 1.69X103 kg/m2s based on the initial
core inlet flow rate in the ALARM-B1 calculation and the sub-channel flow area.

The results of the HYD Y-B 1 calculation using the input data described above arc presented
in the followings.

Table 8.2.2 shows the time when departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) occurs. The
DNB occurs coincidently in the node 9 to 13 in the early period of blowdown (1.1 seconds
after break initiation). This results from the rapid decrease in the core inlet flow calculated
by ALARM-B 1. In the present calculation, DNB did not occur at the hottest node (node 5)
until 35 seconds after break initiation, because large heat transfer rate of nucleate boiling was
calculated due to relatively low quality in the upstream of node 5.

The calculated heat transfer coefficients of node 5, 9 and 11 are shown in Fig. 8.2.7.
The calculated heat transfer modes of all nodes are nucleate boiling until 1.1 seconds after
break initiation. The rapid decrease in heat transfer coefficients of node 9 to 12 at 1.1 seconds
results from the occurrence of DNB. The heat transfer coefficient behavior of node 9 through

10*
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$ to'
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id1

:N0de 9

— - :Nod« (I

10 15 20 25
Time after Break (sec)

30 35

Fig. 8.2.7 Heat tnntfer coefficient! calculated by HYDY-B1 (Node S, 9 and 11).
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Fig. 8.2.8 Fluid temperatures calculated by HYDY-B1 (Nods 2 and 5).

12 are corresponding to the change of the core inlet flow. The heat transfer modes of node
2 through 8 are nucleate boiling until the termination of the calculation.

The fluid temperature of node 2 and 5 are shown in Fig. 8.2.8. The temperature histories
of all nodes other than node 2 and 5 are between the temperature curves of node 2 and 5 until
13 seconds. The fluid temperature history of node 5 is representative of all the temperature
histories in the core after 13 seconds, because the temperature differences among all nodes are
within about 1°C. The temperature of node 5 is the saturation temperature corresponding to
the node pressure during whole transient.

The smallest heat transfer coefficient (node 9) and the highest fluid temperature (node S)
were conservatively selected for heatup calculation by SCORCH-B2.

8.2.1.5 THYDE-B1 base case results
In the large break LOCA analysis using the series of codes, THYDE-B1 calculates the

thermohydraulic behavior in. main recirculation loop with the roles to determine the core
uncovery time and to provide the initial and the boundary conditions for the reflood analysis
by THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

The THYDE-B1 base case described here is the same as the case of THYDE-B1 presented
in Section 8.1. Only the parameters to be transferred to THYDE-B-REFLOOD and
SCORCH-B2 are shown in this section.

In order to confirm the differences of the calculated results between ALARM-B1 and
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Tab!* 8.2.3 Comparison of characteristic values of
THYDE-Bl and ALARM-Bl

unit: sec

Item THYOE-B1
base case

ALARM-Bl
base case

Uncovery of jet pump
suction

Uncovery of break
plane

Lower plenum flushing

Uncovery of core top

8.3

12.1

12.4

19.2

8.9

12.8

13.3

THYDE-Bl, some parameters are comparatively listed in Table 8.2.3. Table 8.2.3 shows
that the differences of characteristic times between ALARM-Bl and THYDE-Bl are within
1 second, and there are no large differences between ALARM-Bl and THYDE-B1 results.

The following variables are illustrated in Figt. 8.2.9 and 8.2.10 :
Fig. 8.2.9 pressure inside the shroud,
Fig. 8.2.10 mixture level inside the shroud.

The pressure inside the shroud decreases due to energy discharge through the break
planes during first 5 seconds. Since the main steam line valve is closed from 4.5 until 5 seconds
after break initiation, the pressure is recovered. The large depressurization rate is calculated
at about 12 seconds after break initiation, corresponding to the recirculation pipe uncovery.
Afterwards the pressure decreases continuously until SO seconds, then becomes almost
constant.

50 100 150
Time after Break (sec)

Fig. 8.2.9 Pressure inside shroud calculated by THYDE-B1.

200
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10 20 30 40
Time after Break (sec)

50

Fig. 8.2.10 Mixture level inside shroud calculated by THYDE-B1.

The drop in the mixture level inside the shroud at 8 seconds results from the decrease
in the mass inside the shroud. The mixture level swell at about 12 seconds is caused by the
lower plenum flashing. Afterwards the mixture level continuously decreases until 35 seconds
when the core spray injection and the LPCI injection start. Though the time when the
mixture level inside the shroud reaches the axially hottest point (1.24 m above the bottom of
the core) is 23.5 seconds, the uncovery time is defined to be 19.2 seconds at the top of the
core and is transferred to SCORCH-82.

The core spray and LPCI initiation times are both 35 seconds after break initiation.
After 35 seconds the flow rates of spray and LPCI are constant.

The fluid temperature to be used in the heatup calculation is given from the saturation
temperature corresponding to the pressure inside the shroud shown in Fig. 8.2.9.

8.2.1.6 THYDEB-REFLOOD bate case results

THYDE-B-REFLOOD analyses the thermo-hydraulic phenomena inside the shroud
using the results calculated by THYDE-B 1. In a large break LOCA analysis using the code
system, the main role of THYDE-B-REFLOOD is to determine the core reflooding time.
This section describes the input models and the calculated results of the THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

The THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculation was started from 35 seconds after break initiation,
corresponding to the initiation of the core spray and the LPCI. The core model option 1,
described in chapter 6, was used in this calculation, which required the input heat transfer rate
QCR- QCR in this calculation was estimated by Eq. (4.4-1) in the reference 6), and is
discussed in Subsection 8.2.2.2.

The initial mass inventory for the reflood calculation was given by the input parameters
of mixture level, void fraction, pressure, and geometrical data. The thermohydraulic parame-
ters were given from the calculated results of the THYDE-B 1 base case. But the initial mass
inventory in the guide tube region was neglected.
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The pressure transient was given by the pressure inside the shroud shown in Fig. 8.2.9, of
the THYDE-B1 base case as well as the core spray flow and the LPCI flow. The initial temper-
ature of structure in the shroud was also given by TH YDE-B1.

All CCFL parameters were taken from the reference 8), where the experiment to find
out the flow rate of falling water overcoming the ascending steam during top spray emergency
cooling is described. The entrainment parameters were determined assuming that the liquid
phase was not lost from the upper plenum through the steam separator. The analytical model
to calculate the flow through the leakage paths (the lower plenum to the guide tube and the
core bypass) is the same as the GE model."

The calculated mixture level is shown in Fig. 8.2.11 together with the mixture level
calculated by THYDE-B1. The mixture level decreases rapidly after 35 seconds till 40.9
seconds when the void fraction reaches zero. The rapid increases in the mixture level are
calculated at 40 seconds and 60 seconds after break initiation. These increases result from the
discontinuous change of the, depressurization rate calculated by the linear interpolation of the
input data of pressure.

In the present calculation, the CCFL phenomena were not calculated to occur during
whole transient, because the vapor velocity was small due to relatively high pressure given by
THYDE-B1 during reflood phase.

The times when the mixture level reaches the core bottom, the axially hottest point
(1,24 m above the core bottom), and the core top were 81.4, 87.8, and 103.3 seconds after
break initiation, respectively. For the SCORCH-B2 calculation, the reflooding time of 103.3
seconds was conservatively selected.
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Fig. 8.2.11 Mixture level inside shroud cilcuUted by THYDE-BI
*nd THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
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8.2.1.7 SCORCH-B2 base case results

SCORCH-B2 is used for the analysis of core heatup during whole LOCA transient using
the results calculated by other member codes. In this case, the water rod version SCORCH-WR
was used. The major input data are listed in the followings.

1) Horizontal plane of interest
The axially hottest elevation (1.24 m above the bottom of the fuel rod) is selected as

the horizontal plane to be calculated. Both axial and radial peaking factors are 1.4. The local
peaking factor is not considered.

2) Classification of fuel rods
The fuel rods are classified into 16 groups as shown in Fig. 8.2.12.
3) Multiplier to the fission product decay heat
The value of 1.2 is used for the multiplier to the fission product decay heat calculated

by the Shure's correlation.9'
4) Linear heat generation rate at the horizontal plane of interest
The value of 5551 cal/cm s is used to the linear heat generation rate at the horizontal

plane under consideration. This value was calculated by assuming that reactor had been
operated at 102% rated power.

The normalized power transient is given by the same data as used in the HYDY-Bl and
THYDE-B1 calculation, namely "Total Decay Power Generation" curve illustrated in Fig. 6-1
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Fig. 8.2.14 Heat transfer coefficients used in
SCORCH-B2 base case.
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in the reference 5) (see Fig. 8.2.6).
5) Multiplier to the wetted front velocity on the channel box
To fit the results of the BWR-FLECHT, Yamanouchi's equation10* is multiplied by a

factor of 25 and used in the present calculation.
6) Gap conductance and cladding deformation temperature
The gap conductance of 0.1356 cal/cm2s°C (= 1000 Btu/ft2hr°F) and 0.004068 cal/

cm2s°C (= 30 Btu/ft2hr°F) are used before and after cladding deformation, respectively.
The cladding deformation temperature is set 800°C.

7) Fluid temperature
The fluid temperature to be used in the heatup calculation before core uncovery is given

from that of node 5 in the HYDY-B1 as described in Subsection 8.2.1.2. After the core spray
initiation, the fluid temperature of saturated region inside the shroud of theTHYDE-Bl base
case is used as the bulk temperature for heatup calculation. The curve illustrated in Fig. 8.2.13
is the input data of bulk temperature used in the SCORCH-B2 calculation.

8) Core spray initiation time
The time of core spray initiation (35 seconds after break initiation) is given from the core

spray flow history calculated by THYDE-BI.
9) Core uncovery time and core reflooding time
The core uncovery time and the core reflooding time are 19.2 seconds and 103.3 seconds

after break initiation as described in Subsection 8.2.1.5 and 8.2.1.6, respectively.
10) Heat transfer coefficients
The heat transfer coefficients used in the base case calculation are illustrated in

Fig. 8.2.14. As described in Subsection 8.2.1.2, the heat transfer coefficients used in the heat-
up calculation before core uncovery are given by those of node 9 calculated by HYDY-B1. The
convective heat transfer coefficients after core spray initiation are given by the experimental
results of BWR-FLECHT.7>
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Fig. 8.2.13 Bulk temperature used in SCORCH-B2 base case.
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Fig. 8.2.1E Cladding temperature calculated by SCORCH-B2.

The cladding temperature calculated by SCORCH-B2 is shown in Fig. 8.2.15. The
increase in the cladding temperature at about 1 second after break initiation results from the
decrease in the heat transfer coefficient caused by DNB. After the occurrence of DNB, the
cladding temperature continuously increases until 10 seconds after break initiation when the
heat generation rate is in balance to the heat rate transferred to the coolant. The decrease in
the cladding temperature at 13 seconds after break initiation is due to the lower plenum
flashing. The rapid increase in the cladding temperature occurs at 19.2 seconds after break
initiation, since the heatup calculation after core uncovery time until core spray initiation time
has been performed assuming the adiabatic process. The rate of cladding temperature rise
becomes small at SO seconds after break initiation, because the cladding temperature calcu-
lated by SCROCH-B2 has been reached the cladding deformation temperature given by input
datum.

The peak cladding temperature is 1030.7° C in the 15th group. The maximum oxide
thickness is 9.8 M (1.1% of the initial cladding thickness), which takes place in the 15th group.

8.2.2 Disctmkm of Scmta Parainatarc Usad in tha Coda Systam
Some studies were carried out to obtain better understanding of the code system per-

formance. Firstly, the effect on PCT of the bubble separation parameterC usedinTHYDE-Bl
are discussed in Subsection 8.2.2.1. Secondly the procedure to give the heat transfer rate QQJ
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used in THYDE-B-REFLOOD are discussed in Subsection 8.2.2.2. Finally, in order to examine
the ambiguity in a large break LOCA analysis where ALARM-B1 lacks a mechanistic heat
transfer model for the core, iterative calculations between ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1 were
performed, and the results are discussed in Subsection 8.2.2.3.

8.2.2.1 Effect on PCT of bubblt Mperation parameter Ca wed in THYDE-B1

It was foreseen during the course of the performance studies that the overall system
behavior was very sensitive to the bubble separation parameter Ca used in THYDE-B1. In the
bubble separation model used in the base case, the bubble separation rate from the mixture
surface is calculated by

W,,^= As -a, • ujCo:,) -p,

where
As = cross-sectional flow area at the mixture surface,
a, = Ca • ci, void fraction at the mixture surface,
a = average void fraction in the mixture region,
U((«j) = bubble velocity relative to the mixture surface as a function of void

fraction, and
Pi = saturated steam density at the pressure of the volume.

As can be seen from the expression, the parameter Ca directly controls the steam flow
rate leaving the mixture surface. It is, therefore, expected that Ca directly affects the core
uncovery time in such a way that a larger Ca gives an earlier core uncovery time and vice
versa. This means that a larger Ca has an effect on PCT in the conservative direction. However
it is expected on the contrary that C« has the effect in the opposite direction. That is, a Inter
Ca should give an earlier re flooding time, because the phase separation is accelerated with a
larger Ca and, consequently, yields a larger mass inventory remaining at the end of blowdown.

As for the base case, Ca for the node representing the inside of the shroud was 1.7.
It was determined from the steady state energy balance for the node. That is, the flow quality
at the steam separator is calculated with use of Ca as explained in Section 5.2.7, while the
initial value of this quality must be consistent with the steady state energy balance for the
node. In order to examine the effects of Ca on PCT, additional two sets of through analyses
with C=1.0 and 2.0 were performed for comparison. These values were selected from
following two reasons.

1) Ca = 1.0 is equivalent to the assumption that the void distribution under the
mixture surface is uniform. Therefore the value of 1.0 can be regarded as the minimum
possible value.
2) Since the average void fracticn of the mixture region inside the shroud is usually
0.4 to 0.5 at the state of normal operation, values greater than 2.0 for Ca yield esti-
mations of very high void fraction at the top of the node and cause large inconsistency
with the steady state energy balance. Therefore the value of 2.0 can be regarded as a
resonable upper limit.
In THYDE-B1 calculations, only CB of the base case was changed. The input data for

other codes were made by the same procedure as used in the base case. The data set for
THYDE-B-REFLOOD runs were made with the same procedure as used in the base case, and
in SCORCH-B2 calculations the changed values were only the core uncovery time, the reflood-
ing time, the core spray initiation time, and the bulk temperature after core spary initiation.

Figure 8.2.16 presents the effects of Co on the pressure inside the shroud calculated by
THYDE-B1. Figure 8.2.17 shows the effects of Ca on the mixture level inside the shroud.
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Fig. 8.2.17 Effect of bubble separation parameter Ca on mixture level
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It should be noted that the levels shown in Fig. 8.2.17 are those calculted by THYDE-B1
until about 40 seconds and thereafter are those calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD. The
results of the core uncovery time, the reflooding time, the peak cladding temperature and the
maximum oxidation thickness are listed in Table 8.2.4. As expected in the beginning, a
larger Co gives an earlier core uncovery time, while it gives an earlier core reflooding time,
that is, Ca has two opposite effects from the point of view of evaluation of PCT.

The calculated cladding temperatures of all cases are compared with each other in
Fig. 8.2.18. In early portion of the transient until the core uncovery time, all the behavior
of cladding temperatures are just the same, because the HYDY-B1 results are not affected by

Tabl* 8.2.4 Effect of bubble separation parameter

Item Code Co-1.0 Ca-1.7
(Base Case) Ca-2.0

Core top uncovery time (sec)

Core bottom reflooding time (sec)

Core top reflooding time (sec)

Peak cladding temperature (°C)

Maximum oxide thickness (jx)

THYDE-B1
THYDE-B-REFLOOD

THYDE-B-REFLOOD

SCORCH-B2

SCORCH-B2

28.5
94.5

117.1

964.2

6.4

19.2

82.0

103.3

1030.7

9.8

17.2

78.0

99.6

10S0.2

11.0

1050.2 tC-2.0)
1030.7 (Gp 1.7)

200'0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
Time after Break (sec)

Fig. 8.2.18 Effect of bubble separation parameter C« on cladding temperature.
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the THYDB-B1 results. It can be seen from the figure that a higher PCT is calculated with a
larger Ca. It seems therefore that stored energy in the fuel rods has a dominant effect in
comparison with the delay in reflooding, as far as the sensitivity to Ca is concerned.

In the present studies, as mentioned in Subsection 8.2.1.1, the core uncovery time and
I the reflooding time were defined by the times when the top of the core was uncovered or
! reflooded. It can be said from Fig. 8.2.12 that the above trend of Ca effect on. PCX should be
I maintained, even if these times were defined at an axially different level. It can be concluded
] from the above discussion that 2.0 should be used for C from the point of view of the con-
| servative evaluation of PCT.

It should be noted, however, that this conclusion is valid only for the plant concerned.
Sensitivity studies should be done for other plants. From the reasons stated above, the range
of 1.0 to 2.0 is appropriate for changing Ca.

Finally, further verification studies of THYDE-B1 through the comparison of the calcu-
lated results with experimental data of the ROSA-IH project are now under way and it is
expected that the information on the realistic values of Ca will be provided from these studies.

8.2.2.2 Examination of h u t transfer rate O ^ used in THYDE-B-REFLOOD

The core model option 1 provided in THYDE-B-REFLOOD (see Chapter 6), which is
analysing a large break LOCA is the same as used in the REFLOOD code61 developed by
General Electric Company. Based on the experimental results, the core model developed by
GE adopts the concept that a reflood calculation can be made conservative with a large vapor
generation rate in the core region, because large steam flow causes the CCFL phenomena.
THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculates the vaporization rate in the core region based on the heat
transfer fate QCR which is an input constant. In this subsection, procedures to determine Q Q ,
are examined.

The procedure to calculate Q Q , is not described in detail in the code manual, however,
using the equation (4.4-1) described in reference,6' QCR can be obtained. The equation (4.4-1),
which was developed based on the experimental results, gives a relation among the maximum
vaporization rate (Mv e p)m l x in the core region and other variables such as T,, Q,,, Qhu and
Qsubcooh where T, is a peak cladding temperature at the time of spray initiation, Q,, is power
at the time of spray initiation, QtoJt is energy loss from the experimental facility, and Qjujjooi
is subcooling of liquid flowing into the core region. In the THYDE-B-REFLOOD base case
the energy used for vapor generation, (Mv c p)m i x • h^, was assumed to equal to QQJ , where
h^ is latent heat of water. Additionally, Q ^ and Qmi,cooi were neglected, because these
omissions give a larger QCR • Qo was given from the heat generation curve, which is illustrated
in Fig. 8.2.6 as used in the HYDY-B1 base case. Different data transfers can be considered to
obtain T,. in the code system. In this subsection, following three cases are comparatively
discussed;

Case 1) To use the highest cladding temperature calculated in the HYDY-B1 bate
case at the core spray initiation time (same as THYDE-B-REFLOOD base case),

Case 2) Same as case 1 except that the core inlet flow is set to zero after core uncovery
time,

Case 3) To use the peak cladding temperature calculated in the SCORCH-B2 base case
at the core spray initiation time.

The calculated results are shown in Table 8.2.5 and Fig. 8.2.19. It is indicating that the
case 3 gives the most conservative result, since T( in the case 3 in higher than others.

Differences of the peak cladding temperatures in these three cases are not significant.
This is partly because the CCFL phenomena does not take place in all three cases. The dif-
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Tabl* 8.2.5 Effect of heat transfer rate Qcr

Case 1
(Base Case)

Case 2 Case 3

Peak cladding temperature at
core spray initiation Ti (°C)

Heat transfer rate (kcal/sec)

Reflood time of core top (sec)

PCT at reflooding (°C)

439.8

2.374 X 10*

103.3

1030.7

499.9

2.S2S X 10*

103.8

1033.6

750.2

3.153 X 10*

105.1

1041.4
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Effect of heat transfer rate QcR on mixture level
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ferences may become much larger in case that the CCFL phenomena take place. In any case,
without appropriate mechanistic procedure to determine QQJ , the procedure of case 3 is
recommended for the evaluation purpose.

8.2.2.3 Iterative calculation between ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1
Loop hydraulics and core thermo-hydraulics in large break LOCA are separately calcu-

lated by ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1 in the present code system. In order to examine the
ambiguity in large break LOCA cases which arises from lack of thermal coupling, iterative cal-
culations between ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1 were performed. The procedures to perform
the iterative calculations are as follows:

Step 1) Assuming a heat transfer rate change in core region arbitrarily, the first loop
calculation by ALARM-B1 is performed.

Step 2) Using the core inlet conditions obtained at Step 1, the first core thermo-
hydraulic calculation by HYDY-B1 is performed.

Step 3) Using the heat transfer rate in the core region obtained at Step 2, the second
loop hydraulic calculation by ALARM-B1 is performed.

Step 4) The procedures likewise in Step 1 to 3 are iterated.
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The following three cases were examined for the heat transfer rate in the core region to be

used in the first ALARM-Bl calculation (Step 1):

Case 1) To use the same heat transfer rate as used in the ALARM-B1 base case,

Case 2) To use the heat transfer rate which is assumed to be unchanged from the

initial value during the whole transient,

Case 3) To use the heat transfer rate which linearly decreases from the initial heat

transfer rate to zero within 0.01 seconds.

TabU 8.2.6 Characteristic values at each iterative calculation
of ALARM-Bl

unit: sec

characteristic times 1-st 2-nd 3-rd 4-th

time when nodes 4 and S are
combined

uncovery time of the jet pump
suction

uncovery time of break plane

time when lower plenum fluid
reaches saturated

7.0 11.0 10.7 10.7

8.9 13.1 12.8 12.7

12.8 17.1 16.8 16.7

13.3 3.6 3.6 3.6

10'

10s

.2

,1

!ios

1

10"

: First HYDY-B1 Calculation
-Second HYOY-BI Calculation
: Third HYDY-BI ColculoHon
: Fourth HYDY-BI ColculoBon

10 15 2 0 25
Time after Break (sec)

30 35

Flf. 8.2.20 Total heat transfer rate in core region obtained by iterative calculation
between ALARM-Bl and HYDY-BI.
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Table 8.2.7 Onset time of boiling transition at each
iterative calculation of HYDY-Bl

unit : sec

Node No.

10*

o10'

10

CO

s

1.01

1-st 2-nd 3-rd 4-th

13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

1.36
1.36
1.16
1.26
1.36
~

1.72
1.25
1.07
1.10
1.22

32.75
33.35
34.00

~

1.24
1.24
1.07
1.09
1.22

32.52
33.02

~

1.24
1.24
1.07
1.09
1.22
~

— : First HYDY-Bl Colculotlon

— : Second HYDY-Bl Colculotlon
— : Third HYDY-Bl ColculoHon
— : Fourth HYDY-Bl Calculation

10 15 20 25
Time after Break (sec)

35

Fig. 8.2.21 Heat transfer coefficient of node 9 obtained by iterative calculation between
ALARM-B1 and HYDY-Bl.
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The coiivergency of the results of the iterative calculation was good in all cases (Case 1
to 3). Only the results of Case 1 are described below.

The characteristic times of the ALARM-B1 calculations at each iterative calculation are
listed in Table 8.2.6. Table 8.2.7 shows the calculated onset time of boiling transition at each
node at each iterative calculation of HYDY-B1. The total heat transfer rate obtained based
on the results calculated by HYDY-B1 are shown in Fig. 8.2.20. The heat transfer coefficient:
of node 9 calculated by HYDY-B1 are shown in Fig, 8.221. From these results, it can be
concluded that, if a significant discrepancy is found between the core heat transfer rate for
ALARM-B1 input and that calculated by HYDY-B1, the user may eliminate the discrepancy
by iterating calculations of two codes for a few times.

8.3 Application of the Code System to Small Break LOCAs

An application of the code system to a small break LOCA was performed according to
the calculation procedure for small break LOCAs, which is briefly described in Chapter 2. As
described at the top of this chapter, the objectives of this application were:
(1) To confirm the capability of the code system to analyze all phases of a typical small

break LOCA, and
(2) To determine when and what kind of calculated data should be transferred among codes

when the code system is applied to a small break LOCA.
The codes used for small break LOCAs are THYDE-B1, THYDE-B-REFLOOD, and

SCORCH-B2. This section describes the procedure and data transfer among the member
codes as well as the calculated results of this application.

An accident condition of a 4-percent split break of the recirculation line in a typical
UOOMWe class BWR was chosen as base case. The computer CPU time required for this
case was 40 minutes on the FACOM M-200.

Additionally, in order to demonstrate the applicability of the small break analysis pro-
cedure to various break sizes, an attempt was made to obtain the response of PCT to the
change of break size with use of the same calculation procedure. The results of this attempt
are also presented in this section.

8.3.1 Description of Problem
The problem specification is summarized in Table 8.3.1. The reactor type is the same as

that used in the large break analysis described in Section 8.1 and 8.2, while the accident
conditions and ECCS actuation conditions have been replaced by those suitable for examining
small break LOCA analysis capability of the code system.

As the evaluation guide line for ECCS performance1!) requires a single failure assumption,
the failure of the HPCS is assumed.

8.3.2 Data Transfer from Code to Code
The calculations for small break LOCAs are conducted along the procedure described in

Chapter 2 which can be summarized as:
i) To calculate overall system behavior by THYDE-B1 code,
ii) Using the results of THYDE-B1, to calculate thermohydraulic response inside the

core shroud in detail by THYDE-B-REFLOOD to obtain the time at which each
elevation of the core channel is exposed to steam and the time at which mixture
level is recovered at each elevation,

iii) Using the results of THYDE-B1 and THYDE-B-REFLOOD, to calculate the PCT by
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Reactor Type

Initial Operating Conditions

Accident Conditions

ECCS Actuation Conditions

8. System Performance

Table 8.3.1 Problem Specifications

1100 MWe type BWR with 8X8 fuel bundles

power : 3300 MWt
pressure : 75. kg/cm3

break location : recirculation pump suction line
break size : 0.4 to 100 percent of pipe flow area

(4 percent was chosen as the base case.)
reactor scram : 0 s after rupture
pump trip : 0 s after rupture
feed water supply : terminated at 1 s after rupture

ADS : 120 s after water level reaches h\ level
LFCS : 27 s after water level reaches LI ljvel

217

Other Specifications

(Maximum pump head is 22. kg/cm1)
LPCI : 40 s after water level reaches LI level

(Maximum pump head is 9.5 kg/cm1)
HPCS : assumed to be failed

MSIV Closure : 3 s after water level reaches L2 level
SRV Open : 0 s after veiiel pressure exceed! 79. kj/cm1

Note: LI level - 5.8S7 m above downcomer bottom
L2 level» 9.&37 m above downcomer bottom
Initial water level • 11.067 m above downcomer bottom
MSIV
SRV
HPCS
LPCS
LPCI
ADS

main steam line isolation valve
safety relief valve
high pressure core spray
low pressure core spray
low pressure coolant injection
automatic depressurization system

SCORCH-B2.
In the present analysis, the necessary data transfer between the member codes was per-

formed by short FORTRAN programs written for this purpose. Fijur* 3.3.1 shows the
calculation flow including these interface processes (Steps 2 and 4). The SPLEDIT data
handling subroutines, which is a part of the SPLPACK data plotting system described in
Appendix A, provided tools for the storage and retrieval of the calculated results. Although
these interface programs are of preliminary nature at present, they have shown the possibility
of performing automatically a through analysis from the loop hydraulics calculation to the
core heatup calculation and eliminating laborious manual data handlings.

Followings are the description of the information that is transferred from the preceding
calculations to the succeeding ones as well as the procedure of obtaining the required
information.

(1) Data Transfer from THYDE-B1 to THYDE-B-REFLOOD
Following information is obtained from the THYDE-B1 calculation and supplied to

THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
i) Initial time :

The initial time of the THYDE-B-REFLOOD calculation is determined as the
time at which the mixture level drops below the top of the core.

ii) Initial condition of fluid volume :
The mixture level and the void fraction or the specific enthalpy of the fluid
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Prepare Input Cards for
THYDE-B-REFLOOD

[ Constant D
I THYDE-B-I

Constant Data for
REFLOOD

THYDE-B-REFLOOD
Input to
THYDE-B-REFLOOD

\

Step 4

Step 6

Prepare Input Cards for
SCORCH-B2

Q THYDE-B-REFLOOD
Plot Data File

Constant Data for
SC0RCH-B2

SCORCH-B2

Step 6

SPLPLOT-1

Plot PCT at Each Eleva-
tion in Core

— I Input to SC0RCH-B2

b SCORCH-B2
Plot Data File

Step 4 and 5 are repeated several times to obtain the axial distribu-
tion of the cladding temperature in the core.

Note: ( I = a card deck, Q _ = a data file on a disk tape.

Fig. 8.3.1 Calculation process for small break LOCA.

under the mixture level at the initial time are required for each of the control
volumes of THYDE-B-REFLOOD. These values are calculated from the state
values of the three-region node representing the interior of the core shroud in
THYDE-Bl. As can be seen from Fig. 8.1.2 and Fig. 6.2.1, two codes have different
nodalization. It is, therefore, impossible for the two codes to represent the same
fluid state in the system. The fluid conditions of THYDE-B-REFLOOD are
determined so that the fluid mass in the corresponding elevation range in THYDE-Bl
node may be conserved. The errors in fluid specific energy which may arise from
this data transfer is expected to have little influence on the final results because
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the subcooling of the subcooled liquid region of the THYDE-B1 node is small (less
than 20°C in the present analysis),

iii) Initial temperature of fuel rods and vessel internals :
The initial temperatures of heat slabs that represent the fuel rods, pressure

vessel and vessel internals are determined from the surface temperature of cor-
responding heat slabs in THYDE-B 1.

iv) Time vs. pressure table :
This table is directly made from the pressure transient of the node representing

the inside of the shroud,
v) Time vs. flow rate table and time vs. flow enthalpy table for injection systems :

These tables are made directly from the calculated flow rate and fluid enthalpy
of the corresponding junctions.

(2) Data Transfer from THYDE-B 1 and THYDE-B-REFLOOD to SCORCH-B2
It has been stated in the preceding section that only one SCORCH-B2 calculation is

performed for a large break case. This calculation is for the highest power density part of the
highest power fuel assembly. On the other hand, in small break analyses, several times (six
times in the preesent analysis) of SCORCH-B1 calculation are conducted to obtain the temper-
ature distribution along the axial direction in the highest power assembly because the mixture
level transient is much slower in small break cases and the response of the cladding temper-
ature strongly depends on the elevation in the core. This characteristic will be explained later
with use of the calculated results.

For the calculation at each elevation, following information is transferred from THYDE-B 1
and THYDE-B-REFLOOD to SOORCH-B2.

i) Time vs. heat transfer coefficient table for fuel rods and for channel box :
The heat transfer coefficients are determined in the following manner with

use of the mixture level transient in the core calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD
and the time of core spray actuation given by THYDE-B 1.
- First Stage : From break initiation to the time of uncovery of the given

elevation, a high heat transfer coefficient of 1.35cal/cm2 s°C (10000Btu/ft2 h°F)
is used for both fuel rods and channel box. The check of DNB performed in
the large break analysis by HYDY-B1 is omitted in small break cases and the
nucleate boiling regime is assumed to be maintained until the given position of
the fuel rod is fully exposed to steam.

- Second Stage : From the time of uncovery to the time of spray initiation,
no heat transfer is assumed as in large break cases.

- Third Stage : From the time of spray initiation to the time of mixture level
recovery at the given elevation, a set of heat transfer coefficients based on the
FLECHT spray cooling experiments are used. These coefficients are the same
as those used for large break cases.

- Fourth Stage : After the recovery of the given elevation, a heat transfer
coefficient based on the FLECHT reflooding experiment is used. This is also
the same as that used for large break cases.
When the mixture level oscillates, the last three stages of heat transfer are

repeatedly used and the possibility of the recovery of the first stage (nucleate
boiling mode) is conservatively ignored,

ii) Time vs. coolant temperature table :
SCORCH-B2 requires a table of time dependent history of coolant bulk temper-

ature. The coolant temperature is determined as the saturation temperature cor-
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responding to the pressure in the core shroud calculated by THYDE-B1.
iii) Radiation calculation option :

SCORCH-B2 requires user's specification of the time range in which the calcu-
lation of radiative heat transfer should be performed. This time range is determined
as the period in which the mixture level in the core is under the specified elevation.

8.3.3 Calculation of System Behavior by THYDE-B1

This section describes the results of THYDE-B1 calculation for the base case.
The nodalization used in this calculation was the same as that used for the large break

cases (Fig. 8.1.2) except the break junction. In th" present analysis, the break is of a split
type and is represented by a leak junction attached to the recirculation line node (node 4 of
Fig. 8.1.2).

The calculation was started at the time of rupture initiation. The reactor power after
rupture was given as a function of time. This power curve was the same as that used for the
large break case (Subsection 8.2.1.4 2)).

The calculated sequence is as follows.
- At 0 sec, reactor is tripped (specified by input).
- At 0 sec, recirculation pumps are tripped (specified by input).
- At 1 sec, feed water supply is terminated (specified by input).
- At 20 sec, MSIV is closed by low water level signal (See Section 5.2.13 for level

signal calculation).
- At 115 sec, SRV is opened due to high pressure.

At 190 sec, top of core is exposed to steam.
- At 236 sec, ADS is actuated by low water level signal generated at 116 sec.
- At 3S0 sec, LPCS begins coolant injection.
- At 420 sec, LPCI begins coolant injection.
The THYDE-B1 calculation was terminated at 600 seconds after rupture.
The calculated transient of some selected variables are as follows.
(1) Pressure
The calculated pressure inside the shroud is shown in Fig. 8.3.2. This curve was given as

input to THYDE-B-REFLOOD. Since the pressure differences among the fluid nodes are small
(less than 1 kg/cm2 through most of the transient), this figure is representing the pressure of
all noes. The pressure decreases after the rupture until 20 seconds; this is due to the decrease
in power generation in tht -ore. After MSIV closes at 20 seconds, the pressure increases
until it reaches SRV set press ire at 110 seconds. After this time, the pressure is maintained
almost constant until ADS is actuated at 236 seconds. After the ADS actuation, the pressure
decreases rapidly.

(2) Mixture Level inside and outside Core Shroud
Figure 8.3.3 shows the calculated mixture level inside and outside the core shroud.

The mixture level inside the shroud is higher than that outside the shroud through most of the
transient. This is due to level swell caused by high vapor generation in the core. From
40 seconds to 120 seconds after rupture, two levels decrease at a similar rate. This trend
suggests that the static heads of the fluid inside and outside the shroud are balanced with
each other during this period. However, at 130 seconds, the mixture level in the downcomer
drops below the top of jet pumps, and then, the decreasing rate of the mixture level inside
the shroud becomes very slow, because static head balance is formed between the fluid in the
jet pumps and the fluid inside the shroud.

At 240 seconds after rupture, the mixture level outside tht shroud increases rapidly due
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Fig. 8.3.2 Pressure inside shroud calculated by THYDE-BI.
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Fig. 8.3.3 Mixture level inside and outside shroud calculated by THYDE-BI.

to the flashing of liquid caused by ADS actuation. After 350 seconds, both of the mixture
levels begin to increase due to the actuation of LPCS.

(3) Break Flow
The calculated flow rate at the break is shown in Fig. 8.3.4 together with the fluid

quality at the break plane.
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Fig. 8.3.4 Flow rate and quality at break calculated by THYDE-BI.

(4) Flow Rates of ECCS Injection Systems
Figure 8.3.5 shows the calculated flow rate of LPCS and LPCI. These curves were given

as input to THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

D JF JUNCT12 I LPCS FLOH RfiTE)
O JF JUNC-13 ( LPCI FLOH ROTEJ
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TIME SEC

6.0X10

Fig. 8.3.S Flow rates of LPCS and LPCI calculated by THYDE-BI.
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(5) Flow Rates at Jet Pump*
Figure 8.3.6 and 8.3.7 show the calculated mass flow rates at jet pump throat, suction,

and drive of the intact side and of break side, respectively. It should be noted that all flows
are almost stagnant from 120 seconds to 230 seconds after rupture. This is, as mentioned
before, due to the head balance between jet pumps and inside of the shroud.

• JF JUNC-S
D JF JUNC-4
A JF JUHC-6

( J.P. DRIVE IIN1RCT SIDE1I
( J.P. THROAT!INTflCT SIOEM
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tun snail §K«f LOCK w t cnu THYOE-gl tM-CUlllTIOM
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5.0 6.0*10

Fig. 8.3.6 Junction flow rate of intact side jet pump calculated by THYDE-B1.
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Fig. 8.3.7 Junction flow rate of break side jet pump calculated by THYDE-Bl.
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, 8.3.4 Calculation of Refloating Phase by THYDE-B-REFLOOD

The nodalization of THYDE-B-REFLOOD was fixed as shown in Fig. 6.2.1 except for
the core part. The mode! option used to represent the core part is the detail model described
in Section 6.2.8 and 6.2.9. The numbers of fluid nodes and fuel nodes are 5 and 60, respec-
tively.

The calculation of THYDE-B-REFLOOD was initiated at the time of the top-of-core
uncovery calculated by THYDE-B1. The initial time for the base case calculation was 190
seconds after rupture. The calculation was terminated at 600 seconds.

Some of the calculated results are shown in Figs. 8.3.8 to 8.3.11.
(1) Mixture Level inside Core Shroud
Figure 8.3.8 shows the calculated mixture levels in the bypass and in the core. The

mixture level in the core is higher than that in the bypass because of the higher vapor generation
rate in the core. Both mixture levels rapidly increases at 240 seconds due to flashing caused
by the ADS acuation.

The calculated mixture levels not exceed the top of core; this is because the code does
not calculate the liquid inventory in the upper plenum as stated in the model description
(Chapter 6). The liquid which is calculated to remain in the upper plenum is assumed to be
lost from the system. The mixture level in the core begini to increase at 350 seconds due to
LPCS actuation. The rapid decrease in the mixture level at 430 seconds indicates that bubbles
in the lower plenum are collapsed by the injection of subcooled liquid by LPCI. The core is
fully reflooded at 450 seconds after rupture.

The oscillation of the mixture level which appears after SSO seconds is due to the oscil-
lation in the pressure given by THYDE-B1 (Fig. 8.32) and to the assumption of no liquid
accumulation in the upper plenum. The mixture level calculated by THYDE-B1 (Fig. 8.3.3)
is higher than the top of the core in this oscilatory period; therefore it is ensured that the core
is completely reflooded through this period of mixture level oscilation without losing

t CORE MIXTURE LEVEL 1
( CORE SUBCODL REGION TOP)
( BYPASS H1XTURE LEVEL 1

BU» SIW4.L man IOCR CBSE CBSE IHYOE-»-»EH.OOO CMCUHTIOM

. o
a.

0.0 B.O 6.0X10*

Fifl. 8.3.8 Mixture levels in core and bypass regions calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
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reasonable conservatism.
(2) Void Fraction Distribution in the Core
Figure 8.3.9 shows the transient of void fractions of the core fluid nodes. Numbers

attached on the lines indicate the elevation of the nodes from the bottom of the core. Since
THYDE-B1 assumes a uniform void distribution in the mixture region, the initial void fractions
given to the five nodes of THYDE-B-REFLOOD are equal to each other. The void redistri-
bution due to the model change occurs during the first 40 seconds after the initiation of the
calculation. As for the three nodes in lower part of the core void fractions become smaller,
while in the other nodes void fractions become larger.

The increase in void fraction at all nodes at 240 seconds after rupture is due to the
flashing caused by the ADS actuation. The void fraction of unity means that the node is
above the mixture level. After 450 seconds, the void fractions of all nodes decrease gradually,
because the subcooled liquid injected by LPCI is entering the core from the bottom.

j
4

( 0 . 4 H RBOVE CO
1 I.I H
I 1.8 M
[ 2.5 H
1 3.3 M

tit 60TT0H1

:
i

cr
a:
u.

0.0 6.0 • .0X10*

Fit 8.3.8 Void fraction distribution in core and bypass region* calculated by
THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

(3) Cladding Temperature
Figure 8.3.10 shows the calculated cladding temperature at six different elevations in

the core. Since these temperatures are of the average power rod, they are lower than those of
the peak power bundle calculated by SCORCH-B2, which will be shown later.

After 200 seconds, the cladding temperatures begin to rise. This is, as can be seen from
Fig. 8.3.8, because the mixture level in the core is decreasing and the fuel rod is gradually
exposed to steam from top to bottom. At 350 seconds after rupture, LPCS is actuated, and
the cladding temperature begins to decrease at most elevations. At 400 seconds, the core is
fully reflooded, and the cladding temperatures drop near the saturation temperature. After
450 seconds, the subcooled liquid injected by LPCI begins to enter the core, and then, the
cladding temperatures drop further.
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Fig. 8.3.10 Cliddini temperature calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD.

(4) Quench Front Propagation
Figure 8.3.11 shows the calculated elevation of the quench fronts of the cladding and the

channel box. Only the top-to-bottom quenching is modeled in THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
Quench front calculation is started at the time of spray initiation, 350 seconds after rupture.
From 400 seconds to 430 seconds, the quench fronts do not apparently move. This is because

( CLADDING OUENCH FROND
I MINISTER QUENCH FRONT)

gun tnnu w t m locn »»SE cusi Tmoe-a-nenooo COLCULBIIMI

p a> D

P D l>

o.o 1.0 J.O 3-0 4.0
TIME SEC

5-0 6.0K10'

Fig. 8.3.11 Quench front elevation on clad surface and channel box calculated by
THYDE-B-REFLOOD.
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the propagation calculation is not performed after the elevation of the quench front has been
reflooded as stated in Chapter 6.

8.3.5 Core Heatup Calculation by SCORCH-B2
As stated in section 8.3.2, SCORCH-B2 calculation was repeated to obtain the axial

temperature distribution in the core. In the present analysis, the bundle was equally divided
into 6 axtial nodes and SCORCH-B2 was run for each of the nodes. Some selected results
are shown in Figs. 8.3.12 to 8.3.14.

(1) Heat Transfer Coefficient Given as Input to SCORCH-B2
The heat transfer coefficients given to SCORCH-B2 were determined from the mixture

level transient calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD (Fig. 8.3.8). An example of the heat
transfer coefficient in this analysis is shown in Fig. 8.3.12. This is for the rod at the inner
part in the bundle at the fifth node from the bottom of the core at which the calculated PCT
was the highest in the six axial nodes.

10

HC - » * Z.9H ABOVE CORE BOTTOM!

» ww mmi Minn tec* n i t cm »CO»CH-H cmcuumw

10"

10
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1 1

J
•
H

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

TIHE SEC
5.0 6.0*10

Fig. 8.3.12 Heat transfer coefficient between inner rod and coolant given at input to
SCORCH-B2.

(2) Coolant Temperature Given as Input to SCORCH-B2
Figures. 8.3.13 shows the coolant bulk temperature given to SCORCH-B2.
(3) Peak Cladding Temperature
The transients of cladding temperatures at all elevations are shown in Fig. 8.3.14. The

numbers attached on the lines indicate the elevation from the bottom. The PCT in the whole
core appears at the fifth elevation in the core. From this figure, the calculated ?CT is 720°C.
The peak temperature at the elevation of the highest power density, which is at the second
elevation in this case, is about 450° C. It should be noted that PCT does not always appear at
the point of highest power density and that calculated PCT depends strongly on the mixture
level behavior in case of small break LOCAs.
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Fig. 8.3.14 Peak cladding temperatures at different elevation calculated by SCORCH-B2.

8.3.6 Response of PCT to Change of Break Size

A series of "through" calculations were performed with different sizes of break flow area
in order to demonstrate the wide range of applicability of the code system when the procedure
for small break LOCAs is used. The break size was changed from 0.4 to 100% of the recircu-
lation line flow area (about 10 to 2460 cm2).
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Since the occurence of DNB during Wowdown is not considered in the procedure for
small break LOCAs, the present procedure may not be sufficient for cases of large breaks, such
as 100 percent case. However, this small break analysis procedure was used for all cases in
this analysis in order to clarify the characteristic nature of the procedure.

Some of the calculated results are described below.
Figure 8.3.15 shows the calculated pressure of all cases. Hie case 4 (flow area = 100 cm2)

is the base case. It can be seen from this figure that, in the cases of break size smaller than
Case 5 (240 cm2 ), the pressure transient strongly depends on the ADS actuation.

Figure 8.3.16 shows the mixture level transient calculated by THYDE-B-REFLOOD for
three cases with the break sizes of 0.4%(10 cm2), 4%(100cm2), and 40%(1000cm2))

respectively. The first two cases have similar trend. Namely, the period during which the fuel
rod is exposed to steam does not depend so much on the elevation in the core in the large
break case (40% break), while it does in the small break cases (4% case and 0.4% case).

The elevations of the hottest point (the point at which the cladding temperature rose
highest) were different among the eight cases. They showed a clear depsncy on the break
size. The smaller break sizes resulted in higher hottest point elevation. The hottest point for
100% break case wu at the elevation of highest power density and was the lowest in the eight
cases. This trend can be well explained by the mixture level behavior shown above.

Figure 8.3.17 show the calculated PCT response to the break size. As mentioned above,
the consideration of DNB for large break LOCAs was not included in these calculations, and
higher PCTs might be obtained from the large break LOCA analysis method. However, it
can be said from this figure that the smaller break size does not always result in lower PCT.
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Fig. 8.3.15 Effect of break size on pressure transient inside shroud.
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Fig. 8.3.17 Effect of break size on peak cladding temperature and turn around time.
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9. Concluding Remarks

This report has presented the description of the first version of the BWR code system
for evaluation of ECCS performance and the system performance together with the system
consistency through a series of calculations to demonstrate the capability of a complete
analysis of LOCA on a typical commercial BWR. The conclusions for two major areas con-

J cerning the system performance and the usage of the code system including each member
; code can be drawn from the information presented.

The conclusions for the system performance include:
(1) It has been shown from the system performance study that the present code system

is applicable to analyses of the postulated LOCAs over a broad range of break sizes to evaluate
; the ECCS performance in accordance with the Guideline.
! (2) It has been shown that the combination of blowdown codes; ALARM-B1 with
i HYDY-B1 and THYDE-B1 could adequately and consistently cover various sizes of break.
' (3) The required data transfer among codes along with various phases of a LOCA has
I been determined with reasonable conservatism through analyses of typical large and small
; breaks.
' (4) It has been shown that the use of ALARM-B1 for a large break analysis without

feedback from the core analysis by HYDY-B1 is adequate. The heat transfer rate from fuel
to coolant during blowdown can be obtained, if necessary, by performing a few iterative

; calculations between ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B 1.
: (5) One of the important results from the sensitivity studies on some input parameters

is that the input parameter Ca which is used in the phase separation model of THYDE-B 1
should be carefully determined as the system thermo-hydraulic behavior is quite sensitive to
this parameter. Especially it should be noted that the larger Ca influences conservatively core
uncovery time and in turn less conservatively core reflood time. It is therefore necessary in the
actual applications to perform sensitivity studies on C«.

As for the usage of the code system including each member code, it should be noted that
the second phase in the development of the code system has been going on. The following

] modifications and improvements are being incorporated into the system as a result of perform-
ance studies so as to provide a system capable of analyzing systematically a broad range of

| LOCAs and a user-oriented system for routine production use.
(1) As mentioned previously, one of the drawbacks in the present code system is that

I ALARM-B1 has no mechanistic heat transfer capability in the core during blowdown. The
| improved version ALARM-B2, in which blowdown heat transfer model and nuclear kinetics are
| incorporated, has been developed. The performance studies of ALARM-B2 have been going
; on through analyses of available experiments and comparisons of results with other codes. The
I ALARM-B2 code, which replaces ALARM-B1 and HYDY-B1 in the present code system, will
I be capable of analyzing more consistently a blowdown phase of large break LOCAs and also
j providing the information to other member codes such as the initial conditions for reflood

calculation.
(2) As stated above, the phase separation parameter Ca used in THYDE-B 1 is one of the

important input data. Some additional studies for a large break LOCA have been performed
for comparison with another phase separation model based on the sweep-out length, which is
provided in THYDE-B 1. As a result of studies presented here together with above additional
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studies, a new model for phase separation, which considers the physical process of vapor
separation at the mixture surface in terms of time-varying sweep-out length, has been under
development. In addition, several improvements and modifications such as recirculation
pump model based on the homologous law and the spray heat transfer model based on the
experiment are also being incorporated into THYDE-B1.

(3) To maximize the use of the code system, an automatic computational procedure for
the link of member codes and data transfer is under consideration.- This automatic procedure
is based on the concept of modular code system, which includes useful computational capabili-
ties such as an automatic steady-state calculation and an automatic data transfer for an analysis
of various phases of a LOCA with provision for renodalization.
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Appendix : SPLPACK : A Program Package for

Data Plotting

A program package named SPLPACK has been developed for plotting the results of com-
puter programs presented in this report. Followings are a brief description of the SPLPACK
system. Detailed information is contained in reference 1).

A.1 Outline of the SPLPACK System

SPLPACK is a tool generally applicable for plotting the results of transient analysis codes
and experiments in two dimensional graphs. It is written mostly in FORTRAN-IV.

This program package was designed according to the following principles.
1) Plotter program must be independent of user's analysis codes. Therefore, the calculated

results should be transmitted to the plotter program via a data base with a standardized
format. By storing output data of experiments and computer codes in a standard format,
data from different sources can be easily compared.

2) The format of the data base must be sufficiently generalized.
3) Tools must be provided to minimize program modification of the user's code for output-

ting calculated results.
4) The usage of the plotter program must be as easy as possible.

The following sections describe how these principles are materialized in the SPLPACK
system.

The basic structure of the SPLPACK system is illustrated in Fig. A.I. In this figure, data
flows are shown by arrows. The calculated results of user's code are edited and stored in a
data base with a standardized format called SPL format. A subroutine package SPLEDIT
is provided for data editing. With use of this package, the user can easily incorporate the

user's code
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SPLEDIT

data
editing

data base
of

SPL format

SPLPLOT

SPLEDIT

data
retreival

UCL2

unit
conversion

c request
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plotting

CRT, XY-plotttr
laser printer, etc.

Fig. A.1 Basic structure of the SPLPACK-1 system data flow in the system.
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SPLPACK system into his code. The program SPLPLOT retrieves data from the data base
by SPLEDIT and draws graphs according to user's requests.

SPLPLOT is operational on both batch and timesharing systems. The input terminal for
the requests may be a card reader of a keyboard, and the output terminal may be a XY-plotter,
a laser printer, or a conversational graphics such as the Tektronix terminal.

Brief descriptions of the SPL format, the SPLEDIT package, and the SPLPLOT program
will be given, in Sections A.2, A.3 and A.4, respectively.

A.2 Standard Format of Data Base

The structure of the SPL format is shown in Fig. A.2. The data base is a sequential file in
binary mode, and has following four parts:

data base label part: data base name and format identifiers
comment part : general description of data in the data base
variable label part : description of each variable in the data base
data part : numerical data
The numerical data in the data part is the results of calculation or experiment. Since

results of transient analysis codes are usually produced time step by time step, each record in
this part contains the values of the variables of one time step.

type of the variable to be edited can be an array of up to 3 dimensions of single or double
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precision real number. Integer and complex variables are not allowed.

A.3 SPLEDIT, A Subroutine Package for Data Base Management

A subroutine package SPLEDIT was prepared to assist users in editing, storing, and re-
trieving data of SPL format. Figure A.3 shows how it is used in a transient analysis code.
Figure A.3 is an example of FORTRAN subroutine that performs the data editing process of
user's code (see Fig. A.I). In Fig. A.3, variables that will be edited are TIME, X, DXDT,
D2XDT2 in COMMON block /A/. Since all SPLEDIT subroutines have a letter ' $ ' at the top
of their names, they can be easily distinguished from user's subroutines. The functions of
subroutines referred to here are:

- SSETWF specifies FORTRAN Unit number of the data base,
- SFILNM registers file name,
- SPGMNM registers name of the user's code,
- STITST registers calculation title,
- SPRCSN specifies lengths of a word (precision) in the user's program and in the data

base, respectively,
- SUNSYS specifies the unit systems used by the program and by the data base, respec-

tively,
- SLBSXO, and SLBSX1 register variable labels. These routines also registers addresses

of the variables. Since a complete label of one variable is registered by one CALL
$ LBSX* statement, it is easy to add or delete variables to be edited,

- SWLABL edits label information registered on the core memory by above subroutines,
and writes them on the data base,

- SWDATA edits calculated results of the registered variables, and writes them on the
data base,

SUBROUTINE EDIT
CGMHON ttj TIME,DELT,X(2),DXDT(2),D2XDT2(2)
CGWGN /SWAREA/ MEMORY, IDtJM,IA(5OOO)
DATA ISTART A ) /
IF ( ISTABT.NE.O ) GO TO 10

C DATA SET INITIALIZATION
ISTART * 1
MEMORY x 5 0 0 0
CALL *SETWF ( 1 1 , E R )
CALL $FILNM OTESTDATA',8)
CALL $PGMKM ('TEST PROGRAM', 12)
CALL J i r r S T ('CALCULATION FOR TEST OF SPLPACK',31)
CALL $PRCSN ( 1 , 1 )
CALL JUNSYS ('MKSA'.'MKSA')
CALL JLBSXO (TIME.'TIME ' . ' T I M E 1 , ' ' , ' ' , 1 , 1 ,

- -TIME1 ,4)
•CALL JLBSX1 (X , ' L V L N G T V ' , ' ' , 1 , 1 ,

- 'ELEVATION',9,2,'NODE')
CALL SLBSX1 (DXDT.'V ' , ' V E L C 1 , ' • , ' ' , 1 , 1 ,

- 'VELOCITY',8,2,'NODE')
CALL JLBSX1 (D2XDT2,'A ' , ' A C C L ' , ' ' , ' ' , 1 , 1 ,

- 'ACCELERATION',12,2,'NCDE')
CALL $VLABL(1,IER)

C CATA SET INITIALIZATION END
10 CONTINUE

CALL $WCATA (IER)
RETURN
EKD

FJf. A . 3 An example o f data editting by SPLEDIT package.
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At the data retrieval process shown in Fig. A.I, SPLEDIT performs following two types
of data transformations.
1) Rearrangements of data

Since data in the data base is arranged rime-step-wise, they must be rearranged before
plotting the history of one variable.
2) Unit conversion

Generally computer codes are written in various unit systems. Therefore unit conversion
is an inevitable process when a computer code utilizes data produced by other code. SPLEDIT
automatically does unit conversion at data editing and data retrieval according to user's sepci-
fication. This conversion is performed with use of UCL2 subroutine package written by K.
Abe2'. This subroutine package has, among others, the function of analyzing a character
string of given unit and generating a new character string of the unit in required unit system is
well as the unit conversion factor.

A.4 SPLPLOT, A Program for Drawing Graphs

SPLPLOT draws graphs of data in SPL-formatted data bases. This program was designed
on the base of LFTPLT7 program by Soda* and ROSAS3 program by Sobajima4).

The major differences between SPLPLOT and the other two programs are:
1) Applicability of SPLPLOT has been greatly extended by the use of SPL format storage,
2) The unit conversion function has been generalized by the use of UCL2 package.
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For the user's convenience, SPLPLOT has following functions.
- The unit (or units) of a variable (or variables) can be automatically converted to

requested unit (or units in requested unit system).
- Linear and logarithmic scaling can be used.
- Scale range can be automatically adjusted.
- Data from up to 10 data bases can be plotted in one figure.
- Up to 10 lines can be plotted in one figure.
- Up to 4 scales can be drawn for Y axis. But only one scale is allowed for X axis.
- Values calculated from data in the data base can be plotted.
The last function, the calculation option, often becomes necessary when results of

analysis codes and experimental data are to be compared. To use this function, the user must
write a subroutine to perform the calculation and link it with the load module of SPLPLOT.
Since modification of the original source program by individual users should be minimized, the
name and arguments of this subroutine is limited to one fixed pattern.

The user is allowed to specify unit system to be used, figure title, axis captions, unit of
each scale, figure size, etc., but since SPLPLOT is provided with various default options and
the variable label containes information of units and captions, the input cards can be very
simple. Figure A.4 shows a simple example of input cards together with plot results for it.

A.5 Present Status of SPLPACK Application

SPLPACK has been incorporated in 7 computer codes developed at JAERI, including the
five codes presented in this report. Since comparison of the calculated results of these codes
with that of other codes or that of experiments was desired for the verification of these code,
additional programs were written for converting output data of:

1) RELAP4 codes) for LWR LOCA analysis,
2) LOFT experiment^ of PWR LOCA, and
3) ROSA—III experiment7) of BWR LOCA.

into the SPL format.

By assisting the code users in comparing the calculated results with experimental data,
SPLPACK has effectively contributed to the code development activities.
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